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1 Preliminaries
INTHIS DISSERTATION I identify the stages that occur during theacquisition of syllable structure and stress by children learning Dutchas their first language, describe them in terms of current prosodic
theory (e.g., McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990, Hayes 1981, 1991), and explain
the transitions from one stage to the next as the setting of one or more
prosodic parameters. The aim is to develop a theory of the acquisition of
prosodic structure. During acquisition several changes in the prosodic
system take place, as can be inferred from the actual acquisition data. I will
focus both on learnability aspects and on developmental aspects of
acquisition in the area of prosodic phonology. The LOGICAL PROBLEM OF
ACQUISITION is distinct from the DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEM OF ACQUISITION
(Hornstein & Lightfoot 1981). Ingram (1989a) distinguishes research into
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, which is concerned with evidence from what
speakers know, from research into CHILD LANGUAGE, which is concerned
with evidence from what children say. The first studies the logical problem
of acquisition, the second studies the developmental problem of acquisition.
A theory of grammar for which there is no tractable learning algorithm is
unlikely to play an important role in a theory of language acquisition. Only
a grammatical theory with learnability properties is a plausible candidate for
a theory of acquisition (Dresher & Kaye 1990, Dresher 1991, 1992, Clark
1992, Clark & Roberts 1993, Dresher & van der Hulst to appear). Ideally
the two lines of research should be combined (Bennett-Kastor 1988, Ingram
1989a). This is the aim of the research undertaken here.
The topic needs little motivation. There is hardly any work on the
acquisition of prosodic structure, research on the acquisition of phonology
having focused mainly on segmental structure. Research into the acquisition
of segmental structure is different in that it investigates the acquisition of
the properties of lexical items. A child has to learn a huge number of
vocabulary items. Many properties of those items are entirely non-predict-
able. The child has to learn the segmental composition of each item, how
it is exactly pronounced, its meaning, etc. Although, in principle, syllable
structure and stress could be learned lexically, I will show that this is not
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the case. Rather, children learn syllable structure and stress on a parametric
basis. That is, they have to learn what the parameter values are of the
language they are learning. Since adult speakers have more or less clear
intuitions about what constitutes a possible syllable or word in Dutch, and,
furthermore, have intuitions about where to place stress in nonsense words,
this view of acquisition is also preferable, because it explains why adults
have these intuitions, which they would not have displayed if syllable
structure and stress were lexical properties. The acquisition of prosodic
structure also differs in another respect from the acquisition of segmental
composition, since it involves the learning of parameter values which also
play an important role in the adult grammar. In this way it resembles the
acquisition of syntax more closely than the acquisition of segmental
phonology, 1 the study of which mainly focuses on phenomena specific to
child language, for instance, consonant harmony, especially if the child is
learning a language which does not have this process in adult speech. Rules
for syllable and stress structure are different in this respect, because they
also form part of the adult's grammar. Another motivation for the subject
of this dissertation is that there are well-defined parametric theories for both
syllable structure and stress, although the latter is better articulated than the
former. As I will discuss below, it is generally assumed that parameters are
innate. This means that we have some ideas about the innate properties with
which the child is born, namely, the principles and parameters of UNIVERSAL
GRAMMAR (UG), which is of considerable help for the understanding of the
developmental stages, as will be shown in this dissertation. Moreover, it is
possible to write algorithms which, when applied to machine learners, are
able to choose the correct parametric values for stress and syllable structure
in a given language (Dresher & Kaye 1990, Dresher 1991, 1992). This means
that the theory has the property that it is, in principle, learnable, although
this does not necessarily mean that it is also an adequate theory of
acquisition, as we will see shortly.
A theory of language acquisition must first give a characterisation of the
developmental stages of language acquisition. It also must provide a
characterisation of the errors children make when acquiring their first
language. However, a theory of language acquisition must further explain
why certain types of logically possible errors do not occur (Brown 1973).
This thesis will both describe the developmental patterns and stages found
in the data, and offer an explanation for these patterns and stages. Chapters
4 and 5 deal with acquisition of syllable structure; in chapter 4 I discuss the
1 It might be the case that the learning of segment inventories is also parametric; however, the
segmental composition of words has to be learned lexically, since this information is not
predictable.
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developmental patterns involving onsets, and in chapter 5 those involving
rhymes. Chapter 6 describes the patterns found during the acquisition of
Dutch stress. It will be shown that many of the logically possible errors
indeed do not occur. Errors are generally of a systematic kind. An adequate
theory of language acquisition must be able to explain this.
A theory of language acquisition must not only make explicit exactly how
development takes place, but also specify what the triggers are for the
transition from one stage to the next. In other words, what is further
needed is a LEARNING THEORY which explains the patterns of development
described in chapters 4, 5, and 6. This will be the central topic of chapter
7. There, the question of the learnability of grammars is addressed. However,
a learning theory is not necessarily the same as a theory of acquisition, but
the former should be part of the latter. This difference becomes clear when
we compare machine learners with children. Machine learners are typically
instantaneous learners. That is, they do not show developmental stages, but
instead proceed instantaneously from the initial state So to the final or
steady state Ss' Thus, it is the logical problem of language acquisition which
is primarily addressed, not the developmental problem.
The aim of this chapter is to make the theoretical framework adopted in
this thesis explicit. It is divided into two parts. The first part contains a brief
outline of the PRINCIPLES AND PARAMETERS approach to generative grammar
(Chomsky 198 Ib, 1986, Atkinson 1992), and discusses the implication for
the study of child language acquisition (LI). The second part introduces
some of the basic concepts and modules of prosodic theory (1.2).
1.1. The principles and parameters model
1.1.1.The logical problem of acquisition
The general questions which generative linguists try to answer are what
constitutes knowledge of language and how such knowledge is acquired
(Chomsky 1986). Because children acquire language relatively easily and
quickly, it is assumed by most linguists and many psycholinguists that
children have some innate knowledge of language. This is referred to as
Universal Grammar (UG), and underlies all natural languages. UG consists
of a set of principles that apply to all languages and a set of parameters
whose values vary within clearly defined limits from one language to
another.f The variation in the grammars of the world's languages is largely
2 In current work in the area of phonology, particularly work that falls within 'Optimality
Theory' (prince & Smolensky '993, McCarthy & Prince '993, and various of the papers in
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due to different parameter sertings.:' Acquiring a particular language is a
matter of setting the appropriate parameter values required by that particular
language on the basis of data the child is confronted with, i.e., the input.
This is called the logical problem of language acquisition (Hornstein &
Lightfoot 1981, Dresher & Kaye 1990) and is schematised in (I):
(I) The logical problem rf language acquisition
Learning Theory
DATA .. ~ UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR ......----c.~GRAMMAR
The problem is how, given UG, the grammar of a language can be learned
from its data. It is generally assumed that the grammar is acquired through
UG. However, the exact relation between UG and the data has to be made
specific. How does the child make hypotheses about the parameter settings
on the basis of data? In addition to UG there must be a learning theory that
relates the data to DG. Even if DG contains a set of parameters the learner
must still determine, on the basis of the data, what value must be chosen
for each parameter (Dresher & Kaye 1990). Let us briefly discuss the
different components of (I).
1.1.1.1. Universal Grammar
The goal of much research in linguistics is to establish the properties of
Universal Grammar and hence the innate linguistic properties of the mind.
There are at least two different strategies for doing this (Atkinson 1990).
The first, used by most linguists, is to discover the variant and invariant
properties of grammars of different languages. On the assumption that DG
underlies all languages, the invariant properties are due to universal
principles, while variation in languages is due to differences in parameter
settings. This line of research has resulted in particular parameter models in
different areas of linguistics which capture differences between languages in
Goldsmith 1993, among others) UG is viewed as a set of universal principles and constraints,
rather than parameters, which are at work in every language. In optimality theory it is important
that constraints are not absolute, but are violable. Whether or not constraints are satisfied
depends on the way they are ranked and interact. In such a theory languages differ in the
ordering of constraints. I have decided not to adopt the idea of UG consisting of constraints,
but rather that it contains a set of (binary) parameters. However, it is not difficult to see that
each parameter could be stated as a constraint based on the unmarked value of the parameter.
3 Languages may also have language-specific properties which lie outside the scope of the core
grammar. Thus, beside the core grammar, the child also has to master these language-specific
properties.
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terms of parametric variation, e.g., syllable structure (cf. Kaye & Lowen-
stamm 1981, Selkirk 1982, Cairns & Feinstein 1982, Clements & Keyser
1983, Ito 1986, Cairns 1988, Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990) and
stress (cf. Hayes 1981, 1991, Hammond 1984, Halle & Vergnaud 1987a,b,
Kager 1989, to appear). In this way the set of possible grammars is limited.
It also restricts the 'hypothesis space' for the language learner. The central
question for the study of language acquisition in this line of research is how
the child moves from an initial zero state, So, in which s/he does not have
any language, but is equipped with UG, to a final or steady state, Ss' in
which s/he has mastered the grammar of the language of the environment.
The relationship between So and Ss is crucial. In other words, the ideali-
sation of the instantaneous learner is assumed, i.e., it is assumed that a child
has simultaneous access to the full range of primary linguistic data. The
correct grammar for the language emerges from the interaction of UG with
this full set of data. The observed gradualness of the acquisition process and
how the transition between So and Ss is effected is not considered. Research
along these lines addresses the logical problem of acquisition. This problem
can in principle be solved without reference to actual data from language
acquisition. Of primary concern is the learnability of grammar.
The other strategy for establishing innate properties is to carefully
investigate the primary linguistic data produced by children. Central to this
line of research is the developmental problem of acquisition. The goal is to
construct a model of the child's development in real time. The two
strategies have in common that they both assume an initial state So and a
steady state Ss' but in the latter strategy seeks to identify the intermediate
stages, and investigates what governs the transition from one stage to the
next. Assuming that the full set of principles and parameters is present from
So the child's task is to select and test hypotheses on the basis of exposure
to data. The task of the researcher is to provide an account of how exactly
this task is accomplished (Cook 1990).4This line of research examines child
language, i.e., the developmental problem (Ingram 1989a). In an ideal world,
both lines of research are combined.
If UG contains a set of parameters, there are in principle two logical
possibilities for the setting of those parameters in the initial state So'
Parameters are either unset, i.e., they are in neutral position with no bias
towards any particular setting, or preset, i.e., they begin at a default setting
4 It might be the case that some principles and parameters only become availableas the child
develops. If this is the case, we have to figure out what is responsible for the emergence of
those principles and parameters which are not available in the initial stage. However, as an
initial hypothesis I assume that all properties of UG are available from the beginning. I will
show in chapter 7 that not all parameters are relevant from the start.
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in So, and can be set to the marked value on the basis of the input the child
receives, if the data require this marked setting. It is usually assumed that
certain parameter settings are more marked than others. The MARKEDNESS
issue is a complex one, however. One interpretation of markedness is that
the marked settings of parameters are those for which evidence in the input
is most available; unmarked settings are defaults and can be assigned in the
case of absence of evidence. In this interpretation children need evidence
to move from unmarked to marked settings. This notion of markedness
underlies the SUBSETPRINCIPLE, originally proposed by Berwick (1982), which
is defined as in (2):
(2) Subset Principle
If a parameter has two values + and -, and the value - generates
a proper subset of the grammatical sentences generated with the
choice of value +, then - is the 'unmarked value' selected in the
absence of evidence (Chomsky 1986:146).
As is clear from this definition, the subset principle has mainly served in
syntactic literature. There is no reason, however, not to extend the definition
to phonology. In fact, the notion is used in phonology, although not in
exactly the same manner. Phonologists frequently make use of 'imp licationa 1
universals', which contain the notions of subset and superset. One such
implicational universal mentioned by Jakobson (194r168) is that if a
language has fricatives it also has plosives. There are no languages that have
fricatives but lack plosives. In other words, languages that have plosives but
lack fricatives are a subset of the languages that have both plosives and
fricatives. The claim made by the subset principle is that the child should
start with plosives, and only produce fricatives if the data call for fricatives.
Another implicational universal is the following: languages that allow
onsetless syllables also have syllables with onsets. In this case the child
should start by assuming that all syllables have onsets, and only change this
assumption to include onsetless syllables if this is forced by the data.
However, the relationship between the parameters in phonology and actual
phonological development has not often been addressed (contrary to the
situation in syntax). This is probably due to the fact that phonologists
studying child language have mainly concentrated on the acquisition of
segmental properties of lexical items. Lexical information is seldom
predictable. However, although the exact pronunciation of words is almost
entirely unpredictable.i the structures words may take, e.g., syllable and
5 However, see Levelt (to appear), who claims that the segmental make-up of children's earliest
words is largely predictable.
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stress structures, are parametrically determined. These do not have to be
learned lexically.
The assumption that parameters are preset to the default value for all
parameters places less of a burden on the language learner. If parameters are
unset in the initial state, the child has to set parameters from the start. S/he
still may start with the unmarked value, but this assumes that markedness
theory is part ofUG. The question then is how markedness is implemented
in UG. If markedness theory has no place in UG, the hypothesis space is
much less restricted than if parameters are preset to the unmarked value. In
the latter case, markedness theory is implemented in UG by means of
default, unmarked values. If parameters come preset a more constrained
view of learning is possible. If the child is a conservative learner, s/he will
not switch the parameter setting to the marked setting unless the data forces
this more marked setting. The claim that can be made, then, is that once a
parameter is set, it is set, and it is not possible to reset the parameter. If
resetting is a possibility, the learning process is far more complicated,
especially if resetting of one parameter has consequences for other parame-
ters. In principle, then, the child can never be sure that he has set any
parameter appropriately.
I assume, therefore, that the child is a conservative leaner and that the
parameters in UG come preset, i.e., I assume that all parameters have
default values in SQ'In this way, markedness is reflected in UG by initially
having all parameters in the unmarked (default) mode. This can be seen as
a sort of switch. The off setting is unmarked, while if the parameter is
actively switched on, it is in the marked setting. In this way the hypothesis
space available to the child is severely restricted.
The parameters must have the property that they can be fixed by quite
simple evidence, because this is what is available to the child (Chomsky
1986). This is also called the principle of 'epistemological priority' (Atkinson
1992). That is, the acquisition process must take place in the context of data
which it is plausible to assume the child has access to. Let us now turn to
the second component of figure (1), the data.
1.1.1.2. Data
Children have to acquire their language from the evidence they receive from
the environment. They have to set parameters, the setting of parameters is
triggered by evidence. What constitutes this evidence? There are different
types of evidence. One obvious sort of data which the child has access to
is constituted by the input s/he receives from the environment. This is
called POSITIVE EVIDENCE. However, children do make errors. How do they
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get rid of them without DIRECTNEGATIVEEVIDENCE?That is, if children are
not corrected, how do they know that their output does not conform to the
adult input? The answer may lie in the fact that children do not work on all
parameters simultaneously. Errors can occur if certain parameters are not
yet set. That is, errors can occur if (some of) the parameters are still in the
default setting, even though the language requires the marked. setting. Once
the relevant parameters are set, these errors cease to occur. This poses the
question whether parameters are ordered in UG. Some of the best-known
accounts of parameter setting assume that parameters are ordered, so that
it makes sense to talk of them as forming a markedness hierarchy. This is
true both of Hyams' (1986, 1987) theory of null subjects and of Wexler &
Manzini's (1987) proposals for the Binding Theory parameters. I will assume
that parameters are ordered and I shall discuss this issue at various points
in the dissertation. For example, I will show in chapter 4 that Dutch
requires the marked value for both the 'minimal onset parameter' (onsets are
optional) and the 'maximal onset parameter' (onsets can branch). Children
invariably fix the minimal onset parameter before the maximal onset
parameter, indicating that the latter is ordered after the former.
It is generally agreed that direct negative evidence is of no help to the
child. However, some researchers assume that the cumulative lack of
positive evidence may be relevant evidence (Atkinson 1990). This is called
INDIRECTNEGATIVEEVIDENCE.This seems to imply that the child remembers
that in all previous utterances s/he has heard a particular type of evidence
was not present. If the child has a certain hypothesis about the structure of
the language s/he is learning, s/he might expect certain structures to appear
in the data. If these data do not occur, i.e., if positive evidence is lacking,
this constitutes indirect negative evidence that can guide the child in the
testing of the hypothesis.
A less obvious, but, as we will see, important kind of data is formed by
the child's own output. The child's output may also serve as its input.
]akobson (I94:r168) observed that "for normal development the acoustic
impression of one's own sound productions is all-important." The child's
own speech is not only produced, but also perceived. I will come back to
this in 1.1.1.4, where I discuss the OUTPUT-AS-INPUTmodel.
1.1.1.3. Grammar
The grammar of a particular language consists of the specific values for the
parameters, which form the CORE GRAMMAR.In addition to the core
grammar the language may have LANGUAGE-SPECIFICONSTRAINTSthat lie
outside the core grammar. Now that we have some idea of how the core
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grammar is acquired, i.e., by parameter setting, what can we say about the
idiosyncratic properties of the language that is being learned? These idio-
syncratic properties lie outside the scope of the core grammar and are more
specific than properties of the core grammar. They mayor may not be para-
metrised. This might have consequences for the learning of these properties.
I hypothesise that these properties are learned later than the core
grammar, precisely because they are specific. If these language-specific
properties are not parametrised, then they have to be learned in a different
way from the core grammar. Therefore, I further hypothesise that the core
grammar is learned on the basis of positive evidence only, but that indirect
negative evidence may help the child in the acquisition of language-specific
constraints. On the basis of these hypotheses I expect that children make
many errors with regard to these language-specific properties, and that these
errors survive for quite a long time. Since these properties are not part of
UG, the child will not make hypotheses about these properties until the
core grammar is fixed. That this indeed occurs will be shown in chapter 7;
at a certain point in development the child will discover that Dutch is a
quantity-sensitive language, and that closed syllables are heavy, and must
therefore be stressed. This has as a consequence that words like Robin
/'obtn/ and ballon 'balloon' /ba'bn/, which were previously produced as
['h:lptn] and ['ba:bn] (see chapter 6), now receive (an extra) stress on the
final closed syllable, i.e., they are produced as ['ho:'ptn] and ['ba:'bn]. Final
stress is correct in the latter case, but not in the former. Moreover, in the
child's earlier productions of the word Robin stress was correctly placed. The
child's task is now to discover what language-specific property underlies one
of the words." I will show in chapter 7 that in this case the language-specific
property is parametrised, but lies outside the scope of the core grammar.
If these properties are not parametrised, errors cannot disappear by a
parameter switching. Examples of such properties will be give in chapter 4.
It seems that the only way to discover the source of the errors, which are
usually caused by a grammar which is too general, is to use indirect negative
evidence. For example, onsets in Dutch can be branching. The members of
the onset cluster have to obey certain sonority requirements. Words like
praten 'to talk' /'pra:td[n]/, draaien 'to turn' /'dra:jd[n]/, and kleur 'colour'
/klo:r/ contain well-formed onset clusters. However, although /tl/ and /dl/
6 Since the final stress is the result of switching a parameter setting to the marked value, the
incorrectly assigned final stress to the word Robin has to be 'undone'. However, this does not
mean that the switching of the parameter setting has to be undone, since for many words it
is the correct setting. I come back to this issue in chapter 7, where I deal with the acquisition
of exceptions to the stress system.
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clusters obey the sonority requirements, they are not well-formed in Dutch.
Nevertheless, children often realise words like drink en 'to drink' /'drtfJb[n]/
as ['tltfJb]. They have not received positive evidence for clusters like these.
How do children get rid of these forms if they are not corrected? It seems
that the only explanation is that they use indirect negative evidence.
1.1.1.4. Learning theory
Learning theory is the last component of the model in (I). It is also the
most difficult and least discussed by linguists. In chapter 7 I will develop a
parametric learning model for the acquisition of stress and syllable structure,
based on the model described by Dresher & Kaye (1990). Here, I want to
make explicit the assumptions I adopt concerning a learning theory.
Until now I have assumed that learning a language involves learning the
correct values for all parameters and learning the language-specific
properties. I have said that the child formulates and tests hypotheses on the
basis of the input data. I mentioned that the hypothesis space is severely
restricted, on the assumption that UG contains preset parameters. What,
however, constitutes learning?
Although I have distinguished language acquisition from language
development, I have used the term 'learning' rather inconsistently. However,
the claim that development reflects a learning process is controversial
(Atkinson 1992). According to Chomsky (1987) knowledge of language
grows in the mind of a child. It therefore involves no learning. An
alternative to learning is TRIGGERING. The recognition of some cue in the
data, the child's 'trigger experience' (Lightfoot 1989), is said to trigger
parameter setting. Triggering is a relationship between the data and their
consequences for parameter setting. This involves no conscious learning.
Rather, on this view UG must also contain the cues for which the language
learner looks in the data, and which may trigger parameter setting. In this
sense, hypothesis testing is looking for cues in the data which may trigger
parameter setting. Should hypothesis formulation and testing be identified
with learning, triggering or neither? We could relate the difference between
triggering and learning to the difference between the learning of the core
grammar and that of language-specific idiosyncratic properties. That is,
triggering refers to the setting of parameters that are part of the core
grammar on the basis of cues, and learning refers either to the setting of
parameters that lie outside the core grammar, or the learning of idiosyncratic
properties. However, I will use the term learning for both cases.
What procedures does a child use in selecting hypotheses on the basis of
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exposure to the data? I also assume that UG contains, beside universal
principles and parameters, CUES that are associated with the parameters
(Lightfoot 1989, Dresher & Kaye 1990). Since the parameters are assumed
to be ordered (Dresher & Kaye 1990, and references given above), the
formulation of hypotheses is inherent in UG. That is, if parameter P1 is the
first parameter to be set, then the child looks for the cue associated with
this parameter in the data. If s/he does find the cue in the data, the
parameter is set to the marked value. If the cue is not found, nothing is
done by the learner, since there is no evidence to change the parameter
setting. Then the learner goes on to look for the cue to fix the second
parameter, Pz, etc. Alternatively, the child could look for the cues for all
parameters simultaneously, and as soon as one cue is found, the correspond-
ing parameter is set; no specific order for searching of cues is imposed. If
all parameters were independent of each other, this strategy could in
principle work. However, parameters are often dependent on each other. If
the order in which parameters are fixed is free, this could lead to the early
fixing of a parameter which is dependent on some other parameter. When,
at some later point, the latter parameter is set, the value of the dependent
parameter may also change. However, this requires that a parameter, once
it is set, can be reset. Ultimately, this means that at any point any parameter
value can change from the marked value to the unmarked value and vice
versa. From a learnability perspective this is undesirable, since it increases
the hypothesis space tremendously. Rather, I assume a deterministic model
of language learning (see also chapter 7), in which parameters cannot be
reset, once they are set to the marked value.'
It has been suggested that children are conservative learners, as I briefly
mentioned in I. I. I. I. They do not set parameters until they have encoun-
tered a certain amount of evidence in the data. Moreover, once a parameter
is set, it cannot be reset. In other words, there is no structure destroying
and there is no backtracking. Therefore, unless they are sure about the
marked value of a parameter, children keep the parameter in the default
value. This is not to say that the child is a BATCH MODE LEARNER (Dresher
& Kaye 1990). A batch mode learner collects all data, and then sets all
parameters. This has the consequence that the child is assumed to be an
INSTANTANEOUS LEARNER. Given the developmental patterns encountered in
the data, this is a clear idealisation. However, I do not claim that the child
7 It is possible to limit backtrackings, so that whenever a parameter Pk changes its setting, all
parameters dependent on it revert to default. This is in fact necessary to make an incremental
version of the Dresher & Kaye learner work without falling into fatal errors. However, I will
show in chapter 7 that this modification is not needed, since children do not try setting
parameters until they are 'ready' for them, unlike a machine learner.
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is the extreme opposite of a batch mode learner, i.e., a strict INCREMENTAL
LEARNER. A strict incremental learner adjusts parameter settings as each piece
of data comes in. In that case, there would be no way to ensure that
exceptions do not trigger the wrong parameter settings. Moreover, as
motivated above, children are conservative in that they stick to the
unmarked (default) value of a parameter unless they have enough evidence
for the marked setting. Clearly, on a scale with a batch mode learner on the
one end and a strict incremental learner on the other, the child is some-
where in between the two kinds of learners. On the one hand, the incre-
mental learning model lends itself better to a developmental interpretation.
On the other hand, the learner is conservative, and more a batch mode
learner, in that s/he first collects a certain amount of data, on which
generalisations are made, and hypotheses are tested. This means that
learning is not strictly incremental: to a certain extent, the child does have
access to previous data. This is inherent in the 'output-as-input' model
(Elbers 1991, 1993), to which I now turn.
As I mentioned in 1.1.1.2, the child's own speech is not only produced,
but also perceived. The child's own speech is multiply accessible for
perception. Clark (1977, 1982) has shown that the comprehension of the
input provided by the adults is a complex matter for the child. The child
has to adjust the speaker's tempo and perspective. There are arguments that
the analysis of the language's structure takes place on the basis of the child's
own production (see Elbers 1991, 1993). Adult utterances need not be fully
analysed at the initial stages of acquisition. This is especially clear from the
production of longer words, which are usually only partly realised by the
child. The data in chapter 6 clearly show that the child's own shorter form
serves as input for the subsequent stages in which the shorter form is
expanded until it resembles the longer adult form. Furthermore, production
tasks are more effortful than perception tasks, and result in better retention.
These considerations have led Elbers (1991, 1993) to propose the 'output-
as-input' model. This model can be schematised as in (3).
The analysis of the input need not be immediately complete at the early
stages. The child can make a selection of what kind of input s/he first takes
into consideration for analysis. This is called the SELECTION STRATEGY
(Ferguson & Farwell 1975, Menn 1976, Schwartz & Leonard 1982, Schwartz
et al. 1987, Schwartz 1988, Steel-Gammon & Cooper 1984). For example,
if the child's own system does not contain velar plosives, but adult input
forms do, there are in principle two ways in which the child can deal with
these input forms. One is to simply avoid such forms in his or her own
production forms. In other words, the child only selects forms that fit into
his or her grammatical system at a particular stage. The second strategy is
one of repair. In this case, the child selects adult input forms with velar
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(3) The 'output-as-input'model (after Elbers 1991, 199J)
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plosives, but the velar plosives are either 'deleted' or 'replaced' by some
other place of articulation. I will refer to this strategy as the REPAIR
STRATEGY, although the terminology is somewhat misleading, since it will be
shown that there are no rules involved; rather, mismatches between the
adult input form and the child's production form will be argued to be the
result of mapping the adult target word onto the child's template. The
child's template at each stage of the development determines the relation
between the input and the output. These strategies may be part of the
'reproduction of the input' in (3).
The child then makes and tests hypotheses on the basis of his or her own
reproduction of the input, the output forms. When the child compares his
or her own output with the input from the environment and discovers a
'mismatch', the result may be that the next output form is closer to the
input form. There is a cumulative effect of the analysis process. The model
becomes redundant when the child has gained enough knowledge of the
language to be able to make on-line analyses of the input. In this sense, the
child's language is constrained on the basis of the child's own output, which
is restricted, rather than the input, which is largely varied from the
beginning. The often found U-shape behaviour (Strauss 1982, Bowerman
1982) can be explained as follows. First, the child imitates a form correctly.
The form is not yet analysed, but when s/he tries to analyse this form
errors may occur, based on the system the child has discovered. Errors
illustrate the child's analysis. Evidence for this lies in speech production
forms that do not occur in the input of the environment, such as stress
errors. This model resembles the learning model of Dresher & Kaye (1990),
to which I will return in chapter 7.
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1.1.2. Residual issues
We have to keep in mind that the child's production data reflect both
COMPETENCEand PERFORMANCEfactors. Since we are interested in the child's
competence, the knowledge of language, we have no choice but to study it
through performance, the production data, since we have no direct access
to the child's mind.s Only on the assumption that performance reflects
competence is the study of child language development of interest to
linguists. I therefore assume that performance reflects competence, unless
performance factors can be identified, as is, for example, the case with
immediate imitations. They do not necessarily reflect the child's competence,
but are likely to be due to performance factors, like short-term memory.
Another problem is that we do not exactly know how accurate the child's
PERCEPTIONof adult speech is. I have been assuming that children generally
perceive adult speech accurately (cf. Spencer 1986, 1988, 1989, Ingram
I989a, Gerken I99za,b, Kuijpers 1993). Does this mean that the child has
an adult-like underlying representation? Is this the same representation
underlying the child's PRODUCTION?In perception one can distinguish
between discrimination and identification. This claim is made explicit for
adults in Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson (1991). Identification seems to relate to
representation. That is, the child's representation is based on what is
identified in perception, not on what is discriminated. I therefore assume
that the child has a single representation underlying both perception and
production. However, the child's stored representations are probably not the
same as those of the adults, but are simplified in comparison with the adult
representation. This does not mean that the child has an incomplete
perception of the adult speech, but merely that the child has not analysed
or categorised the complete perceptual representation (see also Waterson
1971, 1987 for a similar view).
The child's initially simple grammar mediates between the input and the
output forms. That the child's stored forms are different from the input
forms s/he receives from the environment is largely due to the child's
restricted grammar. That is, the input forms violate the child's phonological
system which s/he is building up. Therefore, repair strategies appear. They
alter the input representation in such a way that they no longer violate the
child's grammar. For example, if a child's grammatical system only allows
CV(q syllables, the child has to 'repair' a word like trap 'stairs' /trap/; the
child's production form [tap] for trap is not due to an incomplete represen-
8 It is claimed by psycholinguists that it is possible to look into the 'mental' lexicon experimen-
tally (Levelt 1989)'
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tation, but due to an incomplete grammatical system. If the grammatical
system grows in such a way that it allows for initial clusters, this repair
strategy is no longer needed and ceases to occur. The repair strategy is
therefore not an active rule, which has to be unlearned, but the necessary
consequence of a grammatical system which is limited. This is implicit in the
output-as-input model of Elbers (1991,1993). In this respect it is compara-
ble to processes in adult language. In adult phonology representations
sometimes arise that are not allowed by the grammar of the language.
Although, for example, the syllable structure parameters can be such that
the maximal syllable is eve, representations such as ceve or evee can
arise during derivations. These strings can, however, not be exhaustively
parsed into syllables. Many languages use epenthesis as a repair strategy (see
Ito 1989). However, languages can differ in their strategies. Deletion of one
of the consonants is also possible. The choice between the different
solutions is not governed by UG. Different children may adopt different
strategies. Even for a single child different strategies are possible (cf. Menn
1977, Ingram 1989a). However, unlike the adult's grammar, which has
reached a steady state, the child's grammar is in constant development.
The idea that children apply rules to a (basically adult-like) representation
to create their own representation, which develops towards the adult-like
representation by ceasing to use the rules, as for example assumed in Smith
(1973), is not very attractive in the light of learnability factors. Rather, I
assume that the child's (production) representations are initially very limited,
and gradually expand along parametric dimensions. In other words, I assume
continuity in the course of development guided by UG. Production is
constrained by performance limitations, and by incomplete representations.
The former reflects performance, the latter competence. I am mainly
concerned with the latter, although the former cannot completely be ignored.
A related question is the following: if the child's representation is
incomplete in comparison with the adult target, what determines what the
child extracts from the adult input form? Perceptual biases, i.e., performance
factors, are often mentioned (Slobin 1973, Peters 1977, 1983, Echols 1987,
1988). However, the child's perception may also be guided by UG. I shall
come back to this issue in detail in chapters 4, 5 and 6.
1.1.3. Implications for the theory of language acquisition
To summarise, the major challenge for a theory of language acquisition
comes from the necessity of explaining both language and development. A
theory of language acquisition must be able to give an account of develop-
mental patterns found in the children's data. It must account for the
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transitions from one stage to the next, as well as for the types of errors
found and not found. It must be empirically adequate, in such a way that
it both accounts for the acquisition data and is empirically adequate within
the theory of phonology. It must account for the developmental stages in
such a way that the subsequent stage is more complex than the previous
one. It must have predictive value, so that it is testable; and it must meet
the criterion of learnability. That is, only a theory which is learnable in
principle can serve as a theory of language acquisition.
I have assumed that children are endowed with innate cognitive abilities,
one of these being linguistic abilities. Principles and parameters are in the
default setting, with the range of possible (marked) settings given along with
cues for which the learner has to look in the data. I have assumed that
parameters are ordered if they are dependent on each other. All these
assumptions severely restrict the hypothesis space of the learner.
In the developmental account I have to detect the point at which what
parameters are set. I have to account for the different stages found in the
data. Not all parameters are set at the same time. Therefore, I expect errors
to occur which are the result of parameters not yet being fixed. Certain
errors are not expected, given the principles and parameters approach. On
the other hand, I also expect errors not related to parameters, but related
to language-particular constraints that lie outside the scope of the core
grammar, as mentioned above.
When discussing theories of syllable and stress structure, I will, besides
focusing on developmental aspects, discuss the learnability of the theories.
Some theoretical analyses seem to work well for linguistic descriptions:
however, when they are considered from a learnability perspective, they turn
out to be flawed (see also Dresher & van der Hulst to appear).
1.2. Aspects of prosodic theory
In this section, I will present some of the basic concepts of prosodic theory,
as far as they are relevant for the subsequent discussions. Since I will not
discuss prosodic structure above the word level,9 I will remain silent on
these aspects of prosodic theory. In 1.2. I I discuss the prosodic units of the
prosodic hierarchy, as proposed by Selkirk (1980, 1984a), McCarthy &
Prince (1986, 1990), and others. In 1.2.2 I discuss some of the other
principles of prosodic theory, insofar they are important for acquisition of
prosodic structure.
9 Prosodic structure above the word level is discussed in Selkirk (I984b), Nespor & Vogel
(1986), among others.
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1.2.1. The prosodic hierarchy
Up to the word level prosodic theory distinguishes the following constitu-
ents, which are hierarchically arranged in a PROSODIC HIERARCHY (McCarthy
& Prince 1986):
(4) Prosodic Hierarcoy
Prosodic Word Wd
Foot F
Syllable (J
Mora }l
Each higher level is comprised of units from the level directly below, such
that the phonological word is constituted by feet, feet by syllables, and
syllables by moras.
In the theory of McCarthy & Prince (among others) the MORA has a dual
status: it is a weight unit, i.e., it determines the weight of a syllable, and also
functions as a sub syllabic constituent. A SYLLABLEcan contain one or two
moras. The prosodic dichotomy between one and two moras reflects the
weight distinction between light and heavy syllables. A light syllable contains
one mora; a heavy syllable contains two moras. However, not all researchers
adopt the mora as a sub syllabic constituent, nor do they express syllable
weight in terms of moras. Rather, they adopt the more traditional view of
a syllable, in which the onset, the rhyme, the nucleus and the coda are
sub syllabic constituents. In such a view syllable weight can be expressed in
terms of branching rhymes or nuclei. In chapter 3 I discuss the differences
between a moraic and an onset-rhyme view of the syllable. I will adopt the
latter view, and will give which from acquisition data in chapters 4 and 5.
The syllables of a word are parsed into FEET, which contain strong and
weak positions. Ideally, there is a pattern of alternating stressed and
unstressed positions, reflecting a basic rhythmical principle of alternation.
The study of syllable structure and stress assignment has resulted in a
parametric theory of metrical structure (cf, Hayes 1981, 1991, van der Hulst
1984, Halle & Vergnaud 1987a,b, Kager 1989), the goal of which is to
express the enormous diversity of stress patterns in the world's languages
by a limited number of parameters. In chapter 7 I present a detailed
description of one particular version of a parametric theory of stress.
Feet are organised into PROSODIC WORDS. The smallest prosodic word
often has a special role in the phonology of languages, and is referred to as
the MINIMAL WORD. The minimal word of a language represents the minimal
size that a major-category (or content) word may have. Since content words
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must be stressable, the minimal word is equal to the minimal foot (the
unmarked foot of the language). This follows from the prosodic hierarchy.
In quantity-sensitive systems the minimal stressed foot contains one heavy
syllable or two light syllables; in quantity-insensitive systems the minimal
stressed foot contains two syllables. Some languages have minimal word
constraints. Words which are too small are augmented in such a way that
they conform to the minimal word template. Further evidence for the operation
of the minimal word requirement occurs in truncation processes. I will con-
sider the notion of word minimality in child language in chapters 6 and 7.
1.2.2. Other prosodic principles
There are three other principles that play an important role in prosodic
theory. They are given in (5):
(5) Principles of Prosodic Motphology (McCarthy & Prince 1993)
a. Prosodic Motphology Hypothesis
Templates are defined in terms of the authentic units of
prosody: mora (p), syllable (0), foot (F), prosodic word (Wd).
b. Template Satiifaction Condition
Satisfaction of templatic constraints is obligatory and is
determined by the principles of prosody, both universal and
language-specific.
c. Prosodic Circumscription
The domain to which morphological operations apply may be
circumscribed by prosodic criteria as well as by the more
familiar morphological ones.
The questions I will restrict myself to are the following. What is the role of
these principles in the acquisition of prosodic structure? What is the relation
between these principles and the parameters of UG? I suggest the following
hypothesis concerning the relation between prosodic theory and acquisition:
the child's template is determined by the prosodic parameters, all of which
are in the default setting at the early stages of acquisition. On the basis of
evidence in the data the child sets parameters to the marked values. The
child's template is thus defined in terms of the authentic prosodic units. It
determines the relation between the input (target or base) and the output
(the child's production form). The child maps the input forms, i.e., (part of)
the adult target forms, onto his or her template, in such a way that the template
is maximally satisfied. Modifications of the target (or the base) are due to
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the fact that the child's template is more constrained than that of the adult.
For example, if all syllable parameters are in the default value, the
template defined by these values is the core syllable Cv. Since adult target
words often have a more elaborate structure than just CV, the child may
only select for his or her production adult target words that conform to the
core syllable template (selection strategy); or s/he may select words that do
not conform to his or her template, e.g.,paard 'horse' Ipa:rtl or trap 'stairs'
Itropl. However, when these target forms are mapped onto the child's
template not all material can be accommodated into the template. Codas will
be eliminated, since the template does not allow codas, and complex onsets
will be reduced, since complex onsets are not allowed. In other words, the
material that cannot be licensed by the template is deleted, in accordance
with Ito's prosodic licensing, which is defined as follows:
(6) ProsodicLicensing (Ito 1986:2)
All phonological units must be prosodically licensed, i.e., belong to
higher prosodic structure (modulo extraprosodicity).
Phonological units that are not prosodically licensed are subject to stray
erasure. The possible effects of mapping the target forms Ipa:rtl and Itropl
onto the child's core syllable template are illustrated in (7):10
m Mapping of target onto child's template
a
.r>:
Onset Rhyme
P
t r
a:
a
-----.:::s.-subject to stray erasure
However, template mapping not only results in deletion of segments
(and/or syllables) or in simplifications. Template satisfaction may also
dictate the expansion of a target form. For example, given the child's core
10 Besides deletion (i.e.,erasure) of segments that do not fit into the template, other outcomes
are possible. For example, as long as the child only allows plosives in onset position, target
segments with other manners of articulation are replaced by stops (see chapter 4); as long as
the child only allows fricatives in coda position, other target segments are replaced by
fricatives, or else deleted (see chapter 5). The child may also select features from different
target segments and combine them, as in a child's production of the word banaan 'banana'
Iba:'naml as ['mam],where the nasal of the stressed foot is realised, but place of articulation
comes from the target initial consonant (see chapter 6 for details).
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syllable template in (7) an onsetless target word can be supplied with an
onset in the child's production form. Since at the early stages onsets are
obligatory in the child's template, rather than optional, a word like auto 'car'
/'o:to:/ is produced as ['to:to:] by the child to satisfy his or her template.
If the target word consists of more than one foot and the child's template
contains a single foot, only one foot of the target word is selected for
production. This resembles the mechanism of prosodic circumscription. I
will show that in these cases the child circumscribes the rightmost foot of
the adult target form, rather than the whole adult target form, and maps the
segmental material of this foot onto his or her template. For example, the
target word olifant 'elephant' /'o:li:,fantl contains two feet. However, at the
early stages the child's template is a single foot; therefore, a single foot is
selected from the right edge of the target, resulting in forms like [ham] and
[fan]. In chapter 6 I will discuss syllable truncation in detail and show how
the child's templates expand in the course of development.
The mapping procedures mentioned here resemble the matching proce-
dures described by Steriade (1988) for explaining different types of
reduplication in adult languages. There is an important difference, however.
Steriade argues that both segments and their associated prosodic structure
are copied, whereas I will provide evidence against the copying of prosodic
structure along with segmental content. I will show in chapter 6 that the
prosodic structure of the child's form may differ from that of the adult
target form.
This completes the brief outline of prosodic theory. Relevant issues will
be discussed further in relation to the particular problems analysed. An
adequate theory is expected to be suitable to deal with acquisition data, and
the hypothesis adopted is that the linguistic principles and parameters will
be confirmed by the acquisition data. The theory as it is, however, does not
predict how a child will acquire the prosodic aspects of phonology. What
is needed is a markedness theory and a learning theory. Research into child
language development may test and support our theory of UG and of
linguistic theory in general, while on the other hand, linguistic theory can
benefit from such research in that answers to markedness issues may be
provided. However, we need to be careful if we assign markedness on the
basis of development, since there is the danger of circularity if there is no
reason for a setting to be unmarked other than its earlier occurrence.
Without a theoretical rationale this kind of markedness amounts to saying
'whatever is learned first is learned first' (Spencer 1989). However, when
such research is undertaken within the framework of recent linguistic
theories, it may provide a genuinely explanatory account of the child's
achievement in mastering his or her first language.
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1.3. Preview
The outline of the dissertation is as follows: I give a description of the
methods and materials in chapter 2. Chapter 3 provides the background for
chapters 4 and 5. It discusses various topics in syllable structure in general
and Dutch in particular. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the developmental stages
in the acquisition of syllable structure. In chapter 4, I discuss the acquisition
of onsets. It will be shown that development takes place along parametric
dimensions. At the early stages the child's syllable template is a core syllable
in which onsets are obligatory. At the next stage onsets are no longer
obligatory. Then complex onsets appear. I will show that children differ in
the way in which they extend their system: most children first allow
complex onsets consisting of an obstruent plus a sonorant, but some
children have clusters consisting of /s/ plus an obstruent before they have
obstruent-sonorant onset clusters. I will show that the two groups of
children focus on different parameters first.
In chapter 5 the acquisition of rhyme structures is discussed. At the initial
stages of acquisition all syllables are open, giving support to the core syllable
hypothesis. At the next stage closed syllables are allowed. However, syllables
are invariably closed by an obstruent at the early stages. Sonorants are still
deleted. At a later stage sonorants also appear in syllable-final position.
However, there appears to be a close relation with the length of the
preceding vowel. If the target word contains a long vowel followed by a
sonorant, we find either that (i) vowel length is preserved, but the sonorant
is deleted; or (ii) the sonorant is realised, but the preceding vowel is
shortened. Obstruents do not have such a relationship with the preceding
vowel. I therefore argue that obstruents are in the coda, but sonorants are
part of the nucleus. Compensatory lengthening takes place within the nucleus.
In chapter 6 the developmental patterns that occur during the acquisition
of the Dutch stress system will be described. There are several stages to be
distinguished in the acquisition of disyllabic target words with final stress.
These stages can be characterised by making use of the tools of prosodic
theory. At the first stage a foot at the right edge is selected for production
and the segmental content of this foot is mapped onto the child's quantity-
insensitive (QI) trochaic template. At the next stage an additional syllable
from the adult target is selected in those cases in which the previous form
contained one single syllable. The segmental material of this foot is
concatenated to the child's earlier form, and this complex is mapped onto
the child's (QI) trochaic template. At the third stage two feet are produced
by the child; however, both feet receive an equal amount of stress, since the
word-tree dominance parameter (or main stress rule) has not yet been
learned. This parameter is set at the final stage, resulting in the correct stress
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pattern and number of syllables. The theoretical account given for the
different stages also makes the right predictions for longer words. It will
furthermore be shown in this chapter that the child's previous forms are
important for the way the system develops.
In chapter 7 the parametrical learning model for stress proposed by
Dresher & Kaye (1990) is discussed and tested against the acquisition data.
The developmental stages found in chapter 6 are discussed in relation to
parameter setting. Although there are a number of important differences
between machine learners and children the model can, with some adapta-
tions, serve as a basis for a model for acquisition of stress by children.
Finally, chapter 8 provides a summary of the main findings of this study.
2 Methods and Materials
JtMENTIONED IN the previous chapter the goal of this study is todevelop a theory for the acquisition of prosodic phonology. A theoryof language acquisition in general has to solve two problems: the
logical problem of acquisition, and the developmental problem of acquisi-
tion. The former seeks to develop a theory of language acquisition which
is learnable. The latter aims to give an empirically adequate account of the
developmental patterns found in the course of acquisition, and an explana-
tion for the transitions from one stage to the next on the basis of the
available data.
To solve the logical problem of acquisition no reference needs to be made
to acquisition data at all, since instantaneous acquisition is usually assumed
to be sufficient to decide on the learnability of a theory. However, to solve
the developmental problem of acquisition we need to have access to actual
acquisition data. The research as reported in this dissertation was part of a
joint project with Clara Levelt (see Levelt to appear) The data were partly
collected in Groningen (Fikkert) and partly in Leiden (Levelt). We shared
the work of collecting, transcribing and coding the data, and we make use
of the same database. The scope of the project was wider than the subject
matter of the present dissertation. We therefore set out to collect data that
could support research on a variety of phonological topics. This method has
both advantages and disadvantages. The recordings and the transcriptions
have not been biased by any preconceptions. On the other hand, it turned out
that sometimes crucial information was scarcely present, or not present at all.
2.1. The design of the research
The general goals affect the design of research. That is, the domain of
inquiry affects what kind of data is needed, which affects decisions about
collection of data, such as the appropriate means of recording, the number
and nature of subjects, etc. A number of issues have to be taken into
consideration: the method of observation, subject selection, the actual data
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collection, the transcription method, the organisation and analysis of data,
and reliability. These will be discussed in subsequent sections.
2.1.1. Naturalistic longitudinal observation
Typically, when the elicitor is the parent, the data are assumed to be
naturalistic, but where the elicitor is an investigator, the data are considered
to be experimental, since in the latter case observation is more controlled.
Nevertheless, the setting of our data collection is primarily natural, in that
the child did not recognise that s/he was being observed or involved in an
experiment. Utterances were recorded in the child's home during natural,
spontaneous, interactive sessions with one or both of the experimenters and
occasionally with one of the parents in addition. During the recording
sessions one of the researchers took care of the microphone and the audio
equipment, and made notes about the contexts of utterances, etc. The other
researcher and/or parent interacted with the child by reading books, playing
with toys, etc. Occasionally, we elicited data by asking the child what it was
s/he saw in the books or what s/he was doing, or by pointing to pictures.
In this way we structured the natural observations to a certain extent. The
recording sessions lasted on average 30 to 45 minutes. The duration of the
recording session was not determined by a certain number of recorded
utterances, since the children, especially the relatively young ones, did not
always have many utterances.
We first visited the parents and the children once or twice to inform the
parents about the research. During these visits the child got to know the
researchers, and we got to know the child. Only after these first visits did
we use a DAT-recorder, which was present all the time. The DAT-recorder
and the microphone did not appear to distract the child's attention.
Experimental studies are not very suitable for very young children, for a
variety of reasons. A young child can be easily distracted, can quickly lose
interest in the tasks, and has a tendency to tire easily. On the other hand,
the disadvantages of naturalistic observation are also apparent. The research
is not easy to replicate. In 'raw' data the variables are uncontrolled and
unidentified. It is time consuming and the production of certain data, and
of certain types of errors, is left to chance and circumstances.
2.1.2. Subject selection
The subjects were twelve children, six boys and six girls, between the ages
of 1;0 and 1;1 I at the beginning of the approximately one-year period of
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data collection. The subjects were selected by placing advertisements in the
university papers of Groningen and Leiden and at several creches. In total,
twelve parents replied who were willing to let their children participate in
this study (6 in Groningen and 6 in Leiden).
If the purpose of this research has been to make quantifiable comparisons
among studies and to set standards for normal acquisition, then we would
have gathered as large an amount of data as possible from as many children
as possible, either representing a wide range of backgrounds, or forming a
homogeneous group. However, the purpose of this study was to understand
the extent to which specific aspects of language development are shaped by
characteristics of individual children. Therefore, we examined methodologi-
cally specific details of all the potentially relevant characteristics of individual
children. The study is not designed in such a way that it is amenable to
statistical analysis, not only because the number of subjects is too small, but
because the goal is not to come up with 'norms' for acquisition. In child
language research, studies with small numbers of subjects tend to be
exploratory analyses which serve the essential functions of (I) providing
descriptive groundwork, and (2) suggesting possible correlations and
hypotheses which can be systematically examined in subsequent research,
usually with a larger sample population and with greater attempts to control
other sources of variability.
In linguistics, language acquisition is usually studied using longitudinal
acquisition data from one or two children (cf. Leopold 1930/49, Smith
1973). Small numbers of subjects are often necessitated by frequent
sampling and the time required to transcribe and analyse data. Nevertheless,
we wanted to follow as many children as possible, given the time limit of
this project, not only to capture the idiosyncratic development of one or
two children, but also to gain an idea of the variation and similarities
between individual children. Ideally, we wanted to follow children from the
time that they produced their first meaningful speech, usually around their
first birthday, until the point that their basic phonological system was more
or less adult-like, approximately around the age of three, because the goal
is to describe and explain the range of structures of certain features of a
child's language.
The focus is on the actual development of these structures. It is,
therefore, necessary either to follow individual children for a long period of
time or to use a cross-sectional design. Since time restrictions forced us to
observe the children for a shorter period, we decided to use a cross-
sectional design. It is often assumed that cross-sectional data provide similar
information to, and are therefore comparable with, longitudinal data.
Therefore, we tried to combine the longitudinal approach with a cross-
sectional study, by selecting children aged between one and two years old
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at the start of the collection period, to capture the whole period. The aim
was to select subjects of a sufficient range in age that these changes would
be dearly exhibited. The table in (I) on page 27 gives the ages at which we
started and stopped collecting the data for each child.
(I) also gives other subject variables, such as sex and sibling position,
although we did not select subjects according to these variables, since it has
never been demonstrated that the differences are significant for the actual
developmental patterns found. There is research suggesting that girls learn
language faster than boys, and also that sibling position and rate of
development are dependent. The evidence, however, is often contradictory,
and for our concern, the actual developmental patterns, the variables are
assumed not to be significant.
Another variable, often reported, although its significance has never been
shown for the acquisition of phonology nor is it very likely to be so, is
socio-economic status. In this respect, the children form a homogeneous
group, since all children are from families in which at least one of the
parents had an academic degree. There are no significant cultural differences
between the families. All families had the same linguistic background: the
families were monolingual speakers of standard Dutch. That half of the
children came from Groningen and half from Leiden had a practical
reason.' We did not find differences between the two groups of children.
Nevertheless, (I) also reports this variable for each child. As a final note, I
should mention that all children are apparently developing normally.
2.1.3. Data collection
We collected naturalistic, longitudinal speech samples, enhanced by a cross-
sectional design. The recordings lasted on average between 30 and 45
minutes. The frequency of recording was every other week. We were aware
of the importance of the fact that recordings should be made at the shortest
possible intervals. While an increase in frequency may allow one to decrease
duration we took the risk of decreasing frequency with a larger group of
children on the assumption that each subject would be at a different level,
so the inherent variability and instability of systems and forms in transition
would be exhibited in at least some subjects. A two-week interval was
1 There are minor differences between the language spoken in Groningen and Leiden. Notable
are the differences in some consonants closing an unstressed syllable. After hi final Inl is
normally deleted in the Leiden dialect, whereas it is regularly pronounced in the Groningen
dialect. An Irl following schwa tends to be vocalised in the Leiden dialect, whereas this is
seldom the case in the Groningen dialect. However, these are not subjects of my investigation.
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(1) The subjects
NAME SEX PLACE SIBLING FIRST LAST
POSITION SESSIONAT SESSIONAT
Tom M Groningen second I;O.IO 2;2.2
Eva F Leiden second 1;4.12 1;11.82
Jarmo M Groningen second 1;4. I 8 2;4.1
Robin M Leiden first I; 5.I I 2;4.28
Elke F Groningen first 1;6·4 2;4.29
Noortje F Groningen second 1;7·14 2;11.0
Tirza F Leiden third 1;7.25 2;6.12
Leonie3 F Leiden second 1;9.15 1;11.18
Leon M Groningen second 1;10.1 2;9.2
Catootje F Leiden first 1;10.12 2;7·4
David M Groningen first 1;10.25 2;8.19
Enzo M Leiden first 1;11.8 2;6. I I
chosen because it allows the child to show some, but not too much change.
If the interval were too long, crucial changes could be missed. These
changes were even apparent with a two-week interval. Ideally, the child
should have been recorded on a daily basis. However, to do so we would
have been forced to limit the number of subjects to only one or two,
because of time limitations. We sometimes had a more flexible schedule and
occasionally visits were more frequent. We collected the data for approxi-
mately one year. In this way, we gained a large data set, which consisted
of both qualitatively and quantitatively rich material. In general, the
validity of the data gathered is increased if the number of subjects is large
enough, which often means more than three in the field of linguistics
(Bennett-Kastor 1988, Ingram I989a), and if the intervals for observation
are frequent and regular.
Sessions were recorded for later transcription. Recordings of the children
from Groningen were made on cassette audio-tapes during the first two
months using a Sony cassette tape deck with a Sony microphone. All other
sessions were recorded with either a Sony or a Casio DAT-recorder. We used
a Sennheiser MD 421N microphone which was placed in front of the child.
Since the adult was usually sitting next to the child the adult speech was
recorded as well.
2 For various reasons some children were not recorded for a full year.
3 Leonie's data were collected and transcribed by Levelt for an earlier study. She was recorded
evety week, for a period of two months.
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2.1.4. Transcription
The taped utterances were phonetically transcribed, usually immediately after
the recording session, using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) as
employed for Dutch by Vieregge (1985), revised as described in the report
on the 1989 Kiel Convention. The phonetic symbols used are listed in
appendix A. Utterances were transcribed using a narrow transcription,
independently by two persons. We only transcribed the child's utterances.
Adult utterances were not transcribed, since our interest was in the formal
linguistic structures underlying the child's competence. Unintelligible
utterances were left out, i.e. those utterances for which no single transcrip-
tion could be obtained, or no single interpretation could be given. False
starts, errors, breakdowns, etc., were transcribed, however, since they may
provide valuable information about the child's competence. If the child's
utterances consisted of more than one word, boundaries were placed
between the words. No boundaries were placed if we were not sure that the
child knew the different words of which the utterance consisted. For
example, it was unclear whether the child recognised the different words in
an utterance such as wat is dat? 'what is that?', since this was often pro-
nounced as ['ttta], ['suat], etc." In these cases we did not place a word
boundary. In the text I use square brackets to indicate the narrow transcrip-
tion of the child's speech. To distinguish the child's utterance from the adult
(broad) phonetic transcription, the latter is given between slashes. This
refers to a broad transcription of adult targets, not to the underlying
representation. For example, Iktntl is the broad phonetic transcription of
the adult target kind, whereas the child's pronunciation is given as [ktn!J.s
As a convention, I use the length mark: to indicate a phonologically long
vowel throughout this dissertation; it does not necessarily mean phonetically
long (Moulton 1962). However, in the database length is only marked when
a vowel is produced with more length then usual; this can apply to both
phonologically long and short vowels.
2.1.5. The organisation and analysis of data
The transcribed utterances are entered into a Macintosh database system,
CHILDPHON,developed at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics,
4 As a result the final /s/ of is in the adult target is not considered to be word-final, but part
of an intervocalic cluster.
S A complete list of adult target words used in this dissertation their glosses is given in
appendix B.
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Nijmegen, which contains currently over zo.ooo utterances. CHILDPHONis
an application generated with the relational database package 4th Dimension,
version z.o. The structure of CHILDPHONis such that it contains three files:
(a) File Child, (b) File Adult and (c) File Utterance. The structure and
relationships between the files are depicted in (z):
(Z) Structure for ChildPhon
The first file, Child, contains general information about the children, such
as name, birthday and nationality. Each child receives a unique number,
which relates this file to the Utterance file. The file Utterance contains
information about the utterances of the children. It contains columns for
the date of the recording session (Day), the number of the child (ChildNr),
the adult sequence number (AdultSeqNr), which relates the utterances to the
Adult file, the number of the child utterance for numbering the child
utterances per adult target (ChildSeqNr), the phonetic transcription of the
utterance (phonChild), the consonant-vowel structure of the utterance of the
child (CvChild), information about whether the utterance was spontaneous
or imitated (Imi), and phenomena codes (phenomena), which will be dis-
cussed shortly. The file Adult contains information about the adult forms
corresponding to the children's utterances. The adult forms are direct and
word by word 'translations' of the child utterances. As far as possible we
avoided giving interpretations. The file Adult consists of the following
columns: the adult sequence number (AdultSeqNr), which is the unique number
for each adult target, the orthography (Orth), the broad phonetic description of
the adult target (phonAdult), the consonant vowel structure of the adult target
(CvAdult), information about the morphological structure of the adult target
(Morph) and the English gloss of the adult target (Trans).
The utterances were coded for phenomena to capture their relationship
to the adult target on several levels. By coding the data for certain
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phenomena we simplified the searching process through the more than
20,000 utterances of which the database consists. We coded the data for the
following phenomena (partly based on phenomena reported in the literature,
as for example in Ingram (1974, 1976, I989a) and Menn (1971,1977,1978),
among others). Segmental phenomena are coded by numbers, prosodic
phenomena by (capital) letters. In combination with these numbers and
letters some additional markings are used.
(3) List ifphenomena codes
SEGMENTALPHENOMENA EXAMPLES
I. Substitution of a consonant vis Ivtsl ~ [pis]
2. Substitution of a vowel baby I'be:bi:l ~ ['bi:bi:]
3· Consonant harmony poes Ipmsl ~ [puif]
4· Vowel harmony baby I'be:bi:l ~ ['bi:bi:]
5· Phenomena affecting trein Itreinl ~ [tsin]
consonant clusters paard Ipa:rtl ~ [pal]
6. Metathesis kip !ktpl ~ [ptk]
7· Deletion of a consonant trein Itreinl ~ [tei]
8. Reduplication baby I'be:bi:l ~ ['bi:bi:]
klaar Ikla:rl ~ ['ka:ka:]
9· Addition of a consonant koe !kml ~ [kmx]
aap la:pl ~ [pa:p]
10. Deletion of a vowel koffie 1'lofi:1 ~ [pof]
II. Addition of a vowel trein Itreinl ~ ['ttina]
PROSODICPHENOMENA EXAMPLES
A. Deletion of a syllable ballon Iba'bnl ~ ~::>n]
koffie 1'lofi:1 ~ [pof]
B. Production of an extra syllable trein Itreinl ~ ['ttina]
schaap IsXa:pl ~ [os'haip]
C. Stress error gitaar Ixi:'ta:rI ~ ['si:ta:]
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['ban'd::>n]
D. Reduction of a vowel konijn Iko:'neinl ~ [kc'nsin]
E. Resyllabification panda l'panda:1 ~ ['pama:]
F. Fortification of a syllable emmer I'emdrl ~ ['EmaIl
G. Gemination pakken l'pakd[n]1 ~ ['pak.ka:]
ADDITIONALMARKINGS
word-initial position r reduction
f word-final position d deletion
m word-medial position L from left to right
s stressed vowel R from right to left
us unstressed vowel e epenthesis
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As is clear from the examples, utterances can be coded for several pheno-
mena simultaneously. The production of ko/Jie l'1ofi:1 as [p:>fj can be
marked as [r i, 3R, r of, Afj. These codings are not to be interpreted as a
complete analysis of the data, but rather they are of help in discovering
regularities in the data, which are then subjected to a closer analysis.
2.1.6. Reliability
To reach a high degree of reliability several aspects were taken into
consideration. Firstly, the research was designed in such a way that the
setting, frequency, duration of the interview, longevity, and other aspects of
observation made unrepresentative behaviour unlikely to occur. Secondly,
less effective, but also important, is the use of inter-observer reliability
measures at various stages. All recordings were individually transcribed and
coded by two researchers trained in phonetic transcriptions. Only those
transcriptions and coding on which both researchers agreed are entered into
the database and taken into consideration for further analysis. In addition,
the reliability of the transcriptions and coding of the Leiden team and the
Groningen team was checked by discussing and judging a subset of each
other's transcriptions and coding. This was done to ensure that both groups
produced comparable transcriptions.
According to Fassnacht (1982), cited in Bennett-Kastor (1988:100), the
most reliable data are to be obtained by having:
1. as many data as possible which have been subject to control of
setting and other aspects of collection;
2. as many subjects as feasible, or alternatively as many instances of
the features in question as possible;
3. a combination of recording techniques which complement each
other such that where one is defective the other is superior (e.g.
audio-tape is non-selective; human note-taking observers are highly
selective);
4. multiple observers and/or analysers to maximise attempts at
objectivity;
5. clearly and formally articulated procedures for recording;
6. consistent, well-defined coding categories;
7. reliability measures;
8. an open mind.
We have tried to respect as many of these criteria as possible, and are
confident in the reliability of our data.
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2.2. Stages
In chapter I the notion of 'stage' is already mentioned. Here, I want to
make more explicit what is meant by it, since I want to make use of stages
of acquisition as evidence for a theory of language acquisition. Ingram
(I989a) gives an elaborate overview of the different ways in which the
notion 'stage' is used.
In many cases the transition between two stages is characterised by a
change in linguistic behaviour. For example, for a certain period of time the
child's grammatical system only allows open syllables (stage A). The
appearance of closed syllables at some later point in the development marks
the beginning of stage B. This kind of stage is called a TRANSITIONSTAGE
(Ingram I989a): it refers to a certain period in time in which a certain
behaviour has plateaued but is expected to change again at some later time,
as long as the behaviour is not yet adult-like. Stage in this sense refers to a
period when no change occurs.
Another way to use the notion 'stage' is in the sense of a point on a
continuum. In Ingram's definition a CONTINUOUSSTAGEis one where a
single dimension of behaviour is being observed, and the difference between
stages is only between the points along the continuum that are being
selected for observation. The continuity stage can also be proposed for the
measurement of some behaviour that is either on the increase or decrease.
In chapter 5, I make use of this type of stage, since it was not always
possible to find a clear point in the development where transition took place.
However, by comparing a some aspects of linguistic behaviour at different
points on a continuum it became clear that development had taken place.
I assumed that the principles and parameters of UG are present in the
child's mind from the start, and that the learning process consists of fixing
parameters, which all have the default value at the initial stage, and are set
to the marked value if the data require the marked setting. I further
assumed that once a parameter is set this setting cannot be undone. This
implies that development is continuous in that the system is gradually
becoming more complex, that is, more adult-like. Therefore, the stages used
fulfil the continuous requirement. For a certain period of time to be called
a stage, I assume that a certain linguistic behaviour has plateaued for a
certain time. This does not mean that behaviours typical of the previous
stage do not occur at all, nor does it mean that behaviours typical of the
following stage do not occur. There are always 'fossil' forms and forms that
are 'ahead of their time', as frequently mentioned in the literature on
language acquisition (priestly 1977, Ingram I989a). We will furthermore see
that changes are always gradual, and hardly ever occur across the board.
Important for the theory of acquisition is the explanation of the different
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stages thus defined. The transitions between the stages must be accounted
for in a principled way. Thus, I restrict the use of 'stage' to those cases
where I am referring to behaviour that is being explained in some way. To
explain a behaviour is to offer a cause for its occurrence. Only when this is
done do the stages reflect real development.
This use of the notion 'stage' refers to a single behaviour. They do not
provide general stages of development. In this dissertation I will not be
concerned with general stages of development, but concentrate on the stages
of acquiring different prosodic structures. I believe that the relation between
the different behaviours at the different stages can only be studied success-
fully when more is known about the acquisition of single behaviours.
An additional issue concerns the age-stage relationship. This description
of stages is done for individual children, and given stages correspond to
different ages for different children. Therefore, the age-stage relationship is
not straightforward. Furthermore, there is not only variability between
children, but also within individual children. When it comes to genuine
developmental studies, researchers have a challenging situation in choosing
subjects of the appropriate age, since so much variability within an age
group exists. Because of this variability subjects cannot simply be matched
for chronological age. To be able to compare linguistic behaviours of
different children, the use of the notion stage is therefore crucial.
3 Syllable Templates and
the Syllable in Dutch
THE PURPOSE OF this chapter is to provide the background for thenext two chapters, which deal with the acquisition of syllable structurein Dutch. In section 3.1 I sketch the two most commonly held views
on the structure of the syllable: the classical 'onset-rhyme' syllable and the
'moraic' syllable. I review some of the arguments for each syllable template,
with special reference to 'onsets' and 'rhymes'. After a brief summary of the
roles of the syllable in phonological theory in section 3.2, a description of
what constitutes a possible syllable in (adult) Dutch is given (section 3.3).
In section 3.4 I discuss the distinction between length and weight in Dutch.
Finally, in section 3.5 I address the issue of whether or not Dutch has the
universal core syllable CV, and I will show that although Dutch disallows
short vowels in open syllables, it does have light open syllables (universal
core syllables).
Compelling arguments for recognising the syllable as a hierarchical unit in
phonological representation are not hard to find (Fudge 1969, Kahn 1976,
Kiparsky 1979, McCarthy 1979, Selkirk 1982, Clements & Keyser 1983,
Trommelen 1983, van der Hulst 1984, Davis 1985, Ito 1986, 1989,
McCarthy & Prince 1986, among others). However, less agreement exists as
to the exact nature of the hierarchical structure, the number of levels
mediating between the syllable node and the root nodes, the syllabic
constituents, and the parameters which define the differences in syllable
structure between languages. Since it is not my purpose to describe all
possible views of the syllable, I will only sketch the two most commonly
held theories on the structure of the syllable.
3.1. The 'onset-rhyme' versus the 'moraic' syllable
The two most commonly held views on the structure of the syllable are
represented in (r a, b):
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(1) a. 'Onset-r!?Jme' ry//ab/e b. 'Moraic' ry//ab/e
o cr
~
~
Onset Rhyme
~
Nucleus Coda root root root
I I I I I
X X X P Q n
I I I
root root root
I I I
p Q n
In the 'onset-rhyme' view1 (r a) a syllable consists of a head, the RHYME,
and a non-head, the ONSET; the rhyme itself also contains a head, the
NUCLEUS, and a non-head, the CODA (Fudge 1969, Selkirk 1982, Cairns &
Feinstein 1982, Trommelen 1983, Cairns 1988, among others). In this view
there are sub syllabic constituents, which can themselves contain sub-
constituents. It is generally assumed that weight is a property of syllables.
In the 'onset-rhyme' view weight is computed by an interpretative proce-
dure: it is usually assumed that branching rhymes contribute to the weight
of the syllable (Hayes 1981, Kager, Trommelen & Visch 1985, Kager, Visch
& Zonneveld 1987, Trommelen & Zonneveld 1989).
In the 'moraic' view of (rb), the syllable consists of at least one and at
most two moras.r In general it is assumed that vowels are moraic. Short
vowels have one mora, and long vowels have two moras (Hayes 1989). Zec
(1988) makes a distinction between the first and the second mora of a
syllable. She calls the first mora 'syllabic', the second one 'moraic'. Conso-
1 Many researchers adopt structures deviating from the two broad types to a greater or lesser
extent. For example, Cairns & Feinstein (1982) and Cairns (1988) allow several subconstituents
in both the onset (see 4.5.2) and the rhyme. Others have onsets, nuclei and codas, but no
rhymes and no hierarchical structure below the syllable node, i.e.; they adopt a 'flat' structure
(for example, Davis 1985, Noske 1992). There are also differences among the linguists advo-
cating the moraic syllable. Hyman (1985), for example, assumes that each segment has a weight
unit ()l) of its own in the underlying representation. However, the Onset Creation Rule adjoins
the consonantal segments preceding the syllable peak or nucleus to the first mora (not to the
syllable node) and deletes their weight units. I will not discuss the different proposals here.
2 This follows from the universal principle of locality (McCarthy & Prince 1986, Kaye,
Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990, Prince & Smolensky 1993), since "a rule may fix on one
specified element and examine a structurally adjacent element and no other" (McCarthy &
Prince 1986:1). More generally, it is often assumed that linguistic structures are at most binary,
both in syntax and phonology. In the 'classical' view each constituent maximally contains two
elements as well.
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nants mayor may not be moraic. Consonants preceding the first mora of
a syllable and belonging to the same syllable are never moraic and are
directly linked to the syllable node (Ito 1986, 1989, McCarthy & Prince
1986, et seq.) Hayes 1989, Archangeli 1991, and others). Alternatively, they
are linked to the first mora (the 'syllabic' mora), as in (2) (Hyman 1985, Zec
1988, Ito 1989). In neither case do they form a mora on their own.
(2) Pre-moraic consonant ae!Joinedto first mora
0-
~
)1 )1
~ I
root root root
I I I
pan
The difference between (r b) and (2) is that in (r b) the mora cannot be an
ultimate prosodic unit (Zec 1988), because it violates the strict layer
hypothesis, given as (3):
(3) Strict layer hypothesis
A category of level i in the hierarchy immediately dominates (a
sequence of) categories at level i-i . (Selkirk 1984b)
This seems to be an argument in favour of (2). However, in (2) a mora can
dominate more than two elements, for instance if there is a complex 'onset',
which violates the locality or binarity principle. However, both (rb) and (2)
express the fact that the mora is a sub syllabic constituent (see Zec 1988).
Since I am only concerned with the status of the mora as a sub syllabic
constituent here, I will use the representation in (rb) throughout this
dissertation.
Consonants following the first mora of a syllable mayor may not be
moraic. If in a quantity-sensitive language CVC is heavy, the language has
a Weight-by-Position (WbP) rule which assigns a mora to the consonant
following the vowel (Hayes 1989: 258). This rule is given in (4):
(4) Weight-!?J-Position rule
0-
I
)1 ~
I
VC
0-
~
)1 )1
I I
V C
If the language is not quantity-sensitive, or if CVC does not count as heavy
(but CVV does) then the language does not employ the WbP rule; rather,
post-vocalic consonants that belong to the same syllable as the preceding
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vowel are directly adjoined to the mora of that vowel.' This is schematised
in (5):
C5J Weightless post-vocalic consonants
(J
I
)lr-.
V C
In the 'moraic' representation of the syllable, weight is computed in a
straightforward fashion. Monomoraic syllables are light, bimoraic syllables
are heavy.
To summarise, in the 'moraic' view as represented in (rb) there is (i) a
difference between moraic and non-rnoraic (weightless) segments, and (ii) a
difference between pre-vocalic consonants, which are adjoined to the syllable
node, and the post-vocalic consonants, which either have a mora of their
own, or are adjoined to the preceding mora. The pre-vocalic non-moraic
consonants in (Ib) correspond to the onset in (I a), although crucially in the
'moraic' view onsets have no theoretical status as a constituent. The post-
vocalic consonants correspond to those in coda position in the 'onset-
rhyme' view, although, again, the coda has no theoretical status in the
'moraic' view. The moraic segments in (rb) correspond roughly with the
rhyme in (r a),
The 'onset-rhyme' view is motivated on the following grounds. First, only
rhymes add to the weight" of the syllable, onset consonants are weightless.
Therefore, it is stipulated that only rhymes count for weight. In the 'moraic'
view this is directly expressed, since 'onset' consonants are never moraic.
Second, most phonotactic restrictions hold within onsets and within
rhymes' For example, we will see in chapter 4 that when children learn
complex onsets, the two members of the onset differ maximally in sonority,
the optimal complex onset consisting of a plosive followed by a glide. This
phonotactic constraint is easy to express in the 'onset-rhyme' view, since
3 Alternatively, the non-rnoraic post-vocalic consonant is adjoined directly to the syllable node.
I will not discuss this possibility. The reader is referred to McCarthy & Prince (1986), who
discuss the full range of possibilities.
4 The question of weight with respect to stress assignment will be extensively dealt with in
chapters 6 and 7. The relation between length and weight will be discussed in this chapter.
S There are also restrictions based on the syllable. For example, as in many languages, Dutch
does not allow Ijl before IiI. Also Ihl before schwa is prohibited in Dutch. Another
pansyllabic constraint in Dutch concerns the occurrence of two identical liquids in a syllable:
Dutch does not have words of the types /rvvi/ and IrVr!. Booij (to appear) refers to this
as the Double Approximant Constraint (see also Cairns (1988) for similar observations in
English).
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onsets form separate constituents from rhymes. To express the constraint
without referring to the onset, one has to state that the non-moraic
consonants to the left of the first moraic vowel and within the same syllable
as the vowel have to differ maximally in sonority value. This seems rather
arbitrary and it is not easy to see why this should be so. Jakobson (I 94r168)
noticed that at the initial stages of acquisition children produce CV syllables
consisting of a plosive followed by an (open) vowel, since these provide a
maximal contrast between the two members of the syllable. Similarly, when
learning onset clusters the child prefers maximal contrast between the two
members of the onset. The child does not strive for a maximal contrast
between the (complex) onset on the one hand and the rhyme on the other,
nor does s/he strive for an equal sonority distance between all segments of
the syllable. This can only be stated in a theory which regards the onset as
a constituent. In the 'moraic' view this generalisation is difficult to express
in a non-trivial way. Chapter 5 will show that also with respect to the
acquisition of complex rhymes and complex nuclei children strive for
maximal contrast in sonority between the two members of constituents.
Third, onsets and rhymes seem to be independent of each other with
respect to phonotactic restrictions. It is claimed that syllable structure
conditions never involve distributional constraints holding between the
nucleus and the preceding elements, while they are frequently found to
express cooccurrence restrictions between the nucleus and the following
elements.6 Simplification of the onset never triggers vowel lengthening in
either child language or adult languages. However, as will be shown in
chapter 5, deletion of sonorants, which will be argued to be part of the
nucleus in child language, triggers compensatory lengthening, but deletion
of obstruents, which I will argue to be part of the coda, does not. In other
words, it seems that compensatory lengthening takes place within the
nucleus in this process, not within the rhyme. Itwill also be shown that this
compensatory lengthening process involves preservation of length, not of
weight. Crucially, length distinctions are learned before weight distinctions.
Chapter 5 and chapter 7 will illustrate this in detail. Although compensatory
lengthening has been used as an argument in favour of the 'moraic' view
(Hayes 1989), this argument is only valid in languages in which length and
weight are expressible by the same means. This is not the case for Dutch,
as we will see in section 3.4. In a theory which recognises the nucleus as a
6 According to Clements & Keyser (1983), "co-occurrence restrictions holding between the
nucleus and preceding elements of the syllable appear to be just as common as co-occurrence
restrictions holding between the nucleus and following elements." However, counterarguments
are given by Fudge (1987), who claims that nucleus-coda restrictions are considerably more
frequent than those between onset and nucleus.
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sub syllabic constituent, the compensatory lengthening process found in child
language is easy to capture.
Fourth, onsets appear to function as constituents in speech errors,
language games and alliteration patterns in poetry. Speech errors typically
involve switching of syllable-initial consonants (the onset), not the rhyme,
nucleus or coda (MacKay 1970, Treiman 1983, 1985, 1986, Fudge 1987,
1989). In word games, too, the onset is often replaced, not the rhyme, such
as in the Pig Latin word game in which the word-initial onset is moved to
the end of the word where a rhyme ry is added; thus, street becomes eetstrry
and criminal becomes iminalcrry (Treiman 1986, Fudge 1987, 1989). In child
language there is a similar phenomenon: disyllabic adult target words with
final stress are often truncated, in which case the first syllable is deleted (see
chapter 6 for a detailed analysis). However, the onset of the first syllable is
often realised instead of the onset of the second syllable. Examples are
given in (6):
(6) konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ [kdn] Elke (2;3.27)
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['b::lmd] Robin (1;7.13)
kadootje Ika:'do:t)dl ~ ['ko:s,d] Jarmo (2;1.8)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ [pa:n] Robin (2;0. 18)
Without making reference to onsets this process has to be stated along the
following lines: replace the non-moraic consonant(s) to the left of the mora
that is the head of the stressed syllable by the non-moraic consonant(s) to
the left of the mora that is the head of the stressless syllable.
Besides compensatory lengthening (Hayes 1989), other arguments for the
'moraic' representation of the syllable come from tonal phenomena (Hyman
1985), and the properties of various prosodic templates (McCarthy & Prince
1986, et seq.). I will not discuss the arguments from tonal phenomena.
Arguments from prosodic templates largely come from reduplication and
foot typology and will be briefly discussed in chapters 6 and 7.
A final remark should be made concerning the status of the skeleton. The
'onset-rhyme' syllable in (I) has a skeletal level mediating between the
subsyllabic constituents and the root nodes, while no such level is postulated
for the moraic syllable. The skeletal level is needed to represent, for
example, long vowels, which have two skeletal positions, but only one root
node. In a moraic theory long vowels are represented by two moras which
are linked to one root node. In other words, the moras are the skeletal
units. The 'onset-rhyme' theory has often been criticised as containing too
much redundant information. However, since in Dutch long vowels are
light, there is no direct relation between vowel length and weight. Length
and weight cannot be expressed by the same means, which poses problems
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for a moraic analysis of Dutch syllable structure. I therefore adopt the
'onset-rhyme' syllable in (r a).
Although the theoretical status of sub syllabic constituents like 'onsets' and
'rhymes' is still a topic of debate, all phonologists make use of the notions
'onsets', 'rhymes', 'codas', etc., in a pre-theoretical sense. Furthermore, all
theories seem to make reference to core syllables, onsetless syllables (or
syllables with empty onsets),7 and they must also be able to refer to
branching onsets. In the classical 'onset-rhyme' view this can be done by
two onset parameters: (i) Are onsets obligatory? Yes/No, and (ii) Can
onsets branch? Yes/No. The default values for these parameters will be
argued to be the underlined values, which together result in a simple onset,
required for the core syllable. The question is how to make reference to
core syllables (which by definition start with a consonann.f onsetless
syllables and syllables starting with two consonants in the 'moraic' view, that
is, without referring to onsets. Since there is no CV or X tier between the
moras and the root nodes, reference has to be made to the root nodes
containing the major class features [+consonantal] and [+vocalic] or
[-consonantal].9 In other words, the core syllable in moraic theory is:
<7J Core !Jllable ((JJ
(J
I
J.l
-------------'[+consonantal] [+vocalic] ROOT NODES
Reference to onsetless syllables and to branching onsets can be made by
means of two parameters: (i) Can syllables start with vowels? Yes/No, and
(ii) Can syllables start with more than one consonant? Yes/No. Again, the
default values are the underlined ones, so that the default (core) syllable
starts with a single consonant. Although it is not impossible to state the
generalisations without referring to onsets, it is more complicated.
Since the labels in (r a) are apparently more convenient for describing the
developmental patterns that occur during the acquisition of syllable structure
7 Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1990) assume that words are made up of onset
rhymes/nucleus pairs, which can be empty. Whether the empty onset or rhyme is phonetically
realised depends on licensing relations involved. It is also crucial for Giegerich (1992) to have
an onset, which may remain empty, rather than no onset, to explain, for example, glottal stop
insertion in German. For a similar position see also Noske (1992).
8 McCarthy & Prince (1986:8) "interpret ere to include er=V in languages which allow
optionality of onsets." They assume that the core syllable is the minimal syllable.
9 Reference to [-consonantal] or [+vocalic] is necessary because geminates also have a mora
underlyingly, but cannot be the first mora of the syllable.
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than those in (r b), I will use the 'onset-rhyme' theory. Furthermore, as we
shall see in detail in chapters 4 and 5, it seems that an adequate account of
the acquisition data demands that reference can be made to the constituents
of the 'onset-rhyme' syllable model.
3.2. The roles of the syllable in phonological theory
The syllable has three roles in phonological theory. First, it functions as a
the bearer of prosodic properties, such as stress.i" This will be dealt with
in chapter 6. Second, it is an important domain for stating phonotactic
restrictions, although, as we saw above, phonotactic restrictions are largely
defined within onsets and within rhymes, and not so much within the
syllable per se. Third, it functions as a domain of phonological rules. In this
chapter, Iwill be concerned with the role of the syllable as the domain for
stating phonotactic restrictions.
The phonotactic restrictions on the syllable are of two kinds: (i) those that
restrict the number of skeletal positions in each syllable constituent; and, (ii)
those that place restrictions on the nature of consonantal sequences (the
non- heads) within the syllable.l! Phonotactic restrictions of the first type
are often expressed by parameters. Two onset parameters can be disting-
uished that playa role in the acquisition of onset structure in Dutch. They
are given in (8):
a.
b.
Onset parameters
MINIMAL ONSET PARAMETER: are onsets obligatory? ~/No)
MAXIMAL ONSET PARAMETER: can onsets be branching? (Yes/No)
There are at least two parameters defining possible rhyme templates, given
in (9):
a.
b.
Rhyme parameters
CODA PARAMETER: are closed syllables allowed? (Yes/No)
NUCLEUS PARAMETER: can the nucleus be branching? (Yes/No)
10 One could argue that the bearer of stress is the head of the syllable, not the whole syllable.
However, it will be shown in chapter 6 that stress is not a segmental property, but rather that
the syllable is the stress-bearing unit. We have to keep in mind that not all syllables are stress-
bearing but only those which are in the strong position of the foot (see chapter 6).
11 There are very few restrictions on consonant-vowel sequences in adult languages, and
virtually none in Dutch, although, as Levelt (1993, to appear) has pointed out, restrictions on
consonant-vowel sequences are found in the early stages of child language.
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The underlined values will be argued to be the default or unmarked values
in chapters 4 and 5.We will see in section 3.3 that Dutch allows the marked
setting of all the parameters in (8) and (9).
Sonority is said to play a crucial role in defining the second type of
phonotactic restriction (Hankamer & Aissen 1974, Selkirk 1984a, Clements
1990). That is, sequences of consonants in the same syllable have to obey
the SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (Selkirk 1984a):
(10) Sonoriry Sequencing Principle (SSP)
In any syllable, there is a segment constituting a sonority peak
which is preceded and/or followed by a sequence of segments with
progressively decreasing sonority values.
The sonority scale is given in (I I):
(I I) Sonoriry scale
Vowels - Glides - Liquids - Nasals - Fricatives - Plosives
where the sonority value decreases from left to right
The next section gives a description of the phonotactic restrictions for adult
Dutch and of the notion 'possible syllable of Dutch'. I will argue in chapters
4 and 5 that the Sonority Sequencing Principle is indeed a principle of UG,
and plays a role in child language from the start. I will argue that segments
which do not obey the SSP lie outside the scope of the syllable, and must
be licensed by extraprosodicity.
Zec (1988) makes another point with respect to sonority and syllable
structure. Her claim is that languages may differ in the set of segments that
are syllabic (first mora of a syllable) and in the set of segments that are
moraic (second mora of a syllable). That is, if the language is quantity-
sensitive in the sense that segments following the 'syllabic' segment (the first
mora) contribute to weight, the Weight-by-Position rule (4) does not
necessarily apply to all segments, but may apply to a subset of the segmental
inventory. She argues that the syllabic segments are a subset of the moraic
segments, which are a subset of the segmental inventory of the language. I
will come back to this point in section 3.4, since Dutch seems to be an
exception to this generalisation. In Dutch, vowels seem to be syllabic, but
not moraic.l/ Therefore, the set of syllabic segments is not a subset of the
moraic segments.
12 Long vowels are not bimoraic, but monomoraic. Since diphthongs are bimoraic, one could
argue that diphthongs are short vowels followed by a glide. I examine this possibility in
chapter 5.
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3.3. Syllable structure in Dutch
For each language one has to specify what a possible syllable of the
language is (Ito 1986, 1989).13 This can be done by means of a syllable
template, i.e., a well-formedness condition defining the possible skeletal
sequences of a language. Syllable structure in Dutch has received much
attention in the literature in the last decade (e.g., Booij 1981, 1984, to
appear, Trommelen 1983, van der Hulst 1984, 1985, Kager & Zonneveld
1986, Kager, Visch & Zonneveld 1987, van der Hulst & van Lit 1987, Kager
1989). Although there is no general agreement on what constitutes the syllable
template in Dutch, the following description is adopted by most linguists.
Each syllable consists of an obligatory nucleus (a vowel) preceded by zero
or more consonants (the onset), and followed by zero or more consonants
(the coda). Nucleus and coda form the rhyme, the part of the syllable that
is important for stress assignment.
The notion 'possible syllable of Dutch' is defined by the following set of
constraints (Booij to appear). First, Dutch syllables normally obey the
Sonority Sequencing Principle, except for some clusters, like initial Istrl
clusters, which seem to disobey it. It is often claimed that lsi in such
clusters is outside the core syllable, i.e., there is an initial extrasyllabic
position which the lsi occupies. We will see that the child language data
strongly argue for the SSP as a linguistic principle. Moreover, it will be
argued that elements that do not obey the SSP are not part of the syllable,
but lie outside it.
Although there are some language-specific restrictions, onsets and codas
are said to show pretty much a mirror-image behaviour, an observation
made by Sievers (1881) and Jespersen (1922) (see Clements 1990 for an
overview). That is, obstruents and sonorants can occur in both onsets and
codas. This is largely true for adult Dutch, but we will see that, when we
compare the order in which consonants are acquired in onsets and codas,
several differences can be found (see chapter 4 and 5). They do not exactly
show a mirror-image behaviour.l" Moreover, with respect to initial and
final clusters, we will see that the latter allow more variation than
the former.
Second, the parameter of syllabicity (Clements 1990) also restricts the
possible syllables in Dutch. Universally, vowels can function as heads of
nuclei (syllabic segments), but languages can differ with respect to the
syllabicity of consonants. The unmarked setting for the parameter is that
13 The Dutch segment inventory is given in appendix C.
14 This is another argument for distinguishing onsets and rhymes, and against a flat structure
of the syllable.
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only vowels function as nuclei. This is also the setting for standard
Dutch.P but, in other languages sonorants can function as nuclei, too (see,
for example, Zec 1988 and Bagemihl 1991). In Dutch child language only
vowels function as nuclei.l? in other words, the children seem to use the
default option. They will not receive positive evidence for the marked
option, and therefore they do not change the setting of the parameter to the
marked option. For this reason I will not discuss this parameter further.
Besides the parameter of syllabicity (which refers to the first mora, or the
'syllabic' mora), languages also differ along the parameter of 'moraicity': each
quantity-sensitive language has to decide what can make syllables heavy, or
in moraic terms, which segments are subject to the Weight-by-Position rule.
In Dutch, moraic segments are not restricted to a subset of the set of
consonants, that is, all consonants can contribute to weight. However, long
(non-diphthongal) vowels, although they are argued to be bipositional, do
not contribute to weight. The generalisation is that closed syllables are
heavy. We will see in chapter 5 that in child language sonorants are part of
a branching nucleus, whereas obstruents are in the coda. However, this does not
seem to correspond to differences in weight, as will be shown in chapter 7.
Third, there are language-specific restrictions on the number of skeletal
positions in the different syllable constituents. The onset is optional in
Dutch: syllables can start with a vowel. Dutch also allows branching onsets.
Most researchers agree on the following: Dutch only allows binary
branching onsets consisting of an obstruent followed by a sonorant. That
is, in onset clusters, such as Istrl, the lsi is said to be extra syllabic
(Trommelen 1983).17 Trommelen further assumes that the lsi in clusters
is always extrasyllabic, as well as the obstruent in obstruent plus nasal
clusters; i.e., the Ikl in initial Iknl clusters is also extrasyllabic. I will
discuss this view in detail in chapter 4 when discussing the acquisition of
onsets. Appendix E gives the possible onset clusters in Dutch.
Most researchers agree on the following minimality constraint for rhymes
in Dutch:
(12) Minimal rlyme constraint
Rhymes are minimally bipositional.
15 In some dialects of Dutch, nasals can function as nuclei too, but, remarkably, not liquids
or glides. However, since all children in the research are learning standard Dutch, which does
not allow nasals in the nucleus, I will not address this point further.
16 We will see that sonorants can be part of the nucleus in child language; however, they are
preceded by a vowel in the nucleus (see chapter 5)'
17 Some researchers adopt tripositional onsets, in which the third (the leftmost member) can
only be filled by /s/ (Booij to appear). I will come back to this in section 4.j.2.
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The argument for this minimality constraint is the absence of short vowels
in open syllables. Furthermore, distributionally, long vowels and diphthongs
pattern like combinations of a short vowel plus a consonant. Long vowels
and diphthongs can occur in open syllables (1p, b), but short vowels
cannot (13d); they have to be followed by a consonant (13C)'
(13) a. thee 'tea' Ite:1
b. tij 'tide' Itei/
c. tel 'second' Itell
d. *te Ittl
The difference between long and short vowels has been argued by some to
be that the former occupy two skeletal slots, whereas the latter only occupy
one slot on the skeletal tier. Long vowels and short vowels both have one
root node, in contrast to diphthongs, which have two root nodes (14):
(14) a. Short Vowel b. Long Vowel c. Diphtong
X X X X X skeleton
I ~ I I
V V Vi Vj root
Thus, the forms in (13) can be represented as in (15):
(15) Minimal bipositional r!?Jme
~
Onset Rhyme
I .r<.X X X
I <>
root root
I I
~
Onset Rhyme
I .«>:X X X
I I I
root root root
I I I
(a) e: (b) E
(c) E
*(d) E
Kager & Zonneveld (1986) assume that rhymes are not only minimally
bipositional but also maximally bipositional. Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981)
claim that the maximal rhyme constraint is universal:
(16) Maximal r!?Jme constraint
Rhymes are maximally bipositionally.
The argument rests on the near absence of non-final syllables in underived
words containing more than two rhyme positions. This maximality require-
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ment and the bipositional representation of long vowels explain the data in
(17):18
(17) Maximal bipositional r!?Jme
(On Rh)a (On Rh)a
a. tempo 'tempo' l'tempo:1 t em p 0
b. *teempo l'te:mpo:1 t ee (m) p 0
c. *teimpo l'tEimpo:1 t ei (m) p 0
d. *telmpo l't£1mpo:1 t el (m) p 0
Where On = Onset, Rh = Rhyme. The Iml in parenthesis indicates that this
consonant cannot be mapped onto the bipositional rhyme since this is already filled.
A short vowel can be followed by a cluster (ending in a non-coronal
consonant), for example Imp/, as in (17a), but long vowels, diphthongs
and checked short vowels cannot, as shown in (17b-d). In chapter 5 I
will present evidence for the claim that the maximal rhyme constraint
is universal.
A consequence of the minimality requirement is that a single intervocalic
consonant which follows a short vowel must be the coda of the syllable
containing that short vowel (Tromrnelen 1983, van der Hulst 1985, Kager
1989). However, it is claimed by many researchers that a syllable must have
an onset if there is a legitimate candidate for it.19 Some have proposed
syllabification rules which ensure that, after the vowel (nucleus) is linked to
the syllable node, as many consonants as can form a permissible onset are
first adjoined to the syllable node (onset). This is often referred to as the
MAXIMAL ONSET PRINCIPLE (Kahn 1976). Others first create core syllables
(CV) (Ito 1986), if possible, and therefore, if there is a candidate for the
onset, it fills the onset position. Clements (1990) assumes the SONORITY
CYCLE, by which the sonority profile of the preferred syllable type rises
sharply at the beginning of a syllable, i.e., syllables like to have onsets,
preferably filled by the least sonorous consonants. This has the consequence
18 The restrictions on non-final tripositional rhymes have been much debated. Some
researchers do not exclude non-final tripositional rhymes (van der Hulst 1984, Booij to
appear); others impose restrictions in that they assume that rhymes can be maximally
bipositional (Kager& Zonneveld 1986, Kager 1989). However, tripositional non-final rhymes
cannot be completely excluded, given the existence of words likepriester 'priest', aarde 'earth',
aardappel 'potato', aalmoes 'alms'. Trommelen (1983) incorporates words likepriester, but argues
that words like aarde are exceptions. Note that the same is true for non-initial tripositional
onsets, witness the existence of words like .Australi« 'Australia', extra 'extra', etc. A recent
discussion of these problematic cases can be found in Zonneveld (1992).
19 Myers (1987) argues that since the intervocalic consonant has to be the coda of the previous
syllable,the next syllableis onsetless. Van der Hulst (1985), on the other hand, argues for two
consonantal roots, since both constraints can then be obeyed.
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that in Dutch a single intervocalic consonant following a short vowel is
both the coda of the first syllable and the onset of the second. In other
words, it is AMBISYLLABIC. Thus, the /p/' in words like appel 'apple' I'apdll
and Appo (name) l'apo:1 is both the coda of the first syllable and the onset
of the second. The representation of the word Appo is given in (18):20
(18) Ambi!Jllabic consonants
(J
I
Rh
-«>:
Nu Cd
I IX X X
I "<c.>:
root root
I I
p
~
On Rh
I
Nu
..«>;
X X
»<>
root
I
a 0:
Where On = Onset, Rh = Rhyme, Nu = Nucleus, Cd = Coda
In word-final syllables 'tripositional' rhymes are quite common, as can be
seen in the data in (19). (20) gives the representation of these words. These
rhymes are usually analysed as bipositional rhymes followed by an extra-
syllabic consonant, which is licensed by the word (boundary). In this way
these tripositional rhymes resemble tripositional onsets: in both cases there
is an extra syllabic consonant. However, there is a difference between initial
extra syllabic consonants and final extrasyllabic consonants in that the latter
have to obey the sonority hierarchy, whereas I will claim that the former do
not obey the sonority hierarchy. To express this difference, I assume that
initial extrasyllabic consonants are licensed by the word (Wd), while final
extra syllabic consonants are licensed by the syllable node, since all elements
within the syllable are subject to the SSP. I therefore, use the term
extrarhymal, instead of extrasyllabic,
(19) Tripositional r!?Jmesin word-final ryllables
a. last 'load' Ilastl las-t
b. warm 'warm' Ivarml war-m
c. Belg 'Belgian' IbEIXI bel-g
d. raam 'window' Ira:ml raa-m
e. deur 'door' Id0:rl deu-r
f. raad 'advice' Ira:tl raa-t
20 Ambisyllabic consonants are often indicated as double consonants in the orthography.
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(20) Final extrarbyma! consonants
0- 0-
I~ I~
Nu Cd ERP Nu ERP
I I I »<. I
X X X X X X X X
I I I I I <:> I
root root root root root root root
I I I I I I I
a. 1 a s e. r a: m
b. v a r m f. d e: r
c. b E X g. r a:
where ERP = Extrarhymal position
Trommelen (1983) has a somewhat different analysis. She assumes that
rhymes consist of an obligatory peak (nucleus) consisting of a [-cons]
segment. This peak (nucleus) is followed by a [+son] segment. If this [+son]
segment is a consonant it is part of the coda (2Ia). If this [+son] segment
is a vowel this results in a branching peak (nucleus) (2Ib). A [+son] segment
can be followed by a [-son, +cons] segment, which forms (part of) the
coda. This leads to the templates in (2I). In other words, short vowels
followed by an obstruent have an (obligatorily) empty [+son] segment, while
sonorant consonants following a long vowel are not incorporated in the
rhyme, but are extrasyllabic.F'
1.
ii.
iii.
(r)
(r)
(r)
Rhyme
~
Nucleus Coda
I ~
[- cons] [+ son] [- son, + cons]
l ~ I
amp
a p
(2 I) a.
21 Trommelen (1987) points out that most cases of 'excessive weight', that is, those with
tripositional rhymes in non-final position, involve high long vowels, which do not have short
counterparts. She suggests that they have to be analysed as short high vowels, although they
are not distinguishable from the long ones by segmental feature specification. (i) gives some
examples:
(i) roen.dra pries.ter mues.li
See Kager (1989) for a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of this position.
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b. Rhyme
~
Nucleus Coda
~ I
[- cons] [+ son] [- son, + cons]
I I I
(r) a a f
(r) a a
AD]
Ii.
ii. m
The extrarhymal consonant in (20) is to be distinguished from the appendix.
A final rhyme can be followed by any consonant, the extrarhymal conso-
nant, as in (19, 20), as long as it obeys the Sonority Sequencing Principle.
In addition, it can be followed by an appendix, which can consist of
maximally three coronal obstruents, as in the word prom-p-tst, in which the
bipositional rhyme is followed by a extrarhymal consonant, Ip/, and an
appendix Itst/. The Sonority Sequencing Principle does not apply to the
appendix, as can be seen in (22),22 nor to the initial extrasyllabic conso-
nant, since an extrasyllabic lsi can be followed by a voiceless obstruent, as
in (23). However, it does apply to the final extrarhymal consonant. I will
argue that elements that do not obey the sonority hierarchy have to be in
initial extrasyllabic position or in the appendix and have to be licensed by
the word, while segments which obey the sonority hierarchy are licensed by
the syllable. The representations of (22) and (23) are given in (24) and
(25) respectively:
(22) Appendix
a. dorst 'thirst' Id:>rstl dor-s-t
b. herfst 'autumn' Iherfstl her-f-st
(23) 'Tripositional' onsets
a. spreken 'to speak' l'spre:b[n]1 s-pr-eken
b. straat 'street' Istra:tl s-tr-aat
22 Words like ets 'etching' must be analysed as having a bipositional rhyme, followed by an
appendix, / er-s/: Because the SSP is not obeyed, the final /s/ cannot be analysed as an
extrasyllabic consonant.
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(24) Appendix
x
I
root
I
a. d
b. h
On
CHAPTER 3
Wd
IT
Rh
»<.
Nu Cd ERP Appendix
I I I »<.
X X X X X
I I I
root root root root root
I I I I
Io r s t
I: r f s t
(25)
where ERP = Extrarhymal position, and Wd = Word
Initial extrasyllabic consonants
Wd
~
ESP On Rh
I »<.
X X X
I I I
root root root
I I I
~ s p r
b. s t r
where ESP = Extrasyllabic position
The fourth way in which syllable structure is restricted is by language-specific
constraints on the possible combinations of segments. For example, although
Dutch allows bipositional onsets consisting of an obstruent plus a liquid, Itil
clusters are not allowed, even though they obey the Sonority Sequencing
Principle. There are also positive exceptions, e.g., Ifni and Iknl clusters.P I
will come back to these language-specific onset constraints in chapter 4.
The following template for Dutch syllables is proposed by Kager &
Zonneveld (I986):
23 These are usually analysed like /s/ plus obstruent clusters; that is, they are analysed as
having an extrasyllabic first consonant.
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Dutch !)illable template:
IT
~
(On) Rh
»<. -<.X (X) X X skeleton
( ) indicates optionality of the onset
Prosodic words consist of one or more of those syllables optionally
followed by an extrarhymal consonant and/or an appendix, and optionally
preceded by an extrasyllabic consonant, as is schematised in (27):
(27) Prosodic word in Dutch
Wd
(ESP) (Appendix)
Xm
[
cor~nal ]
- sonorant
where n ~ 1; 0 ::;m ::; 3; Wd = Word, ESP = Extrasyllabic position;
ERP = Extrarhymal position, and X = Skeletal position.
~~~
..X.. XX
3.4. Length and weight in Dutch
As shown above, vowel length is contrastive in Dutch: long vowels are
bipositional; short vowels monopositional. However, although Dutch is a
quantity-sensitive language long vowels behave as light for stress purposes
(for an overview see Kager 1989, and references cited there). In the onset-
rhyme analysis of Dutch syllable structure weight is computed by an
interpretative procedure: directly branching rhymes, i.e., a rhyme branching
into a nucleus and a coda, contribute to the weight of a syllable. However,
there are two problems with this account. First, diphthongs are considered
to be heavy for stress purposes. Second, syllables ending in VVC are
considered to be superheavy, although they do not have a directly branching
rhyme: the final consonant is in extrarhymal position, as shown in (20),24
24 See chapter 6 for a description of Dutch stress.
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As I will show in chapters 5 and 7, in child language the following
generalisations seem to hold: (i) long vowels and diphthongs behave
similarly, both with respect to phonotactic restrictions and stress; (ii) any
closed syllable counts as heavy, whether it is closed by a coda consonant or
an extrarhymal consonant (which is part of the syllable, although it lies
outside the rhyme); (iii) children do not seem to make a distinction between
heavy and superheavy syllables. In chapter 7 I propose an analysis for Dutch
stress which slightly departs from the standard analysis in that all and only
closed syllables are interpreted as heavy. I propose the interpretative weight
parameter given in (28):
(28) Weight parameter
Closed syllables are heavy. Yes/No
The underlined value is the value required for Dutch. The default value is No.
In other words, heavy syllables have no unique representation; rather,
different representations can result in heavy syllables. Length is directly
represented in the representation of the syllable, but weight is not. If
diphthongs are represented by a branching nucleus which is linked to two
root nodes (as in (14C», they are by definition light. Alternatively, diph-
thongs could be analysed as directly branching rhymes, where the second
part of the diphthong is in the coda, and therefore analysed as a glide,
rather than a vowel. However, as I will show in chapter 5, the child
language data argue in favour of the former analysis.
Moraic theory generally assumes that in quantity-sensitive languages in
which vowel length is contrastive, long vowels are bimoraic while short
vowels are monomoraic (Hyman 1985, McCarthy & Prince 1986, Davis
1988, Hayes 1989). Although Dutch is a quantity-sensitive language in which
vowel length is contrastive, long vowels behave as light (monomoraic) for
stress purposes. Thus, Dutch has an interesting syllable weight distinction:
open syllables with long (non-diphthongal) vowels are light, and closed
syllables and syllables with diphthongs are heavy. That is, long vowels,
which occupy two skeletal positions linked to one root node, are mono-
moraic. To express this, Lahiri & Koreman (1988) assume both a skeletal
tier to express length and a moraic tier to express weight. Kager (1989), on
the other hand, solves this dilemma by making use of the notion 'melodic
complexity'. Melodic complexity refers to the number of root nodes linked
to the skeletal positions of the syllable. He assumes that long vowels are
bimoraic, but since all syllables are bimoraic, weight distinctions cannot be
measured by the number of moras. Therefore, quantity distinctions have to
be defined on the next level, the level of the root nodes. Kager assumes
that if a syllable contains two moras linked to one root node (that is, a long
vowel), the syllable is melodically simplex (14b), and therefore light. If the
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two moras are each linked to a root node the syllable is melodically complex
(14C), and therefore heavy. Crucially, moras can then no longer be used as
weight units, which was the key motivation for having moras in the first
place (Hyman 1985).
In Kager's view, weight is measured by roots in Dutch, not by moras;
however, positional constraints, like the minimal and maximal rhyme
constraints, are stated on the mora level. We will see that the compensatory
lengthening phenomena found in child language are difficult to explain in
terms of melodic complexity. Moreover, the fact that diphthongs and long
vowels behave similarly with respect to weight in child language poses
another problem for this account (cf. Trommelen & Zonneveld 1989)'
3.5. The core syllable in Dutch
As was shown above, Dutch has a vowel length contrast; that is, long
vowels are said to occupy two skeletal positions whereas short vowels
occupy only one position. However, this vowel length contrast only
manifests itself in closed syllables, since short vowels are not allowed in
open syllables. Together with the claim that long vowels occupy two skeletal
positions, this has as a consequence that Dutch (like German) does not
allow the 'universal' core syllable cv. This, however, contradicts the claim
that the CV syllable is universal. Yet, the primacy of the simple open CV
syllable is commonplace in the literature (cf. Jakobson 194d68, Bell 1971,
Greenberg 1978), the idea being that the existence of all other types of
syllables presupposes the existence of the CV syllable. In other words, it
functions as the default syllable. Prince & Smolensky (1993) assume that "no
language may prohibit the syllable .Cv, Thus, no language prohibits onsets
or requires codas." However, they do not mention vowel length. In
Jakobson's view, too, the universal CV syllable consists of a consonant
followed by atry vowel, either short or long, although he does not state this
explicitly. Crucial is the fact that core syllables are open syllables. The
acquisition data of Dutch give support for this view, in that the CV syllable
is the first syllable produced by the children, in which the vowel can be
both long and short. Vowel length is non-distinctive at the early stages (see
chapter 5). An important observation is the fact that this syllable can
constitute a word on its own. In McCarthy & Prince's view, the core syllable
is a monomoraic syllable with a single onset:25 this syllable therefore
25 McCarthy & Prince (1986) interpret the core syllable Gc to include G = V in languages which
allow optionality of onsets. This is irrelevant to the point of discussion here.
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crucially consists of a short vowel preceded by a consonant, since long
vowels have two moras underlyingly. In other words, the contradiction that
Dutch does not have the universal default CV syllable only exists in the
moraic view of the syllable. On the other hand, if long vowels are light (or
monomoraic), as I assume, then Dutch does have monomoraic light
syllables, or core syllables.
One could try to argue that adult Dutch does not allow CV syllables as
words because of a minimal word constraint, which argues that the minimal
(content) word equals a foot; that is, they minimally have two moras (see
section 1.2 in chapter I). There are two arguments against the minimal word
hypothesis. First, not only are CV syllables disallowed as words, they are
never allowed word-internally either (contrary to English, for example).
Thus, words like */hLa:tI are prohibited in Dutch, while /hi.a:tI 'hiatus' is
allowed. Second, Dutch does allow words consisting of one CVV syllable.
Since long vowels behave as light for stress purposes (as we will see below),
I assume that they are monomoraic.i" as are CV syllables. Since a minimal
word consists of at least two moras, we must conclude that Dutch allows
subminimal content words.27 Since CV and CVV are not different in this
respect (they are both monomoraic), and Dutch does allow CVV words, the
lack of CV words remains unexplained. Therefore, the fact that Dutch does
not allow CV syllables has to be stated as a syllable constraint, not a
minimal word constraint.
A related question is the following: since the child starts with the universal
default CV syllable, how do children learn to ban the CV syllable from their
inventory? This can only be learned on the basis of negative evidence, since
no positive evidence is available to the child. The data clearly point out that
vowel length distinctions are mastered rather late, as will be shown in
chapter 5, indicating that at the early stages the child sticks to the universal
core syllable. These observations have led me to a close examination of the
acquisition of rhyme constraints.
26 In Kager's view the minimal word constraint could explainwhy Dutch allows CVVwords,
but not CV words, since he assumes that long vowels have two moras, while short vowels
have one. In McCarthy& Prince's view, the bimoraic minimum ensures that the minimalword
consist of one syllableit is a heavy one (bimoraic); light syllables cannot constitute a foot on
their own (or form a degenerate foot at most).
27 Nouveau (1992) argues that Dutch has a minimal word constraint, and that content words
therefore have to consist of two moras. Her solution involves the adaptation of the parameter
of catalexis (as first proposed by Kiparsky (1992), although a similar proposal can be found
in Giegerich (1985», which is roughly speaking the counterpart of extrametricality. Instead of
making peripheral elements 'invisible', catalexis 'creates' a peripheral element (a mora, in this
case). Although in this way Dutch does not allow subminimal words, this account would
predict that catalexis would also make CV bimoraic. However, CVV words are allowed, but
CV words are not. This still needs to be accounted for.
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With this brief introduction to Dutch syllable structure in mind, let us now
turn to the acquisition of syllable structure. Although the syllable is often
mentioned in literature on child language this is often done in a very general
way (e.g., Fudge 1969, Moskowitz 1971, Branigan 1976, Berman 1977, Ingram
1978, Shibamoto & Olmsted 1978). I examine the developmental patterns
that occur during the acquisition of syllable structure in detail in the next
two chapters.
Unlike the syllable template in adult languages, the child's template is in
constant development. As outlined in chapter I, I assume that at the initial
stage of acquisition all parameters have their default value, which means that
children only have default or core CV syllables. The acquisition of types of
syllables other than the CV syllable involves the setting of syllable parame-
ters from the unmarked (default values) to the marked values on the basis
of evidence in the input data. It will be shown that the inventory of
syllables in the child's language initially is a subset of the syllables allowed
in adult Dutch. The inventory expands gradually along parametric dimensions.
However, children can vary in the order in which they set the parameters.
Central in the next two chapters is the question of what constitutes a
well-formed syllable in the children's language at different stages of
development. I first deal with the acquisition of onsets in chapter 4. In
chapter 5, the acquisition of rhymes will be discussed.
4 The Acquisition of
Syllable Structure:
the Onset
~
HIS CHAPTER AIMS at giving a detailed description of the develop-
mental patterns that occur in the acquisition of onsets. It will be shown
that there are three stages in the acquisition of single onsets: (i) at stage
I onsets are obligatory, and invariably produced as plosives; (ii) at stage II
onsets can be empty; (iii) at stage III different types of segments are pro-
duced in onset position. These stages will be described in section 4. I. The
results are summarised and discussed in section 4.2.
Section 4.3 deals with the acquisition of complex onsets. Each subsection
discusses how different target complex onsets are produced by the children
and describes the developmental patterns that can be found. It will be
shown that a typical characteristic of the child's first complex onsets is that
the two members of the onset differ maximally in sonority. It will further
be shown that there are three different stages in the acquisition of
obstruent-sonorant clusters: (i) at the first stage obstruent-sonorant clusters
are simplified to single obstruents; (ii) at the next stage they are simplified
to single sonorants; and (iii) finally, they are produced as obstruent-sonorant
clusters. The second stage seems to be optional for some children, but not
for others. A striking finding is that, while most children start with
obstruent-sonorant clusters, some children have lsi-obstruent clusters
before they have obstruent-sonorant clusters. The results are summarised in
section 4-4 and discussed in section 4· 5.
I will not discuss below the details of each child's development separately,
but rather describe the development of one child in detail, and only mention
the other children insofar as they differ from his development. The
description is based on onsets of stressed syllables, which implies that
mostly word-initial onsets are regarded.
4.1. Simple onsets, empty onsets and the core syllable
In Jarmo's development three stages can be distinguished: (i) at the first
stage onsets are obligatory and invariably realised as plosives (stage I); (ii)
at the next stage onsets can be empty (stage II), and (iii) at stage III other
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types of onsets occur. After plosives, nasals are the next type of segment to
appear as onsets in all children's production forms. However, children differ
greatly in their further expansion of their system.
Stage I: obligatory onsets
As can be seen in (I), Jarmo has only CV (core) syllables in the first
recording session (I ;4.I 8), i.e., all syllables have an onset, and the onset is
invariably a plosive.
(I) Jarmo
a. daar Ida:rl ~ [da] (I ;4.18)
poes Ipu:sl ~ [pu:] (1;5 .2)
tok Ibkl ~ [b] (1;5.27)
b. klaar Ala:rI ~ [ka:] (1;502)
c. auto I'o:to:l ~ [lta:tO:], ['to:b] (1;6.27)
~ ['tEtO:], [ltEb] (q·15)
apie Ila:pi:l ~ ['ta:pi:] (q.I5)
Three strategies can be detected. First, Jarmo uses the selection strategy (see
section I. I. I -4): he has only selected adult words that start with a plosive for
his production at the earliest stage, as can be seen in (r a), No words starting
with fricatives, nasals, liquids or glides are selected for production. However,
he also has selected for production adult target words with complex onsets
containing a plosive. He uses the repair strategy 'simplify' for the production
of these forms: they are reduced to single plosives (r b). Initial plosives are
never replaced by other manners of articulation. At the start of stage II he
also takes for production adult target words beginning with a vowel. For the
production of these forms he uses the repair strategy 'add an onset', as can
be seen in (IC).l He still does not select words beginning with other
manners of articulation for production.
Tom, Leonie and Noortje also have obligatory onsets at the initial stages
in their development. Onsetless adult words are realised with onsets by Tom
and Leonie by the same repair strategy as used by Jarmo, 'add an onset', as
shown in (za, b). Leonie invariably adds a plosive, but Tom can also add an
Ihl. Noortje avoids adult words without onsets: she only selects words with
onsets.
1 There are different strategies for filling the empty onset position: (a) the default plosive It/;
(b) the default consonant Ihl, or reduplicating a consonant (typically a plosive) from elsewhere
in the word (see also (2)).
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(2) a. Tom
aai la:jl ~ [h:>j] (1;2.27)
aap la:pl ~ [hau<I>] (1;2.27)
auto I'o:to:l ~ ['to:to:] (1;2.27)
aap la:pl ~ [ba:p] (1;3024)
b. Leonie
aap la:pl ~ [pa:p] (1;9.15)
auto l'o:to:1 ~ ['tAta:] (1;10.4)
appel I'apdll ~ ['pa:pu:] (1;10.29)
Stage II: empty onsets
At I ;6.13 the first (word-initial) onsetless syllables are allowed in Jarmo's
system. Until I ;6.13 no adult target words lacking an initial onset are
attempted. Again, this might be due to a selection strategy: the child only
selects adult target words for his own production which fit into his
phonological system. That is, he is avoiding those adult targets that do not
match his phonological system; in this case, he does not try to produce
onsetless adult words, because in his system words have to start with an
onset. From I ;6.13 adult onsetless words are selected for production by the
child. However, in most cases these words are subject to a repair strategy,
i.e., they are produced with an onset, as in (IC), clearly reflecting that
syllables with onsets are preferred over syllables which lack an onset.
However, onsetless child productions do sometimes appear, as shown in (3).
The child is learning that syllables can lack an onset and in the further
development, at 1;9.23, the repair strategy 'add an onset', is abandoned.
Once the minimal onset parameter is set from the default value (onsets are
obligatory) to the marked setting, allowing zero onsets, the repair strategy
is no longer needed, and will thus disappear.
(3) Jarmo
auto
aap
l'o:to:1 ~
la:pl ~
['a:to:],['o:to:]
[ap] , [alp]
(1;6.13)
(1;7.15)
The same is true for Tom and Leonie: they also have a few onsetless words,
as shown in (aa, b), although the repair strategy is clearly favoured. Noortje,
however, avoids adult words without onsets: she only selects words with
onsets. However, once onsetless words are selected for production, they are
produced without onsets. She does not utilise the repair strategy. The other
children already had onsetless productions of adult onsetless targets at the
first recording session, indicating that this parameter is learned very early.
b.
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Tom
aap la:pl ~ [alp] (1;2.27)
uit I ceyt/' ~ [aufJ (1;2.27)
Leonie
aap la:pl ~ [ap] (1;9· 15)
uit I ceyt/' ~ [ceut] (1;9.21)
(4) a.
Until 1;9.9 adult target onsets other than plosives are either realised with an
initial plosive, (5a), or deleted by Jarmo (yb). They are not realised with the
manner of articulation in the adult target word. Since the child's system now
allows words beginning with a plosive and words beginning with a vowel,
these are the two possible repair strategies, with the first (replacement by
plosive) preferred over the second, deletion of the onset.
(5) Jarmo
a. vogel I'vo:xdll ~ [to:] (1;7.15)
wap Ivapl ~ [pal] (1;7.15)
vliegtuig I'vli:x,treyxi ~ ['ti:ta] (1;7.29)
wipwap I'vtp,vapl ~ ['pi:ba:] (1;8.26)
b. schaap Isxa:pl ~ [alp] (1;7.15)
haan Ihaml ~ [aim] (1;7.29)
huis Ihreysl ~ [ceys] (1;8.12)
fiets lfi:tsl ~ [i:s] (1;9.9)
VIS Ivtsl ~ [ts] (1;9.9)
visje I'VtSJdl ~ ['i:SJd] (1;9.9)
Initial Ihl in the adult target words is often deleted by Jarmo (6a). Only
from 2;2.6 is target Ihl regularly produced as Ihl and no longer deleted.
On the other hand, Ihl is sometimes produced instead of an empty onset
(6b). Also, from 1;8.26 Ihl appears as a substitute for consonants that are
not yet produced by the child, such as fricatives and glides, as shown in
(6c). It seems that Ihl is in free variation with an empty onset. However,
from I; II. 20 Ihl no longer appears in target words without onsets.
(6) Jarmo
a. haan Ihaml ~ [on] (1;7.29)
huis Ihreysl ~ [Em (1;7.29)
b. apie l'a:pi:1 ~ ['ha:pi:] (1;9·9)
uit I ceyt/' ~ [hcet] (1;9·9)
c. fietsen l'fi:tsd[n]1 ~ ['hi:sd] (1;9.23)
schaar Isxa:rI ~ [hal] (1;10·9)
Willy l'vtli:1 ~ ['hi:li:] (1;10·9)
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Stage III: other types of single onsets
At the next stage other types of onsets start to appear. From 1;9.9 onsets,
if realised, can also be nasals, and Ih/, as in (7a). However, the repair
strategy is also available (7b). From 2;3.9 nasals are produced as nasals. The
repair strategy is no longer needed.
(7)
a.
Jarmo
maan Ima:nl ~ [m::>m],[ma:n](1;9.9)
Monkey l'm::>1]ki:1 ~ [morj] (1;9·9)
konijntje Iko:'m:intJdl ~ ['m:itJd] (1;9.23)
meer Ime:r! ~ [mil] (2;0.28)
muis Ima:cysl ~ [ceys] (1;9·9)
konijn Iko:'n£inl ~ [h£i] (1.9.23)
konijntjes Iko:'n£intJdsl ~ ['ktitJdS] (1;10.23)
nu Iny:! ~ [ty:] (1;11.20)
rnuis Ima:cysl ~ [preys] (2;1.22)
muts Imetsl ~ [ty:tst] (2;1.22)
mats Imajsl ~ [p::>is] (2;2.6)
b.
So far, the developmental pattern is similar for all children: they start with
obligatory onsets, which must be plosives at stage 1. At stage II onsets can
be empty. At stage III, nasals first appear in all children's systems. (8a) gives
data from Elke in which nasals appear in onset position, and (8b) shows
that she uses the same repair strategy as Jarmo.2
(8) Elke
a. mij Im£il ~ [me], [mal, [rru] (1;7.8)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ [naIl (1;7.22)
b. muis Ima:cysl ~ [bOIS] (1;7.8)
meisje l'm£iSjdl ~ ['b£iSj£] (1;10·7)
The observation that children start with plosives in onset position, and
subsequently have nasals in this position, was made by Jakobson (1930/62,
194r/68). The first contrast to appear is that between a vowel and a
consonant, a plosive being the most prototypical consonant. The contrast
is maximal: a complete closure (preferably a labial) followed by a wide
opening for the vowel (preferably a low vowel la/). The first contrast
within the system of consonants is the one between oral and nasal consonants
(m versus p). Jakobson (1939/62), in an article titled 'Why papa and mama?'
argues that this universal order of development provides the answer to the
2 Nasals are not used as repairs for other consonants.
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question why papa and mama are used for 'father' and 'mother' in many
(unrelated) languages. However, Jakobson does not mention Ihl. We have
seen that Ihl appears earlier than nasals, although for a long time it is
not used distinctively, and merely occurs in free variation with an empty
onset. I therefore hypothesise that Ihl has not yet been acquired as a
segment of Dutch.
The next step is variable for the children. In Jarmo's data fricatives appear
earlier than liquids and glides. The first initial fricatives appear at 2;0.4 in
Jarmo's production forms, as shown in (9):
(9) Jarmo
vogel l'vo:x;:M -7 ['fo:X::>],['XO:X::>] (2;0·4)
visjes I'VlSJdsl -7 ['flSJlS] (2;0.4)
vast Ivastl -7 [fast] (2;1.8)
vliegtuig l'vli:X,tceYXI -7 ['fl:tceyx] (2;1.8)
zo Izo:1 -7 IT::>] (2;1.8)
schuur Isxy:rl -7 ['xmI<a] (2;2.6)
glij IXlEil -7 [sei], lxEi] (2;2.27)
Before that age (and at the start of this stage) initial fricatives were either
replaced by plosives or Ih/, or were deleted (5a, 6c and yb, respectively).
This repair strategy remains at work until 2;2.6, as can be seen in the data
in (10). From 2;2.27 target fricatives are produced as such, and the repair
strategy is given up.
(10) Jarmo
fiets I fl:tsl -7 [ti:ts] (2;0·4)
vogel I'vo:xdll -7 ['to:X::>] (2;0·4)
Groover l'xrO:Vdrl -7 ['o:Xd] (2;0·4)
gevallen IXd'vab[n]I -7 ['kab] (2;0.28)
gezien IXd'zi:nl -7 [dim] (2;1.8)
Adult target words with initial liquids are selected for production by Jarmo
from 1;11.20. However, the target liquid is produced as a plosive (IIa).
From 2;1.8 Jarmo produces liquids as such (r rb):
(I I) Jarmo
a. Liquids selected but replaced !?y plosives
regen l're:Xd(n)I -7 ['te:Xd]
regent l're:Xdntl -7 ['te:XHt]
(1;11.20)
(1;Il.20)
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b. Liquids produced as such
lekker !'1ebrl ~
rijden !'reidd(n)I ~
leeuw Ile:wl ~
leuk Ilo:kl ~
ballon Iba'bnl ~
['leXb]
['leijd]
[lerw]
~0:k]
~Jn]
(2;1.8)
(2;1.8)
(2;1.22)
(2;2.27)
(2;2.27)
Finally, if target words with initial glides are selected for production they are
initially either produced as plosives or Ih/, as in (12a); the next step is that
they are produced as liquids (liquids are mastered before glides), as shown
in (12b). From 2;3.9 they are produced either as liquids or as glides (12C):
(12) Jarmo
a. Glides selectedfor production but replaced l:Y plosives or I hi
wipwap I'vtp,vapl ~ ['pi:pa] (1;8.12)
Willy I'vlli:l ~ ['hiill:] (1;10'9)
water I'va:tdrl ~ ['ca:td] (2;0-4)
wortel l'vJrtdll ~ ['tabw] (2;1.8)
b. Glides selectedfor production but replaced l:Y III
Willy l'vtli:1 ~ ['li:li:] (2;1.8)
wipwap I'vtp,vapl ~ ['li:pa:] (2;1.8)
c. Glides produced as such
weg /veX/ ~ [vex] (2;3·9)
yogi l'jo:xi:1 ~ ['jo:Xi:] (2;3·9)
water I'va:tdrl ~ ['va:td] (2;4.1)
The chart in (13) gives an overview of Jarmo's development of simple
onsets. It gives the age at which certain classes of sounds are selected for
production and the way they are produced if selected.
Not all children display the same order for the addition of segment types
to the system.' although the following generalisations hold for all children.
There is a stage at which onsets are obligatory and invariably realised as a
plosive (stage I). Plosives are produced as such from the start, and are never
replaced by other manners of articulation. Empty onsets and /hl also
appear quite early, although Ihl often only occurs as a variant of an empty
onset; it is not used distinctively. Thus the parameter 'onsets are optional'
is set quite early (stage II). At stage III other types of consonants appear.
Nasals are the next category of segments appearing in onset position for all
3 Appendix D provides the charts of the development of simple onsets of the other children.
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Adult
(13) Simple Onsets in jarmo's speech
G
1;6.13
1;7.15
Ii7.2
1;8.26
I;
I; .23 o/i,
1;11.20 0
2;0·4
2;1.8
2;2.6 h
2;2.27
P
NIp
F
Where P=Plosive, 0=Empty onset, h=/h/, F=Fricative, N=Nasal, L=Liquid, and G=Glide.
first appearance of target sound in the child's forms
indicates that no change has occurred
avoidance of target sound by the child
children (stage IlIa). Liquids, glides and fricatives are mastered later, but
children vary greatly with respect to order in which these types of segments
appear (stage IlIb).
Some children expand their system, after plosives and nasals, with
fricatives, e.g., Jarmo, Tirza, Leonie and Robin. In Jarmo's and Tirza's
systems liquids appear before glides. Robin and Leonie, however, have glides
before liquids.
Other children, e.g., Noortje, Tom, Elke and Eva, add glides to their
system before liquids and fricatives, but fricatives before liquids. Catootje,
on the other hand, has liquids before fricatives and glides; and glides before
fricatives. Of the six possible developmental orders two are not attested.
This, however, might be an accidental gap. The following schema
summarises the results for all children:"
4 The other children not mentioned in the table alreadyhad the different types of singleonsets
from the onset of recording. Therefore, no developmental order could be detected.
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(I4) Order of appearance of segment types in onsetposition
;L-F
P-0(h)-N GLF- L Noortje. Elke, Tom, Eva
F~L--G
~G--L
Tirza, Jarmo
Robin, Leonie
L~G--F
"*'F--G
Catootje
STAGEI STAGEII STAGEIlIA STAGEIlIB
As I argued above, at the early stages, /h/ is used as a variant of the null
onset (see (6) and appendix D). It often replaces other manners of articulation,
especially oral fricatives, liquids and glides. When target /h/ is systematically
produced as /h/ by Jarmo and Leonie, it no longer functions as a substitute
for other consonants, nor does it fill an empty onset. However, Robin and
Tirza still use /h/ as a substitute for liquids and glides. For most other
children /h/ is systematically produced as /h/ around the same time as oral
fricatives are accurately produced. However, /h/, unlike oral fricatives, is
never replaced by plosives, which gives it a different status from fricatives.
More research is required to clarify the status of /h/ is child language.
The first split, i.e., that between plosives and nasals, is the same for all
children. This is in agreement with Jakobson's observation that the split
between oral and nasal plosives is acquired first. It seems that in onset
position the first contrast to be learned is a split between obstruents and
sonorants. Four of the children, Tirza, Jarmo, Robin and Leonie, continue
their development with a split in the obstruent class, between plosives and
fricatives. The other children focus on the sonorants, that is, they expand
their system with liquids or glides. However, in both cases the contrast
learned is one between complete closure (oral and nasal plosives) and
stricture; or stated differently, the next split is one between [+continuant]
and [-continuant]. This development can be schematised as follows:
(15) Acquisition of Manner Features in Onset Position
STAGEI (-sonorant) (-continuant) Plosives
STAGEIlIa + sonorant Nasals
STAGElIlb + continuant other manners
where () indicates that no contrast might not be learned yet. The bracketed values
seem to be the default values in onset position.
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Six of the nine children have glides earlier than liquids; three have the
reverse order. I have no explanation to offer for the lack of the orders L-F-
G and G-L-F. I expect that these are just accidental gaps. Since it lies
outside the scope of this dissertation to discuss the implications for the
representation of manner features, I will leave the issue for further research.
It is clear from the patterns in (14) that the developmental order in which
the different types of segments appear in onset position do not follow the
sonority scale, since we would have expected to find fricatives quite early,
and glides invariably late.
4.2. Summary and discussion
In spite of variability in the developmental order in which different segment
types appear in the onset, there are also clear generalisations. There are
three stages in the development of single onsets. Only during the third stage
does variation occur in the developmental patterns of the different children.
I first provide a summary of the findings before discussing them.
Stage I: obligatory onsets
1. The data from Jarmo, Noortje and Tom, whom I started recording at the
onset of speech, give evidence for an initial stage at which all syllables have
obligatory onsets.
2. The optimal core syllable consists of a minimally sonorous onset, a
plosive, followed by a maximal sonorous element, a (low) vowel, as
represented in (16):
(16) The optimal core !)II/able
CY
~
Onset Rhyme
I I
[~~~r:] [-+~~:s]
max C= P max son = V
where cons = Consonantal, son = Sonorant, P = Plosive, V = Vowel;
max C = P: maximal consonantal segments are plosives;
max son = V: maximal sonorous segments are vowels.
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3. There are three kinds of onsets in adult target words that do not match
the ultimate core syllable: onsetless syllables, syllables with an onset cluster,
and syllables with simple onsets other than plosives. These words are either
subject to
(a) a selection strategy, by which some children avoid these target words
for production; or
(b) a repair strategy, which can be one of the following types:
(i) Onsetless syllables in the adult target are repaired by adding a
plosive to fill the onset position in the child's production
form, as in (IC) and (2).
(ii) Initial onset clusters in the adult target are simplified in the
child's production form, as in (I b).5
(iii) Onsets other than plosives in the adult target are replaced by
plosives or Ihl in the child's production form, as in (5a), (6c),
or deleted (yb), (6a).
Stage II: optional onsets
4. At the next stage onsets become optional: now onsets can either be
realised (in which case they are realised as plosives) or can be empty,
although the repair strategy (3b(i» is still found.6
5. The transition from one stage to the next is gradual. At the point in time
when onsetless syllables start to occur in a child's vocabulary, we also often
find cases of onsetless adult targets which are repaired in the child's
production forms: they are produced with onsets.
Stage III: other types of single onsets
6. The next step in the development of all children is that other types of
segment start to appear in onset position in the children's production forms
(stage IlIa). Invariably, nasals are the first type of segment to appear (after
plosives). Ihl does appear earlier than nasals, but not as a segment of Dutch.
7. Again the transitions are gradual: at the point that nasals appear in onset
position in the child's production forms, the repair strategy ('replace nasals
with plosives') is still attested. The same is true for other manners of
articulation. For example, Jarmo first substitutes plosives for glides; later,
when liquids are part of his system, glides are replaced by liquids; still later,
5 The acquisition of onset clusters will be discussed in detail in section 403-
6 /h/ seems to be in free variation with empty onsets for many of the children, especially in
the early stages, as was shown in Jarmo's data in (6).
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glides are produced as glides, although sometimes liquids may appear instead
of glides.
8. Fricatives, liquids, and glides are produced in onset position. There is no
fixed order in which these types of segments appear: children differ greatly
in the way they expand their system after nasals are acquired. The different
attested orders are schematised in (14). The order of development is not
based on the sonority scale.
After this summary, let us now discuss the findings. Below I argue for a
developmental pattern based on parameter setting. In terms of default
parameter values the observations that all syllables in the child's production
forms start with onsets (see (I) and (2)), and moreover, that an onset is
added to all onsetless target syllables in the child's production forms (IC),
indicate that the parameter value 'onsets are obligatory' has to be the default
value for the onset parameter. Every other setting is more marked and
requires the setting of some parameter. The literature on syllable parameters
is in accordance with these acquisition facts. For example, Clements &
Keyser (1983) argue that since all languages have syllables with onsets, and
some languages only have syllables with onsets, the default parameter should
be 'onsets are obligatory'. This means that languages that only allow syllables
with onsets form a subset of the languages that also allow onsetless
syllables. The subset principle (see chapter I) demands that children start
with the subset, since positive evidence can be gained for the marked
setting. That is, in this particular case, if the child encounters onsetless
syllables, s/he has positive evidence for the marked setting of the parameter.
Assuming the marked value to be present from the start does not explain
the pattern of development, that is, the transition from stage I to stage II
remains unexplained and is unexpected. Furthermore, assuming that the
marked value is present from the start also poses learnability problems for
children learning languages with more restricted syllable templates. For
example, a child learning a language in which onsets are obligatory might
then produce onsetless words, but will never receive positive evidence that
such words are not allowed by the language. In other words, s/he is
confronted with the 'no negative evidence problem' (Bowerman 1983, 1988).
I will come back to issues of this sort in section 4.5.3 where I discuss the
acquisition of language-specific constraints, such as the one for Dutch which
disallows initial /tl/ clusters. The fact that no child first has syllables without
onsets clearly favours the above-mentioned default setting for onsets.
Dutch has the marked setting for this parameter, that is, in adult Dutch
onsets are optional. Dutch contains many words without onsets, so that
there is abundant positive evidence available in the input to the children for
them to change the default value to the marked value of the parameter. This
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parameter setting is learned quite early. However, it is remarkable that the
major step in the development, after the ultimate core syllable is produced,
is the production of empty onsets, before expanding on the types of
segments that can occur in the core syllable. Apparently, knowing nothing
about onsets, the child, guided by UG, produces the optimal core syllable
(16). Before exploring what can be in the onset, the child first focuses on
what constitutes a minimal onset. In a sense, one could say that this
involves learning of a maximal contrast in the J akobsonian sense: a maximal
consonantal onset (plosive) versus no onset at all. It is important to note
that the child at this stage is already starting to learn language-particular
aspects of the grammar, whereas the previous stage is universal.
Besides learning what a minimal onset in Dutch is, the child also has to
learn what can form an onset in Dutch. Assuming that the child strives for
the maximal contrast between the onset and the rhyme, he first chooses a
plosive-vowel contrast, that is, complete closure followed by opening of the
jaw. Apparently, the next step is to have no onset at all. This is a maximal
contrast within the onset: a maximal consonantal onset (plosive) versus no
onset at all. The next type of segment to appear in onset position for all
children is the nasals. In other words, the next step is a split between oral
and nasal stops, or between obstruents and sonorants (15). This step is
widely reported in the literature (cf. Jakobson 194d68). However, children
differ greatly in the choice of the next type of segment to occur in onset
position, as evidenced by (14). Some children first expand their system in
the obstruent class; others in the sonorant class. It seems that in both cases
the opposition between complete closure (oral and nasal plosives) and
partial closure (fricatives, glides and liquids) is learned. It is also clear that
the sonority hierarchy has nothing to do with it: if this were the case, we
would have expected fricatives to follow plosives in the developmental
order. However, invariably nasals are acquired after plosives in onset
position. Thus, the first distinction made is the one between consonants and
vowels. Consonants are then split into obstruents (with plosives as
unmarked expansion) and sonorants (with nasals as unmarked expansion).
Children seem to differ with respect to which branch they explore next:
some children focus on the marked obstruent type, fricatives; other children
focus on the marked sonorant type, approximants. This is schematised in (17):
(17) Different segment types in onsetposition
~
consonant vowel
~m
obstruent sonorant
~m ~
plosive fricative nasal liquid!glide
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The transition from stage I to stage II involves the setting of a syllable
parameter, one which I will call the 'minimal onset' parameter, from the
default value to the marked value; that is, the contrast 'presence' versus
'absence' of onsets is being learned. The transition from stage II to stage III
involves the learning of the different manners of articulation, such as the
difference between oral and nasal plosives (the acquisition of the contrast
between obstruents and sonorants) and the difference between continuants
and non-continuants. This does not involve syllable parameters, but involves
the representation of segments (which may also be parametrised), although
there clearly is a relation between the two. This setting of onset parameters
is schematised in (I 8):
(I 8) Setting of simple/empty onsetparametersr------.------,---------,
STAGE II
STAGE I
STAGE IlIA
STAGE I1IB
PI: Minimal Onset Parameter: 'Are onsets obligatory?' YEsiNO
Pz: 'Is there a contrast between obstruents and sonorants in onset position?'YEsiNO
P3: 'Can onset consonants contrast in continuancy?' YEslNo
where the default value is underlined
parameter is set to the marked value
parameter is in the default value
nothing can change once the parameter is set
The transition from an obligatory onset (stage I) to an optional onset (stage
II) is gradual. That is, onsetless adult targets are realised with an onset at
the first stage of development. Since the child's system only allows syllables
with onsets and, furthermore, these onsets have to be plosives, all other
target syllables are either subject to a selection strategy (they are avoided for
production) or to a repair strategy, such that they obey the constraints of
the child's phonological system. Following this stage there is a period in
which onsetless targets are sometimes produced with an onset, and
sometimes without an onset. The default value can apparently overrule the
required marked setting for a while. What is important is that the reverse
does not occur. Adult targets with onsets are hardly ever produced without
onsets. At the early stage, where the child allows no null onset, this follows
from the parameter setting; but once the child allows a null onset, the child
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could in principle use it to avoid consonants, which are not yet mastered.
However, even if fricatives, for example, are not mastered in onset position,
they are usually not deleted, but rather replaced by plosives (especially at the
early stages), indicating that the default value 'obligatory onsets' is preferred
to the null onset? Not only parameters and templates are at stake here, but
also preferences which seem to follow the general markedness patterns
involved at the stages. Only later are onsetless targets consistently produced
without onsets. The parameter is fixed in the marked setting, and the repair
strategy is no longer necessary. The same is true for every transition. For
example, once Jarmo has selected target words with a glide as onset for
production, he first replaced this glide by a plosive, since this is the only (or
least marked) onset filler. However, in the course of development he also
masters liquids. Once liquids are mastered they are a more appropriate
substitute for glides than plosives: both are sonorous elements without a
complete closure. Still later, he learns to produce glides as glides, although
the repair strategy remains at work for a while.
The fact that transitions are gradual raises the question as to why this
should be so. If change in grammar is caused by setting parameters to the
marked value (thereby establishing new templates), we might have expected
change to be instantaneous and across the board. One hypothesis is that
'old' words, i.e., words the child already uses, might be produced in terms
of the older stage, and are slower to change. This is in fact what the output-
as-input model predicts, since these words are already stored in the child's
lexicon, whereas new words are subject to analysis and hypothesis testing.
This is governed by the child's grammar at that stage. Therefore, the new
parameters will be immediately applied to the new words, which need not
be the case for the 'older' words. This would explain the appearance of
gradualness. Another hypothesis is that the child is first testing a new setting
before fixing it. Before the new setting is fixed we may expect both forms
typical of the previous stage and forms typical of the new stage. This is in
line with idea that the child as a conservative learner, who only fixes marked
values of parameters once s/he is sure about them. If this hypothesis is
correct we expect that the child may decide that the new setting is not the
desired one, and therefore not fix the marked value of that parameter.
Although I have not attested many situations in which this actually occur,
I provide some data in support of this hypothesis in chapter 7.
7 There are very few cases in which onsets were deleted instead of replaced; some of them are
given in (5b). One of them consists of a cluster of two fricatives. However, empty onsets are
less marked than complex onsets. Thus, even in these cases the child goes for a less marked
option.
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4.3. Complex onsets
Two main patterns are found in the acquisition of complex onsets.f Most
children first acquire clusters consisting of an obstruent plus a sonorant.
However, Robin and Noortje start acquiring lsi-obstruent clusters before
obstruent-sonorant clusters. Before turning to the significance of this
difference in development, I first discuss the realisation and developmental
pattern for each type of cluster, by describingJarmo's development in detail,
and the other children briefly." Then I focus on the difference in develop-
ment of Robin and Noortje versus the other children.
4.3.1. Plosive--liquid clusters
As we saw in (Ib), complex target onsets are subject to a repair strategy in
such a way that they obey the child's template. The onset template of the
child initially only allows onsets realised as plosives. All other onsets are
either subject to selection or to repair strategies. We already saw that
complex onsets of the type plosive-Iiquid are not avoided, but until 1;8. 12
all complex target onsets are repaired by Jarmo, as shown in (19), i.e., they
are produced as single plosives. They are not avoided, since, for example the
word klaar IIda:rI 'ready' already appears at 1;4. I 8 as [ka].
(19) Jarmo: STAGEI
klaar Ikla:rI ---7 [ka] (1;4.18)
klok Ikl:lkl ---7 [kok] (1;6.27)
treintje l'trEint);=l1 ---7 ['talta] (1;7.15)
trommel I'tnmdll ---7 ['paba:] (1;7.15)
Dribbel I'dnbdll ---7 ['dE<I>:l] (1;7.15)
From I ;6.13 onsetless syllables start appearing in Jarmo's production forms,
as was shown in section 4. I. In principle then, the onset could be complete-
ly deleted since the child's template allows onsetless syllables at this stage.
However, it is clear from the almost complete lack of data in which the
onset is deleted that he clearly prefers syllables with onsets, that is, core
syllables. This is indeed true for ail children, without exception, adding
support to the hypothesis that the default value for the onset parameter is
'onsets are obligatory'. And furthermore, simplex onsets are less marked than
complex onsets, since all children go through a stage at which plosive-liquid
clusters are reduced to plosives. Data from other children are given in (20):
8 Appendix E gives an overview of the clusters found in adult Dutch.
9 Appendix D gives information on the development of other children.
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(ZO) Reduction ofpiosive-iiquid dusters
a. Tom: STAGEr
klok /kbk/ ~ [ko:k] (r;5028)
trommel /'tnmdl/ ~ ['tam::>] (r;5028)
bloem /blmm/ ~ [pmm] (r;6.rr)
b. Noonje: STAGEr
trui /tra:.y/ ~ [tcey] (Z;1.17)
trein /rrsin/' ~ [tri] (Z;Z.7)
broek /brmk/ ~ [by:k] (Z;3-7)
c. Leon: STAGEr
bloemen /'blmmd[n]/ ~ [buimo] (r;ro.r)
krullen /'krHb[n]/ ~ ['kY:Vd] (r;ro.r)
trein /trsin/' ~ [tein] (r;ro.r)
d. Enzo: STAGEr
kleuren /'klo:rd[n]/ ~ ['kO:Rd] (r n t.S)
blok /bbk/ ~ [bk] (r n t.B)
paraplu /,pa:ra:'ply:/ ~ ['potu:] (r;r 1.15)
This repair strategy (cluster reduction) is what we expect given the core
syllable hypothesis.
The first bipositional onsets appear in Jarmo's production at r;8.rz.
Examples are given in (z ra, b). Jarmo's first complex onsets have the form
plosive-liquid (a r a), and later also plosive-glide (z tb), all corresponding to
adult target onsets of the form plosive-liquid.
(zr) Jarmo
a. klaar /kla:r/ ~ [kRa:], [ksai] (r;8.rz)
trein /trein/ ~ [tlei]10 (r;ro·9)
draaien /'dra:jd(n)/ ~ ['kRa:jd] (r;ro·9)
klaar /kla:r/ ~ [Ida:] (r;r1.6)
blaadjes /'bla:t)ds/ ~ ['tla:t)ds] (a; 1.8)
trein /trEin/ ~ [tREin] (z;I.2z)
draaien /'dra:jd(n)/ ~ ['tla:jd] (z;z.z7)
trommel /'tnmdl/ ~ [tlorno] (z;z.z7)
drie /dri:l ~ [tRi:] (z;3·9)
drinken /'drtf)b[n]/ ~ ['tltf)ka] (z;4·r)
10 In section 4.5.3 I will come back to cases with Iu/ clusters when discussing the acquisition
of language particular constraints.
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b. bril Ibnll ~ [pvtl] (2;3·9)
broek Ibru:kl ~ [pvmk] (2;3·9)
blokjes l'bbkJdSI ~ ['PV::>XJdS] (2;3·9)
clowntje I'klaunt)'dl ~ ['kva:mt)'d] (2;3·9)
kleien I 'kleijd[n]I ~ ['kveild] (2;4.1)
klok Ikl::>kl ~ [kv::>k] (2;4.1)
The data in (22) show that the repair strategy remains available, indicating
that the child is 'working' on the setting of the relevant parameter. Once
again, not all target words requiring a complex onset of the type plosive-
liquid are produced as such across the board; rather, the gradualness of
development, as reported in the previous section, is also apparent here.
(22) Jarmo: STAGE1
klaar Ikla:rI ~ [ka] (1;8.26)
trein Itreinl ~ [tei] (1;8.26)
draaien l'dra:jd[n]1 ~ ['ttijd] (1;10·9)
blokken I'bbb[n]/ ~ [' k::>ko] (1;10.23)
bloemen l'blu:md[n]1 ~ ['bmmd] (2;1.22)
drinken l'dnf)b[n]1 ~ ['ttf)b] (2;2.6)
bril Ibnll ~ [bt] (2;3·9)
The following developmental trends can be detected in Jarmo's data. First,
until 1;8. 12 all clusters are reduced to single plosives, as in the data in (19)
and (20). From 1;8.12 clusters are sometimes produced (as plosive-liquid
clusters), although reduction is still preferred. The percentage of adult target
clusters that are produced as clusters becomes gradually larger, from 0% at
stage 111 to 83% at stage 3. Second, at stages 2'12 and 2 the cluster, if
produced, is most likely a plosive followed by a liquid. At stage 3 clusters
of the form plosive-glide are preferred. This is illustrated in (23):
(23) Jarmo's realisation of adult plosive-liquid onset
STAGE Age P as cluster PL PG
1;4.18 - 1;7.29 100% (25/25) 0% 0% 0%
2r 1;8.12 - 2;0-4 69% (3'/45) 3'% (14/45) 93% (13/14) 7% (d 14)
2 2;0.28 - 2;2.27 p% (18/35) 48% ('7/35) 76% (13/'7) 24% (4/'7)
2;3.9 - 2;4.1 '7% (5/29) 83% (24/29) 25% (6/24) 75% (18/24)
11 This stage 1 bears no relation to stage I in the previous section. It refers solely to stages in
the acquisition of plosive-liquid clusters.
12 I use the prime notation to indicate an intermediate stage not found in the development of
all children.
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Two observations need to be made. First, liquids and glides appear in
clusters before they are produced as simplex onsets. Second, in order to
maintain a maximal sonority contrast between the singleton onset and the
nucleus, the child seems to favour less sonorant onsets than liquids and
glides. In this case the child is striving for a maximal contrast between the
(single) onset and the rhyme by realising the plosive, not the liquid. In
clusters, J armo seems to favour a large contrast in sonority between the two
members of the onset, rather than a large contrast in sonority between the
onset and the nucleus. This is an argument for the onset as a constituent.
In a moraic theory without onsets as constituents one would have to say
that the child strives for a maximal contrast in sonority between non-moraic
elements, but why this should be so would remain unclear.
The fact that J armo has plosive-liquid clusters before he has plosive-glide
clusters may reflect the fact that liquids are mastered before glides. As long
as glides are not part of his phonological system, plosive-liquid clusters have
the largest sonority contrast between the two members of the cluster. We
saw in section 4.1 that single glides are also replaced by liquids (12b). Once
glides are added to the system they are favoured over liquids, as is the case
at stage 3. However, at some point the child must return to his earlier
forms, those with plosive-liquid clusters, since these are required by the
target words. At the end of the recording period Jarmo was still at stage 2,
but the hypothesis is that the next step in the development will be the
realisation of plosive-liquid clusters. Evidence in support of this hypothesis
come from the data from Catootje and Elke.
Catootje, who, as opposed to Jarmo, acquired singleton liquids before
glides, produced plosive-liquid clusters as either plosives (24a) or as a
cluster consisting of a plosive plus a glide (24b) in the first recording
sessions, suggesting that she is also striving for the largest contrast between
the two members of the cluster. Otherwise, she would have produced
plosive-liquid clusters to begin with, since liquids are part of her system
much earlier than glides.
(24) Catoo!ie
a. STAGE 1
bloemen I 'blUlm;l[n]I ~ ['bo:mt] (1;10.II)
broek Ibru:kl ~ [burk] (1;10.II)
brand Ibrantl ~ [baint] (1;10.11)
krijtje I'kreit);ll ~ ['ke:ti:] (1;10.II)
plant Iplantl ~ [bant] (1;10.II)
trui Itmyl ~ [tei] (1;10.II)
klok Ikl::>kl ~ [btl (1;10.II)
~ [p::>k] (1;10.25)
bril Ibrtll ~ [bei] (1;10.25)
draak Idra:k! ~ [da:k] (1;10.25)
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b. STAGE 2
krant /krant/ ~ [kjant]
trein /trl:in/ ~ [tjem]
trui /tnJ:y/ ~ [tjrey]
draak /dra:k/ ~ [dja:k]
krijtje /'kreit)d/ ~ [kjeit»]
klein /klein/ ~ [kjein]
geplakt /Xd'plakt/ ~ [pja:kt]
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(1;11.9)13
(1;11.9)
(I;II .24)
(2;0.6)
(2;0.6)
(2;0.20)
(2;0.20)
From 2;1.25 these clusters are either produced as plosive plus glide (25a) or
as plosive plus liquid (25b), indicating that she is learning that the target
clusters consist of a plosive followed by a liquid. From 2;3.28 these clusters
are invariably produced as plosive-liquid clusters.
b.
Catootje
STAGE 2
trein /trein/ ~ [tjein] (2;1.25)
trui /trrey/ ~ [tjei] (2;1.25)
STAGE 3
blokken /'bbb[n]/ ~ ['bbb] (2;1.25)
broek /bru:k/ ~ [blu:k] (2;1.25)
Claartje /'kla:rt)d/ ~ ['kla:ti:] (2;1.25)
clown /klaun/ ~ [klaun] (2;1.25)
kroon /kro:n/ ~ [klom] (2;1.25)
trein /trein/ ~ [tnsin] (2;1.25)
(25)
a.
Elke's data show a similar pattern. First, she uses the selection strategy
(stage 0). From 1;8.13 she selects words with plosive-liquid clusters for
production; however, they are reduced to P at this stage (26a) (stage I).
From 2;0. I I they are sometimes produced as plosive-glide clusters (26b)
(stage 2). The next step is that they are produced as plosive-liquid clusters
(26c) (stage 3), although during the whole recording period reduction of
clusters is most common.
13 From I; 11.9 until 2; 1.25 Catootje also often realises an epenthetic vowel between the two
members of the cluster, as shown in (i):
(i) bril Ibnll ~ [bt.jei] (1;11.9)
druif Idrceyfl ~ ['di':jauX] (1;11.9)
trein ItrEinl ~ ['ttjEin] (1;11.9)
~ ['ttjEin] (2;0.6)
clown Iklaunl ~ [ki:'jaun] (2;0.6)
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(26) Elke
a. STAGEI
trein /treiu/ ~ [tei] (1;8·13)
broodje /'broltJd/ ~ [POltrJ (1;8.3 I)
klaar /klalr/ ~ [ka:] (1;9;10)
brood /brolt/ ~ [pmt] (1;10·7)
b. STAGE2
klok /kl:)k/ ~ [kv:)k] (2;0.11)
draaien /'draljd[n]/ ~ [tjam] (2;0.11)
drinken /'drtfJb[n]/ ~ ['tjtnt] (2;2.6)
C. STAGE3
trein /trein/ ~ [taein] (2;3.27)
clown /kloun/ ~ [kROfJ] (2;4.15)
plas /plos/ ~ [Plos] (2;4.15)
With respect to the acquisition of single onsets, glides are present in Elke's
system before liquids. However, at the stage at which clusters with liquids
and glides appear, both glides and liquids are already present as single onsets
in Elke's phonology, which was not the case for Jarmo.
Although the developmental patterns of Catootje and Elke seem to be
different from the developmental patterns found for Jarmo, the difference
might only be apparent, because, in particular, Catootje seems to be further
in her phonological development than Jarmo in all respects. Catootje's
system contains both glides and liquids at the stage at which target
plosive-liquid clusters are selected for production, while Jarmo's system
does not have glides. However, as soon as glides are part of his system he
prefers plosive-glide clusters to plosive-liquid clusters. In other words, he
seems to have one more intermediate stage (stage 2'), assuming that in later
development he will also have plosive-liquid clusters (stage 3).
If glides are more sonorous than liquids, these data show that the three
children strive for a maximal contrast in sonority between the two members
of the onset. This tendency to strive for maximal sonority contrast between
the two members of clusters is not found for all children. Although Tom,
for example, has glides before liquids, he does not realise plosive-liquid
clusters as plosive-glide clusters. One possible explanation is that he assigns
the same sonority value to liquids and glides. This is true for most children:
they first reduce plosive-liquid clusters to plosives (as in 19); the next step
is that they produce the cluster accurately, i.e., they produce a plosive and
a liquid, not a glide. Some examples are given in (27):
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(27) a. Tom: STAGE 3
bloem /blu:m/ ~ [bbm] (1;7·9)
klok /kl:>k/ ~ [kbk] (1;7·9)
bloemen /'blu:md[n]/ ~ ['bbma:] (1;7.23)
broem /bru:m/ ~ [blam] (1;7.23)
b. Tirza: STAGE 3
clown /klaun/ ~ [tlaun] (2;2.1 2)
blazen /'bla:zd[n]/ ~ ['bla:sd] (2;2.1 2)
bloemen /'blu:md[n]/ ~ [tluime] (2;2.1 2)
trommels /'tr:>mdls/ ~ ['tlAmdrs] (2;2.1 2)
c. Enzo: STAGE 3
broek /bru:k/ ~ [bnuik] (I;II.8)
plas /plas/ ~ [plats] (1;11.8)
kleuren /'kl0:rd[n]/ ~ ['kl0:Rd] (1;11.8)
trein /'trein/ ~ ['tRtind] (1;11.8)
In other words, some children seem to assign different sonority values to
liquids and glides. These children initially favour maximal contrast in
sonority between the two members of the onset. Other children seem to
assume the same sonority value for liquids and glides. Crucially, no child
replaces a plosive-Iiquid cluster with a plosive-nasal cluster. In principle this
could have been possible, since (D (some) plosive-nasal clusters are allowed
in Dutch, (ii) nasals are acquired relatively early, (iii) plosive-nasal clusters
obey the sonority hierarchy, and (iv) the contrast in sonority between the
onset on the one hand and the rhyme on the other hand is larger for
plosive-nasal clusters than for plosive-liquid/glide clusters. However, the
reverse is true: plosive-nasal clusters in the target words are often replaced
by plosive-liquid clusters, as we will see shortly. Apparently, the plosive-
nasal clusters are more marked than plosive-liquid/ glide clusters, possibly
because the distance in sonority between the two members of the cluster is
too small. I will discuss the acquisition of plosive-nasal clusters below in
section 4· 303-
Some children use a selection strategy: they simply do not select adult
target words containing onset clusters for their own production forms. For
example, Elke (as we saw above) and Tom do not select adult target words
with initial clusters for production. From I; 5.0 Tom no longer avoids adult
target words with initial clusters. Like Jarmo, Torn reduces adult target
clusters consisting of a plosive plus a liquid to plosives (as shown in zoa).
From 1;5.28 plosive-liquid clusters are still often reduced, but sometimes
both members of the cluster are produced with an epenthetic vowel, as
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shown in (28) (see also footnote 13 for similar data for Catootje). Unlike
Jarmo, Tom does not substitute the liquid in the cluster for a glide. From
1;7.9 plosive-liquid clusters are now produced as such (as shown in (27a»,
although both reduction and epenthesis still occur.
(28) Tom
blauw Iblou[w]I -7 [po'lcw] (1;6.25)
klok Ikl::lkl -7 [b'bk] (1;6.25)
trein ItrEinl -7 [g'RO] (1;6.25)
Tirza shows the same development, although she does not use the selection
strategy: target onsets of a plosive plus a liquid are reduced to plosives until
2;1.I7. From 2;2. I2 plosive plus liquid target clusters are starting to be
produced as such. However, she, too, often realises an epenthetic vowel
between the two parts of the cluster (29):
(29) Tirza
trap Itrapl -7 [ro'scp] (2;3.12)
kraan Ikraml -7 [kc'nam] (2;3. I2)
trein ItrEinl -7 [do'aein] (2;3.12)
Epenthesis is frequently mentioned in the literature on child language.
Epenthesis generally occurs at the next stage after reduction of plosive-liquid
clusters to plosives. Suppose that the child's template still does not allow
complex clusters, i.e., the parameter value for the onset parameter is not yet set
to the marked value, which allows complex onsets. We saw that the most likely
repair strategy is cluster reduction. However, another repair strategy is
production of both consonants, triggering epenthesis. Since the child's syllable
template cannot accommodate two consonants in the onset (maximally one
position is allowed), one of the two consonants does not fit into the template.
The only way to realise the liquid (or glide) is to make it an onset on its own.
Since syllables have to have a head, epenthesis is the result,14 A similar analysis
is given in Ito (1989) for epenthesis in adult languages. Remarkably, epenthesis
only occurs during a short period. It is only found in the child's production
forms of target plosive-liquid clusters, the first clusters produced. Apparently,
when the 'maximal onset' parameter is set to the marked value ('complex onsets
are allowed'), the child's template has a bipositional onset and therefore the
repair strategy 'epenthesis' no longer occurs.15
14 This repair strategy is not very common, because it creates an unstressed first syllable. We
will seen in chapter 6 that unstressed initial syllables are frequently prone to deletion.
15 Since epenthesis is a repair strategy, we might expect that it be called on whenever there is
a 'difficult' cluster. However, as we will see, this does not happen. Rather, the child uses the
strategy of producing a cluster that s/Iie is able to produce.
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Leonie seems to utilise another strategy for dealing with clusters. She first
focuses on the plosive part of the clusters (30a); subsequently, she pays
attention to the second part of the cluster, the sonorant: that is, she
sometimes produces just a liquid (or nasal),16 as shown in (30b), before
producing both in a cluster (30C),
<3°) Leonie
a. Cluster reduced to plosioe: STAGE I
broek /bru:k/ ~ [bmk] (1;9.21)
trein /trein/ ~ (ke!)] (1;9.21)
klaar /kla:rI ~ (ka:] (1;10.15)
plassen /'plasd[n]/ ~ ['pa:sd] (1;10.15)
b. Cluster reduced to sonorant: STAGE 2
(i) drinken /'dn!)b[n]/ ~ ['li:kE] (I ;10.29)
klap /klap/ ~ ~ap] (1;10.29)
klok /kl:>k/ ~ ~:>k] (1;1LI2)
(ii) broek /bru:k/ ~ [murk] (1;10.29)
draaien /'dra:jd[n]/ ~ ['ma:jd] (1;10.29)
c. Cluster produced as duster: STAGE 3
bloemen /'blmmd[n]/ ~ ['blu:me] (1;1 LI2)
kleur /klo:rI ~ [klcr] (1;11.12)
Iwill postpone the discussion of this strategy until section 4.3-4. We will see
below that the same strategy is used by Leonie for fricative-liquid clusters
and plosive-nasal clusters. Jarmo also seems to use this strategy for the
acquisition of fricative-liquid clusters, as we will see shortly.
Finally, Robin, Eva and Noortje reduce plosive plus liquid target clusters
to plosives during all recording sessions. Enzo and Leon already have
plosive-liquid clusters in the first recording session, although they still use
the reduction strategy in the early recording sessions, as shown in (20C, d).
The developmental patterns for all children are summarised in (31). (3Ia)
shows the strategy used by Jarmo, Catootje and Elke: from reducing the
complex target onset to a singleton onset in which the least sonorous
consonant is produced (stage I), to a bipositional onset in which both
members contrast maximally in sonority (stage 2), to the adult target cluster
(stage 3). (31b) shows the other strategy, used by Leonie, Enzo, Leon, Tom
and Tirza, although only Leonie goes through all three stages: from reducing
the complex target onset to a singleton onset in which the least sonorous
16 Liquids are produced as either stops, nasals or liquids from I; 10.29 by Leonie. See appendix D.
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consonant is produced (stage I), to an optional stage at which a singleton
onset in which the consonant deleted at the previous stage is realised (stage
2), to the adult target cluster (stage 3). In other words, stage I and stage 3
are similar for all children, but children differ at stage 2: some produce
plosive-glide clusters at that stage, other children produce a single sonorant.
<3 I) Realisation and development if initial plosive-liquid clusters
b.
P PG
[L]
PLa.
where [] indicates optionality.
Finally, (32) shows a third strategy, which partly overlaps the two mentioned in
(31): from realising the least sonorous member of the cluster (stage I), to
realising both members, however, not within the same onset, but rather by
assigning both consonants an onset of their own, in which case epenthesis
takes place (stage 2), to combining both consonants in one onset (stage 3).
(32) Epenthesis
where A = Approximant ( Liquids and Glides), v = Vowel.
4.3.2. Plosive-glide clusters
Adult target words with plosive-glide clusters are not very frequent. Even
less frequent is the selection for production by the children of adult target
words with plosive-glide clusters: they often use the selection strategy.
However, if they are selected for production they are realised as single
plosives at the initial stage (stage I). At the next stage, they are often
realised as plosive-Iiquid clusters (stage 2) before they are realised correctly
(stage 3). These stages are exemplified in Jarmo's data in (33), although
based on limited data.
(33) Jarmo
a. STAGE I
kwak /kvak/ ~ [karl (1;7.15)
b. STAGE2
twee /tve:/ ~ [taei] (2;2.6)
c. STAGE 3
twee /tve:l ~ [tve:] (2;2.6)
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Plosive-glide clusters are reduced to plosives by most children at the initial
stage. Robin, for example, reduces plosive-liquid clusters to plosives during
the period of recording, as shown in (34).
(34) Robin: STAGE I
kwak Ikvakl
twee Itve:1
[kak]
[de:]
(2;1.26)
(2;3·ro)
Enzo, for example, initially reduces these clusters to plosives (3ya). At the
next stage these clusters are produced as plosive-liquid clusters (35b), and
subsequently as plosive-glide clusters (35C). In other words, he and Jarmo
show a similar developmental pattern.
(35) Enzo
a. STAGE I
kwaak Ikva:kl ~ [kak] (r;II.8)
barbecuen l'barbd,kju:vd[n]1 ~ [be.kyrw»] (r;r I.I 5)
b. STAGE 2
twee Itve:1 ~ [tRe:] (r;rI.I5)
kwijt IkvEitl ~ [klEit] (r;I1.29)
c. STAGE 3
kwijt IkvEiti ~ [kvEit] (2;3028)
twee Itve:1 ~ [tve:] (2;4-25)
We must keep in mind that there are very few forms; therefore, the
proposed stages are tentative, and need to be checked against more data.
Most children show a developmental trend in the acquisition of plosive-
liquid clusters from plosive ~ plosive-glide ~ plosive-liquid, while in the
acquisition of plosive-glide clusters they show just the opposite order, i.e.,
from plosive ~ plosive-liquid ~ plosive-glide. I used the argument that
the child strives for maximal contrast within the onset to explain the first
order. The second order seems to undermine the value of this argument; it
seems to be a counterexample, since the child first achieves a less maximal
contrast in order to acquire the maximal contrast. We must, however, keep
in mind that plosive-liquid clusters are acquired much earlier than
plosive-glide clusters. It might therefore be the case that the child, in
acquiring a new type of cluster, relies on the acquisition of clusters which
already form part of his or her system, that is plosive-liquid clusters, rather
than on maximal contrasts. It seems that only at the initial stage when the
child starts producing clusters do the two members of the cluster differ
maximally in sonority value. Once target plosive-liquid clusters are acquired
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and produced as such, the child relies on these forms. Moreover, not all
children seemed to make a distinction in sonority value between liquids and
glides. Since the developmental patterns for plosive-liquid clusters are based
on more data from more children, I will assume that these patterns reflect
the unmarked order.
(36) gives the (tentative) developmental patterns in the acquisition of
plosive plus glide onset clusters for the different children:
Realisation and development of initial plosive-glide clusters (tentative)
4.3.3. Plosive--nasal clusters
Plosive-nasal clusters are also infrequent, and only involve /kn/ clusters.
The developmental pattern in the acquisition of plosive-nasal clusters seems
to resemble that of the acquisition of plosive-liquid and plosive-glide
clusters. Since there are only two instances of a word with a plosive-nasal
onset cluster in Jarmo's productions, given in (37), we have to look at the
data from other children.
(37) Jarmo
a. knippen /'kmpd[n]/ -7
b. knippen /'kmpd[n]/ -7
['hpJ]
['kji:pd]
(2;2.6)
(2;2.6)
For most children stage 1 is the stage at which these clusters are reduced
to plosives (38).
(38) a.
b.
Elke: STAGE1
knikkers /'kmbrs/ -7 ['ki:kts] (2;4.29)
knoop /kno:p/ -7 [ko:p] (2;4.29)
Noonie: STAGE1
knoopjes /'kno:p jdS/-7 ['paupls] (2;8.1)
knoopjes /'kno:p jdS/-7 ['po:pi:s] (2;8.1)
If the child's system has nasals in onset position, s/he could in principle
produce either a plosive or a nasal, as Robin's data show (39). He first
seems to realise the nasal (39a), and only later the plosive (39b). However,
the data in (39) are the only examples found, and so no firm conclusions
can be drawn.
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Robin
a. STAGE ra: Piosioe-nasal r-r nasal
knoeien /'knu:jd[n]/ ---7 ['nu:jd]
knopje /'kmPJd/ ---7 [mopjo]
b. STAGE Ib: Plosive-nasal ---7 plosive
knuppel /'kmipdl/ ---7 ['hpJ]
knip /'kmp/ ---7 ['hp]
(Z;0·4)
(z;1.7)
(Z;3. ro)
(Z;4.8)
For most children the next step is the realisation of /kn/ clusters as
plosive-liquid (or as plosive-glide), as is shown in (40). Plosive-nasal
clusters are produced as plosive plus liquids by Tom from r;8.zo, by
Catootje from r;r 1.Z3, and by Leon from the initial recording session, as
shown in (40a-c):
(40) a.
b.
Tom: STAGE 317
knopje /'kmPJd/ ---7 ['kbt)'d] (r;8.zo)
knuf /knHf/ ---7 [khnf] (r;ro.8)
CatootJe: STAGE 3
knikkers /'kntkdr/ ---7 ['kRi:ko:s] (z;0.6)
knopen /'kno:pd[n]/ ---7 ['klo:pdn] (z;4·z6)
knot /knJt/ ---7 [klJt] (z;6·7)
Leon: STAGE 3
knoopje /'kno:PJd/ ---7 ['klO:PkJd] (I;ILIZ)
knoopjes /'kno:PJds/ ---7 [kloipcs] (r;r LIZ)
c.
At the next stage /kn/ clusters are produced accurately.
Leonie shows an interesting intermediate stage: a stage at which she
produces just a liquid (which I will call optional stage z). The data in (4r)
show the three stages that can be found in her data:
(4r)
a.
Leonie
STAGE r
knippen /'kmpd[n]/ ---7 ['ptp] (r;9· 15)
STAGE Z
knip Ikmp/ ---7 [li:p] (r;9·zr)
knoopje /'kno:PJd/ ---7 ['ly:pSJd] (r;9·zr)
---7 ['bPSJd] (r ir o.a)
STAGE 3
knoopje /'kno:PJd/ ---7 ['pbpJdn] (l;ro.15)
knip /kmp/ ---7 [bhp] (1;10.z9)
b.
c.
17 I will refer to this as stage 3, and not stage 2, for reasons which will be made clear shortly.
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She showed a similar pattern of development in the acquisition of plosive-
liquid clusters (30). This means that plosive-nasal clusters are treated just
like plosive-Iiquid clusters. It will be shown in the next section that a similar
strategy is used for the acquisition of fricative-liquid clusters.
Tirza goes through the same stages: first, she realises plosive-nasal clusters
as plosives (stage 1); second, she realises them as liquids (stage 2), and
finally, she combines both stages and produces a plosive-liquid cluster (stage
3). Data representing stage 4 are not recorded, but are hypothesised to have
appeared in her speech at a later point. Her development is given in (42):
a.
Tirza
STAGE1
knoop /kno:p/ ~ [porp] (1;10.22)
knietje /'kni:t)d/ ~ ['ti:t)d] (2;1.2)
STAGE2
knoopjes /'kno:PJdS/ ~ ['lOlPJdS] (2;1. 17)
knoopje /lknoIPJd/ ~ ['lauPJt] (2;1. 17)
STAGE3
knap /knap/ ~ [klap] (2;2.0)
(42)
b.
c.
Finally, plosive-nasal clusters are realised as such (stage 4). Enzo's data
exemplify the three (non-optional) stages mentioned above. First plosive-
nasal clusters are reduced to plosives (43a); second, they are produced as
plosive-liquid clusters (43b); and, third, they are produced accurately (43c):
(43) Enzo
a. STAGE1.' / kn/ ~ / k/
knikkeren /'kmbrd[n]/ ~ ['ke:bna:] (2;3.14)
knip /kmp/ ~ [ktp] (2;3-28)
b. STAGE3: / kn/ ~ / kl/
knip Amp/ ~ [kltp] (2;3-28)
knoopje /'knoIPJd/ ~ ['klOlPJd] (2;4. II)
c. STAGE4: / kn/ ~ / kn/
knoopjes /'kno:PJds/ ~ ['knOlps/SdS] (2;5'9)
knikkers /'kmbrs/ ~ ['kmbs] (2;6. II)
knippen /'kmpd[n]/ ~ ['kmpd] (2;6.II)
The developmental patterns in the acquisition of plosive-nasal clusters is
given in (44).
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(44) Realisation and development oj initial plosive-nasal clusters
4.3.4. Fricative-liquid clusters
Since fricatives are generally mastered late as single onsets, it should come
as no surprise that clusters with fricatives also appear relatively late.I8
Moreover, children differ greatly in the order in which fricatives appear, as
was shown in (14). Furthermore, children also differ in the way they deal
with initial fricatives.l" Nevertheless, they are the first type of clusters to
follow the plosive-liquid clusters in most children's systems.
Clusters consisting of a fricative plus a liquid show the following pattern
of development in Jarmo's system: first, they are replaced by plosives (stage
I), as shown in (45). Singleton fricatives too are replaced by plosives, as was
shown in (5a). In other words, this stage is comparable with stage I in (19):
clusters are reduced to the least sonorous element, which gets replaced by
the least sonorous element in the child's system.r" As we saw in section
4. I, at the earliest stages only plosives are allowed as onsets. Therefore,
fricatives are subject to the repair strategy: replacement by plosives.
(45) Jarmo: STAGE I
slapen /'sla:pd[n]/ ---7 ['ta:pd] (2;0.28)
vliegtuig /'vli: '[ ,tcey7[ / ---7 [firtoeyf] (2;1.8)
groot /, rOld ---7 [to:t] (2;1.22)
vlinder /'vltnddr/ ---7 ['hnH] (2;2.6)
Eva also realises fricative-liquid clusters as plosives at the initial stage (46a),
when single fricatives are also replaced by plosives (46b):
18 It will be recalled that appendix D provides details on the acquisition of both singleton and
complex onsets.
19 Some of the differences are due to the fact that we started recording the children at different
ages.
20 It could also be the case that onsets which are impossible in the child's system are replaced
by unmarked onset, plosives. This analysis only assumes one repair strategy instead of two
(reduction and substitution). On the basis of the data it is not possible to decide what exactly
is happening.
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Eva
a. Fricative-liquid clusters realised as plosives: STAGE 1
sloffen l'sbfd[n]1 -7 ['p::>fd]
fles I flESI -7 [dES]
glijden l'xIEijd[n]1 -7 [beijo]
b. Single fricative onsets realised as plosives
fiets Ifi:tsl -7 [pi:t]
vis IVlSI -7 [dis]
voet lvu:tI -7 [pmt]
(1;4.12)
(1;6.1)
(1;7·15)
(1;4.12)
(1;6.1)
(1;6.1)
However, not all children show the same strategy. For example, Noortje
realises adult target fricatives as Ihl (47b), although this stage is preceded
by a short stage at which she replaces fricatives by plosives. With regard to
clusters consisting of a fricative plus a liquid, they too are realised as Ih/,
as shown in (47a). In other words, it looks as if the cluster is reduced to
the least sonorous one, which is then treated as a single onset. However,
single liquids in onset position are also replaced by Ihl. She does not show
further development during the period of recording.
Noorije
a. Fricative-liquid clusters realised as Ihi: STAGE 1
fles IflESI -7 [hsis]
slak /slck/ -7 [hak]
grote I'Xro:tdl -7 ['haub]
b. Singleton fricative onsets realised as Ihi
fiets I fi:tsl -7 [hilt] (2;3-7)
zon Iz::>nl -7 [hon] (2;3-7)
geit IXEitl -7 [heit] (2;6.19)
Catootje shows a similar pattern: fricative-liquid clusters are reduced to Ihl
at the first stage, as shown in (48a); target singleton fricatives are replaced
by Ihl as well (48b):
(47)
Catootje
a. Fricative-liquid clusters realised as Ihi: STAGE 1
slak Islakl -7 [hek]
vlieg Ivli:XI -7 ['hi:Xd]
slapen I 'slaipo [n]I -7 ['ha:pa:]
b. Singleton fricative onsets realised as Ihi
fiets I fi:tsl -7 [hi:ts]
gitaar Ix i:'ta:rl -7 ['hi:ta:]
sok Is::>kl -7 [hok]
(2;3-7)
(2;4-4)
(2;5023)
(1;10.25)
(1;10.25)
(1;11.9)
(1;10.11)
(1;10.11)
(1;10.11)
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Jarmo's data show that at the second stage, fricative-liquid clusters are
realised as liquids (49). After focusing on the least sonorous part, he shifts
attention to the second part of the adult target cluster, the liquid.
(49) Jarmo: STAGE2
vlinder I'vhnddrl
slap en l'sla:pd[n]1
['hf)H]
[Iarpo]
(2;2.27)
(2;3·9)
For Leonie this also is the second stage, as shown in the data in (50). Itwill
be recalled that Leonie showed a similar developmental pattern for
plosive-liquid (30) and plosive-nasal clusters (41).
(50) Leonie: STAGE2
slapen
slaap
I'sla:pd[n]I
Isla:pl
['la:pd]
~a:p]
(1;9.15)
(1;10.15)
Catootje too realises the liquid at the second stage, although her first stage
differs from that of Jarmo and Leonie's, indicating that Ihl in Catootje's
production forms indeed replaces the fricative part of the cluster. On the
other hand, she has liquids in onset position before she has fricatives. This
might have triggered the transition from stage I to stage 2. Some data are
given in (51):
(51) Catoofje: STAGE2
fluit I £lceytl
slapen l'sla:pd[n]1
slak Islakl
[loeyt]
['la:pd]
~ak]
(1;11.22)
(1;11.22)
(1;11.22)
Of course, a prerequisite is that children have liquids in onset position in
the first place. If this is not the case, they will realise the obstruent. If they
have liquids in onset position, but do not yet have onset clusters, they can
realise either the obstruent or the liquid.
The next stage that can be distinguished in Jarmo's data is a stage at which
he again realises the least sonorous first part of the target cluster, however, now
realising it as a fricative instead of a plosive (52). At this point in the develop-
ment singleton fricatives are part of his system, as shown in (9).
(52) Jarmo: STAGE3
slapen l'sla:pd[n]1 ~ ['sa:pd] (2;3·9)
vlinder I'vhnddrl ~ ['stna] (2;4. I)
glijbaan I'xlfi,ba:nl ~ ['Xfixa:n] (2;4.1)
In the last recording session Leonie produced one target fricative-liquid
cluster as a fricative: she realises the word vrouw Ivrau[w]1 as [fau], perhaps
indicating that this will be her next step in the development towards the
target fricative-liquid cluster as well.
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Robin, Eva and Elke do not have stage 2: their first stage involves
reduction of the fricative-liquid cluster and replacement of the fricatives by
plosives; the next step is the realisation of a fricative, that is, stage 3. Some
data are given in (53):
<53) a. &bin: STAGE3
Groover /'xrorv'dr/ ~ [foifo] (1;9.24)
slapen /'sla:p'd[n]/ ~ [varbo] (1;9.24)
vliegen /'vli:X'd[n]/ ~ ['fi:XJ'd] (1;9.24)
b. Eva: STAGE3
glijbaan /'XlEi,ba:n/ ~ ['sEima:] (1;8.22)
vliegtuig /'vli:X,ta:yX/ ~ ['fi:'ta:yx] (1;8.22)
Groover /'xrorv'dr/ ~ ['so:fe:J] (1;9·3)
c. Elke: STAGE3
fles / flES/ ~ [fa] (1;10.2 I)
sleutel /'slo:t'dl/ ~ ['SECO:] (2;I.I6)
grote /'Xro:t'd/ ~ ['xo:td] (2;3-27)
At Jarmo's final stage fricative-liquid clusters are produced as a fricative
plus liquid (54) (stage 4).
<54) Jarmo: STAGE4
flesje /'flES)'d/ ~ ['SlES)J] (2;4. I)
slak /slak/ ~ [flak], [slak] (2;4.1)
Jarmo's development reflects the acquisition of single onsets (see (5a) and
(II) in section 4.1), where fricatives and liquids were replaced by plosives
at the first stages. Liquids are produced as liquids across the board before
fricatives are realised as fricatives across the board, although fricatives
appear before liquids in Jarmo's productions (see 13)). Apparently, Jarmo is
first focusing on one part of the cluster (the least sonorous); the next step
is to pay attention to the second part of the cluster (the liquid), before
combining the two. Note that /sl/' clusters do not behave differently from
/fl/ and /xl! clusters. I will come back to this point in section 4·503-
Leonie also seems to go through the same stages as Jarmo for fricative-
liquid clusters. (55) provides a summary of the stages: she first reduces the
clusters to plosives (5ya), then to liquids (5yb), and finally to fricatives (5 5C).
She does not yet have fricative-liquid clusters in the last recording session,
but the hypothesis is that this would be the next step.21
21 Possibly there is one step in between the stage at which fricative-liquid clusters are realised
as such, and the stage at which fricative-liquid clusters are reduced to fricatives. At this
intermediate stage, fricative-liquid clusters are realised as plosive-liquid clusters. I will come
back to this shortly.
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(55) Leonie
a. STAGEI
grapje /'xraPJd/ -7 [kopo] (1;9.21)
b. STAGE2
slapen /Isla:pd[n]/ -7 [,la:pd] (1;10.29)
c. STAGE3
vrouw /vrau[w]/ -7 [fau] (1;11.12)
Robin produces adult target clusters consisting of a fricative plus a liquid as
plosives until 1;11.21 (56a); however, from 1;9.10 they start being produced
as fricatives (56b).
(56) Robin
a. STAGEI (1;7.13 - 1;11.21): Fricative-liquid -7 plosive
vliegtuig /'vli:X,tceyx/ -7 ['tcei,tcei] (1;7.13)
slapen I'sla:pd[n]/ -7 [Ipa:td] (1;7.27)
sloffen I'sbb[n]/ -7 [boifo] (1;10.21)
glijbaan /'xlei,bam/ -7 ['ka,kam] (1;11.21)
b. STAGE3 (1;9.10 - 2;4.29): Fricative-liquid -7 fricative
Groover /'XrolVdr/ -7 ['fo:ft] (1;9.10)
groot /Xro:t/ -7 [zo:t] (1;9.10)
slapen I'sla:pd[n]/ -7 ['fa:pd] (1;10.7)
vlokken /'vbb[n]/ -7 [fako] (2;0. I8)
C56A) is in itself remarkable, since fricatives in onset position are produced
accurately as singleton onsets (from 1;6. I 2). Moreover, single liquids in onset
position are replaced by either fricatives or by plosives. I have no ready
explanation for the data in (56a), but somehow it seems that he has analysed
these onsets as clusters. It is often mentioned that if the child's system
expands in one direction, this can have the effect that in another direction
there is a temporary regression. In this case this could mean that although
single fricatives in onset position are produced accurately, fricatives in clusters
are replaced by plosives, even if the cluster is realised as a singleton onset.22
Elke uses the selection strategy. She does not select words with a
fricative-liquid cluster until 2; I. I6, at which age she realises them as
fricatives. At this age target initial fricatives are realised as such across the
board. Her data do not show other stages.
22 One hypothesis could be that the child considers fricative-liquid dusters to be some sort
of complex segment, and not a regular fricative followed by a liquid, and so replaces it with
the default consonant, i.e., plosive.
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Tirza first reduces fricative-liquid clusters to fricatives, which are already
part of her system (stage 3) (57a). From 2;2.1 she realises these adult target
clusters as plosive plus liquid (stage 4) (57b). From 2;3.12, besides these
realisations, she also has fricative-liquid clusters (stage 5) (57C).From 2;6.12
fricative-liquid clusters are always produced as such.
<57) Tirza
a. STAGE 3 (1;9.II - 2;2.12): Fricative-liquid ~ fricative
slapen /'sla:pd[n]/ ~ ['sa:pd] (1;9.II)
groot /Xro:t/ ~ [xo:t] (1;10.8)
sleutel /'s10:tdl/ ~ ['X0:tO:] . (1;10.22)
vlieg /vli:X/ ~ [si:x] (1;10.22)
glijbaan /'xlEi,ba:n/ ~ ['sEi,pan] (2;0.5)
b. STAGE4' (2;2.0 - 2;5.21): Fricative-liquid ~ plosive-liquid
glijden /'xlEijd[n]/ ~ ['tla:jd] (2;2.0)
vlees /vle:s/ ~ [tle:s] (2;2.0)
slak /slak/ ~ [tla:k] (2;2.12)
vlinder /'vltnddr/ ~ ['tltndt] (2;3.12)
c. STAGE4 (2;3.27 - ...): Fricative-liquid ~ fricative-liquid
glijbaan /'xlEi,ba:n/ ~ ['slEi,ba:n] (2;3.27)
vlinder /'vltnddr/ ~ ['sltndt] (2;3.27)
vlecht /vlEXti ~ [slEXt] (2;5·5)
groente /'Xru:ntd/ ~ ['X1m:ntt] (2;6.12)
vlinders /'vltnddrs/ ~ ['fHdds] (2;6.12)
Tom does not select clusters until 1;5.0 (selection strategy). Once they are
selected for production, he first reduces these clusters, and realises them as
plosives (stage 1). Subsequently they are reduced but produced as fricatives
(stage 3). From 1;7.9 they are produced as clusters consisting of plosive plus
liquid (stage 4'). From I;II.12 they are realised as fricative plus liquid (stage
4). The development is given in (58a-d):
<58)
b.
Tom
STAGE 1
vliegtuig /'vli:X,tceyX/ ~ ['ti:tcey] (1;5028)
framboos /,fram'bo:s/ ~ ['ba'po:fj (1;6.II)
slak /slak/ ~ [pafj (1;6.11)
STAGE 3
vliegtuig /'vli:X,tceyX/ ~ ['fi:k::>ub] (1;6.II)
vlinder /'vltnddr/ ~ [fsm»] (1;6.11)
a.
c.
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,
STAGE4
vlinder l'vltnddrl ~ ['F ltn] (1;6.25)
slak Islakl ~ [pIal] (1;6.25)
STAGE4
vliegtuig l'vli: 1\ ,tcry I{ I ~ ['fle:fa:] (1;7.23)
fles IflESI ~ [flES] (1;7.23)
slapen I'sla:pd[n]I ~ [slatpo] (1;10.8)
d.
Finally, although Enza has fricative-liquid clusters in his production forms
from the start, nevertheless forms from previous stages can still be found
in the first recording session, although they are not frequent, as shown in (59):
(59)
a.
Enzo
STAGE 1
groen 1)\ ruml ~ [kmn] (1;11.8)
STAGE 3
groen /~ ruml ~ [I\. um] (1;11.8)
STAGE4
vlees Ivle:sl ~ [plEit] (1;11.8)
b.
c.
d. STAGE 5
vlag IVla~ I ~ [flat] (I;II.8)
A summary of the strategies found in the data from the different children
with respect to the acquisition of fricative-liquid clusters is given in (60).23
(60) Realisation and development of initial fricative-liquid clusters
Where [ ] indicates optionality. Stage (2) is found in the data from Jarmo,
Catootje and Leonie; Step (4) is found in the data from Tom and Tirza.
Children who have plosive-liquid clusters at stage 4' all have a preceding
stage at which a single fricative was realised. However, this fricative does
not show up directly in clusters. Rather, in the realisation of the cluster the
earlier acquired and less marked plosive is favoured. Note that, on the
assumption that fricatives are more sonorous than plosives, this could also
be explained by the child's tendency to strive for maximal sonority contrasts
between the two members of the cluster. However, this never results in
fricative-glide clusters at stage 4, where the fricative is realised in a cluster.
An explanation in terms of sonority cannot account for the lack of these
23 Appendix D shows the developmental pattern for each child.
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clusters, and at the same time the appearance of fricative-liquid clusters.
Possibly fricatives and glides are too much alike with respect to stricture
(manner) features.24 However, this exploration of the behaviour and
development of manner features lies outside the scope of this dissertation
and must await further research.
Another observation is that epenthesis to break up fricative-liquid clusters
is hardly found. At the stage at which the child produces these target
clusters as clusters, the maximal onset parameter already has the marked
setting: the child's structural template allows clusters, although not all
clusters are allowed. In principle, the clusters that are not yet mastered by
the child could undergo epenthesis as a repair strategy. However, this
seldom happens. Rather, children seem to favour another strategy: replace
the 'difficult' clusters by 'simpler' ones, i.e., clusters that the child is able to
produce. Therefore, the repair strategy 'epenthesis' is not necessary: the
child is able to produce two consonants within the onset. This indicates
that epenthesis is a repair strategy that applies to the child's structural
template. It should further be noted that not all children use epenthesis as
a strategy, even at the early stages.
The fact that there is no single developmental pattern for all children
reflects the fact that the order of acquisition of initial fricatives and liquids
is not the same for all children. On the other hand, there are clearly also
developmental trends common to all children's systems.
4.3.5. Fricative-nasal clusters
Fricative-nasal clusters are restricted to Isnl and Isml clusters. Adult target
words starting with these clusters are not often attempted by children. We
saw in section 4+ 3 that plosive-nasal clusters are treated like plosive-liquid
clusters at the initial stages. We may hypothesise that, similarly, fricative-
nasal clusters are treated as fricative-liquid clusters. We saw in section 4.3.4
that fricative-liquid clusters are first reduced to plosives, subsequently they
may be realised as liquids, before they are realised as fricatives. We may
therefore expect that fricative-nasal clusters are reduced to plosives at the
initial stage. However, this hypothesis is not borne out by the data.
The reason the fricative-nasal clusters are treated differently from
fricative-liquid clusters may lie in the fact that, unlike liquids and fricatives,
nasals are invariably acquired early in onset position, as was shown in
24 Fricative-glide clusters are almost absent in adult Dutch. They only occur in a few
infrequent loan words.
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section 4. I. Therefore, children may start reducing fricative-nasal clusters to
the 'known' consonant, the nasal (stage I'), especially since fricatives are not
yet part of their system. Evidence for this idea comes from the data from
Eva, Tom and Catootje (61).25
(61) a.
c.
Eva: STAGE I
,
snuit Isnlrytl ---7 [nceys] (I ;6. I)
Tom: STAGE I
,
snoep Isnu:pl ---7 [mu:n] (I;6.rr)
snoepjes I'snu:ppsl ---7 ['nu:ma] (1;6.1 I)
sneeuw Isne:wl ---7 [ne:w] (1;6.25)
CatootJe: STAGE I
,
snavel l'sna:Vdll ---7 ['na:b] (2;3026)
sneeuw Isne:wl ---7 [me:w] (2;4.23)
b.
That these children realise a nasal instead of a stop shows that the child
tries to come as close to the adult target as is possible, given his or her
system. Once fricatives are part of the system, they are produced instead of
nasals, as shown by Eva.
Eva starts with the nasal (stage I') (6Ia); she then reduces the cluster to
fricatives (stage I), as shown in (62a). Leon, who has single fricatives in
onset position from the first recording session, reduces lsi-nasal clusters
to fricatives (stage I) (62b).
(62) a. Eva: STAGE I
Snoopy I'snu:pi:l ---7 ['zu:pi:] (1;9.8)
b. Leon: STAGE I
sneeuw Isne:wl ---7 [se:w] (1;10.29)
snoep Isnu:pl ---7 [su:p] (1;10.29)
We saw that during the acquisition of plosive-nasal and fricative-liquid clusters
there is an optional stage at which the second part of the cluster (the sonorant)
is produced before combining the two parts of the cluster (stage 2).
Leonie realises target lsi-nasal cluster as liquids. This should no longer
be surprising, given her treatment of fricative-liquid clusters and of
plosive-nasal clusters, which are also realised as liquids at some point in
25 Eva and Tom's data present clear evidence for the stage I'. Tom does not have the
intermediate stage I. His data could therefore reflect stage 2. However, since I started
recording him from the onset of speech, it seems more likely that the data represent stage I'.
However, with respect to the data of Catootje, who is in several respects further in her
development, they could reflect stage 2, instead of stage I', since no data representing stage
I are attested.
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development. The hypothesis is that prior to the forms in (63) the cluster
is produced as a plosive (or a nasal). The next step in the development,
after the forms in (63), is presumably the realisation of the cluster as a
fricative before the cluster is produced as a fricative-liquid or fricative-nasal
cluster. However, these forms are not attested in the database.
(63) Leonie: STAGE 2
snoep Isnu:pl ~ ~u:p] (1;10.4)
snoepje l'snU:PJdl ~ ['lu:pSJd] (I;II.25)
Robin first reduces the lsi-nasal clusters to fricatives (stage I); he then
focuses on the second part of the cluster and realises the clusters as nasals
(stage 2). This development resembles that of fricative-liquid clusters and
is given in (64):
(64) Robin
a. STAGE 1
snoepje l'snU:PJdl ~ ['fu:pi:] (1;10.21)
~ ['su:pi:] (2;0-4)
b. STAGE 2
sneeuw Isne:wl ~ [ne:w] (2;1.7)
snor Ismrl ~ [n:u] (2;1.7)
Tirza reduces fricative-nasal clusters to fricatives at the earliest sessions
(stage I), fricatives being already present in her system at the first recording
session. At stage 2 she realises just the nasal part, although few data are
available, as shown in (65):
a.
Tirza
STAGE I
smeerkaas I'sme:r,ka:sl ~
Isne:wl ~
Isnceytl ~
['seka:s]
[se:w]
[scey]
(2;0.18)
(2;3.12)
(2;5·5)
sneeuw
snuit
b. STAGE 2
snotneus l'sn:>tp0:s1 ~ ['m'nceys]
Enzo also first reduces these clusters to fricatives at stage 1, and subse-
quently to nasals (stage 2). This is shown in (66a, b):
(66)
a.
Enzo
STAGE 1
sneeuwen l'sne:Wd[n]1 ~ ['sauwd] (2;1.3)
snuit Isnceytl ~ [sceyt] (2;3.14)
STAGE 2
sneeuw Isne:wl ~ [ne:w] (2;3.14)
b.
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It looks as if stage 2 and stage I I are the same. However, this is only
apparent, since none of the children who exhibit data typical of stage I'
have single fricatives at that stage, but have single nasals in onset position.
It is not that they focus on the second part of the cluster, but rather they
select that part of the cluster which is part of their system. Stage 2, on the
other hand, seems to be a real intermediate stage, since this stage is also
found in the production of other types of clusters.
From 1;7.9 lsi-nasal clusters are produced as fricative-liquid clusters by
Tom (67a) (stage 3). Apparently, although nasals are part of his system very
early, he does not have clusters containing nasals. Only liquids (and later
also glides) can be the second part of a cluster. He seems to treat the nasal
in fricative-nasal and plosive-nasal clusters the same way, namely as a
liquid. If a cluster is realised many children seem to favour fricative-liquid
clusters over fricative-nasal clusters, fricative-liquid clusters both being
acquired earlier and displaying a greater sonority contrast then fricative-
nasal clusters.
(67) a. Tom: STAGE 3
Snoopy l'snmpi:1 --? ['slmpi:] (1;7·9)
--? ['shipi:] (1;11.12)
b. Leon: STAGE 3
snoepje I'snmpjdl --? ['slu:kjd] (2;0.10)
snottebel I'smtd,bdl --? ['sbtdR,bEI] (2;5013)
Leon's stage 3 is followed by stage 4 at which fricative-nasal clusters are
produced as such (68a). However, not all children have the intermediate
stage 3. Catootje reduces the clusters to nasals until 2;0.20 (61C).Then she
realises them as fricative-nasal clusters (68b) (stage 4). This is the same
strategy she used for fricative-liquid clusters, which she first reduced to
liquids (the sonorant part), and then produced as fricative-liquid clusters. At
2;0.20 she starts to produce single fricatives in onset position, while nasals
and liquids are mastered earlier. Robin does not have stage 3 either. After
stage 1, at which he produces fricative-nasal clusters as a fricatives, and
stage 2, at which he produces these clusters as nasals, he combines the two
in a fricative-nasal cluster (stage 4) (68c). The same is true for Enzo. When
he starts to produce the target cluster as bipositional onsets, they consist
invariably of a fricative plus a nasal (stage 4), as shown in (68d). In other
words, he does not have the intermediate stage at which a fricative-liquid
cluster is produced either.
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(68) a.
b.
CHAPTER 4
Leon: STAGE4
snorhaar /'smr,ha:rI ~ ['smRa:,ha:!J] (2;8.5)
snoepje /'snmpjd/ ~ ['snmpjd] (2;8.19)
Catootie: STAGE4
sneeuw /snerw/ ~ [sny:] (2;4.23)
snaren !'sna:rd[n]/ ~ [snamo] (2;5023)
Robin: STAGE4
sneeuw /snerw/ ~ [snerw] (2;2.27)
snavel !'snalVdl/ ~ [sncufol] (2;2.27)
Enzo: STAGE4
smeren /'sme:rd[n]/ ~ [fmerao] (2;5·9)
snoepje !'snmp""" jd/ ~ [lsnmpjE] (2;6.11)
c.
d.
To summarise, at stage 1 children produce target fricative-nasal clusters
either as fricatives, or as nasals in case fricatives are not yet part of their
system. As soon as fricatives become part of their system, they are produced
instead of nasals. Apparently, the child first produces the head of the
complex onset, the obstruent, unless that obstruent is not yet part of his or
her system, and the sonorant is. Both stage 2, at which the sonorous part
of the cluster is produced, and stage 3, at which fricative-liquid clusters are
produced for target fricative-nasal clusters, are optional. Finally, at stage 4
the target cluster is produced correctly. This is schematised in (69):
Realisation and development of initial fricative-nasal clusters
4.3.6. Fricative-glide clusters
The only adult target words with a fricative-glide cluster are those beginning
with /zv-I. Fricative-glide clusters are reduced to fricatives by most
children, if they have words with this cluster at all, and if fricatives are part
of their system, as shown in (70):
(70) a.
b.
Enzo: STAGE1
Zwitserland /'zvttsdr)ant/ ~ [sitst kmt] (1;11.8)
zwart /zvart/ ~ [fat] (2;3.14)
zwembad /'zvEm,bat/ ~ ['sam'bat] (2;3.14)
Robin: STAGE1
zwemmen /'zvEmd[n]/ ~ [firno] (1;10.2 I)
zwaaien /'zva:jd[n]/ ~ ['fa:jd] (2;0-4)
zwart /zvart/ ~ [sart] (2;3022)
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Tirza has a second stage, at which she focuses on the sonorant part of the
cluster, which she realises as a liquid (stage 2), before producing a cluster
(stage 3). This resembles the acquisition of fricative-nasal clusters (65).
Once clusters are produced they again take the form of a fricative-liquid
cluster, being less marked than a fricative-glide cluster. The stages are given
in (71):
(71) Tirza
a. STAGE 1
zwembad /'zvEm,barl ~ [strnbct] (2;0.18)
b. STAGE 2
zwart /zvart/ ~ [lor] (2;2.0)
c. STAGE 3
gezwaaid /~ ;)'zva:jt/ ~ [sla:jt] (2;5021)
Catootje's development resembles that of Tirza, except that there are no
data representing stage 1 (fricative-glide ~ fricative). Note that she has
liquids and glides before fricatives. Recall that in the acquisition of
fricative-liquid clusters, she first had liquids, followed by a stage at which
she had fricative-liquid clusters, while there was no stage at which she
produced just fricatives instead of clusters. Moreover, fricative-nasal clusters
are produced as nasals (6Ic). In other words, it seems that there are no data
representing stage I. At her first stage (which I will nevertheless refer to as
stage 2) she realises fricative-glide clusters as glides, before realising them
correctly at stage 4 (stage 3, the optional stage at which a fricative-liquid
cluster is produced, is skipped).
a.
Catooije
STAGE 2
zwarte /'zvart;)/ ~ rvatd]
zwaan /zvam/ ~ [uam]
STAGE 4
zwanen /'zvam;)[n]/ ~ [zuamon]
zwaan /zva:n/ ~ [zva:n]
(2;4·9)
(2;5 ·9)
(72)
b.
(2;5·9)
(2;5·9)
Recall that Catootje also realised the liquid in plosive-liquid clusters as
glides, before they were produced as liquids.
The developmental patterns are given in (73):
(73) Realisation and development0/ initial fricative-glide dusters
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4.3.7. f sf -plosive clusters
We already saw in section 3.3 that Is/-plosive clusters are analysed
differently from plosive-liquid clusters in the adult language, but the
question here is how children acquire these clusters. All children first reduce
these clusters to a plosive (stage 1), the least sonorous consonant and the
one acquired earliest. For example, clusters consisting of an lsi plus a
plosive are invariably reduced to the plosive by Jarmo, even from 2;2.27,
when fricatives are invariably produced as fricatives in onset position, as
shown in (74):
(74) Jarmo: STAGE 1
stoel /snnl/ -7 [ty:] (1;9.23)
-7 [tu:] (2;0·4)
spelen !'spe:b[n]I -7 ['telld] (2;1.8)
stuk Isrnkl -7 [ty:s] (2;1.22)
stoel Istu:ll -7 [tu:fJ (2;3·9)
Clusters of an lsi plus a plosive are reduced even in the final recording
section at 2;4. They clearly behave differently from clusters consisting of an
obstruent and a liquid. Let us now turn to the other children.
Like Jarmo, Enzo,26 Eva and Leonie reduce Is/-plosive clusters to
plosives during all recording sessions. This seems to be the first step for all
children. For most children the next step is the production of the whole
Is/-plosive cluster. However, Tirza has an intermediate stage at which she
realises only the lsI. At stage 3 she realises the cluster correctly. Her
development is illustrated by the data in (75):
a.
Tirza
STAGE 1
stukken l'stHb[n]1 -7 ['tcrkt] (1;11.8)
ingestopt l'tnXd,sbptl -7 [';laXd,bpt] (1;11.8)
step IStEpl -7 [tEp] (1;11.19)
STAGE 2
stoel Istu:ll -7 [su:] (2;0·5)
staart Ista:rtl -7 ITa:t] (2;1. 17)
spuit Ispcrytl -7 [sceyt] (2;2.25)
(75)
b.
26 Enzo has some interesting production forms for adult target words with /sp/' onsets. The
word spe/en /'spe:bn/ is produced by him as [plamo]. Thus he produces a cluster, but one of
the obstruent-liquid type which are already part of his system. Other forms are stok /sok/
which he produces as [krok], and sterretje /'stEr;{t)d/, produced as ['tRQRd'S)d].
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c. STAGE 3
staart
spoken
spijker
Ista:rtl
l'spo:b[n]1
I'speibrsl
[sta:t]
['spo:b]
[speikis]
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(2;5·5)
(2;5·5)
(2;5021)
The developmental patterns in the acquisition of Is/-plosive clusters are
given in (76):
(76) Realisation and developmentof initial lsi -plosiveclusters
4.3.8. f sf -fricative clusters
The only lsi-fricative cluster in Dutch is the Is l/ cluster. Since this cluster
consists of two fricatives, the prediction is that it behaves as a fricative at
the initial stages. This is exactly what we find. Let us first investigate how
Jarmo treats these clusters. The Is'\ I clusters behave just as single fricatives:
they are replaced by Ihl or plosive at the initial stage (na); from 2;2.27
they are produced as fricatives, as shown in (nb). In all cases the lsi is
deleted. For Jarmo we did not record any correct productions of Is /) I clusters.
o» Jarmo
a. STAGE I
schaar
schildpad
schoen en
[ha:], [tal]
['ti:ta:t]
['ku:rp]
(1;10·9)
(I;II.20)
(2;0·4)
b. STAGE 2
schoenen !'s >\ U:lld[n]1 ~ [' .1\ urno] (2;2.27)
schommel lis \ omol/' ~ [' , omoi] (2;2.27)
Eva generally replaces Is I clusters by Ihl at the initial stage (stage I).
Subsequently, she realises them as fricatives (stage 2). Elke and Robin first
realise these Is ~I clusters as plosives (stage I), and subsequently as fricatives
(stage 2). Tom, Leon and Tirza, realise them as fricatives (stage 2), and at
the next stage as Is X I clusters (stage 3). Examples are given in (78):
(78) a. STAGE I
(i) Eva
schoenen
schommel
lis t u:n;:)[n]I
!'s ~ omol/'
['hJrp]
[homo]
(I ;4.26)
(1;6.15)
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(li) Elke
schoen Isxmnl ~ [tu:Jl (1;6.25)
schoenen !'sxu:m[n]I ~ ['pmmd] (1;9.24)
(iii) Robin
schoen Isxmnl ~ [pmm] (1;7.27)
schoen Isxmnl ~ [pmn] (1;8.19)
b. STAGE 2
(i) Eva
schoen Isxuml ~ [sum] (1;9.8)
schaap Isxa:pl ~ [sa:p] (1;9.8)
(ii) Elke
schommel l'sXJmdl1 ~ ['fo:<I>d] (1;11.28)
schildpad !'sxtl,patl ~ ['xtpat] (2;3027)
(iii) Robin
school Isxo:11 ~ [zo:] (1;9.10)
schopp en !'sXJpd[n]I ~ ['bpt] (1;10.2 I)
schep Isxepl ~ [ssp] (2;4.29)
(iv) Tirza
schoenen !'sxumd[n]I ~ ['xmm] (1;9.11)
schelp IsXdpl ~ [se:p] (1;10.22)
schop IsxJpl ~ [xJp] (1;10.22)
c. STAGE 3
(i) Tirza
schommelen l'sXJmdb[n]1 ~ ['SXJmdb] (2;3027)
schaap Isxa:pl ~ [sXa:p] (2;3027)
(li) Leon
schep Isxepl ~ [sxep] (2;5·13)
school Isxo:l1 ~ [sxo:l] (2;8·5)
Noortje reduces all clusters consisting of an lsi plus a fricative to Ih/, as
she does with all fricatives in initial position. This is also the first step in
Catootje's development. However, she skips the second stage (/sxl ~
Ix/). The next step for Catootje is very interesting: she has a Is-hi cluster,
of which the lsi is syllabified with the previous syllable, if any (79a);
otherwise, the lsi is deleted (79b); syllabified on its own (79c) or an
epenthetic vowel is inserted before the lsi, as shown in (79d):
(79) Catootje
a. nieuwe schoenen l'ni:Wd 'sxu:m[n]1 ~ ['ny:z 'huino] (2;4.12)
inschenken I'tn,sxef)b[n]I ~ ['tns 'hujko] (2;4.26)
handschoentjes I'han,sxmnt)'dsl ~ [rms'humiscs] (2;5.22)
b. schoenen !'sxu:nd[n]I ~ ['hmm] (1;11.23)
schoenen
schommel
I's ~ mnd[n]1
I's ~ ::lmdll
---7 ['lJu:lJt]
---7 [nomt]
(1;10.29)
(I;II.25)
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c. schep Is{ epl ---7 [srhep] (2;4.12)
d. schoenen !'s ~ mlld[n]1 ---7 [os'humo] (2;5.8)
schapen !'s~ a:pd[n]1 ---7 [os'harpo] (2;5.8)
schommel I's {::lmdll ---7 [oz'homo] (2;5022)
There are a few other forms with epenthesis in the data: the forms in (80)
have an epenthetic vowel inserted between the lsi and the following
obstruent:
(80) a. Robin
stoel Istu:ll ---7 [satin] (1;8.24)
skateboarden l'ske:t,bJ:rdd[n]I ---7 ['stb'b::lJId] (2;4-29)
---7 [sakerborlo] (2;+29)
b. Jarmo
sturen Isty:rl ---7 [Sd'ty:ld] (2;2.27)
Finally, Leonie realises these clusters as nasals (81), presumably by a
harmony process.27
(81) Leonie
(82) summarises the developmental patterns in the acquisition of Is{ I
clusters:
(82) Realisation and development oj initial lsi fricative (I s ~ I) clusters
4.3.9. Clusters consisting of three consonants
Finally, there are clusters consisting of three consonants: Istr/, Ispr/,
Ispll and Is )( rl. These clusters behave like a combination of plosive-liquid
clusters and ls/-plosive clusters. At the initial stage, they are reduced to
plosives by all children, as shown in (83):
27 Nasal harmony has been reported in the literature (cf. Waterson 1971, 1987), but is rarely
found in the Dutch data.
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(83) a. Jarmo: STAGE1
struisvogel I'strreys,vo: /( d1l ~ [toeys'fo: 0:](2;1.22)
b. Tirza: STAGE1
straat Istra:tl ~ [ta:t] (2;0.18)
c. Robin: STAGE1
springen I'spnrp[n]I ~ [pujnoi] (1;10.21)
straat Istra:tl ~ [ta:t] (1;11.7)
If plosive-Iiquid clusters are produced as such by the child, but Is/-plosive
clusters are not, then Is/-plosive-liquid clusters are reduced to plosive-
liquid clusters (84).
(84) a. Jarmo: STAGEza
strand Istrantl ~ [tlceynt] (2;3.9)
b. Tirza: STAGEza
strooien l'stro:jd[n]1 ~ ['tRO:jd] (2;3.27)
c. Catoode: STAGEza
springen i'spRl!)d[n]I ~ ['pRl!)d] (2;4.9)
strakjes I'strak""""'jdsl ~ ['dR:>1tJds] (2;5023)
However, if plosive-liquid clusters are not yet produced as such, but Is/-
plosive clusters are, then lsi -plosive-Iiquid clusters are treated as if they
were lsi -plosive clusters, as shown in (85):
Robin: STAGEzb
springen I'Spn!)d[n]I ~
straks Istraksl ~
struisvogel I'strreys,vo: ?\?ll ~
strand Istrantl ~
[spine] (2;1.26)
[staks] (2;3022)
['staus'fO:]\d](2;3022)
[stant] (2;4.29)
At the final stage the clusters are produced as in the adult target, as in (86):
(86) a. Tirza: STAGE3
stroop Istro:pl ~ [StRO:p] (2;6.12)
b. Leon: STAGE3
straat Istra:tl ~ [stRa:] (2;3.18)
strand Istrantl ~ [stnont] (2;4·15)
(87) summarises the different developmental paths that are possible:
(87) Realisation and developmentif initial lsi -plosive-liquid clusters
a.
sP
sPLP PL
b.
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4.4. Summary
Again, despite variation in the developmental order and the exact stages
through which development takes place, there are clear generalisations.
I. The following provides a summary of the developmental patterns found
in the acquisition of a certain cluster type (horizontal rows). Note that the
stages for each cluster type are not stages in real time. However, the vertical
columns give a broad idea of the way different stages in the development
of a particular cluster type correspond to those of other cluster types,
although one has to keep in mind that this picture generalises over the
patterns of all children. For example, Robin only has /s/ -plosive clusters;
plosive-liquid clusters are not produced. However, this is not reflected in
(88). I will show below (point 7 of this section) for each child in more detail
what the order is in which cluster types are acquired.
(88) Overview if developmental patterns in the acquisition if onset clusters
A target
PL P [L] [pG] PL
PG P PL PG
PN P [L] PL PN
target
FL P F [L] [PL] FL
FG F [GIL] FL FG
FN F [NIL] FL FN
target
sP
sF
target
sPL
2
B
2
c
2
D
Several observations can be made from (88):
a. The development of onset clusters consisting of an obstruent plus a
sonorant (88A, B) goes through three stages: (i) only the least sonorous
element is produced (stage I); (ii) the other element (the more sonorous
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one) is produced on its own (stage 2); (iii) a cluster is produced (stage 3).
Not all stages are obligatory; not all children go through all stages; stage 2,
especially, is often skipped. Children seem to adopt different strategies in
acquiring a cluster: some have an intermediate stage 2 at which they realise
only the more sonorous element of the cluster, before combining both (for
example Leonie and Tirza). Others skip this stage.
A similar pattern is found for Is/-plosive clusters (88C): (i) at the first
stage these clusters are reduced to plosives; (ii) there is an optional stage at
which lsi is realised; (iii) the cluster is produced as such.
Tripositional clusters also show three main stages: (i) at the first stage
these clusters are reduced to plosives; (ii) at the second stage they are either
produced as plosive-liquid clusters or as lsi -plosive clusters; (iii) at the final
stage these clusters are produced as tripositional onsets. We will see below
that lsi -obstruent clusters differ in a principled way from obstruent-
sonorant clusters.
b. The initial stage in the acquisition of all cluster types is similar: all clusters
are reduced to plosives. At a later point during stage I fricatives also occur.
Target plosive-liquid clusters are the first type of cluster actually produced
as clusters by the children. Some of the children realise the cluster as a
plosive-glide cluster before realising the target cluster correctly. The next
type of cluster that is produced correctly by the child are fricative-liquid
clusters. Since children already have plosive-liquid clusters, target fricative-
liquid clusters are sometimes, prior to the correct realisation, produced as
plosive-liquid clusters. Similarly, plosive-glide and plosive-nasal are also
produced as plosive-liquid clusters, and fricative-glide and fricative-nasal
clusters are produced as fricative-liquid clusters before being produced correctly.
c. (88) further shows that the second stage for fricative-liquid clusters starts
later than the second stage in plosive-liquid clusters. The same is true for
the third stage. (88) also shows that lsi-obstruent clusters in general are
acquired late; moreover, lsi-fricative and tripositional clusters are mastered
even later than Is/-plosive clusters.
2. That cluster reduction is a commonly found phenomenon is implicit in
the core syllable hypothesis, in which the core syllable consists of a single
consonant followed by a vowel. (89) schematises the repair strategy used for
complex onsets consisting of a plosive plus a liquid. Only one consonant
fits into the template and the child favours the least sonorous consonant to
maximise the sonority difference between the two members of the syllable.
The liquid then simply does not fit into the child's template and is deleted.
The cluster is never deleted, even if optional onsets are part of the child's
system, giving support to the core syllable hypothesis.
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(89) Repair strategyfor complex onsets (plosive-liquid)
Adult target onset
PL
Onset in the child's production form
P
The repair strategy 'replace' is often used to deal with segment types andlor
clusters which are not yet part of the child's system. For example,
fricative-liquid clusters are reduced to a single consonant at the early stages.
If fricatives are not part of the child's system, the child uses the same repair
strategy as for singleton fricatives: they are often replaced either by plosives
or by Ihl. Only in the acquisition of fricative-nasal clusters do children
sometimes behave differently. Instead of producing the fricative (or its
substitute) at stage I, some children prefer the nasal. After plosives, nasals
are the first type of segment to appear in onset position. Nasals invariably
appear much earlier than fricatives in onset position, and children who
produce a nasal at this stage do not have fricatives yet, which explains the
variation shown in section 4+ 5.
3. Sometimes epenthesis takes place before the cluster is produced,
indicating that the maximal onset parameter is not yet set so as to allow
clusters, but that the child realises that two consonants are needed for a
correct production of the adult target. This can be seen as a repair strategy:
in order to accommodate two consonants, while the onset allows only one,
epenthesis of a vowel makes it possible to create two onsets. That this is a
repair strategy can be seen by the lack of epenthesis in clusters acquired
later: here the onset already can absorb two consonants, which makes the
repair strategy 'epenthesis' redundant. Although not yet all types of
consonant cluster are produced correctly, the child nevertheless realises two
consonants. Sihe now applies another repair strategy for clusters that are
not yet mastered: replacing them by clusters that slhe is able to produce.
4. The first clusters to be produced tend to show a maximal sonority
contrast between the members of the cluster. Not all children make a
distinction between liquids and glides with respect to sonority, but none of
the children produces target plosive-liquid or plosive-glide clusters as
plosive-nasal clusters. All children differentiate between nasals on the one
hand and approximants (liquids and glides) on the other. Not all children
differentiate between liquids and glides. However, if they do, they prefer
plosive-glide clusters over plosive-liquid clusters (as was shown for
Catootje, Jarmo and Elke). However, once plosive-liquid clusters are
acquired (eventually after a stage at which they were produced as plosive-
glide clusters), children no longer replace liquids by glides in other clusters,
but rather prefer liquids as the second member of the onset. Both
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plosive-nasal and plosive-glide clusters are produced as plosive-liquid
clusters. It seems that the child's own system plays an important role in
further development of his or her phonological system. This issue will come
back at various points in the dissertation.
5. The child language data shows sometimes clusters that are not allowed
in adult Dutch, for example, /rl/', /dl/, IplJI and Ifml clusters. What these
clusters have in common is that they share place of articulation. These
clusters are not allowed in Dutch (and many other languages). Examples of
these clusters in child language data can be found in (21).
6. Most children start with obstruent-sonorant clusters. However, Noortje
and Robin have Is/-plosive clusters before obstruent-sonorant clusters. The
way in which these clusters are acquired is different from the way obstru-
ent-sonorant clusters are acquired. This is especially clear in the way
Catootje deals with lsi -obstruent clusters: the lsi is syllabified in the
previous syllable if possible, or epenthesis takes place before the lsi, not
between the two members of the cluster.
7. The following schema gives the order in which clusters are produced
accurately by each child.
<9°) Order in which cluster types (adult target cluster types) are acquired per child
a. sP (Robin, Noortje)
b. PL > FL > PG > sP > sF (Tom)
PL > FL > sP> sF (Tirza)
PL > sP (BIke)
PL > FL > sP (Catootje)
PL > FL > PG > PN > FN (Bnzo)
PL > FL Garmo)
PL > FL > PG > sF,sP > FG,PN (Leon)
8. That some children start with Is/-plosive clusters while most other
children start with plosive-liquid clusters is also reflected in the way they
deal with Is/-plosive-liquid clusters. The first group of children reduce
these clusters (after an initial stage, shared by all children, at which these
clusters are reduced to plosives) to Is/-plosive clusters. On the other hand,
the second group of children reduce these clusters to plosive-liquid clusters.
After this description of onsets in the children's language, let us now turn
to the explanation of the different observations.
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4.5. Discussion
In section 4.2, I argued for a developmental pattern for single onsets based
on parameters. The transition from single onsets to complex onsets can also
be viewed as a change in the setting of the parameter which I will call the
'maximal onset' parameter (section 4-5.1). In section 4.5.2, I will focus on
the difference in the acquisition of complex onsets between Noortje and
Robin, both of whom start with /s/ -plosive clusters, and the other children,
who all start with obstruent-sonorant clusters. We will see below that the
two groups of children start setting different parameters to the marked
value. In section 4.5.3, I discuss the different types of obstruent-sonorant
clusters and relate them to the language-particular constraints for onset
clusters in Dutch. Finally, in section 4.5.4 I give a summary of the
parameters discussed in this chapter.
4.5.1. The 'maximal onset' parameter
Since all languages have syllables with simple onsets, but not all languages
allow complex onsets, the parameter setting 'onsets are maximally binary' is
more marked than 'onsets are maximally unary'. Furthermore, all children
acquire complex onsets much later than singleton onsets and empty onsets.
That is, no child has complex onsets but lacks onsetless syllables. In other
words, the parameter setting which allows complex onsets is set after the
parameter which allows onsets to be optional. It seems that the child first
focuses on the minimal extension of the syllable (onsets can be empty), and
then on the maximal extension of the syllable (onsets are maximally binary).
I will refer to these parameters as the 'minimal onset' and the 'maximal
onset' parameters respectively. These two parameters can in principle define
four types of languages. First, there are languages which only allow syllables
with onsets, but do not allow complex onsets (91a). This seems to be the
default option for both the minimal and the maximal onset parameter. The
first stage in the acquisition of onsets is a stage at which all syllables have
onsets, and all onsets are singleton, that is, both parameters have the default
value. Second, there could be languages which do not allow complex onsets,
but in which onsets are not obligatory (91b). These have the default value
for the onset maximality parameter, but the marked value for the onset
minimality parameter. This seems to be the second stage in the acquisition
of onsets. Third, there could be languages which allow complex onsets, and
allow onsetless syllables (9Ic). That is, they have the marked value for both
the onset maximality parameter and the onset minimality parameter. This is
the third stage in the development of onsets. Fourth, there could be languages
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which allow complex onsets, but do not allow onsetless syllables (9Id).
These have the marked value for the maximality parameter, and the default
value for the minimality parameter. The possibilities are given in (91):
MINIMAL ONSET PARAMETER MAXIMAL ONSET PARAMETER
c.
d.
o
o
<
<
<
<
Onset positions <
Onset positions <
Onset positions < 2
Onset positions < 2
a.
b.
DEFAULT VALUE: 1 DEFAULT VALUE: 1
The data give evidence for intermediate grammars in which (9Ia, b, c) are
true. However, (9Id) is not attested. No child had complex onsets without
having optional onsets. This seems to suggest that the two parameters are
not independent, but that they are ordered. We have to be careful, since we
are dealing with only twelve children and one language. If it appears that
there are children who have complex onsets without having optional onsets,
the parameters could be independent of each other. Also, if the four kinds
of languages described above all exist, the two parameters are not ordered
but independent. However, to my knowledge no language requires the
parameter settings of (9Id). Furthermore, the acquisition data suggest that
if the fourth option (9Id) is attested, it is a more marked state of affairs,
since this state of affairs is not attested in child language, while the other
three (9Ia, b, c) are. Therefore, the two parameters seem to be dependent.
In fact, they can be stated as a single parameter with three values, as in (92)
The most marked value (92C) implies the less marked values (92a) and (92b).
The marked value (92b) implies the unmarked or default value (92a). This
can be stated as follows:
b.
'Onset parameter'
Number of onsets is equal to I:
Number of onsets is equal to or smaller than I:
Number of onset positions is equal to or smaller than 2:
Number of onset positions is equal to or smaller than 2,
but larger than 1.
On = I
On':::' I
On':::' 2
a.
c.
*d.
I':::' On':::' 2
where c ~ b ~ a, and ~ means 'implies'
Without assuming onsets as linguistic primitives, one would have to replace
'number of onset positions' in (92) by 'number of consonants preceding the
first mora of the syllable and being part of that same syllable' or in terms
of (91) that syllables can start with vowels (minimality parameter), and
maximally with two consonants (maximality parameter). If the onset is not
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a constituent one significant observation is hard to account for: the fact that
the first complex onsets are those in which the two consonants differ
maximally in sonority. We already saw that children first produce CV
syllables in which the C is the least sonorous consonant, a plosive. This is
the maximal contrast in sonority within the constituent, the syllable. When
onset clusters are first produced the two members of the clusters differ
maximally in sonority. That is, the two members of the constituent 'onset'
differ maximally in sonority. If there is no onset constituent we would have
to say that the distance in sonority should be maximal between the two
consonants preceding the first mora of the syllable, but why this should be
so is unclear. Rather, the optimal consonant cluster could just as well have
been one consisting of a plosive plus a nasal, since then the sonority increases
gradually towards the peak of the syllable. Crucially, however, plosive-nasal
clusters appear only very late, and if they are selected for production they
are frequently produced as plosive-liquid clusters by most children.
4.5.2. Branching onsets or extrasyllabic consonants?
Most children acquire plosive-liquid clusters before lsi-obstruent clusters,
as was shown in (90)' Thus, most children show the same development for
onsets as Jarmo, whose development is schematised in (93) (see 90b):
(93) Onset development ifJarmo
C (C)
1;6·13
PL FL
1;8. 12
However, Robin and Noortje differ in this respect because they first have
Is/-plosive clusters (9oa). (94) schematises their development patterns for
the acquisition of onsets.
(94) Onset development ifNoorije and Robin
C (C)
How can we account for this difference in developmental patterns?
Generally, it is assumed that syllables obey the Sonority Sequencing
Principle (henceforth SSP) (see chapter 3). Obstruent-sonorant clusters obey
this principle, but lsi-obstruent clusters clearly do not. They form a
notorious problem for a theory in which the SSP plays a central role in
defining the well-formedness of syllables. Nevertheless, these clusters are
accepted in language after language. In the literature we find different
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solutions to handle these clusters, which I will now review briefly.
On the assumption that the SSP is a universal principle, there are three
possible analyses of lsi-obstruent clusters: (i) Is/-obstruents are viewed as
COMPLEX SEGMENTS (Fudge 1969, Fujimura & Lovins 1978, Ewen 1982,
Selkirk 1982, Broselow 1991, van de Weijer 1993); (ii) they are regarded as
a simple onset (the obstruent) preceded by a consonant (lsi), which is
outside the scope of the onset (or syllable), i.e., it is EXTRASYLLABIC
(Trommelen 1983 for Dutch); (iii) lsi forms an exception to the sonority
hierarchy (as Booij (to appear) assumes for Dutch). Alternatively, (iv) the
SSP as universal principle is given up. Cairns & Feinstein (1982) and Cairns
(1988) replace the SSP by a theory of segmental markedness, which
determines what the unmarked fillers for each structural position in the
syllable are. In such a theory lsi is the unmarked segment type to fill the
leftmost position of a tripositional cluster.
Since the importance of the sonority hierarchy in child language has
already been shown, I will first review the possibilities on the assumption
that the SSP is a universal primitive. I will give arguments from child
language against the complex onset analysis for lsi-obstruent clusters. Then
I will argue that the extrasyllabicity analysis can give an adequate account of
the data. This is not true for an analysis in which lsi is marked as an
exception. The latter analysis poses difficulties for learnability theories, which
assume that exceptions are learned late. Why this is so, and how exceptions
are learned, will be discussed in chapter 7. Furthermore, an analysis which
simply marks lsi as an exception to the SSP is neither falsifiable, nor does
it make interesting predictions. Therefore, I will not discuss this possibility
here. Finally, I will show that the analysis of Cairns (1988) does not make
the right predictions, and is therefore falsified. Although the child language
data can be better described in terms of the theory proposed by Cairns &
Feinstein (1982), I will show that it does not have enough explanatory power.
If the sonority hierarchy is a linguistic primitive, and therefore part of
UG, the child is endowed with it. As soon as branching onsets are allowed,
we expect onsets of the type obstruent-sonorant. Most children indeed learn
these clusters before they learn lsi -obstruent clusters. Since the latter type
of clusters are typically reduced to the obstruent part when obstruent-
sonorant clusters are produced as clusters, children apparently consider these
clusters to be of a different type. However, this is not learned knowledge,
but follows from the universal SSP: lsi-obstruent clusters simply cannot be
'real' clusters because they do not obey the sonority hierarchy. However,
how do we explain the fact that there are children who first acquire
lsi -plosive clusters?
The two theories, the one assuming that lsi is extrasyllabic, the other
assuming that lsi plus obstruent form a complex segment, make different
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predictions with respect to acquisition.
Theories in which lsi -plosive clusters are viewed as complex segments
must allow a particular view of the SSP to account for the behaviour of
clusters consisting of two fricatives, Isxl clusters, which are usually not
viewed as complex segments. In this view of the SSP, the sonority
hierarchy must, first of all, assign different sonority values to plosives and
fricatives, and second, in such a view the first consonant of an onset cluster
may not be higher on the sonority hierarchy than the second, but it may be
of equal sonority value, allowing clusters consisting of two fricatives.
Moreover, we expect Is/-plosive clusters to behave differently from Isxl
clusters, which should pattern with the obstruent-sonorant clusters.
However, Isxl clusters clearly pattern with the Is/-plosive clusters in child
language. That is, the lsi is generally deleted.
There is another argument against the complex segment analysis. It is an
implicational universal that if a language has complex segments like the ones we
are talking about here, it also has fricatives. However, even those children, for
example Noortje and Catootje, who have Is/-plosive clusters do not necessarily
have initial fricatives. Initial fricatives are often replaced by plosives Ihl.
Furthermore, if lsi plus plosive is a complex segment, epenthesis is not
expected. Nevertheless, we find a few cases in which a vowel is inserted
between the lsi and the following obstruent, as shown by the data in (80),
here repeated as (95), arguing against the complex segment analysis:
(95) stoel Istu:!1 -7 [su'nn] Robin (1;8.24)
skateboarden I 'skenborrdo [n]I -7 ['stb'b:ub] Robin (2;4.29)
-7 [so'kei'borlo] Robin (2;4.29)
sturen Isty:rl -7 [s:;>'ty:!:;>] Jarmo (2;2.27)
If the complex segment is reduced it can in principle be reduced to either
a plosive or to a fricative. However, it is almost invariably the plosive part
that is retained if reduction takes place. If the two members of clusters can
be of the same sonority value, we would furthermore expect more clusters
of that type.
Moreover, Catootje's data, in which we often find an epenthetic vowel
before the lsi in both Is/-plosive clusters and Isxl clusters (96), but not
before other clusters, are not easy to explain, assuming the complex segment
analysis. First, if epenthesis occurs before a (complex) segment like 1st!,
why does it not occur before other segments? Moreover, if it occurs before
a Isxl cluster (which has to be viewed as a bipositional cluster obeying the
SSP, we would expect that epenthesis occurs before other onset clusters as
well. However, these data are not attested, while epenthesis before Isxl
clusters and before lsi -plosive clusters is attested (96):
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a.
CatootJe
schapen
schoen
schildpad
misschien
staart
stoel
l'sxa:pd[n]1
Isxuml
I'sxtl,patl
Iml'sximl
Ista:rtl
Istu:ll
b.
[os'haipo] (2;5.8)
[os'hum] (2;5.8)
[os'hailprrt] (2;5.8)
[.mas'him] (2;5022)
[os'tair] (2;5.8)
[os'nn] (2;5.22)
segment analysis of Is/-These findings clearly argue against a complex
obstruent clusters.
This leaves us with the second possibility, that is, lsi-obstruent clusters
are not real clusters. That is, the lsi is not part of the syllable, but instead
is EXTRASYLLABIC. In this view, children who start with lsi -obstruent clusters
do not have branching onsets at all, but do allow extra syllabic consonants.
Only those consonants which do not obey the sonority hierarchy can be
made extrasyllabic. Extrasyllabicity is not used as a repair strategy: Robin
and Noortje do not produce obstruent-sonorant clusters at all. These are
simplified to a single segment. However, it could have been the case that
these clusters were analysed as a single onset plus an extrasyllabic conso-
nant, and thus produced as a cluster. However, this is never the case, clearly
arguing that only segments that do not obey the sonority hierarchy lie
outside the scope of the syllable. Further evidence for this view comes from
Catootje, in (96), who inserts a vowel before the lsi and clearly has a
syllable boundary between the lsi and the following obstruent. This
epenthesis particularly applies to lsi-fricative clusters (96a). Catootje does
not have fricatives in initial position. Initial fricatives in the adult targets are
usually replaced by Ihl. This is also the case with the Ixl in Isxl clusters.
However, Ihl is only produced in syllable-initial position. The Ixl in the
cluster must therefore be in onset position, while the lsi is outside the
scope of the syllable. On the other hand, children who do not have Is/-
obstruent clusters, but only allow obstruent plus sonorant clusters, do not
allow extrasyllabic consonants. The possibility of having extrasyllabic
consonants must be defined by a parameter, just like the possibility of
allowing complex onsets. These parameters seem to be independent. Some
children first set the extrasyllabicity parameter to the marked value, while
others first set the 'maximal onset' parameter to the marked value. In this
analysis no adjustments to the SSP have to be made: both Is/-plosive and
lsi-fricative clusters form exceptions to this principle, which explains why
these clusters pattern together. Furthermore, the epenthesis data in (95) and
(96) are regarded as a repair strategy in this analysis: the lsi cannot be
incorporated in the syllable, and can therefore only be realised by making
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it either the onset or the coda of a new syllable. We saw above that
epenthesis in obstruent-sonorant clusters occurs before the parameter which
allows onset clusters is set. The same logic applies to the epenthesis data in
(95) and (96). This analysis also explains the lack of epenthesis before other
clusters and before single onsets: they are incorporated into the syllable.
Therefore, no repair strategy is needed. It can be concluded that the
extrasyllabicity analysis is superior to the complex segment analysis.
However, let us also review the fourth possibility: allowing tripositional
onset templates.
A theory in which the onset contains subconstituents can easily express
the difference between the two sorts of consonant clusters. Cairns & Feinstein
(1982) argue for a hierarchically structured onset, as shown in (97):28
(97) On On = Onset
~ Ma = Margin
Ma Ad Ad = Adjunct
~ PM = Premargin
PM MC MC = Margin Core
I
I Obst = Obstruent
a. Obst Son Son = Sonorant
b. lsi Obst lsi = lsi
This theory does not rely on the sonority hierarchy as a theoretical
primitive, but instead is connected to a theory of markedness. Obstruents
are the unmarked members in the Margin Core, although in principle this
position can be filled by any consonant. That is, if only one consonant is
produced as an onset, it fills the Margin Core, which is the head of the
onset. The lsi in lsi-obstruent clusters is the unmarked member in
Premargin and sonorants (and more specifically liquids) are the unmarked
members in the Adjunct position. Thus, in obstruent-sonorant clusters the
obstruent fills the Margin Core, while the sonorant occupies the Adjunct
position (97a). In lsi-obstruent clusters the lsi fills the Premargin, while
the obstruent fills the Margin Core (97b). lsi-obstruent clusters are not
related to obstruent-sonorant clusters in this model. This means that
children can choose to expand onsets in two different ways: (i) by allowing
Margin Core-Adjunct clusters, that is, obstruent-sonorant clusters; or (ii) by
allowing Premargin-Margin Core clusters, that is, lsi -obstruent clusters.
This is in fact what the data show. Some children start with lsi-obstruent
clusters, while (most) others start with obstruent-sonorant clusters. Cairns
& Feinstein therefore take the onsets along the first parameter (obstru-
28 See also van Zonneveld (1988),who proposes a slightly different analysis on the basis of
acquisition data.
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ent-sonorant) to be a category of onsets which is distinct and independent
from the onsets along the second parameter (lsi-obstruent). They give the
following phrase structure rules for onsets, along with the markedness values:
a. On ~
b. On ~
c. Ma ~
d. Ma ~
Ma
MaAd
MC
PMMC
Unmarked
Marked
Unmarked
Marked
These rules express that the least marked onset consist of only the Margin
Core, that is a single onset. There are two equally marked options, as given
in (98b, d): onsets consisting of a Margin Core and an Adjunct (98b), and
onsets consisting of the Premargin and the Margin Core (98d).
In principle, /sl/', Isnl and Isml clusters can constitute either a PM-MC
cluster or a MC-Ad cluster. Cairns & Feinstein argue that universal marked-
ness dictates that the Premargin is filled only by an lsi, but not that every
lsi is in the Premargin position; it can be in the Margin Core as well. The
predictions the theory makes are (i) that children who have expanded their
onset in such a way that they allow MC-Ad clusters, but not PM-MC clusters,
treat these lsi -sonorant clusters just as other obstruent-sonorant clusters,
and (ii) that children who expand their template such as to allow PM-MC
clusters, but not MC-Ad clusters, are predicted to treat Is/-sonorant clusters
as PM-MC clusters, under the assumption that the child tries to come as
close to the adult target as is possible, given his or her template. However,
only the first prediction is borne out by the data. It has been shown that
Jarmo, who only has MC-Ad clusters treats, Isll clusters like the other
fricative-liquid clusters (see section 4.3-4), and differently from Is/-
obstruent clusters (see sections 4.3.7 and 4.3.8). However, the data from
Noortje, who only has PM-MC clusters, point to the same conclusion. Is/-
sonorant clusters are treated like other fricative-sonorant clusters, as shown
in (99a, b). Nevertheless, she realises the lsi as such in Is/-plosive clusters,
as shown in (99c). Apparently, fricatives (or rather lsi) can be realised in
the Premargin, but not in the Margin Core: they are invariably replaced by
Ihl in that position during all recording sessions.
a.
Noorije
Fricative-sonorant ~ I hi
fles IflEsl
vlieger l'vli:X;Jrl
glijbaan I'xld,ba:nl
[hES]
['hi:Xa:]
['hEim,pa:m]
(2;3-7)
(2;8.15)
(2;9. I 2)
(99)
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b. lsi -sonorant --7 I hi
slak Islakl --7 [hak] (2;4·4)
snoep Isnu:pl --7 [hu:p] (2;5023)
zwemmen I 'zv£md[n]I --7 [heme] (2;8,1)
c. I sl -obstruent --7 lsi-obstruent
stuur Isty:rl --7 [sty:] (2;11.0)
'The same is true for Robin (100). Fricative-liquid clusters are produced as
fricatives by Robin (r ooa). lsi plus liquid clusters behave in the same way
(roob) and, furthermore, they behave differently from lsi-obstruent clusters,
which are realised as clusters (lOOC):
(100) Robin
a. Fricative-sonorant --7 fricative
vliegtuig l'vli:X,tceYXI --7 ['fi:sax] (2;1.26)
mevrouw Imd'vrauwl --7 [fa] (2;2.27)
b. lsi -sonorant --7 lsi
slapen l'sla:pd[n]1 --7 ['sa:pd] (2;2.27)
sloot /slort/ --7 [so:t] (2;3.10)
c. lsi -obstruent --7 lsi-obstruent
spin /sptn/' --7 [spe:n] (2;1.26)
stuk Istekl --7 [stAk] (2;1.26)
springen I'spnrp[n]I --7 [spine] (2;1.26)
schop Isx:>pl --7 [sX:>p] (2;3.10)
Although it is not impossible to express the above-mentioned patterns in
the theory of Cairns & Feinstein, it presupposes that the child has an
'analysis' of the different onset clusters in the adult targets. That is, although
in principle lsi plus sonorant clusters can be analysed as PM-MC clusters,
the child treats them as if they are MC-Ad clusters. However, since these
latter clusters are not allowed by the child's template, they are repaired, that
is, they are reduced. Crucially, they are never repaired in such a way that
Is/-sonorant clusters are realised as clusters, nor is the sonorant replaced
by an obstruent. However, assuming that the child tries to come as close as
possible to the adult target, and given that s/he already has PM-MC
clusters, we would expect that s/he would realise the cluster as a PM-MC
cluster. On the other hand, if the child has analysed these clusters as MC-
Ad clusters (or as not PM-MC clusters), why does s/he not realise these
clusters as such? Furthermore, if these clusters can be analysed as PM-MC
clusters which are allowed in the child's system, why does s/he not produce
them as such? The same is true for children who start with the so called
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MC-Ad clusters. They have to have an analysis for lsi-obstruent clusters,
to treat them differently from obstruent plus sonorant clusters. It seems that
this theory is not restrictive enough to explain the acquisition facts.
One solution would be to stipulate that the Pre margin can only contain
segments that do not obey the SSP. However, Cairns & Feinstein crucially
do not accept the SSP as a universal principle.
In Cairns (1988) the view that PM-MC and MC-Ad clusters are equally
marked is given up. He assumes that fricative-obstruent clusters presuppose
obstruent-liquid clusters. In other words, (98d) is said to be more marked
than (98b). This theory is less adequate, since it cannot handle the
acquisition data at all. This theory predicts that if the child has clusters
consisting of an lsi plus an obstruent, it has also clusters consisting of an
obstruent plus a sonorant. This, however, is empirically falsified by the data.
If anything, the child language data argue in favour of the older view.
Stipulating a tripositional onset template in which the leftmost position
can only be filled by lsi and only if it is an exception to the SSP, as for
example assumed in Booij (to appear), has the advantage that the distinction
between /sl/ and lsi -plosive clusters is made on the basis of whether a
cluster obeys the sonority hierarchy or not. It is expected that Isll clusters
are treated just like other fricative-liquid clusters, which is borne out.
However, we now have to assume that children who acquire lsi -plosive
clusters before plosive-liquid clusters are learning exceptions before they are
learning the regular patterns, which is odd from the perspective of a
learnability theory. Chapter 7 deals with learnability theories in detail. I refer
the reader to this chapter for the elaboration of the argument. Moreover,
if lsi can be an exception to the sonority hierarchy, why can other
segments not form exceptions?
To summarise, four proposals have been considered. Children who start
with lsi-obstruent clusters can have learned one of four things: they have
learned that onsets can be bipositional, but do not have to obey the sonority
hierarchy; that is, they have either learned (a) that Premargin-Margin Core
onsets are allowed, but not Margin Core-Adjunct clusters or (b) that lsi
forms an exception to the sonority hierarchy; alternatively, they have not
learned that onsets can branch, but rather, (c) that there is an extra syllabic
consonant, namely the consonant which does not obey the sonority
hierarchy or (d) that Is/-plosive clusters are complex segments.
I have given the following arguments against the first possibility, the
Premargin-Margin Core hypothesis. First, a theory which allows onset-
internal constituency has to assume that the child has an analysis of the
adult onsets, but nevertheless, allows only one type of onset (premargin-
Margin Core clusters); that is, even clusters which could in principle be
analysed as Premargin-Margin Core clusters, such as /sl/' clusters, are
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analysed as Margin Core-Adjunct clusters, but since the child's template only
allows Premargin-Margin Core clusters, they are reduced. This is very
counterintuitive and furthermore, we would expect to find repair strategies,
which are not attested. Second, if the sonority hierarchy as a linguistic
primitive is given up, other consonant clusters, for example those not
obeying the sonority hierarchy are expected, but not attested. Third, it
remains unclear why epenthesis applies before the Premargin, but not before
the Margin Core. Furthermore, Is-hi clusters, as found in the data from
Catootje (96a), are very marked in this theory. However, they are attested
at the early stages in phonological acquisition. Fourth, the theory is not
restrictive. It does not make the right predictions, although it can handle all
cases descriptively.
To simply stipulate that clusters can be tripositional but that the leftmost
element of the cluster, usually lsi, can be an exception to the sonority
hierarchy, does not provide insights as to why this can be so. From a
learnability perspective, one has to assume that children who have Is/-
obstruent clusters before obstruent-sonorant clusters start by learning
exceptions. This is not unproblematic, as we will see in chapter 7. Moreover,
if tripositional onsets are possible, we might as well expect clusters
consisting of the type obstruent-nasal-liquid, which are never attested either
in adult Dutch or in the Dutch child language data.
The complex segment analysis was rejected on the basis of the following
arguments. First, lsi plus plosive and lsi plus fricative are treated by the
children as if they have the same structure; if reduced, both clusters are
reduced by deleting the lsI. If realised, both Is/-plosive and lsi-fricative
clusters are realised. However, in the complex segment analysis lsi -plosive
'clusters' are viewed as complex segments, whereas IsXI clusters are
bipositional onsets. The similar behaviour of Is/-plosive clusters and Isxl
clusters is unexpected, as is the different behaviour of plosive-liquid clusters
and Isxl clusters. Second, a vowel is sometimes inserted between the lsi
and the following obstruent, thus breaking up a single, though complex,
segment. Third, the existence of affricates presupposes the existence of
fricatives (Iakobson I94r168), but this is not borne out by the data. Children
having Is/-plosive 'clusters' do not necessarily have fricatives. Fourth, if
complex segments (/s/-plosive 'clusters') are reduced they are invariably
reduced to plosives, while we would expect to find fricatives as well. Fifth,
the complex segment analysis must allow a version of the SSP which allows
clusters of two consonants with the same sonority value. However, Isxl
clusters are the only type of cluster with this characteristic. No other
clusters with two consonants of the same sonority value are attested. Sixth,
the data in (96) show that epenthesis only occurs before lsi-obstruent
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'clusters' and not before any other clusters nor before single segments. On
the assumption that Is/-plosive 'clusters' are complex segments, it remains
unexplained why epenthesis does not occur before other single onsets. Why
epenthesis only occurs before lsi-fricative clusters and not before any other
clusters is not accounted for. Moreover, it is unclear why Is/-plosive
clusters and lsi-fricative clusters pattern together in this respect.
Finally, arguments in favour of the extra syllabic nature of the lsi in Is/-
obstruent clusters are the following. First, the sonority hierarchy as a
linguistic primitive restricts the extrasyllabic consonant to lsi preceding
obstruents, and explains why only clusters not obeying the sonority
hierarchy are treated differently. The prediction is that, for example, Isil
and Iknl clusters are treated differently from lsi-obstruent clusters because
the former obey the sonority hierarchy, while the latter do not. This is
borne out by the data. Second, the lsi is often syllabified as the coda of
the previous syllable if it is followed by an obstruent in the data from
Catootje (79, 96). If there is no previous syllable, one is supplied by
inserting a vowel before the lsi, as in the data from Catootje. This does
not happen to single fricatives or fricatives followed by a sonorant: these
fricatives in initial position are replaced by Ihl in Catootje's data. Third, the
second fricative in Isxl clusters is also replaced by Ihl while Ihl is only
realised in onset position. Therefore, the Ixl must be in onset position.
Therefore, I conclude that besides the onset parameter given in (92), there
is an independent parameter for extrasyllabicity, given in (101), in which the
default value is underlined:
(101) ExtraDJllabiciry parameter
Can consonants at the left edge, which violate the Sonority
Sequencing Principle be extrasyllabic? YeslNo
That is, the default setting for the extra syllabi city parameter is that initial
extrasyllabie consonants are not allowed. To set the parameter to the marked
value positive evidence is required, and is available in the case of Dutch.
That the onset and the extrasyllabicity parameters are independent can
also be seen in the way tripositional lsi -plosive-liquid clusters are treated.
Children who have set parameter (92) to the marked setting (c), that is, their
template allows complex onsets, and (10 I) to the unmarked setting, that is,
they do not allow extrasyllabic consonants at the left edge of the syllable,
realise these clusters as plosive-liquid clusters, while children who have the
default value for parameter (92), that is, they do not allow clusters, and the
marked value for (101), that is, extra syllabic consonants are allowed, reduce
these clusters to Is/-plosive clusters. If both parameters are default
(unmarked), the result is a plosive, while if both parameters are in the
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marked setting the cluster is produced correctly. All four possibilities are
found in the data, although, of course, not all are found in the data from
one child.
4.5.3. Language-specific onset constraints
In the previous section I have argued for a maximally branching onset, both
of whose members have to obey the SSP. Segments that do not obey this
principle can only be licensed by extrasyllabicity. This means that for Dutch
the only segment that can be extrasyllabic is lsI. However, only the lsi in
lsi-obstruent clusters can be made extrasyllabic, not the lsi in Is/-
sonorant clusters. How does this proposal relate to proposals in the
established literature?
So far, I have distinguished lsi-obstruent clusters from obstruent-
sonorant clusters, as if these were the only two types of clusters. Although
this is largely true, there is some disagreement on certain cluster types. For
example, Trommelen (1983) argues that lsi followed by a'!Yconsonant is
extrasyllabic. This claim is also made for hi followed by Inl. The
argument for this comes mainly from medial clusters which are divided over
two syllables, that is, which do not behave as onset clusters, as can be seen
in (102):
b.
Os-lo *O-slo 'Oslo'
is-lam *i-slam 'Islam'
ac-ne *a-cne 'acne'
jas-mijn *ja-smijn 'jasmine'
*mat-ras ma-tras 'mattress'
*cyc-lus cy-clus 'cycle'
*mat-roos rna-troos 'sailor'
(102) a.
That lsi in clusters behaves differently is further supported by the fact that
the only fricative that can be followed by a nasal is lsI. Furthermore, the
only other obstruent which can combine with a nasal in the onset is Ikl. These
distributional arguments leads Trommelen to the conclusion that the initial
consonants in these clusters are extra syllabic, although they obey the SSP.
However, the acquisition data do not give much support for this view: as
we saw above, Isll clusters behave just like other fricative-liquid clusters,
and differently from lsi-obstruent clusters. Furthermore, Iknl clusters are
also treated as plosive-liquid clusters by all children, even those children
who have lsi -plosive clusters before plosive-liquid clusters.
The analysis of Trommelen is less restrictive from a learnability point of
view than the position I assumed above, namely that only consonants at the
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edge that do not obey the sonority hierarchy can be extrasyllabic. Given
Trommelen's analysis the child has to learn language-specific properties that
do not follow from other principles, but which have to be deduced from
distributional patterns. This does not necessarily mean that Trommelen's
analysis of Dutch is wrong. It may still be valid for adult Dutch. However,
it is clear from the acquisition data that children start with a more general
approach, namely, that only segments which violate the sonority hierarchy
can be extrasyllabic. It might be the case that at a later stage the child is
able to deduce from distributional patterns that initial lsi in all clusters and
Ikl in Iknl clusters are extra syllabic. This would require implicit negative
evidence, since no positive evidence will be available. To deduce the
evidence, children need to have medial clusters in words like Oslo, acne, etc.
These words are typically absent in the children's vocabulary at least until
the age of three (at which point I stopped recording).
Although one could say that all obstruent-sonorant clusters are of one
type, the fact that not all combinations of obstruents and sonorants
constitute well-formed onsets needs to be explained. The syllable template
of Dutch is constrained in several ways, as was discussed in sections 3.I and
3+ Not only sonority requirements and the number of available skeletal
positions but also language-specific constraints restrict the possible syllable
types. To repeat the above-mentioned example, although plosive-nasal
clusters obey the sonority hierarchy and are not totally prohibited, because,
although Iknl is a possible onset cluster, Ipn/, Ibn/, ltol and Idnl
clusters are not allowed. On the other hand, although almost all combina-
tions of obstruent-liquid are allowed, Itll and Idll are not,29 but they are
frequently produced by children, unlike clusters with a nasal as its second
member, which are rare in child language. It is often claimed that Itll and
Idll clusters, and for that matter, /pu/, Ibvl, Ifvl and Ifml clusters, are
prohibited in adult Dutch because of the Obligatory Contour Principle
(OCP) (Booij to appear), which states that adjacent identical elements on the
melodic tier are prohibited (Leben 1973, McCarthy 1986, 1989). In the
examples above, both members of the clusters have the same place feature
specification: in the first case both elements are coronal, while in the second
case both elements are labia1.3o Although it is true that Dutch has a
constraint which prohibits onset clusters of which both members share
29 Isrl is not allowed on the surface, although some researchers claim that it is, since many
people produce IsXt! clusters as 1st! clusters. Trommelen (1983) assumes that Istrl is
underlying Isr/. The It I is an intrusive stop. Since these clusters playa marginal role in child
language I will not discuss them further.
30 This does not explain why the OCP does not hold for Itt! and Idrl clusters, of which
both elements are also coronal. Yet these clusters occur freely. Again, this issue must await
further research.
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place of articulation features, these clusters can only be ruled out by the
OCP if we assume the representation in (I03a). However, since coda
clusters often share place of articulation features and are not prohibited by
the OCP, they should have the representation in (I03b). It remains unclear
why onset consonants and coda consonants are represented differently.
Moreover, since obstruents in onset clusters may not differ in there
specification for the feature [voice], i.e., Isbl clusters are prohibited, it
seems that in this case representation (I03b) with respect to voice is
required for onsets. More generally, the OCP does not prohibit adjacent
segments from sharing features, but prohibits two adjacent segments with
the same place of articulation (IOp). In other words, (IOp) is prohibited,
but not (I03b):
(I03) a. b.
*C C
I I
PoA PoA
PoA = Place of Articulation
C C
<>
PoA
Homorganic onset clusters would have to be represented as (I03b), although
Dutch has a constraint prohibiting such representations for place of articu-
lation in onset clusters, since plosives and sonorants in onset clusters which
share place of articulation features are generally prohibited.
However, as Levelt (1993, to appear) has pointed out, children seem to
favour words with one single place of articulation per word at the early
stages of acquisition. She argues against a consonant harmony account or
a planar segregation account (McCarthy 1989, McDonough & Meyers 1991),
and gives strong arguments for a consonant-vowel interaction account and
for an account in which templates playa crucial role. The consonant-vowel
interaction account explains why consonants preceding front vowels (which
are [coronal] in Levelt's account) often have a coronal place of articulation,
while consonants preceding round vowels (which are considered to be
[labiall) are often labial. Examples of both cases are given in (I04a, b):
a.
Eva's CV-interaction data
brood Ibro:tI .-, (bo:p] (I ;4. I 2)
poes Ipu:sl .-, [pu:f] (I ;4.12)
slof /sbfl .-, [pof] (1;4. 12)
koffie l'bfi:1 .-, ['p:>fi:] (1;6.1)
bed IbEtl .-, [det] (1;4.12)
bijten I 'beito [n]I .-, [deito] (1;4.26)
Bert Ibml .-, [dEt] (1;4.26)
VIS Ivtsl .-, [dts] (1;6.1)
(1°4)
b.
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Crucial for the discussion here is that in child language place features are
often specified for a string of segments. Words with many different places
of articulation are mastered only quite late. This same tendency is found in
clusters, as is shown in the data in (I05).31
(1°5) Jarmo
a. trein /trcin/ -7 [tlei] (I;IO·9)
strand /strantl -7 [tlceynt] (2;3·9)
drinken /'drtflb[n]/ -7 [tltnko] (2;4.1)
b. broek /bru:k/ -7 [pvUlk] (2;3·9)
blokjes /'bbk}'dS/ -7 ['pV:lXldS] (2;3·9)32
In other words, the child has to learn to segmentalise the place features.33
It is important to note that the child receives no positive evidence for the
clusters in the child's production forms in (I05). Yet they are frequently
produced at the early stages. The child has to discover that these clusters are
absent in the target language, i.e., s/he has to make use of indirect negative
evidence. The child has to learn from the absence of onset clusters which
share place of articulation that Dutch has a constraint which prohibits such
onset clusters. Such evidence is available to the child, since his production
forms with homorganic onset consonants never match the adult target
forms. This constraint is clearly learned later than the parameter setting
which allows complex onsets. This confirms the hypothesis that language-
specific constraints lie outside the scope of the core grammar, which means
that these constraints are not learned on a parametric basis. It is crucial that
31 This in itself is an argument against the planar segregation account of consonant harmony
in which consonants and vowels are on different planes, which explains why consonants can
spread across vowels without violating the crossing constraint (association lines may not cross;
Goldsmith 1976a, b). However, crucial in this account is that the child's syllable template is
restricted in such a way that given a string of consonants and a string of vowels the linear
order of consonants with respect to vowels is entirely predictable. This is arguably not the case
if the child's template already allows complex clusters. See Levelt (1993, to appear) for further
discussion.
32 These data also illustrate the templatic constraints mentioned in Levelt (1993, to appear):
if [labial] is mapped onto a word template it will preferably map onto the left edge of the
word, while [dorsal] is preferred at the right edge. [coronal] is considered the default place of
articulation. The reader is referred to Levelt (1993, to appear) for an extensive discussion of
this process.
33 It could be the case that it is much harder to process words which contain segments with
different places of articulation. That is, the fact that children favour one single place feature
per word could be a performance constraint rather than a competence constraint. Nevertheless,
the child has to learn that these clusters arc not allowed in the language. Although the
constraint is found in many languages, it is by no means universal.
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parameter values are learned on the basis of positive evidence only, but that
implicit negative evidence is required to learn language-specific constraints.
Even if the child were to get explicit negative evidence as to the ungramma-
ticality of homorganic onset clusters, it has never been shown that this kind
of evidence works. Rather, the only way to 'recover' from these 'disallowed'
clusters is by using implicit negative evidence. Thus, the child has to deduce
from the data that consonant clusters sharing one place of articulation
cannot be in a single onset."
A different but related issue is the fact that all obstruent-sonorant adult
targets are produced as obstruent-liquid/glide by most children. That is,
obstruent-liquid/glide clusters seem to be the least marked cluster type for
onsets. Obstruent-nasal clusters are first realised as obstruent-liquid (or
glide) clusters, the members of which often share place of articulation at the
early stages. This may explain why we often find /pv/ clusters and /tl/
clusters. Since there are no labial liquids, we often find a glide instead after
labials. However, /tn/ clusters do not occur, although they also share place
of articulation features. It seems that in order to change the cluster from the
unmarked (obstruent-approximant)place to obstruent-nasal or obstruent-glide
clusters in which both members have their own place of articulation there
has to be positive evidence available to the child.35 Therefore, we do not
expect to find overgeneralisations of obstruent-nasal clusters to obstruents
other than /k/ and /sl. These are not attested either. Universally,
obstruent-liquid clusters are less marked than obstruent-nasal clusters
(Cairns 1988). In other words, to allow obstruent-nasal clusters the marked
option for clusters must be chosen. This is done on the basis of positive
evidence. Thus, the non-existence of, for example, /pn/ clusters is of a
different nature than the non-existence of /pv/ or /tl/ clusters.
34 Ifwe assume that the ocp is a universal parameter, rather than a principle, then the child
language data seem to indicate that the unmarked value for this parameter is the one
underlined in (i), since the child is producing clusters with one place of articulation.
(i) Obligatory Contour Parameter
Are identical adjacent elements on melodic tier X allowed? Yes/No
ex = Place of Articulation features)
The question now is 'how can the child receive positive evidence on the basis of which s/he
is able to change the parameter value from the unmarked default value to the marked value?'
I think that the answer is that s/he can never receive such positive evidence. Therefore, I
assume that the Of.P is a language-particularconstraint which has to be learned on the basis
of implicit negative evidence. This explains why this constraint is learned rather late.
35 I use the term approximant to refer to both liquids and glides.
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4.5.4. Summary of the parameters
Let us now summarise the parameters we have discovered so far. We have
seen that the 'minimal onset' and the 'maximal onset' parameters are not
independent, but rather form one parameter, as shown in (92), here repeated
as (106). The child starts with the parameter in the default setting (a). On
the basis of positive evidence, the existence of onsetless syllables, the
parameter can be switched to (b), but not directly to (c), since (c) implies
(b). Evidence in the data for the marked setting (c) comes from onset clusters.
(106)
a.
'Onset parameter'
Number of onsets is equal to 1: On = 1
Number of onsets is equal to or smaller than 1: On'::: 1
Number of onset positions is equal to or smaller than 2: On'::: 2
where c ::::}b ::::}a
b.
c.
This parameter excludes (107), which would be possible if the 'minimal
onset' and the 'maximal onset' parameters were independent:
(107) *Number of onset positions is equal to or smaller than 2, but
larger than 1: *1 < On < 2.
The 'extrasyllabicity' parameter has been shown to be independent of the
one in (106). This parameter is repeated here as (108):
(108) Extra!Jllabiciry parameter
Can consonants at the left edge which violate the Sonority
Sequencing Principle be extrasyllabic? Yes/No
The default value of the parameter is the one underlined in (108). Evidence
for the marked setting comes from consonant clusters that do not obey the
sonority hierarchy. Only consonants that do not obey the universal SSP can
be licensed by extrasyllabicity.
We have further seen that language-particular constraints, such as the one
which prohibits homorganic consonants in onsets, are learned on the basis
of implicit negative evidence: the absence of homorganic onset clusters leads
to the acquisition of such constraints. These language-specific constraints lie
outside the scope of the core grammar, which is fixed by parameter setting,
and are typically learned later.
Finally, in section 4.2 we saw that the acquisition of different manner of
articulation features can also be parametrised (109). Although the issue of
acquisition of manner features is not the main topic of this dissertation, and
more research is needed to complete the parametrisation, it nevertheless
seems that the first steps are general. As with the onset parameters, the
different manner of articulation parameters also seem to be dependent. That
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different manner of articulation parameters also seem to be dependent. That
is, the value of (I09a) represents the default manner of articulation: plosives.
Evidence for the marked setting comes from syllables with nasals in onset
position (I09b). The marked setting (I09b) implies the setting of (I09a).
Similarly, the marked setting (I09c) implies that also nasals are present.
(109) Parameters 0/manner 0/ articulation features in single onsets
a. Onsets are non-continuant obstruents (plosives)
b. Onsets can be non-continuant sonorants (nasals)
c. Onsets can be continuant consonants (other manners of
articulation)
where c => b => a
This relationship between or dependency of the parameters can be
represented in a tree structure like the one in (17). However, Iwill leave this
issue for future research.
After this elaborate discussion of onsets let us now turn to the acquisition
of rhymes and rhyme constraints.
5 The Acquisition of
Syllable Structure:
the Rhyme
INTHIS CHAPTER I focus on developmental patterns in theacquisition of rhymes. Rhyme structure in Dutch has several characteris-tics that children have to learn (see also chapter 3). First, Dutch
syllables can be closed by any consonant except fhl. Second, Dutch has
both long and short vowels. Third, the vowel length contrast only manifests
itself in closed syllables; in open syllables only long vowels occur. This is
captured by the minimal rhyme constraint (see (12) in chapter 3), which
states that Dutch rhymes are minimally bipositional. Thus, Dutch has
syllables ending in VC, VVC and VV, but V rhymes are disallowed, as
shown in (1).
(1) Closed Syllable Open Syllable
Short vowel -VC *-V
Long vowel -VVC -VV
In section 5.1 I give a description of the stages found in the acquisition of
rhymes. We already saw in chapter 4 that children start with a core syllable
template consisting of a consonant followed by any vowel (stage I). It was
mentioned in chapter 3 that at this stage the vowel length contrast is not yet
mastered.' This will be confirmed in this chapter. Since the vowel length
contrast in Dutch only exists in closed syllables, I hypothesise that children
first have to acquire final consonants before they can learn the vowel length
contrast.f This hypothesis is confirmed in section 5.1.
However, the matter is slightly more complicated. We will see that when
final consonants first appear, they are exclusively realised as obstruents
(stage II). Moreover, I will show that not only are sonorants acquired later
1 Length has been transcribed on the basis of auditory judgements by the trained listener; not
by measurement.
2 Stress facts cannot guide the child in the acquisition of the vowel length contrast, since,
although Dutch is a quantity-sensitive language, long vowels do not count as heavy, but as
light (see sections 3.4 and 5.5, and chapter 7).
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(at stage III), but they also behave differently from obstruents in another
respect. Sonorants show a strong relationship with the preceding vowel,
while no such relationship exists for obstruents. I will argue in section 5.3
that obstruents are in the coda; sonorants in the nucleus. I will further show
that at stage III children begin to represent vowel length in some, but not
all circumstances. I will argue that, since at this stage rhymes are maximally
bipositional, reflecting the fact that the maximal rhyme constraint (see (16)
in chapter 3) is important at the early stages of acquisition, the vowel length
contrast does not show up before obstruents. Moreover, long vowels never
show up before sonorants in the child's output forms. At stage N the
vowel length contrast is represented in all environments. I will argue that at
this stage the extrarhymal position is also learned.
Besides short and long vowels, Dutch also has diphthongs. Itwas argued
in chapter 3 that short vowels followed by a consonant (VC), long vowels
(ViW) and diphthongs (VjVy all occupy two positions in the rhyme. The
difference between long vowels and diphthongs is that the former have one
feature matrix which is shared by both skeletal slots, while the latter have
two feature matrices, one for each skeletal slot. This can be represented as
follows (see also section 3.3):
(2) a. Long vowel b. Diphthong
X X X X skeleton
<:> Ii
V Vi Vj root
Diphthongs can either be represented as a sequence of two vowels, or as
a short vowel followed by a glide. Given the standard analysis of Dutch
syllable structure, the former would be represented by a branching nucleus;
the latter by a rhyme branching into a nucleus and a coda. However, as we
will see in section 5.3, in child language sonorant consonants appear to be
in the nucleus, contrary to the standard analysis of adult Dutch. Moreover,
I will show that diphthongs pattern with long vowels both with respect to
phonotactic restrictions and with respect to weight. In section 5.5 I
anticipate the results of chapter 7, where we will see that, once the child has
set the quantity-sensitivity parameter, short vowels followed by sonorants
behave as heavy, but diphthongs (and long vowels) as light.
Another characteristic of Dutch syllable structure is that vve and vee
only occur word-finally. Non-final rhymes are minimally and maximally
bipositional (Kager 1989, among others): they either consist of a short vowel
closed by a consonant, ve, or of a long vowel, VSi, or diphthong, VjVj•
Word-finally, a bipositional rhyme can be followed by another consonant.
In chapter 3, I argued that this consonant is directly linked to the syllable
node if it obeys the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP); i.e., it is extra-
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rhymal, but not extrasyllabic. The difference between extrarhymal and
extra syllabic consonants lies in the fact that the former obey the SSP, but
the latter do not. Moreover, in chapter 7 it will be shown that in child
language syllables ending in WC are considered to be closed, and therefore
heavy. If the final consonant were outside the scope of the syllable, syllable
structure could not directly express this fact. I will show that this extra-
rhymal position is only acquired late (stage IV).
In adult Dutch, the presence of an extrarhymal consonant makes a syllable
superheavy (see chapter 6). However, children do not seem to have a weight
distinction between heavy syllables (VC) and superheavy syllables (WC and
VCC). Both are regarded as heavy. I therefore propose a weight parameter
which interprets closed syllables as heavy. Weight is not uniquely represent-
ed in the syllable structure, but rather interpreted on the basis of syllable
structure: syllables ending in a consonant are heavy.
The extrarhymal consonant can be followed by an appendix (which is
extrasyllabic). I argue that these consonants, which do not obey the SSP, are
in the appendix. The appendix maximally consists of three coronal
obstruents. In this respect initial extrasyllabic consonants (see chapter 4) and
final appendices are similar. They do not obey the SSP, and are outside the
scope of the syllable. They are therefore adjoined at the level of the word
(see chapter 3), not to the syllable node. Both initial and final extrasyllabic
consonants are coronal obstruents (see also chapter 4). The appendix is only
acquired very late: very few children produced forms with an appendix.
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. I give a description of the
characteristic properties of each stage of the development in section 5.I.
Section 5.2 summarises the results. Section 5.3 provides a discussion of the
stages and gives a formal account. In section 5-4 I discuss the predictions
for final and medial consonant clusters. In section 5.5 issues regarding
diphthongs, length and weight are discussed. Section 5.6 briefly compares
some aspects of the acquisition of singleton onsets with single final
consonants. Finally, section 5.7 gives a summary of the main results and the
parameters discussed.
5.1. Developmental stages in the acquisition of rhymes
The description of the developmental stages in the acquisition of rhymes is
based on final stressed syllables. This means that the discussion is mostly
restricted to monosyllabic words and words with stress on the final syllable,
such as konijn Iko:'n£in/, gireif IIu/rafl and kalkoen I,kal'ku:nl. Single
intervocalic consonants will not be discussed, since it is hard to know
whether the stressed syllable in words like mama l'mama:1 and papa
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/Ipapa:/ is regarded as closed by the child.3 However, I discuss the
acquisition of medial consonant clusters in section 5-4.2. I will discuss
Jarmo's development in detail, and mention other children briefly. Appendi-
ces F and G provide information about some of the other children.
5.1.1. Stage I: the core syllable
In chapter 4, I presented some evidence for the core syllable hypothesis, i.e.,
the hypothesis that children start with core syllables, which consist of a
vowel preceded by precisely one consonant. In this section more evidence
will be given in support of this hypothesis, since at the initial stages of
acquisition the child produces no forms with final consonants.
Jarmo has only open syllables until 1;6.13, at which age final consonants
appear for the first time. Before the age of 1;6.13, adult target words with
final consonants are 'repaired', that is, final consonants are not realised.
Examples are given in (3):
(3) Jarmo
a. klaar /kla:r/ ~ [ka], [ka:] (1;4.18)
b. daar /da:r/ ~ [da:], [da] (1;502)
c. poes /pu:s/ ~ [pm] (1;5 .2)
d. dit /da/ ~ [ttl, [til] (1;5 .2)
e. tok /bk/ ~ [10], [ka:] (1;5027)
Since Jarmo's syllable template at this stage does not allow final consonants,
they simply cannot be mapped onto the child's template, and are subject to
'stray erasure': that is, they are not produced. This is shown in (4):
(4) Template mapping of the target klaar onto the core !Jllable template
IT
~~
On Rh
C
I
I
k
v
a:
Subject to stray erasure.
These elements are not
licensed by the template
and, therefore, not realised.
3 Recall that in adult Dutch it is regarded as closed: it is closed by an ambisyllabic medial
consonant (see section 3.3).
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In chapter 4, we saw that the core syllable, which consists of a consonant
followed by a vowel, plays a crucial role in the acquisition of onsets: all
syllables have onsets at the early stages of development. Thus, the default
value for the onset parameter is that onsets are obligatory. Here again, the
core syllable seems to determine the output of the initial stages, in that no
syllable may be closed at the initial stages.
Another characteristic of the core syllable is that a consonant may be
followed by any vowel. Crucially, core syllables are open syllables. Jarmo's
data in (3) indeed show that final consonants are deleted no matter what
kind of vowel precedes them. Moreover, words like klaar (3a) and daar (3b),
which have long vowels in the adult target forms, are produced both with
short and long vowels; and words like dit (jd) and tok (je), which have
short vowels in the adult target forms, are produced with long and short
vowels as well. It is, therefore, clear that vowel length distinctions are not
used systematically. There is no evidence then that long vowels are represented
as bipositional at this stage. Therefore, I assume that all vowels are
represented by one V slot at this stage and that length is purely phonetic.
Noortje (5a) and Tom (5b), too, have only core syllables during the first
recording sessions. Both single final consonants and final consonant clusters
are deleted, because they do not fit into the core syllable template. Again,
vowel length contrast does not seem to be acquired.
b.
NoortJe
woef Ivmfl -7 [hui], [hH] (1;7.14)
koe Ikml -7 [1m:] (1;8.26)
gemaakt Ix;)'ma:ktl -7 [rna] 4 (2;0.10)
Tom
paard Ipa:rtl -7 [pa], [pal] (1;I.7)
broem Ibrmml -7 [bm] (1;1.21)
dat Idatl -7 [tal], [ta] (1;2.27)
(5) a.
The other children already produce words with final consonants during the
first recording session, indicating that the fact that the language allows
closed syllables is learned early. However, although Elke sometimes realises
codas at the first recording sessions, the fact that deletion of codas is still
frequently attested in the data indicates that at a previous stage codas were
not allowed. (6) gives some examples of final consonant deletion:
Elke
dit
taart
Idttl
Ita:rtl
[tt]
[tal]
(I ;6-4)
(1;6·4)
4 Final clusters will be discussed in section 5.4.1.
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To summarise, the characteristics of stage I are that (i) the child only has
core syllables, consisting of a consonant followed by any vowel, either long
or short; (ii) final consonants are not realised; and (iii) vowel length is not
yet represented; all vowels are represented by one V slot.
5.1.2. Stage II: the appearance of final obstruents
At stage II final obstruents appear in the child's production forms. From
1;6.13 syllable-final fricatives appear in Jarmo's forms (7):
en Jarmo's final fricatives
a. Target fricatives
deze l'de:z;)1 ~ [tEill (1;6.13)
deze l'dez;)1 ~ [des] (1;6.27)
poes Ipmsl ~ [puis] (1;7.29)
b. Substitutions ry fricatives
paard Ipa:rtl ~ [pars] (1;7.15)
bal Iboll ~ [bo<P] (1;8.12)
boot Ibo:tI ~ [pcuf] (1;8.26)
At 1;7.15 final plosives appear in Jarmo's production forms, as shown in (8):
(8) Jarmo: Final plosive!'
aap la:pl ~ [op], [alp] (1;7.15)
eend le:ntl ~ [art] (In·15)
schaap Isxa:pl ~ [harp], [hap] (1;7·15)
eend lemtl ~ [at] (1;7.29)
Sonorants are not yet produced in syllable-final position. They are most
often not realised at all (9a); alternatively, they are replaced by fricatives
(9b). Replacement is however far less frequent than deletion.
Jarmo
a. Deletion of final sonorants
daar /dau/ ~
klaar Ikla:rl ~
bal Iboll ~
boom Ibo:ml ~
[da:], [do]
[kat]
[bo]
[bou]
(1;6.27)
(1;6.27)
(1;7·15)
(1;7.29)
5 Final plosives are found in onsetless adult words first (see Fikkert (in preparation) for a full
discussion of the appearance of onset and coda consonants).
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b. Substitution iffinal sonorants
bal Iball ~
boom Ibo:ml ~
oor IOlrl ~
leeuw lle:wl ~
[ba<I>],[bafJ
[bo:x]
[Jx]
[he:iifJ
(1;8.12)
(1;8.12)
(I ;9.9)
(1;11.20)
That fricatives are favoured in syllable-final position over other consonant
types becomes clear if we consider the following observations. (i) Once
fricatives are allowed in the child's template final fricatives are hardly ever
subject to deletion. (ii) Fricatives are never replaced by other types of con-
sonants in syllable-final position. However, fricatives in onset position are often
replaced by plosives (see section 4.1). Forms like those in (10) are not attested:
(10) poes Ipu:sl ~ *[pu:t], *[pum], but [pu:s]
vis Ivtsl ~ *[ftt]' *[ftn]' but [pis] or [pi:s]
(iii) Fricatives often replace other types of consonants in syllable-final
position, as is shown in (7b), (9b) and (I I):
Jarmo
pad Ipatl ~ [pax] (1;8.26)
fiets I fi:tsl ~ [pi:s] (1;9.9)
hond IhJntl ~ [hJS] (2;1.22)
(iv) A fricative is sometimes realised in the child's production form of an
adult target word which consists of an open syllable, as shown in (12):
(12) Jarmo: Addition if a fricative in codaposition
ei I eil ~ [eis]
bij Ibcil ~ [bee]
(II)
(1;10·9)
(2;1.8)
Finally, (v) at the initial stages of Jarmo's development a large percentage
of the final consonants in his production forms are fricatives (about 60%),
while a much smaller percentage are plosives (about 25%).
However, although final obstruents are now more often realised, the
repair strategy, deletion, is also still utilised for final plosives, as shown in
(13), indicating that the child is working on the relevant setting of the
parameter, and that the default setting, 'closed syllables are not allowed',
often takes precedence over the marked setting.
(13) J armo: Repair strategy
kwak Avakl ~ [karl, [kJ] (1;7.15)
paard Ipa:rtl ~ [pal] (1;7.15)
Dick Idtkl ~ [ttl (1;8.12)
paard Ipa:rtl ~ [bar] (1;8.12)
boot IbOltl ~ [po:] (1;8.26)
pad Ipatl ~ [paul (1;8.26)
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That the default value can overrule the marked value for some time was
also shown in chapter 4; for example, even when onsetless syllables have
already been produced, the default setting for the onset parameter, 'onsets
are obligatory', often overrules the marked setting, resulting in consonant-
initial child production forms for onsetless adult target words.6
Let us briefly turn to the other children. When Elke starts realising final
consonants, she also favours fricatives over any other type of consonants,
as can be seen in (14a). The same is true for Noortje (14b) and Tom (14C):
(14) a. Elke
bad Ibatl ---7 [baD (1;6.4)
dit Idttl ---7 [diU] (1;6.4)
kind Iktntl ---7 [ktJl (I ;6.4)
poes Ipmsl ---7 [puU] (1;6·4)
schoen Isxu:nl ---7 [tuU] (1;6·4)
tas Itasl ---7 [tiu] (1;6-4)
fiets I fl:tsl ---7 [tiu] (1;6.25)
uit I eeytl ---7 [teeyD (1;6.25)
b. Noortfe
bal Iball ---7 [PUIS] (2;1.17)
boom Ibo:ml ---7 [pu:£] (2;I.I7)
fiets I fl:tsl ---7 [ti:s] (2;1.17)
poes Ipmsl ---7 [puis] (2;1.17)
stoel Istu:ll ---7 [tms] (2;1.17)
c. Tom
aap la:pl ---7 [hau<I>] (1;3.10)
boek Ibmkl ---7 [preys] (1;3.10)
uit I eeytl ---7 [heey<I>] (1;3.10)
boot Ibo:tI ---7 [bo:£] (1;6.II)
hoed Ihmtl ---7 [hHS] (1;6. II)
stout Istautl ---7 [tauD (1;6.II)
slak Islakl ---7 [pa£] (I ;6. II)
geit IXEitl ---7 [tEis] (1;6.25)
The data in (14) show (i) that fricatives are produced as fricatives and (ii)
that fricatives replace other manners of articulation. The other children did
6 Recall from chapter 4 that two hypotheses were suggested: (i) the forms that still are subject
to repair typically are older words in the child's vocabulary than the forms that are produced
in accordance to the new parameter setting(s), and are slower to change; (ii) before fixing the
parameter in the marked setting there is a period of hypothesis testing in which both the old
forms and the new forms are produced.
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not show this kind of substitution. They either already had different kinds
of consonant types during the first recording session, or simply avoided
words ending in consonants other than fricatives at the initial stages.?
As in Jarmo's data, sonorant consonants are replaced by fricatives (14) by
both Elke and Noortje, or, alternatively, they are deleted (15). Examples of
deleted sonorants are given in (15 a) for Elke and (I 5b) for N oortje:
(15) a. Elke: Deletion rf sonorant consonants
bal Iball ~ [bau]
daar Ida:rl ~ [do]
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ [na:]
staan Istaml ~ [to]
beer Ibe:rl ~ [pel]
trein /rrein/ ~ [tEi]
b. Noorije: Deletion of sonorant consonants
boom Ibo:ml ~ [pm]
stoel Istu:ll ~ [km]
daar Ida:rl ~ [ta:]
trein ItrEinl ~ [tEi]
(1;6·4)
(1;6.4)
(q.8)
(q.8)
(1;7.22)
(1;7.22)
(2;1. 17)
(2;1. 17)
(2;1.17)
(2;1.17)
I hypothesised that vowel length distinctions can only be learned when the
child has closed syllables. At this stage closed syllables indeed occur,
although they are invariably closed by an obstruent. Does the child also
represent vowel length distinctions at this stage?
Let us look at the percentages of vowel length errors at this stage, which
I assume to be from 1;6.13 (when the first closed syllables appear) until
1;9.23, when final sonorants are realised correctly in more than a few
instances (see section y.r , 3).8
] armo 'spercentages rf vowel length errors at stage II in the production rf
target closed {)Illabies
Where: V = short vowel, VV = long vowel or diphthong, VjVi = long vowel
and ViVj = diphthong. A -7 B means: target A is produced as B by Jarmo.
7 See appendix F, which shows the development of simple codas for the different children.
8 The division of the recording sessions into stages is partially based on clear changes in the
child's system, and partially based on more practical reasons: each stage should contain a
reasonably large amount of data. For example, although the first nasals appear at 1;7.29 in
Jarmo's data, they are very infrequent. Only from 1;9.23 are sonorants (i) more likely to be
selected for production and produced, and (ii) behaving differently dependent on the length
of the preceding vowel. Therefore, I have decided that at this age stage III begins, although
this is a fairly arbitrary boundary (see also chapter I).
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The following observations can be made. (i) The percentage of vowel length
errors is very high: long vowels and diphthongs are frequently shortened
and short vowels are even more frequently lengthened. Vowel length is
more or less random, that is, vowel length distinctions have not yet been
mastered. (ii) Short vowels are more prone to lengthening than long vowels
and diphthongs are to shortening. (iii) On the basis of frequency of vowel
length errors we can conclude that diphthongs pattern together with long
vowels, rather than with short ones: diphthongs and long vowels are both
shortened in about 30% of the cases. This is an argument against the
hypothesis that diphthongs should be represented as short vowels followed
by a coda consonant.
Can we find an explanation for the fact that short vowels are more prone
to lengthening than long vowels to shortening? Target words with long
vowels are more often selected for production than target words with either
short vowels or diphthongs. This may reflect the higher frequency of input
forms with long vowels, and may explain the fact that long vowels are
preferred over short ones. Moreover, Dutch has more long vowels than
short vowels. Furthermore, long vowels can appear in open syllables, but
short vowels must be followed by a consonant. In this sense short vowels
can be argued to be more marked. If we look at adult target words ending
in a stressed open syllable," of which, however, only a few are produced by
the child,'" we see that vowel length in open syllables is not randomly
distributed: target words with stressed open syllables are almost exclusively
produced with long vowels by Jarmo:
(17) Jarmo
ei Itil ---t [til (In·29)
koe Iku:1 ---t [ku:] (1;11.6)
trui Itrreyl ---t [thy] (1;11.6)
Although this seems to suggest that in open syllables vowel length is
mastered, this need not be the case. It may reflect the child's preference for
long vowels.
In (I 8a) examples are given of the shortening of target long vowels. Short
vowels are frequently produced as long vowels, as shown in (18b). (18c)
gives examples of target diphthongs that are shortened in the child's
production forms; (I 8d) of diphthongs realised as long vowels.
9 In unstressed open syllables vowel shortening often takes place, such as in telefoon which is
often produced as /,tlld'fom/ instead of /,te:ld'foml. Therefore, these forms are not
considered. I have also not counted onomatopoeic words, and words like ja 'yes', nee 'no', die
'this/these'.
10 This is probably due to the fact that such words are not very frequent.
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Jarmo
Shortening of target long vowels
aap lalpl ~ [ap] (1;7.15)
schaap Isxa:pl ~ [ap] (1;7.15)
oog lo:xl ~ [:>x] (1;9·9)
poes Ipmsl ~ [PHS] (1;9.23)
Lengthening of target short vowels
ik 11kl ~ [ilk] (1;7.29)
vis IV1SI ~ [hiJ] (1;8.12)
bof Ib:>fl ~ [bout] (1;8.26)
vis IV1SI ~ [iJ] (1;9·9)
Shortening of target diphthongs
uil I ceyl/' ~ [cr] (1;9.23)
uit I crytl ~ [at] (1;9.23)
Target diphthongs realised as long vowels
huis Ihcrysl ~ [ha:s] (1;9·9)
trein Itreinl ~ [tel] (1;9.23)
b.
c.
d.
To summarise, (i) at stage II the child realises closed syllables. (ii) However,
these syllables are invariably closed by obstruents. (iii) Fricatives appear
before plosives in syllable-final position. (iv) Moreover, fricatives often
replace other manners of articulation. They are seldom deleted, and are
never replaced by consonants with other manners of articulation. They are
furthermore the most frequent type of consonant in word-final position. (v)
Sonorants are either deleted, or replaced by obstruents. (vi) Vowel length
distinctions have not yet been mastered at this stage. (vii) Furthermore,
diphthongs behave like long vowels, rather than short vowels followed by
a sonorant, (viii) Finally, we have seen that the marked setting 'closed
syllables are allowed' can for a time be overruled by the unmarked setting
'no closed syllables'. The transition from stage I to stage II is gradual.
5.1.3. Stage III: the appearance of final sonorants and vowel length
At 1;7.29 nasals also appear in final position in Jarmo's production forms, as
shown in (19a), although nasals are still frequently subject to deletion (19b):
(I 9) Jarmo: Final nasals
a. boom Ibo:ml ~ [b:>m] (1;7.29)
haan Iha:nl ~ [ham] (1;7.29)
born Ib:>ml ~ [porn] (1;7.29)
haan Iha:nl ~ [an] (1;8.12)
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b. boom /bo:m/ ---7 [bau] (1;7.29)
haan /ha:n/ ---7 [au] (1;8.12)
trein /trl:in/ ---7 [tEi] (1;8.26)
Some of the other children have nasals at the first recording session.
However, the children who do not have nasals at the first recording session
typically use them later than obstruents in syllable-final position, clearly
reflecting the following order of acquisition in syllable-final position:
fricative-plosive-nasal (see appendix F).
From 1;11.20 Jarmo sometimes produces a liquid in syllable-final position,
as shown in (20a). However, liquids are more often deleted than realised.
Sometimes they are not deleted, but substituted, as shown in (20b):
(20) jarmo
a. bal /bal/ ---7 [ball (1;11.20)
bril /bnl/ ---7 [pvtl] (2;3·9)
b. bal /bal/ ---7 [baqn (1;8.12)
uil / cryl/ ---7 [Ell] (1;7.29)
Note that the fact that sonorants are produced in onset position does not
necessarily mean that they can also occur in coda position. 11 I will come
back to this in sections 5.3 and 5.6.
Although the child's template is able to accommodate final consonants of
the adult target in his/her own template, sonorants in final position are
usually not realised as such at stage II, and they are frequently deleted at
stage III as well. However, if we look at the environment at which
sonorants are deleted an interesting pattern arises, as shown in (21):
(2 I) The percentages/ raw scores of deletedfinal consonants in jarmo's data
We see in (21) that at stage II sonorants are more often deleted than
produced after both long and short vowels. However, at stage III the
percentage of deleted sonorants decreases when short vowels precede. It
remains high for sonorants following long vowels. Obstruents are far less
prone to deletion at both stages II and III. There is a difference in the
11 Jakobson (194r168) makes a distinction between acqUlSltlOn along the paradigmatic
dimension and the syntagmatic dimension. In child language this difference is often neglected,
but see Waterson (1971, 1987) for an elaborate account of the difference between the two in
child phonology.
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correlation of vowel length and the deletion of obstruents versus the
deletion of sonorants. Whether or not obstruents are deleted is not related
to the length of the preceding vowel: the percentages of deleted obstruents
after long and short vowels are very similar. However, whether or not a
sonorant is realised is largely dependent on the length of the preceding
vowel. If this is true, the child must begin to represent vowel length before
sonorants at this stage. Let us therefore first have a closer look at vowels
at this stage. (22) gives the percentages of vowel length errors at stage II
(repeated from section 5-1.2) and III.
(22) Jarmo's percentages 0/ vowel length errors at stage II and III in the production
0/ target closed !)!//ables
stage II 6,% (22/36) 32% (34/r07) 35% (1r/31)
stage III 32% (19/59) 15% (14/91) 16% (8/49)
10% (/31)
16% (8/49)
The following observations can be made: (i) although vowel length is not
produced completely randomly, it is still not fully mastered at stage III; (ii)
the percentage of vowel length errors decreases in all environments at stage
III in comparison with stage II; (iii) the percentage of lengthened target
short vowels is still considerably higher than the percentage of shortened
long vowels and diphthongs; (iv) diphthongs and long vowels are equally
likely to be shortened at this stage as well.
If we look at the environment in which vowel length errors occur, the
following pattern arises:
(23) J armo 's vowel length errors with and without final consonants
]armo's v ve vv vve v ve vv vve
form
stage III s% 9,% 20% so% 200/0 so% S9% II%
(ri 12) (r r/ r z) (z/ro) (s/ro) (,/ro) (sir 0) (S/9) (rl9)
If we first consider vowel length errors in the child's production forms of
target words ending in obstruents we see that for stage III most of the
vowel length errors occur when the final consonant is retained. That is, in
the child's production forms long vowels are shortened and short vowels
lengthened in closed syllables. There seems to be no relationship between
vowel length errors and final obstruent deletion. Although we observe in
(23) that long vowels are shortened when the final consonant is retained, we
do not observe that short vowels are lengthened just in those cases where
the final consonant is deleted. Moreover, we saw in (2 I) that deletion of
final obstruents is equally frequent after long and short vowels.
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In (24a) examples of vowel lengthening from stage III are given; in (24b)
examples of vowel shortening from stage III are given. Examples from
stages II are given in (18a, b).
(24) Jarmo: Vowel length errors before obstruents at stage III
a. Vowel lengthening
pad Ipat!
vis IVISI
bad Ibat!
Vowel shortening
huis Ihceysl
kous Ikausl
poes Ipmsl
uit Iceyt!
boot Ibo:t!
koek Ikmkl
kijk lkeikl
Vowel length errors go in both directions and are independent of final
consonant deletion. It seems, therefore, that vowel length is not completely
mastered before obstruents.
In contrast, if we look at vowel length errors in the child's production of
adult target words ending in a sonorant, a different picture arises. Long
vowels before sonorants are shortened if the final sonorant is produced.
This is similar to shortening of long vowels before obstruents. However,
short vowels are lengthened when final sonorants are not produced. This
pattern is crucially different from the lengthening of short vowels before
obstruents. In general, the picture is the following:
b.
[tart]
[part]
[te:s]
[tart]
(1;11.20)
(1;11.20)
(1;11.20)
(2;0.4)
-7 [aJ] (1;10'9)
-7 [kas] (1;10·9)
-7 [PHS] (1;10.23)
-7 [hat] (I;II.6)
-7 [btl (I;II.20)
-7 [bk] (2;0.4)
-7 [kak] (2;0.4)
(25) Environments for vowel length errors
a. VVCson -7 VCson
VCson -7 VV
b. VVCobst -7 VCobst
VCobst -7 VVCobst
If we take the results of (21), final consonant deletion, and (23), the
environments for vowel length errors, together, we see that target VVCson
is either produced as VV (21) or as VCson (23), but far less frequently as
VVCson or V. VCson targets are either produced correctly or are produced
as VV; however, these targets are generally not produced as either V or
VVCson' No such relationship between vowel length errors and final
consonant deletion is found for obstruents and the preceding vowel. Rather
VCobst and VVCobst are both produced as either VCobst or VVCobst; not as
V or VV. The results of combining (21) and (23) are shown in (26):
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(26) Jarmo's production ifVVCson' VCson' VVCobst and VCobst targets at stageIII
child's farm child's farm child's farm child's farm
vv 75% (47/63) vv 42% (S/19) vv 6% (5/n) vv 5°/0 (>140)ve 13°/0 (S/63) ve 47'/0 (9/19) ve 140/0 (II/n) ve 70% (2S/40)
V 3% (>163) V 50/0 (dI9) V 1% (dn) V 5% (>140)vve 9°/0 (6/63)12 vve 5% (dI9) vve 7S% (60/n) vve 20% (S/40)
The following picture can be deduced from (26):
(27) Adult target --t Child's production form
a. vvc., --t VCsan or VV
vc., --t VCgan or VV
b. VVCahs! --t VCahs! or VVCahs!
VCahs! --t VCahs! or VVCahs!
Whether or not the final sonorant is produced is largely dependent on the
length of the preceding vowel: if a long vowel is produced, sonorants are
generally deleted. If a short vowel is produced, sonorants are often
produced; or stated differently,if a final sonorant is produced, the vowel is
short, while if the final sonorant is not produced, the vowel is long. It
seems that long vowels are represented in some manner bipositionally in
certain environments. The following examples illustrate the possibilities:
(28)
a.
J armo 'sproduction if targets ending in a sonorant at stage III
VVCson --t VV
trein ItrEinl --t [tEi] (r;1O·9)
stoel Istu:ll --t [ty:] (r;1O·9)
daar Ida:rl --t [dar] (r;ro·9)
boom Ibo:ml --t [bo:] (r;ro·9)
boom Ibo:ml -7 [bo:] (2;0·4)
VVCson --t VCson
maan Ima:nl --t [mom], [morn] (r;ro·9)
uil leryll --t [erv] (r;ro·9)
haan Iha:nl --t [ham] (r;1O.23)
boom Ibo:ml --t [bJm] (2;0-4)
--t [pom] (2;0·4)
b.
12 The forms realised as we are not necessarily produced with a final sonorant in Jarmo's
forms, as shown by the following data:
(i) konijn /ko:'nein/ ~
bal /bal/ ~
[neit]
[bo: '1]
(l;ro·9)
(rj r o.z j)
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C. VCson ~ VCson
bal Ibal/ ~ [pav]
~ [ball
bim Ibtml ~ [mim]
bam Ibaml ~ [bam]
ballon Iba'bnl ~ [porn]
d. VCson ~ VV
bal Ibal/ ~ [bor]
bal Iball ~ [bau]
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(I;IO.23)
(I;II.20)
(2;0-4)
(2;0·4)
(2;0.28)
(I;IO·9)
(I;IO·9)
Although sonorants are often deleted and there are many vowel length
errors, the output forms all have two positions. It seems that the child has
a bipositional template for syllables ending in sonorants. There is no
relationship between vowel length and final obstruent deletion. Since vowel
length errors before obstruents mainly occur in closed syllables, and involve
both shortening and lengthening, we may conclude that vowel length is non-
distinctive before obstruents: all vowels are monopositional in this position.
It this is correct, than the child has a (minimal and maximal) bipositional
rhyme template at this stage. I will come back to this in section 503-
To summarise, at stage III the following changes occur. (i) Sonorants in
final position appear; first nasals and, slightly later, liquids. However,
sonorants are still deleted far more often than obstruents. (ii) Moreover,
sonorants following long vowels are more prone to deletion than sonorants
following short vowels at stage III. (iii) Sonorants act as a constituent
together with the preceding vowel: the child produces target syllables ending
in sonorants either as a short vowel plus a sonorant, or as a long vowel. No
such relationship exists between obsttuents and the preceding vowel. Vowel
length errors before obsttuents occur mainly in closed syllables and go in
both directions: short vowels are lengthened and long vowels are shortened.
The number of vowel length errors has, however, decreased from stage II
to stage III. Furthermore, at stage III, as at stage II, diphthongs show a
similar behaviour to long vowels.
5.1.4.Stage IV: mastering vowel length and extrarhymal consonants
At stage IV two major changes occur. First, the percentage of deleted
obstruents increases after long vowels. Second, the first final clusters appear
in Jarmo's production forms. Examples of final obstruent deletion after long
vowels are given in (29):
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(29) Jarmo: Deletion if obstruents afier long vowels
boek Ibu:kl ~ [tu:] (2;2.6)
daag Ida:~ I ~ [da:] (2;2.6)
kijk Ihikl ~ [kEi] (2;3·9)
boot Ibo:tl ~ [boll (2;3·9)
vijf IVEifl ~ [fd] (2;3·9)
buik Ibcrykl ~ [bcey] (2;4.1)
kijk Ihikl ~ [kEi] (2;4.1)
vijf Ivdfl ~ [sEi] (2;4.1)
uit Icrytl ~ [cry] (2;4.I)
Examples of final consonant clusters are given in (30):
(30) Jarmo: Final consonant clusters
hand Ihantl ~ [hant] (2;3·9)
strand Istrantl ~ [tlant] (2;3·9)
The acquisition of consonant clusters will be discussed in detail in section
5+I. Here, I focus on the first phenomenon: the increase in deleted
obstruents after long vowels at stage IV. (3 I) shows the percentages of
deleted final obstruents and sonorants after both long and short vowels at
stage III (repeated from section 5.I.3) and IV:
(3 I) The percentages (and raw scores) if deletedfinal consonants in Jarmo's data
8% (6/n)
Where: III = 1;10.9-2;1.8 and IV = 2;1.22-2;4.1.
The following observations can be made from (3 I): (i) the percentage of
deleted obstruents after long vowels increases; (ii) the percentage of deleted
sonorants after short vowels decreases; and (iii) the percentage of deleted
sonorants after long vowels decreases slightly, but remains high. The last
two observations show that the pattern described in the previous section
continues at stage IV: sonorants after long vowels are generally deleted
(Fa), although they are now sometimes produced under preservation of
vowel length (Fb); sonorants after short vowels are less prone to deletion.
They are now usually produced (FC), although vowel lengthening under
deletion of the final sonorant still occurs.
13 Remarkably, the number of selected target words ending in VVCobst has decreased sub-
stantially here. This may be due to a selection strategy, indicating that these words can no
longer be accommodated into the child's template. If they are selected for production they
undergo the repair strategy, 'delete final consonant'.
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(32) Jarmo
a. VVCson -7 VV
daar Ida:rl -7 [tal] (2;1.22)
gitaar It i:'ta:rl -7 [tal], [karl (2;1.22)
trein Itn:inl -7 [tlEi] (2;1.22)
deur Id0lrl -7 [ty:] (2;2.6)
tuin Itreynl -7 [trey] (2;2.6)
haan Iha:nl -7 [hal] (2;3·9)
kalkoen l,kal'kUlnl -7 ['kEm,kUl] (2;4.1)
b. VVCson -7 VVCson
haan Iha:nl -7 [harm] (2;2.6)
kalkoen Ikal,kUlnl -7 [kuuj] (2;2.6)
schuur Is ~ y:rl -7 [7\. UlR] (2;2.6)
tuin Itreynl -7 [tceyn] (2;2.27)
daar Ida:rl -7 [ta:,IS'] (2;3·9)
banaan Iba:'na:nl -7 [na:n] (2;3·9)
c. VCson -7 VCson
ballon Iba'bnl -7 [on] (2;1.22)
mam Imaml -7 [mam] (2;1.22)
bim Ibtml -7 [btm] (2;2.6)
bam Ibaml -7 [pam] (2;2.6)
bril Ibnll -7 [pvtl] (2;3·9)
Since sonorants following short vowels are now produced, this predicts that
the percentage of vowel length errors decreases at stage IV. (33) shows that
this prediction is indeed borne out.
(33) Jarmo's percentagesof vowe/length errors at stage III and IV in the
production of target closed!Jllables
stage III 32% (19/59) 15% (14/91) 16% (8/49) 16% (8/49)
stage IV 18% (14/78) 8% (Ir1I4o) 9% (5/53) 9% (5/53)
At stage IV long vowels are produced correctly most of the time. Short
vowels are still lengthened in 18% of the cases, although this is considerably
less frequent than at stage III. Again, diphthongs seem to pattern with long
vowels. Ifwe look at the relationship between vowel length errors and final
consonant deletion, there are several differences in comparison with stage
III (see (26)):
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I. VVCsan is more often produced correctly at stage IV than at stage
III (21% at stage IV versus only 9% at stage III).
2. VCsan is more often produced as VCsan (67%) rather than VV
(21%) at stage IV. At stage III VCsan was equally likely to be
produced as VV (42%) and VCsan (47%).
3· VVCabst is often produced as VV (25%) or VCabst (38%) at stage
IV. VVCabst is far less frequently produced correctly (38% correct
versus 78% at stage III). At stage III VVCabst was often produced
correctly. Only occasionally was it produced as VV (6%) or VCabst
(14%).
4- VCabst is far less likely to be produced as VVCabst at stage IV. At
stage IV only 9% VVCabst forms were produced for target VCabst'
while at stage III this was 20%.
The relationship between final consonant deletion/production and vowel
length at stage IV is given in (34):
(34) Jarmo's production ojVVCson' VCson' VVCobst and VCobsttargets
at stage IV
child's farm child's farm child's form child's form
vv 7a% (59184) vv '1% (51z4) vv '5% (6/'4) vv 4% (z/54)ve 6% (5184) ve 67"/0 (16/'4) ve 38% (91'4) ve 78% (4,/54)
V ,% (,184) V 4% (d'4) V 0% (al '4) V 9% (5/54)vve '1% (18184) vve 8% (,1z4) vve 38% (9/'4) vve 9% (/54)
It looks as if the child also begins to represent the vowel length distinctions
before obstruents at this stage. Although VVCabst targets were very often
produced correctly at stage III (see (26», we see that at stage IV the
percentage of correctly produced forms decreases drastically. Moreover,
VVCabst is often realised as either VV and VCabst' This behaviour looks very
much like that for VVCsan at stage III. VCabst targets are less likely to be
produced as VVCabst at stage IV than at stage III. I therefore conclude that
the child is representing the vowel length contrast before obstruents at this
stage. Or, stated differently, it looks as if the child allows only two positions
in the rhyme: either a short vowel plus a consonant, or a long vowel or
diphthong. Target syllables consisting of a long vowel followed by an
obstruent either undergo final obstruent deletion under preservation of
vowel length (29) or the final obstruent is realised under shortening of the
vowel (35):
5.2. Summary
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(35) ] armo: Vowel shortening at stage IV
kijk /keik/ ~ [kak] (2;1.22)
uit / reyt/ ~ [at] (2;1.22)
niet /ni:t/ ~ [mx] (2;2.6)
vlieg /vli:X/ ~ [ttX] (2;2.27)
kijk /keik/ ~ [kek] (2;4.1)
However, VVCobst is still produced correctly in 38% of the cases. Moreover,
the observations that VVCson is more often produced correctly at stage IV
has to be accounted for, as well as the appearance of final consonant
clusters. These observations seem to suggest that the child is beginning to
allow an extra position after a bipositional rhyme.
With respect to the VVCobst cases, it might be that they are produced
correctly due to the fact that vowel length is not yet completely mastered;
in other words, it may be that these forms are produced as at stage III.
Alternatively, the child is beginning to explore the possibility of having an
extra syllable-final position. As noted above, the child produces the first
clusters at this stage, also indicating that a third position becomes available
at this stage. However, I postpone the discussion of final clusters until
section 5+I.
To sum up: at stage IV the following changes occur in Jarmo's system. (i)
Obstruents are more often deleted after long vowels than at stage III; they
are more often deleted after long vowels than after short vowels. (ii)
Alternatively, the obstruent is realised after a target long vowel; however,
this triggers shortening of the target vowel. (iii) The observations under (i)
and (ii) are largely similar to those for sonorants after long vowels at stage
III. They seem to show that the child allows two positions in the rhyme:
either a long vowel or a short vowel plus an obstruent. The child seems to
recognise the relationship between vowel length and the possibility of
having a final obstruent. Or, stated differently, it seems that vowel length is
contrastive before obstruents at this stage. (iv) However, three additional
observations need to be explained: first, VVCson is more often produced
correctly at this stage than at stage III; second, the first final consonant
clusters appear at this stage; and third, VVCobst is still often produced
correctly. This seems to indicate that the child is learning that, word-finally,
three positions are allowed. (v) Again, diphthongs are treated as a special
kind of long vowel.
To summarise, I have distinguished four stages in the development of
rhymes. Below, I briefly summarise the characteristics of each stage.
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Stage I. The characteristics of stage I are the following:
I. The child only has core syllables, consisting of a consonant followed by
a1!Y vowel, either long or short. Vowel length is completely non-distinctive
at this stage.
2. Final consonants are not realised, regardless of the nature of the
consonants and the length of the vowel.
Stage II. Stage II is characterised by the following:
I. The child realises closed syllables for the first time. However, these
syllables are invariably closed by obstruents. Sonorants are either deleted, or
replaced by obstruents. Sonorants are deleted, independently of the length
of the preceding vowel.
2. Fricatives appear earlier than plosives in syllable-final position. Moreover,
fricatives often substitute for other manners of articulation. They are now
never deleted or replaced. They are the most frequent type of final consonant
in the child's production forms.
3. Sometimes obstruents (especially plosives) are deleted independently of
the length of the preceding vowel.
4. Vowel length distinctions are not yet mastered at this stage. Vowel length
is still non-distinctive. Target long vowels are shortened, and target short
vowels are lengthened in the child's production forms, although the latter
is more frequent than the former. Furthermore, diphthongs behave like long
vowels, rather than like short ones followed by a sonorant.
Stage III. At stage III the following changes occur in the child's system:
I. Sonorants in final position appear. First, nasals appear in syllable-final
position, and slightly later, liquids are also produced.
2. However, although sonorants are now sometimes realised, they are
deleted far more often than obstruents. Moreover, sonorants following long
vowels are more frequently prone to deletion than sonorants following short
vowels, indicating that the vowel length distinction becomes relevant in the
child's system.
3. Sonorants show a close relationship with the length of the preceding
vowel: the child produces target syllables ending in sonorants either as a
short vowel plus a sonorant, or as a long vowel. Vowel length errors are
very systematic: short vowels are lengthened if the final sonorant is not
produced, while long vowels are shortened precisely when the final sonorant
is produced.
4. No such relationship exists between obstruents and the preceding vowel.
Vowel length errors before obstruents mainly occur in closed syllables and
go in both directions: short vowels are lengthened and long vowels are
shortened, indicating that vowel length is not yet fully mastered before
obstruents. That is, vowel length seems to be non-distinctive before
obstruents. Obstruent deletion is not frequent. When it occurs, it does not
trigger vowel lengthening.
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5. The number of vowel length errors has decreased from stage II to stage
III. However, vowel length distinctions are not yet fully mastered. It is
furthermore shown that at stage III, as at stage II, diphthongs show similar
behaviour to long vowels.
Stage IV. At stage IV the following changes occur in Jarmo's system:
I. Obstruents are more often deleted after long vowels than at stage III.
2. Obstruents are more often deleted after long vowels than after short
vowels.
3. Alternatively, the obstruent is realised after a target long vowel; however,
this triggers shortening of the target vowel.
4. At stage IV VCabst is far less prone to undergo vowel lengthening than
at stage III.
5. The observations under (1)-(4) are largely similar to those of final
sonorants at stage III. They seem to indicate that the child allows two
positions in the rhyme: either a long vowel or a short vowel plus an
obstruent. In other words, the child seems to recognise the relationship
between vowel length and the possibility of having a final obstruent.
6. However, three additional observations need to be explained: first,
VVCsan is more often produced correctly at this stage; in general, the
percentage of vowel length errors before sonorants and the percentage of
final sonorant deletion are decreasing at this stage; second, the first final
consonant clusters appear at this stage; and third, VVCabst is still often
produced correctly. This seems to indicate that the child is beginning to
learn that word-final rhymes may contain three positions.
7. At stage IV vowel length errors are not frequent in either environment.
It seems that the child has more or less mastered vowel length distinctions.
One observation which holds for all stages is that transitions are gradual, as
we have already seen in chapter 4. For example, even if the final position
is becoming available in the child's template, it is not always realised. The
default setting still often takes precedence over the marked value, indicating
that the marked value is not yet fixed.
After this summary of the findings, let us now discuss them. In the
following, I argue for a developmental pattern based on parameter setting.
The settings of the parameters define the child's template.
5.3. Discussion and formal account
5.3.1. Stage I: no codas
Recording of Jarmo, Noortje, Tom and Elke began at or near the onset of
speech. The data from these children give evidence for an initial stage in
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which no syllable is closed by a consonant. Thus, at stage I only open
syllables occur. Adult targets with closed syllables are either avoided
(selection strategy) or subject to the repair strategy 'delete final consonant'.
Since final consonants simply do not fit into the core syllable template, they
are deleted by stray erasure, as shown in (36):
(36) 5 trcry erasure of final consonants
a~------()nset Flbynne
c v
P
k
d
aa
aa
i
paard Ipa:rt I ~
klaar Ikla:rI ~
dit Idul ~
[pa:],[pa]
[ka],[ka:]
[tt],[ti:]
stray erasure
There is no deletion rule: the child just maps as much information of the
adult target onto his or her template as possible. Elements that do not fit
into the template are not realised. Final consonant deletion is frequently
reported in the literature (Leopold 1947, Fudge 1969, Smith 1973, Ingram
1974, 1976, 1978, 1989a, b, Menn 1977). This is further support for the
default status of the core syllable Cv.
The fact that at the initial stage no syllable is closed by a consonant gives
evidence for the default setting 'no closed syllables allowed'. This follows
from the core syllable hypothesis, since the core syllable typically is an open
syllable. Codas in the adult target forms are invariably deleted in the child's
production of these targets at the initial stage. Again, the literature on
syllable parameters is in accordance with these facts. For example, Jakobson
(1939/62), quoted in Clements & Keyser (1983), argues that all languages
that have closed syllables also have open syllables, but that the reverse is not
true. There are languages which only allow open syllables. In terms of the
subset principle this means that the parameter value 'no closed syllables'
generates a subset of the forms which would be generated if the value had
been 'closed syllables allowed'. 'No closed syllables' is therefore the default
or unmarked value. The subset principle demands that children begin with
the subset, that is, children should start with the value 'no closed syllables',
since positive evidence can be gained for the marked setting. A child
learning Dutch, which has closed syllables, will receive positive evidence for
the marked value of the 'closed syllable' parameter from the beginning. If
evidence for the marked value, 'closed syllables are allowed', is available
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from the start, why do we find stage I at which closed syllables are not
allowed? The answer lies in the fact that the first stage is universal, while
the production of closed syllables by the child reflects that s/he has already
learned properties of the adult target language s/he is learning.
On the assumption that the marked value, 'closed syllables are allowed',
is available from the start, the transition from stage I (no codas) to stage II
(codas are allowed) remains unexplained as well as the repair strategy which
deletes codas. Moreover, children learning a language that only allows open
syllables will never receive positive evidence for the unmarked setting; they
have to deduce this value from negative evidence: the lack of closed
syllables in the language. The fact that no child has closed syllables without
having open syllables favours the default setting 'no closed syllables'. Since
Dutch clearly demands the marked setting, the child receives abundant
positive evidence for the marked setting, and therefore, the parameter is set
quite early to the marked value.
Vowel length at this stage seems to be completely random. Target long
vowels are produced as both long and short; the same is true for target
short vowels. There is no evidence that long vowels are represented as
bipositional. I therefore assume that all vowels are represented by one
skeletal slot.
It should be noted that the default/marked values for onsets and closed
syllables are exactly the opposite: for onsets the default value is 'onsets are
obligatory', while for codas the default value is 'no closed syllables allowed'.
The marked value for onsets is 'onsets are optional', while the marked value
for final consonants is 'syllables can be closed'. This is schematised in (37):
(37) Difault and marked valuesfor the onset and 'closed{)II/able'parameters
Default value Marked value
Onset parameter C 0
'Closed syllable' parameter 0 C
At stage I both parameters have the default value, resulting in a core syllable
template.
5.3.2. Stage II: branching rhymes
At stage II final obstruents appear. The child's system now allows closed
syllables. At the start of this stage, only fricatives can occur in syllable-final
position (stage IIa); later plosives are also allowed (stage IIb). The optimal
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coda consonant is the fricative, followed by the plosive (stage IIb).14
Target words ending in other consonants are either replaced by fricatives or
deleted, as was shown in section 5.1.2. In any event, at this stage the final
consonant is an obstruent.
We know from section 5.I that the child has not yet mastered vowel
length distinctions at stage II, and therefore represents all vowels as one V
slot. Obstruents following target long and short vowels therefore are in the
same position: they are mapped onto the child's VC rhyme template.
Once closed syllables are allowed, the repair strategy which deletes final
consonants should cease to exist. If the child's template can accommodate
final consonants of the adult target words the repair strategy 'delete' has
become redundant. However, although this is largely true for obstruents, it
does not hold for sonorants. If final consonants are now allowed, why are
sonorants more often deleted than realised at this stage? Apparently,
obstruents can be accommodated into the child's template, while sonorants
cannot.IS
Since obstruents are universally never part of the nucleus, they have to be
in the coda. I assume that the child is learning that rhymes can be branching
into a nucleus and a coda.16 That is, the child is learning the marked value
[Yes] for the parameter 'can rhymes branch'. The default value is [No], as
shown in the previous section. The rhyme parameter is given in (38):
Branching r~me parameter
Rhymes can branch into a nucleus and a coda [Yes/No]
The underlined value is the default value.
At this stage, however, the coda position seems to be restricted to
obstruents. It looks as if the child is again striving for a maximal sonority
contrast between nucleus and coda by realising a vowel followed by an
obstruent. Although it is not clear why fricatives are favoured over plosives,
it is clear that obstruents are favoured over sonorants.
From the fact that sonorants are not realised at this stage, I conclude that
14 For a possible explanation and a comparison of final consonants with onset consonants see
section 5.6.
IS There are two possible explanations for the fact that sonorants are not yet realised at this
stage. (i) Sonorants are not yet mastered in final position (section 5.6); i.e., some segment types
are acquired later than others. Similar observations were made for the acquisition of different
segment types in onset position (chapter 4). (ii) Sonorants are not represented in the coda
position, but are part of the nucleus. I will provide evidence for the latter hypothesis in section
5.3+ However, the two explanations do not contradict each other.
16 Alternatively, we could hypothesise that the child is learning that elements outside the scope
of the core syllable are licensed by extraprosodicity. However, the prediction is that this is true
for both obstruents and sonorants. That is, we do not expect the observed difference between
obstruents and sonorants: both would be in extraprosodic position.
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they are not represented in the coda, although, in principle, they could
be.17 More evidence for this conclusion will be given in the next section.
The child seems to have a maximally bipositional rhyme template, in
which the rhyme can branch into a nucleus and a coda, which is realised as
an obstruent, as in (39):
(39) Branching rhyme
Rh
~
Nu Cd
I I
r '
Vr:l
This template explains why sonorants are deleted at this stage: they cannot
be mapped onto the template unless the sonorant is replaced by an
obstruent.
It should be noted that the development of onsets and codas is comple-
mentary in two ways: (i) the first contrast in both positions is that between
the presence and absence of consonants. In onset position the default value
is the presence of a consonant, while in coda position the default value is
the absence of a consonant (stage I); (ii) the default consonant in onset
position is a [-continuant] obstruent (a plosive); in coda position it is a
[+continuant] obstruent (a fricative) (stage IIa).
The transition from stage I to stage II involves the setting of a syllable
parameter, which I will call the 'branching rhyme' parameter, from the
default value to the marked value; that is, the contrast 'presence' versus
'absence' of codas is being learned. Furthermore, the child has to determine
what consonants can fill the coda position. Only obstruents are realised in
syllable-final position at stage II. The transition from stage IIa (final
fricatives) to stage Ilb (final plosives) involves the learning of a difference
in manner of articulation: the difference between continuants and non-
continuants. This does not involve syllable parameters, but involves the
representation of segments (which may also be parametrised), although there
clearly is a relation between the two. At this stage the child is learning a
contrast in continuancy between fricatives and plosives in coda position.
17 Appendix G-z shows that Robin represents nasals in the coda, but not other sonorant
consonants. This illustrates that the binary distinction between obstruents and sonorants is not
fully adequate: rather, more detailed research is likely to show that the distinction between
coda consonants and consonants represented in the nucleus can be made at various points on
the sonoriry scale.
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5.3.3. Stage III: branching nuclei and the maximal rhyme constraint
At stage III sonorants appear in final position: nasals are first produced,
followed by liquids, although especially the latter are deleted more often
than not. Liquids are also mastered late as single onsets, and they often
appear earlier in consonant clusters than as single consonants. Apparently,
children regard liquids as more vowel-like or less consonantal than other
consonants. Liquids are represented as more vowel-like consonants in many
systems of segmental representation (see Anderson & Ewen 1987, van der
Hulst, 1991, 1993, among others). Nasals are more ambiguous in this sense:
(i) they appear very early in onset position (after plosives); (ii) they are
replaced by liquids if they are part of a cluster in the target form; (iii) they
appear later than obstruents in final position; (iv) they are deleted more
often than obstruents (see also Piggott 1987, 1989, 1991, 1992).
At this stage there are clear differences between obstruents and sonorants
in syllable-final position in the child's production forms: (i) obstruents are
generally produced in final position, while sonorants are often deleted; (ii)
whether sonorants are produced is largely dependent on the length of the
preceding vowel at stage III. Sana rants after long vowels are more prone
to deletion than sonorants after short vowels. No such relation holds for
obstruents and the preceding vowel: if obstruents are deleted they are
equally likely to be deleted after long and short vowels. In onset position
there seems to be no such division between obstruents and sonorants.
Rather the order of development in onsets is 'plosives-nasals-fricative,
liquids and glides'; i.e., obstruents and sonorants are interspersed.
However, the fact that sonorants are sometimes realised indicates that
they can now be accommodated into the child's template. Moreover, the
fact that they behave differently from obstruents in that they show a close
relationship with the preceding vowel suggests that they are in a different
position from obstruents. I therefore propose that they are not in the coda,
but are part of the nucleus. Apparently, the child is setting the nucleus
parameter to the marked value [Yes]. The unmarked value [No] indicates
that the nucleus is non-branching. That is, all nuclei, and thus all vowels,
occupy one skeletal position. The nucleus parameter is given in (40). The
underlined value is the default value.
(4°) Branching nucleus parameter
The nucleus can be branching [Yes/No]
In other words, the child now has a template in which the nucleus can
branch, as represented in (41), as well as the template in (39).
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(41) Branching nucleus
Rh
Nu
~~
V r+sonl
where [+son] either is filled by a sonorant consonant or by the second part
of a long vowel or diphthong
Target rhymes consisting of a short vowel and a sonorant can now be
mapped onto the child's template. However, target rhymes consisting of a
long vowel and a sonorant cannot; hence, the final sonorant is usually
deleted. However, there are other possibilities available to the child: target
VCsan rhymes can also be realised as long vowels, which fill both positions
in the nucleus. Target rhymes consisting of a long vowel plus a sonorant
can also be realised as a short vowel plus a sonorant, again filling both
positions in the nucleus. However, VCsan and VVCsan target rhymes are
generally not produced as VVCsan or V. This suggests that the child's
template is minimal!J and maximal!J bipositional. How both positions are
filled is not dictated by the template; hence, we find much variation in
realising a bipositional template.
If the maximal rhyme constraint is indeed universal, as claimed by Kaye
& Lowenstamm (1981), it is expected that rhymes in the child's output
forms do not exceed the bipositional maximum. However, the input to the
child contains many monosyllabic words which on the surface violate the
maximal rhyme constraint, since many monosyllabic Dutch words have in
addition to a bipositional rhyme an extrarhymal consonant and/or an
appendix.i'' It therefore seems that crucial evidence for the existence of
the maximal rhyme constraint is lacking. However, since the children's
output forms clearly obey this constraint, I conclude that it is universal, and
need not to be learned. What need to be learned are language-particular
deviations from this constraint.
However, the minimal rhyme constraint, according to which rhymes are
minimally bipositional (see chapter 3) is language-specific, and has to be
learned on the basis of indirect negative evidence. This property of Dutch
is typically learned late: children frequently produce rhymes consisting of a
short vowel, especially in final unstressed syllables, and still do so in the
final recording sessions. The minimal rhyme constraint has to be learned on
the basis of indirect negative evidence; that is, the absence of rhymes
consisting of short vowels. Such evidence is available, since the child will
never find a match when comparing his or her output forms containing V
18 This is certainly true for the input forms that the child uses for his or her output.
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rhymes with the input forms. The complete absence of matching between
output forms with V rhymes and target words constitutes the (indirect)
evidence for learning this language-particular constraint.
In the production of VVCson either vowel length is preserved, triggering
final sonorant deletion, or the final sonorant is preserved, triggering vowel
shortening, showing that the child aims at realising two positions in the
rhyme. If vowel length before sonorants did not matter, i.e., were not
represented, then the fact that target VCson rhymes are not produced as
VVCson rhymes by the child is purely accidental. However, the child produces
both long and short vowels before obstruents. What needs to be explained
is the fact that the strong relationship between a sonorant and the preceding
vowel is not observed between an obstruent and the preceding vowel.
I will argue that the observed patterns can be described by assuming that
(i) vowel length is more or less mastered; (ii) sonorants are in the nucleus,
obstruents in the coda; (iii) rhymes are maximally bipositional and (iv) the
earlier branching rhyme template (39) is preferred over the newly acquired
branching nucleus template (41).
At stage III obstruents after long vowels are generally not deleted.
Moreover, the child's data contain vowel length errors before obstruents
that go in both directions: long vowels are shortened before obstruents, and
short vowels are lengthened before obstruents. There is no relation between
final obstruent deletion and vowel length errors. Although VVCobst is some-
times produced as VCobst' VCobst is also frequently realised as VVCobst' Final
obstruent deletion is rare at this stage, but if it occurs if is equally likely to
occur before long and short vowels. It therefore seems that the child
realises a vowel and the coda consonant. However, if the coda consonant
is realised, the preceding vowel can only occupy one position in the nucleus,
given a maximal bipositional rhyme. Thus, although vowel length distinc-
tions may be mastered, they cannot be represented in all positions. That is,
vowel length cannot be represented at the same time as obstruents (or
sonorant consonants). While a branching nucleus can either be filled by a
short vowel plus a sonorant consonant or a long vowel, a branching rhyme
can only be filled by a vowel and an obstruent.
On the assumption that the child allows maximally two positions in the
rhyme we may expect to find the same relationship between vowels and
obstruents as between vowels and sonorants: preservation of vowel
lengthening, triggering final obstruent deletion, and vowel shortening if the
final obstruent is realised. However, this is not exactly what we find.
Although target long vowels are sometimes shortened before obstruents in
the child's output forms, the reverse also occurs, i.e., lengthening of target
short vowels before obstruents. Lengthening under deletion of the obstruent
is, however, not attested. It seems that all vowels are monopositional before
obstruents. Apparently, the representation that is acquired earlier, i.e., the
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one with a rhyme branching into a nucleus and a coda (39), is preferred to
one acquired later, i.e., the one in (41) with a branching nucleus, explaining
the lack of compensatory lengthening under deletion of obstruents.
The alternative hypothesis would be that obstruents following long vowels
are not in the coda, but are in extrarhymal position. However, if the child's
template has an extrarhymal position at this stage, why are sonorants
following long vowels not produced in that position? The only requirement
for consonants in extrarhymal position is that they have to obey the
Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) (see chapter 3, section 3.3). Sonorants
following long vowels do obey the SSP, just like obstruents following long
vowels. If the latter are produced in extrarhymal position, why not the
former? Moreover, if this position is available, and VCson is allowed by the
child's template, we also expect to find final clusters consisting of a
sonorant plus an obstruent. These are not attested at this stage. Further-
more, if this position is available, why are obstruents after long vowels more
prone to deletion at stage IV than at stage III? We would expect the
reverse. Therefore, I conclude that the extrarhymal position is not yet
available in the child's template at stage III.
We can then assume that obstruents are in the coda. If vowel length were
represented before obstruents, we would expect that: (i) long vowels would
be shortened before obstruents, but not the reverse: short vowels would not
be lengthened before obstruents; (ii) short vowels would be lengthened only
if the final obstruent were deleted; (iii) final obstruents would be deleted if
they followed a long vowel. However, these predictions are not borne out:
vowel length errors go in both direction, and moreover, whether or not final
obstruents are deleted seems to be independent of vowel length; obstruents
after long vowels are not more prone to deletion than obstruents after short
vowels at stage III. However, we will see in the next section that these
predictions are borne out at stage IV. I therefore conclude that at stage III
vowel length is still not represented before obstruents, because of the
maximal rhyme constraint.
Additional evidence for the fact that vowel length is not represented
before obstruents comes from yet another repair strategy: a final consonant
is sometimes produced after a long vowel in the production of VVCson
targets. However, the final sonorant is replaced by an obstruent in these
cases, as shown in (42.):
(42.) Substitution iffinal sonorants !?y obstruents
konijn Iko:'neinl --7 [neit]
boom Ibo:ml --7 [bo:X]
(1;10·9)
(1;10·2.3)
Vowels still seem to occupy one skeletal position before obstruents. If this
is true, the child's rhyme template seems to be bipositional at this stage, and
is either represented as in (39) or as in (41). That is, the child either has a
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branching rhyme or a branching nucleus, but not both at the same time.
Therefore, long vowels before obstruents are not represented as bipositional
at stage III. More evidence will be given in the next section.
To summarise, Jarmo makes a difference between obstruents and
sonorants, in that sonorants following long vowels are more often deleted
than (i) both obstruents and sonorants following short vowels, and (ii)
obstruents following long vowels at stage III. The child has the following
bipositional rhyme templates at this stage:
(43) Rhyme templates at stage III
Rh
~
Nu Cd
Rh
Nu
~
Vr:l c., V r+sonl
where Vel) stands for both short and long vowels; and, (+son] is either a
sonorant consonant or the second part of a long vowel or diphthong
5.3.4. Stage IV: extrarhymal consonants
Characteristic of stage IV is that, after long vowels, but not after short ones,
obstruents are now more often deleted than at stage III. This indicates that
vowel length is being represented before obstruents as well. At stage IV,
VVCobst is often produced as either VV or VCobst"This bears resemblance
to production of VVCson at stage III: VVCson was produced as either VV
or VCson'
Moreover, although VCobst was sometimes produced as VVCobst at stage
III, this is far less likely at stage IV. VCobst is produced correctly most of
the time. It is seldom produced as V or VVCobst' In other words, the data
seem to show that vowels and obstruents show a similar relationship as do
vowels and sonorants at stage III: the rhyme is maximally binary, but there
are now different ways of realising a binary rhyme. One option is not found,
however: vowel lengthening under deletion of an obstruent, i.e., VCobst -7
VV, is not attested. Apparently, compensatory lengthening is restricted to
nuclei, providing further evidence for the claim that obstruents and
sonorants are in different positions in the syllable. It is also an argument for
having nuclei as constituents. In other respects, the representations in (39)
and (41) are equivalent, in that there is no clear preference for either one.
A long vowel occupies two positions, and the final obstruent following the
long vowel therefore cannot be part of the rhyme, but has to be in
extrarhymal position. Apparently this position is not yet always present in
the child's template, and, hence, final obstruents following long vowels are
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often deleted in the case that long vowels are represented as bipositional.
That is, the following mappings now exist:
(44) Different r!?Jmestructures at stage IV
Rh
.>>:
Nu Cd
I
V c.,
Rh Rh
I
Nu
»<.
V c.,
Nu
.r>.V V
For:
target VVCobst
target VCobst
target VVC,on
target vvc.;
target VC,on
target Vc'on
target VVC,on
However, although VVCobst is often produced as either VV or VCobst' as
shown above, it is produced correctly in many instances. Moreover, the
percentage of correctly produced VVCson targets also increases at this stage.
Furthermore, the first final clusters appear at this stage too. It seems that
the child is learning to represent final consonants after a long vowel or after
a combination of a short vowel plus a sonorant. That is, the child's template
can now accommodate three positions. However, the newly acquired
position is often overruled by the child's previous templates: the bipositional
rhyme templates of stage III. If this third position in the rhyme were
already present at stage III, the increase of deleted obstruents only after
long vowels at stage IV is unexpected. Moreover, we would expect to find
correctly produced VVCson targets, and also final clusters at stage III (see
section 5.4.1), but this is not attested at stage III.
Apparently rhymes are optimally binary, as shown above. A long vowel
occupies two positions, and therefore the final obstruent following the long
vowel cannot be part of the rhyme. Since universally rhymes are maximally
bipositional, the obstruent has to be in extrarhymal position. Apparently this
position is just becoming available in the child's template at stage IV, and,
hence, final obstruents following long vowels are sometimes produced and
sometimes not. That is, the bipositional template can still sometimes overrule
the newly acquired template in two ways: (i) it may be the case that at stage
IV vowel length before obstruents is not always represented; in other words,
the child assumes the templates and preferences available at stage III; or (ii)
VVC is mapped onto any bipositional rhyme template. In that case the final
consonant is deleted, or the vowel is shortened, as shown in (44).
The extrarhymal position is becoming part of the child's template, but is
often not yet realised. We have seen before that a new position or template
is not used immediately across the board, but there is a transition stage at
which either both the 'old' parameter values are at work, and the new value
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is tested; or the old values are still assigned to previously acquired words,
while newly acquired words are analysed as having the new values. In any
event, at stage IV the following parameter is being set, with the default
value is [No] (underlined) and the marked value [yes]:
(45) Extrarl?Jmal parameter
A (final) bipositional rhyme can be followed by an extra consonant
as long as it obeys the Sonority Sequencing Principle. [Yes/No]
When this parameter is set to the marked value the child has the following
templates:
(46) Tripositional templates
(J (J
.>>:
On Rh On Rh
..->; II
Nu Cd Nu ERP
I ~
V c., V r+sonl C
As was argued in section 3.3 on adult Dutch syllable structure, consonants
following long and short vowels are in different positions in adult Dutch:
a consonant following a short vowel is part of the rhyme, whereas a
consonant following a long vowel is in an extrarhymal position adjacent to
the rhyme, since rhymes are argued to be maximally bipositional (Kager
1989, among others). Extrarhymal consonants have to obey the sonority
sequencing principle (SSP), as opposed to extrasyllabic consonants, which
crucially do not obey the SSP (see chapter 3). Therefore, the extrarhymal
consonant is not present after VCabst rhymes: it does not obey the SSP,
since there are no consonants of a lower sonority value than obstruents,
unless we differentiate between fricatives and plosives. In the next section,
we will see, however, that the child does not yet have any fricative-plosive
clusters. Therefore, I assume that the child has not yet differentiated
between the two kinds of final obstruents with respect to sonority, and that
the extrasyllabic position is not yet available. Moreover, the child does not
realise clusters consisting of a liquid followed by a nasal either. I therefore
assume that the child simply distinguishes obstruents from sonorants. The
extrarhymal position in (46) is filled with an obstruent after a VCsan or a
VV rhyme. However, sonorants after long vowels also occupy this position.
At stage IV Jarmo begins to acquire this aspect of Dutch syllable structure.
To summarise, at stage IV Jarmo learns two new aspects of Dutch syllable
structure: (i) vowel length is represented before obstruents as well as before
sonorants, and (ii) a bipositional rhyme can be followed by an extrarhymal
position, which has to obey the Sonority Sequencing Principle.
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5.4. Consonant clusters
The analysis presented above makes predictions as to the occurrence of final
and medial consonant clusters. It is predicted that final clusters only appear
at stage IV. I show in section 5+ I that this prediction is borne out. It is
also predicted that, if extrarhymal positions are restricted to word edges, no
vve rhymes occur word-internally. This prediction is also borne out, as will
be shown in section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Final consonant clusters
The analysis given in the preceding sections makes the prediction that final
consonant clusters are deleted at stage I, since the child has a core syllable
template. However, adult target words with complex codas are not
attempted before 1;7.15 by Jarmo. This might be due to the 'selection'
strategy. When these words are no longer avoided by the child, but are
actually selected for production, J armo uses the 'repair' strategy: the clusters
are reduced, either totally (47a) or partially (47b). Total reduction occurs less
frequently than partial reduction, which is expected, since at stage II the
child already has a coda in his syllable template.
<47> Jarmo
a. STAGE I (forms typical of stage I, occurring at stage II)
paard Ipa:rtl ~ [peij, [pal] (1;7.15)
~ [hal] (1;8.12)
~ [pal] (1;8.26)
b. STAGE II
paard Ipa:rtl ~ [pals] (1;7.15)
paard Ipa:rtl ~ [pa:c] (1;7.15)
eend le:ntl ~ [a:t] (1;7.15)
~ [at] (1;7.29)
~ [et] (1;9·9)
fiets I fi:tsl ~ [Phs] (1;9·9)
hoot /Eceylt/ ~ [hceyt] (1;9.23)
fiets I fi:tsl ~ [fi:s], [hij] (1;9.23)
With striking regularity, the realised final consonant is an obstruent. As we
saw above, at this stage Jarmo has a syllable template which allows a
branching rhyme, that is, he has a coda which only can be occupied by
obstruents. Sonorants cannot be mapped onto this template and, as a result,
they are deleted, as shown in (48).
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~
Nu Cd
i I
Vel)
I
e :
Stray erasure, because the
sonorant cannot be mapped
onto the child's template
Note also that vowel length errors occur, as predicted, since vowel length
distinctions are not distinctive at stage II.
The interesting stage is stage III, where Jarmo has both branching rhymes
and branching nuclei. I argued that obstruents are in the coda, and
sonorants in the nucleus, but that they cannot both occur in the same
syllable. I assumed above that J armo has a bipositional rhyme at this stage,
because of the deletion of sonorants after long vowels, which apparently
cannot be realised in the coda for two reasons: first, sonorants are not
allowed in the coda, and second, the rhyme is maximally bipositional.
Moreover, vowel length errors before target sonorants typically occur in two
environments: (i) long vowels in the adult target are shortened in the child's
produced form if the following sonorant is realised; (ii) short vowels in the
adult target are lengthened in the child's production form if the following
sonorant is not realised. Since vowel length distinctions are not systematical-
ly realised before obstruents, I argued that vowel length is not represented
before obstruents, and thus that a branching rhyme (nucleus-coda) also has
two positions. Another argument for the claim that rhymes are maximally
bipositional at this stage is the absence of final consonant clusters. If the
child's template can have both a branching rhyme and a branching nucleus
in the same syllable at this stage, VCsonCobst and VVCson rhymes are
expected. These are, however, not attested at this stage. The absence of
VVC rhymes has been described and explained above. Here I will describe
how children treat target words with final clusters.
Unfortunately, there are not many target words with final clusters produced
by the child, but let us look at the available data at stage III. The target forms
in (49a) all end in sequence of a long vowel, a sonorant and an obstruent;
those in (49b) in a short vowel preceding the sonorant-obstruent cluster.
(49)
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Jarmo: STAGE III
a. paard Ipa:rtl -7
eend I emtl -7
paard Ipa:rtl -7
taart Ita:rtl -7
b. olifant l'o:li:,fontl-7
hond Ih:.mtl -7
zand I zunt/' -7
[pa:p]
[e:t], [et]
[ta:t]
[ta:t]
['::>tu:'tart]
[h::>t]
[tam]
(1;10·9)
(1;11.20)
(2;0.4)
(2;0.28)
(1;11.20)
(2;0.28)
(2;1.8)
The following observations can be made. (i) Clusters are never produced as
such at stage III. (ii) In all but one form, only the obstruent is realised. The
one exception is the word zand /zcnt/, produced as [tam]. If all vowels
before obstruents are represented by one V slot, then none of the forms has
a tripositional rhyme, confirming the hypothesis that at stage III the child
has a bipositional rhyme template, either realised by a branching rhyme or
a branching nucleus, but not both. That is, there is no clear evidence that
the child allows an extra position after a bipositional rhyme at this stage.
If we look at the production forms of these target forms at stage IV (50)
similar observations can be made. Again, there is only one form in which
the cluster is reduced to a sonorant (nasal); the other clusters, with two
exceptions, are reduced to plosives, Vowel length errors occur in the
productions of target words with short vowels (50b), but not in those with
long vowels (50a). Deletion of the sonorant does not necessarily trigger
lengthening of the preceding vowel (50C), although frequently it does (50b).
(50d) gives the only two production forms with a sonorant-obstruent
cluster. Note that in neither of these two cases are vowels lengthened.
(5°)
a.
Jarmo: STAGEIV
eens lemsl -7 [y:s] (2;2.6)
taart Ita:rtl -7 [ta:t] (2;2.6)
staart Ista:rtl -7 [ta:t] (2;3'9)
paard Ipa:rtl -7 [pa:t] (2;4.1)
hert Ihertl -7 [harp] (2;1.22)
hond Ih::>ntl -7 [hots] (2;1.22)
olifant I 'o:li:,fontl -7 ['ho:'taut] (2;1.22)
melk Imdkl -7 [ma:k] (2;2.27)
-7 [ma:k] (2;3·9)
hert Ihertl -7 [het] (2;1.22)
bord Ib::>rtl -7 [p::>s] (2;2.27)
hond Ih::>ntl -7 [h::>t] (2;2.27)
hert Ihertl -7 [het] (2;4.1)
olifant I'o:li:.fontl -7 ['h::>ntd'flofj] (2;4.1)
hand Ihontl -7 [hont] (2;3·9)
strand Istrontl -7 [tlont] (2;3·9)
b.
c.
d.
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The fact that the only vowel length errors involve the lengthening of short
vowels when a sonorant is deleted (although deletion does not necessarily
trigger vowel lengthening) is unlikely to be accidental. This seems to point
to the following conclusions. (i) At stage IV the child has mastered vowel
length distinctions; all long vowels are represented as bipositional. (ii) The
fact that consonants after long vowels are often produced indicates that the
child's template allows that an extra final consonant is added to the
bipositional rhyme template. Moreover, the two cases in which a nasal-
plosive cluster is produced (without lengthening of the preceding vowel)
provide crucial evidence for the fact that a bipositional rhyme can be
followed by an extra consonant.
In section 5.3.4 I argued that characteristic of stage IV is the fact that the
child's template allows an extrarhymal consonant. This consonant obeys the
SSP. In chapter 4 I argued that only consonants that do not obey the SSP
are outside the scope of the syllable, and therefore in extrasyllabic position.
As will be shown shortly, at stage IV no violations of the SSP are attested;
there is thus no evidence for assuming an extra syllabic final position in the
child's template.l"
Assuming that a bipositional rhyme can be followed by an extra con-
sonant that has to obey the SSP, it is expected that the child will not
produce target words ending in a short vowel followed by two obstruents
as such: in that case the SSP is violated. Let us look then at words ending
in two obstruents.
The data from stage III show that these clusters are usually reduced to a
single obstruent (5ra, b):
19 An additional argument against the presence of an extrasyllabic final consonant is the
following: consonants in the appendix are restricted to coronal obstruents. However, the child
produces also sonorants after a bipositional rhyme (ii,a).Moreover, obstruents following long
vowels can be either labial, coronal or dorsal, as shown in (ii, b, c, d):
(ii) Jarmo
a. haan
maan
b. jeep
aap
c. staart
neus
d. boek
kijk
/ham/
/mam/
/d)i:p/
/a:p/
/sta:rt/
/nms/
/bu:k/
Ikeik!
~ [balm]
~ [main]
~ [ti:p]
~ [alp]
~ [ta:t]
~ [nors]
~ [pu:k]
~ [ka:k]
(2;1.22)
(2;1.22)
(2;1.22)
(2;2.6)
(2;1.22)
(2;1.22)
(2;1.22)
(2;1.22)
<51)
a.
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Jarmo: STAGEIII
fiets I fi:tsl -7 [tilt] (2;0·4)
fiets I fi:tsl -7 [ttt] , [di:t] (2;0.28)
loopt Ilo:ptl -7 [ho:p] (2;0.28)
kast Ikostl -7 [kos] (2;0.28)
vast Ivostl -7 [tat], [ta:t] (2;I.8)
b.
At stage III only one form is produced with what looks like a cluster,
although it is more likely to be an affricate (52a), since in all other cases the
cluster consisting of two obstruents is reduced. Moreover, final plosives are
sometimes produced as affricates too, as shown in (52b).
<52) Jarmo: STAGE III
a. fiets I fi:tsl -7 [tilts] (2;0-4)
b. uit I~ytl -7 [ots] (1;9·9)
poes Ipu:sl -7 [py:ts] (I;II.6)
poes Ipu:sl -7 [pu:ts] (2;I.8)
Similar observations can be made for stage IV: in almost all cases the cluster
is reduced (53a). In three cases a cluster is produced, but in all three cases
it is Its/, which might also considered to be an affricate (53b).
<53)
a.
Jarmo: STAGE IV
vracht Ivroxtl -7 [fax] (2;1.22)
acht loxtl -7 [op] (2;2.6)
geweest Ix;)'ve:stl -7 [nels] (2;2.27)
rijst Ireistl -7 Ueis] (2;2.27)
geweest Ix;)'ve:stl -7 [leis] (2;4.1)
hoofd Iho:ftl -7 [ho:f] (2;4. I)
muts /muts/' -7 [ty:ts] (2;1.22)
fiets I fi:tsl -7 [ttts] (2;2.6)
muts ImHtsl -7 [mHts] (2;2.27)
b.
I argued above that at this stage the child indeed considers long vowels to
be bipositional. Moreover, I argued that the child's template allows an
extrarhymal consonant after a bipositional rhyme. On the assumption that
Itsl is an affricate, and thus a single segment, no further stipulations have
to be made: the attested patterns all follow from the constraints on the
child's templates, repeated in (54). Since no adult target words ending in a
rhyme consisting of a vowel followed by two obstruents (other than Its/)
are attested, I conclude that Jarmo's syllable (or word) template does not yet
license an appendix (extrasyllabic consonant(s)), and that extrarhymal
consonants obey the SSP. If the coda is filled with an obstruent, the
extrarhymal position cannot be filled: this would violate the SSP.
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Stage IV: Extrar!?Jmalposition eiftersonorants, but not efter obstruents
a ar~
Nu ERP
.r-:
V [+son] Cobst V Cobst
This explains why sonorant-obstruent clusters appear before clusters
consisting of two obstruents. The latter require an appendix.
There is one remarkable case clearlyarguing for the more marked status
of clusters consisting of two obstruents: Jarmo produced an adult target
ending in a cluster of two obstruents with a nasal-plosive cluster, as shown
in (55):
<54)
!
Rh-: .
Nu Cd
<5 5) Jarmo
muts ImHtsl [mant]
However, if we assume that Itsl is a cluster, the matter is more complicat-
ed. Then the child's template must have a bipositional rhyme, followed by
an extrarhymal position, which is followed by an appendix to explain the
first case of (53b) and the form in (Fa), as schematised in (56):
<56) Bipositional r!?Jmeplus extrarhymal position plus appendix
Wd
f'~
Nu ERP
/~V V C
Y
<,
Appendix
!
C
(t)
(t)
muts
fiets
Imatsl
lfi:tsl
[tyl'tS]
[tins]
In the other two cases of (53b), there is a bipositional (branching) rhyme
and an appendix. The only evidence for an appendix are the forms given
above ending in Its!' Moreover, since we find both shortening of a long
vowel before Itsl (57a), and lengthening of a short vowel (57b), the
production of Itsl is not dependent on the length of the preceding vowel,
although the It I is in different position after short and long vowels.
Jarmo
worm II)::>rml [sorn]
[mom]
(2;1.22)
(2;3·9)
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<57) Jarmo
a. fiets I fi:tsl ---7 [tilts] (2;0·4)
fiets lfi:tsl ---7 [tstts] (2;2.6)
b. muts Imtltsl ---7 [ty:ts] (2;1.22)
muts Imtltsl ---7 [mtlts] (2;2.27)
Therefore, I will assume that Itsl has to be considered an affricate, and thus
occupies one skeletal position: either the extrarhymal position or the coda.
To summarise, there is no clear evidence that the child has an extrarhymal
position in the syllable template before stage N, when final clusters
consisting of a sonorant plus an obstruent occur. Moreover, at this stage
vowels are regularly lengthened when the sonorant of the sonorant-
obstruent cluster is deleted. From 2;0.4 Itsl occasionally occurs in the
child's forms, but these cases have been analysed as ending in an affricate.
In that case, only one single obstruent is allowed. Thus, at stage IV the
child allow a bipositional rhyme to be followed by an extrarhymal consonant
at word edges.
One additional observation should be made. There are two production
forms of a target word ending in a cluster of two sonorants. These are
given in (58):
As predicted, two sonorants cannot be accommodated into the child's
template, because it would violate the SSP, and therefore, the cluster is
reduced. Again, no vowel length errors occur.
Do clusters following a short vowel behave differently from those
following a long vowel? All clusters, both sonorant-obstruent and
obstruent-obstruent, following a long vowel are reduced to a single
obstruent, while there is variation in the case that a sonorant-obstruent
cluster follows a short vowel: then, three different patterns are attested: (i)
the cluster is reduced to an obstruent, (ii) the cluster is reduced to the
sonorant (which is always the nasal); or (iii) the cluster is produced as a
cluster. We saw that in the latter two cases no vowel length errors occur,
whereas if clusters are reduced to obstruents this frequently triggers
lengthening of the preceding vowel. This is taken as additional evidence that
the child allows an extra position at word edges at stage IV.
Let us now look at the production of final clusters by other children.
Elke's data on the acquisition of rhymes are largely comparable with Jarmo's
(see appendix G). She has only branching rhymes at the first stage, where
the coda can only be filled by obstruents. Moreover, vowel length is not
mastered. At the next stage (stage 2), sonorants appear. They show the same
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close relationship with vowels as we saw in Jarmo's data. Vowel length is
non-distinctive before obstruents, but is distinctive before sonorants at this
stage. In other words, Elke seems to have a minimal and maximal bi-
positional rhyme template at stage II. The main difference between Jarmo
and Elke is that Elke shows no increase in final obstruent deletion in the
next stage (Elke's stage III). At that stage vowel length errors no longer
occur before obstruents, indicating that Elke has mastered vowel length
distinctions in all environments. Since final obstruents are not deleted, and
long vowels are represented as bipositional, she has an extra position after
the bipositional rhyme, which seems to be restricted to obstruents, since
sonorants after long vowels are generally not realised, unless the vowel is
shortened. The prediction is that at this stage final clusters appear.
At stage I and II all final sonorant-obstruent clusters following target
short vowels are reduced to obstruents (59a, b). Only at stage III does
deletion of sonorants systematically trigger vowel lengthening (59c). At stage
III clusters appear, as predicted (59d).
<59) Elke's sonorant-obstruent clusters afier short vowels
a. STAGE I
kind Iktntl ~ [ktJl (1;6.25)
hond Ih:mtl ~ lh:>t] (1;8,31)
~ [:>t]'] (1;9.10)
b. STAGE II
hond /Iont/ ~ [:>t] (1;10.21)
tent ItEntl ~ [ret] (1;10.21)
valt Ivaltl ~ [fat]'] (1;10.21)
hond Ih:>ntl ~ [:>t]'] (1;11.7)
~ lh:>t] (2;0.25)
Gert Ixertl ~ [Xet] (2;2.6)
spons /spona/ ~ [pos] (2;3027)
vork Iv:>rkl ~ [bk] (2;3027)
hond Ih:>ntl ~ lho:t]'] (1;10.21)
valt Ivaltl ~ [fa:t] (1;10.21)
hond Ih:>ntl ~ [aut] (1;11.7)
hond Ih:>ntl ~ [o:t] (I;II.28)
c. STAGE III: Compensatory lengthening
melk Imdkl ~ [meuk] (2;2.21)
hond Ih:>ntl ~ [hort] (2;3027)
valt Ivaltl ~ [faut] (2;4· 15)
melk Imelkl ~ [meuk] (2;4.29)
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d. STAGE III: Final clusters
brand Ibrantl -7 [bant] (2;3027)
hond Ih:mtl -7 [honr] (2;3027)
olifant I'o:li:lant! -7 [lo:b1fant] (2;3027)
-7 ['Olfant] (2;3.27)
worst I v::>rstl -7 [VJRS] (2;4·15)
ank laf)kl -7 ['af)k] (2;4.29)
drinkt I'dtf)ktl -7 [dujt] (2;4.29)
klimt Ikltmtl -7 [ktmt] (2;4.29)
olifant Ilo:li:lantl -7 [IOlflant] (2;4.29)
Elke seems to have acquired an extra consonant position word-finally at
stage III: a bipositional rhyme can be followed by an extra consonant. Since
these final consonants are either coronal or dorsal (59c, d),20 they are
probably in the extrarhymal position, rather than in the appendix. If this is
correct, we do not expect final clusters consisting of two obstruents (they
violate the SSP), nor do we expect sonorant-obstruent clusters following
long vowels. The latter indeed do not occur: most clusters are reduced to
obstruents. At stage III one form with a final cluster is produced; however,
the target long vowel is shortened, as shown in (60):
(60) Elke: S onorant-obstruent clusters eifter long vowels
a. STAGE I
eend Ie:nt! -7 [at], [Et] (1;8·31)
kaars Ika:rsl -7 [kES], [taJ] (1;8,31)
eend Ie:ntl -7 [atf'] (1;9.24)
paard Ipa:rtl -7 [pat] (1;9.24)
b. STAGE II
eend Ie:nt! -7 [e:t], [a:tf'] (1;10.21)
-7 [het] (1;11.7)
paard Ipa:rtl -7 [pa:tf'] (1;11.7)
eend le:nt! -7 [e:fs] (2;1.16)
huilt IhITyltl -7 [hceyt], [haus] (2;2.6)
eend Ie:ntl -7 [e:t] (2;3027)
c. STAGEIII
eend Ie:ntl -7 [tnt] (2;3027)
20 There seems to be a general tendency to link labial consonants at the beginnings of words,
while dorsals are preferred word-finally (see Levelt, to appear).
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These data indicate that Elke does not have an appendix and an extrarhymal
position. Let us look at final obstruent-obstruent clusters to decide which
of the two positions she actually has. Elke does not select target words
containing obstruent-obstruent clusters following short vowels at stage I, but
target words with long vowels and an obstruent-obstruent cluster are
selected for production.r' They are invariably reduced to a single obstru-
ent, as shown in (6Ia). The same is true for stage II and III (6Ia, b):
(61) Elke: Reduction iffinal obstruent-obstruent clusters
a. STAGEI
fiets I fi:tsl ~ [tiU) (1;7.8)
~ [fiU) (1;9.10)
b. STAGEII
dicht Idtxtl ~ [tts] (1;10.2 I)
muts ImHtsl ~ [mu:t] (2;0. II)
~ [mut] (2;0. II)
fiets I fi:tsl ~ [ttt], [tilt] (2;0. II)
echt IExti ~ [ax] (2;2.6)
c. STAGEIII
muts ImHtsl ~ [mts] , [mes] (2;2.21)
dicht Idtxtl ~ [dts] (2;3027)
echt IExl ~ [EX] (2;3.27)
fiets I fi:tsl ~ [filS] (2;4.15)
beest Ibe:stl ~ [be:s] (2;4.29)
However, she produces two forms with a final cluster at stage III, as shown
in (62):
Elke: Final clusters at stage III
kast Ikastl ~
worst Irorst/' ~
(kast]
[iost]
(2;3027)
(2;4. 15)
Although these forms might indicate that Elke has an appendix, this is not
necessarily the case: if she regards plosives as less sonorous than fricatives,
these forms are not violating the SSP, and may be analysed with an extra-
rhymal position, following the rhyme consisting of a nucleus and a coda.
Robin's data are also very similar to Jarmo's and Elke's. However, they
differ in two respects. First, nasals seem to be represented in the coda.
Vowel length errors before nasals invariably occur in closed syllables. For
21 I have no explanation for this selection strategy.
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vowel length errors before liquids the same pattern is attested as for Elke
and] armo. Only liquids are part of the nucleus. Second, although Robin
acquires the vowel length distinction fairly late before obstruents and nasals
(at stage IV beginning at age 2;I.26, see appendix G), the extrarhymal
position is available quite early. He starts producing final sonorant-obstruent
clusters from 1;9.24 (63). The data in (63) clearly show that vowel length has
not been mastered.
(63) Robin: Final clusters
bank Ibaf)kl ~ [bunk] (1;9.24)
brand Ibrantl ~ [ba:nt] (1;10·7)
zand Izantl ~ [sant] (1;10.2I)
plons Ipbnsl ~ [pons] (1;10·7)
wind IV1nt! ~ [ftnt] (1;10·7)
zand Izantl ~ [za:nt] (1;10.21)
grond Ixnnt! ~ [suint] (I ;10.2I)
pIons Ipbnsl ~ [pmnt] (1;10.21)
Clusters are not always produced as such. Sometimes they are reduced, as
shown in (64), either to the plosive (64a) or to the nasal (64b):
(64) &bin's cluster reduction
a. brand Ibrantl ~ [bat] (I;II.21)
denk IdEf)kl ~ [ttk] (I;II.21)
b. brant Ibrantl ~ [ban] (2;I.7)
land Ilant! ~ Uan] (2;I.7)
Although obstruent-obstruent clusters are frequently reduced. to single
obstruents (65a), he also has a few final fricative-plosive clusters from
2;0.18 (65b):
(65) Robin's production if target final obstruent-obstruent clusters
a. Cluster reduction
dicht Id1xtl ~ [d1s] (1;8.24)
feest Ife:stl ~ [f1s] (1;9.24)
hoofd Iho:ftl ~ [ho:t] (1;9.24)
vracht IvraXt! ~ [tat] (1;1I.7)
~ [fax] (1;1I.21)
dicht Id1Xt! ~ [d1X] (2;0.18)
b. Realisation if clusters
dicht Id1xtl ~ [ttxt] (2;0.18)
verstopt /vcr'stopt/' ~ [pmft] (2;0.18)
feest Ife:stl ~ [f1st] (2;0.18)
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These data suggest that vowel length need not be mastered before the
extrarhymal position can be learned. Rather, it seems that Robin first
acquires a branching rhyme (nucleus-coda), where the coda can be filled by
an obstruent or a nasal (stage I). The next step in his development seems
to be the acquisition of an extrarhymal position in his template (stage II),
rather than the acquisition of a branching nucleus. However, Robin has
branching nuclei at stage IV. From this pattern of development we have to
conclude that the branching nucleus parameter and the extrarhymal
parameter are completely independent. The order in which these parameters
are fixed can vary for different children.
Let us now look at the production of medial clusters in adult target words
to see whether the extrarhymal position is only available at word endings.
5.4.2. Medial consonant clusters
The prediction for word-internal clusters is that at stage I all word-internal
syllable-final consonants are deleted, since the child only has a core syllable
template. Again, medial clusters are avoided by Jarmo until 1;7.15, probably
due to a selection strategy. At stage II, where obstruents are usually realised
in syllable-final position, the data show that this is never the case with
word-medial obstruents (66a). At stage III a similar pattern is found (66b):
(66) Jarmo
a. STAGE II
wipwap /'vtp,vap/ ~ ['pi:pa] (1;8.1Z)
~ ['bi:pa:] (1;8.z6)
vliegtuig /'vli:X,tceyX/ ~ ['ti:ta] (1;7.z9)
fietsen /'fi:tsd[n]/ ~ ['piUd] (1;9·Z3)
b. STAGE III
fietsen /'fi:tsd[n]/ ~ ['piUd] (1;11.20)
poetsen /'pu:tsd[n]/ ~ ['tu:td] (1;11.20)
wipwap /'vtp,vap/ ~ ['ptpa] (z;0-4)
vliegtuig /'vli:X,tceyX/ ~ ['ti:tceyfj (z;I.8)
~ ['fi:tceyfj (z;I.8)
At stage IV there are two target words with a medial cluster consisting of
two obstruents, which are sometimes realised with a medial cluster by Jarmo
(67a), although reduction also occurs (67b):
Jarmo: STAGE IV
a. struisvogel /'strceys,vo:XdI! ~
vliegtuig /'vli:X,tceyx/ ~
b. struisvogel /'strceys,vo:Xdl/ ~
aardbei /'a:rt,bei/ ~
['tceys'fo:xo:]
['ttX'tceyX]
['tcey'Xo:X0:]
['a:pei]
(Z;1.ZZ)
(Z;Z.Z7)
(Z;1.Zz)
(z;z.6)
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These, however, all are compounds, and, given the level stress, probably
considered as two words by the child. However, Jarmo's production of
aardbei indicates that he considers this as a single word. The fact that the
whole syllable-final cluster is deleted in this case supports the hypothesis
that extrarhymal consonants are not allowed word-medially.
Unfortunately, no words with a medial cluster of two obstruents preceded
by a short vowel are selected for production by Jarmo. These forms would
be able to tell us whether codas are allowed word-internally in the child's
system. Therefore we cannot conclude that Jarmo realises the coda position
word-internally.f
There are far more words with word-medial clusters consisting of a
sonorant and an obstruent, although they only occur at stages III and IV.
At stage III these clusters are reduced to a single consonant: the obstruent.
This obstruent seems to be the onset of the second syllable. All available
data from stage III are given in (68):
(68) Jarmo: STAGEIII
a. tanden /'tandd[n]/ ---7 ['tatd] (I;II.20)
drinken /'drtf)b[n]/ ---7 ['ktb] (2;0.28)
varkens /'varbns/ ---7 ['kabs], [fokos] (2;0.28)
b. drinken /'drtf)b[n]/ ---7 ['te:b] (I;IO.23)
pinda /'ptnda:/ ---7 ['ki:ka:] (2;0.28)
Monkey /'m:>f)ki:l ---7 ['ko:gi:] (2;0.28)
wortel /'v:>rtdll ---7 ['tOlD] (2;r.8)
It can be observed that (i) the word-medial syllable-final sonorant is never
produced; rather, the obstruent is always produced, and (ii) in half of the
cases vowel lengthening occurs, probably compensatory lengthening (68b).
That is, the position of the sonorant is sometimes realised in the child's
template (a bipositional rhyme or nucleus), but is filled by spreading the
vowel. However, vowel lengthening does not always occur (68a). These data
resemble the patterns found for word-final sonorant-obstruent clusters.
Whether the rhymes in the first syllables of the words in (68a) are
bipositional or monopositional is hard to tell. It could be the case that the
realised obstruents are ambisyllabic; i.e., they are both the coda of the first
syllable and the onset of the second.
At stage IV three patterns can be observed: (i) the clusters is now
produced (69a); (ii) the sonorant is deleted, triggering vowel lengthening
(69b), and (iii) the nasal is produced (69c):
22 The absence of word-internal codas is not predicted by the theory. However, it may be the
case that the complexity of words is restricted in some other ways. Itmay, for example, be the
case that if a word contains more than one or two syllables, the produced syllables are
relatively simple, whereas if the child only produces one syllable, it may be fairly complex.
However, further research into these matters is required.
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(69) Jarmo: STAGEIV
a. drinken /'dtlf]kd[n]/ -7 ['uf]kd] (2;2.6)
Selma !'selma:/ -7 [Jdma:] (2;3·9)
drinken /'dtlf]kd[n]/ -7 ['tltf]ka] (2;4.r)
kalkoen /,kal'ku:n/ -7 ['kern 'ku:n] (2;4. r)
b. ganzen /'xanSd[n]/ -7 [harso] (2;2.6)
Selma /'sdma:/ -7 ['nwma:] (2;2.6)
drinken /'dtlf]kd[n]/ -7 [siik»] (2;2.6)
Jarmo /'jarmo:/ -7 ['do:mo:], ['no:mo:] (2;3'9)
Selma /'sdma:/ -7 ['swma:] (2;3·9)
varken /'varkdn/ -7 [farko] (2;4- I)
c. vlinder /'vltnddr/ -7 [ktn»] (2;2.6)
andere /'anddtd/ -7 [rmo] (2;4. r)
vlinder /'vltnddrl -7 ['stno], [tstno] (2;4. r)
Vowel lengthening never occurs when the medial cluster is realised; neither
does it occur when the medial cluster is reduced to the nasal, indicating that
the nasal is part of the rhyme of the first syllable, and functions as the onset
of the second syllable as well in (69c). Vowel length errors typically occur
when the medial cluster is reduced to the obstruent: again, it seems that the
position of the sonorant is realised, but that it is filled by lengthening the
vowel. From the data the only conclusion we can draw is that branching
nuclei are allowed word-medially. There is no evidence that codas are
allowed word-medially, although there is no evidence that codas are not
allowed either. There is little evidence that extrarhymal consonants are not
allowed word-internally.
Robin's data illustrate that codas are allowed word-medially. However,
they do not show that extrarhymal positions are produced, since he has not
mastered vowel length distinctions. Therefore, since all vowels are
monopositional until stage IV, his template does not represent vowel length.
Therefore, long vowels followed by obstruents and nasals are analysed as
(bipositional) branching rhymes, as in (70).
Robin: medial VVC
speeltuin /'spe:l,treyn/
vliegtuig /'vli:x,treyx/
['dy:n'dreyn] (r;9.ro)
['fi:X'doxJ (r;9·24)
In most cases, medial clusters are reduced, as shown in (7ra, b); around the
age of 2 he starts producing medial clusters (7rc, d):
(71)
a.
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Robin
Cluster reduction: sonorant-obstruent
andere /'anddrd/ ~ ['mp] (1;8·7)
speeltuin / 'spe:l,tceyn/ ~ ['to:tcen] (1;9.24)
eenden /'e:nddn/ ~ ['e:td] (1;10·7)
drinken /'drtf)b[n]/ ~ ['ttb] (1;1 q)
Cluster reduction: obstruent-obstruent
vliegtuig / 'vli:X,tceyX/ ~ ['ti:ta:] (1;8.24)
fietsen /'fi:tsd[n]/ ~ ['fttd] (1;9.10)
tractor /'trekbr/ ~ ['taka] (1;10·7)
wipwap /'vtp,vap/ ~ ['vtpap] (1;10.21)
Medial clusters: sonorant-obstruent
winkel /'vtf)bl! ~ ['vtf)ka] (2;0.18)
vakantie /va:'kansi:/ ~ [tanti:] (2;q)
honkballen /'h:lf)k,bab[n]/ ~ ['h:lf)'bab] (2;q)
mensen /'mensd[n]/ ~ ['mensd] (2;q)
Medial clusters: obstruent-obstruent
kasteel /,kas'te:l/ ~ ['tas'tem] (2;q)
dokter /'d:lktdr/ ~ [doktar] (2;q)
pasta /'pasta:l ~ ['pasta:] (2;4.8)
b.
c.
d.
Elke's data are similar to Jarmo's. At the early stages all medial clusters are
reduced to obstruents, as shown in (72a). At stage II we find medial clusters
consisting of a sonorant and an obstruent (72b), although reduction still
occurs, often now triggering compensatory lengthening (72C). Only at stage
III do two obstruents occur word-medially; however, they are produced as
a geminate (72d).
(72) Elke's production of targets with medial clusters
a. Cluster reduction
dans en /'dansd[n]/ ~ ['tesa] (1;10.21)
Elke /'db/ ~ ['eb] (1;11.28)
fietsen /'fi:tsdn/ ~ ['si:sd] (1;11.28)
b. S onorant-obstruent clusters
Elke Alb/ ~ [ulko] (2;2.6)
winkel /'vtf)bl! ~ ['htf)kJ] (2;3-27)
drinken /'drtf)b[n]/ ~ ['dtf)b] (2;4.15)
c. Cluster reduction with compensatory lengthening
Elke Alb/ ~ ['a:b], ['eika] (2;2.6)
dans en /'dansd[n]/ ~ ['da:Sd] (2;3.27)
schildpad i'sxtl,pat/ ~ ['xi:pat] (2;4.29)
d. Obstruent-obstruent clusters
opruimen /':lp,rceymd[n]/ ~ [':lp'pceymd] (2;4.15)
taxi i'taksi:l ~ ['kas.si:] (2;4.29)
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The data in (72d) provide clear evidence that word-medially codas are allowed.
However, no such evidence exists for word-medial extrarhymal consonants.
5.4.3. Summary and discussion
From the way final clusters are treated by Jarmo we may conclude that at
stage IV bipositional rhymes can be followed by an extrarhymal consonant
at word edges, since at stage IV (i) rhymes consisting of a short vowel
followed by a sonorant-obstruent cluster are produced; (ii) if a final
sonorant-obstruent cluster is reduced to the obstruent, lengthening of the
target short vowel often occurs. If final sonorant-obstruent clusters are
reduced to nasals, vowel lengthening does not occur, indicating that the
sonorant is in the nucleus, rather than in the coda. The possibility that the
child's template consists of a bipositional rhyme optionally followed by an
appendix is excluded for the following reasons. (i)Dorsal and labial consonants
as well as sonorants appear after a bipositional rhyme, excluding the possibility
of an appendix, since in the appendix only coronal obstruents are allowed. (ii)
If there were an appendix in the child's template, we would have expected
final clusters consisting of two obstruents as well, which is not attested. The
only cases that could support the existence of an appendix are child's
production forms ending in [ts]. However, there is good reason to assume
that these have to be analysed as complex segments, rather than clusters.
Whether coda consonants (obstruents) can only appear at the edges of
words or also word-internally could not be decided on the basis of Jarmo's
data, because of the lack of relevant data. Elke's data at the final stage show
that they are just appearing at around 2;4. Robin's data clearly show word-
medial codas.
The study of the acquisition of medial clusters has brought to light that
although Jarmo did not produce word-medial syllable-final sonorants at
stage III, their position is often realised by lengthening of the preceding
vowel. At stage IV syllable-final word-medial sonorants are produced,
although reduction of the medial cluster still occurs. However, if the
sonorant is deleted, the preceding vowel is lengthened, whereas if the nasal
is realised, vowel lengthening is never attested. These data clearly support
the conclusion of the preceding sections, namely, that sonorants are part of
the nucleus. Similar conclusions can be drawn from Elke's data.
However, Robin's data showed that nasals are part of the coda, and that
only liquids are part of the nucleus. There is no evidence that the extra-
rhymal position exists word-internally. Therefore, I conclude that it is
restricted to word edges.
long vowels % short vowels
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5.5. Diphthongs, long vowels and weight
In chapter 3 we saw that both long vowels and diphthongs occupy two
positions in the rhyme in adult Dutch. The difference between long vowels
and diphthongs is that the former have one feature matrix which is shared
by both V slots, while the latter have two feature matrices, one for each V
slot (see (2». According to Kager (1989) diphthongs and short vowels
followed by a consonant pattern together in that both are heavy with
respect to syllable weight. If weight is represented by syllable structure we
could hypothesise that diphthongs are considered as short vowels followed
by a glide. However, as we saw above, short vowels followed by a sonorant
(glide, liquid and/or nasal) have almost the same representation as long
vowels, the difference being that long vowels have one root node, while
short vowels followed by a sonorant have two.
In the previous sections it has been shown that at stage II vowel length
is not yet represented: all vowels occupy one skeletal position. Evidence for
this position comes from the fact that both long vowels are shortened and
short vowels are lengthened, the latter being more frequent, as was shown
in (16) in section 5-1.2. If diphthongs are considered as short vowels plus
a glide, we expect them to pattern with the short vowels. On the other
hand, if diphthongs are regarded as long vowels we expect to find them to
pattern with the long vowels. (73) gives Jarmo's realisation of diphthongs
at the relevant stages:
(73) Jarmo s realisation oj diphthongs
% as diphthongs 550/0(1713 I) 67% (33/49) 8I% (4/53)
% as long vowels 10% (3/31) 16% (8/49) 9% (5/53)
% as short vowels 35% (I Ii 3I) 16% (8/49) 9% (5/53)
The percentages of vowel length errors for target long and short vowels are
given in (74):
(74) [armo's lengthening and shortening oj different target vowels
Target Child's production
short vowels % V: and Vi Vi
If we compare the production of diphthongs to the percentages of vowel length
errors for target long and short vowels, the following observations can be made:
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(i) Diphthongs pattern with long vowels with respect to vowel length
errors. Diphthongs are produced as short vowels in respectively
35%, 16% and 9% of the cases at the different stages, while long
vowels are shortened (32%, 15% and 8%, respectively). The
percentages are very similar.
(ii) Short vowels are produced as long vowels or diphthongs in 56%,
32% and 18% of the cases, respectively, while diphthongs are
produced as long vowels or diphthongs in respectively, 65%, 84%
and 9 I% of the cases.
From this we may conclude that long vowels and diphthongs pattern
together, and that diphthongs have to be regarded as long vowels, not as
short vowels followed by a glide.
In chapter 7, I discuss the acquisition of quantity in detail, but here I want
to anticipate the results. It will be shown first that long vowels and
diphthongs are not treated differently by children: they are both regarded as
light. Second, children regard any closed syllable as heavy, no matter what
consonant closes the syllable. Third, children do not differentiate between
heavy (VC) and superheavy (VVC and VCC) syllables, a difference often
proposed for adult Dutch (see chapters 3, 6 and 7).
From these findings the conclusion can be drawn that weight cannot be
directly expressed in terms of syllable structure: on the one hand, we find
that rhymes that have similar representations may differ in weight (for
example, VjVj versus VCsoJ; on the other hand, different representations for
rhymes may be equivalent with respect to weight (for example, WC versus
VC). As we will see in chapter 7, Dresher & Kaye propose a weight
parameter based on whether branching rhymes or branching nuclei make a
syllable heavy. However, it is not possible to interpret either a branching
rhyme or a branching nucleus as heavy in child language: although all
branching rhymes are heavy, it is not the case that all heavy syllables
have branching rhymes. Neither rhymes ending in a short vowel followed
by a sonorant nor rhymes ending in a long vowel followed by a consonant
have a branching rhyme: rather, they have a branching nucleus, in the latter
case followed by an extrarhymal position. Moreover, some branching nuclei
are heavy, but others are not: syllables ending in long vowels and diph-
thongs are considered to be light, whereas syllables ending in a short vowel
plus a sonorant consonant are heavy.
I will therefore propose the following Weight parameter, on the basis of
which weight is interpreted:
(75) Weight parameter
Closed syllables are heavy.
As we saw in chapter 3, in the standard moraic theory (Hayes 1989) long
vowels are represented as bimoraic in languages that are quantity-sensitive
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and have a vowel length distinction. However, although Dutch fulfils both
requirements, long vowels behave as light for stress purposes, but as
bipositional in phonotactic restrictions. In the standard moraic theory,
however, weight and length are represented by the same means. It, there-
fore, runs into problems describing the stages found in child language,
because there is no way to formally distinguish between length and weight.
This difference turns out to be very important in both child and adult Dutch.
Kager (1989) tries to solve these problems by making use of a different
way to determine syllable weight in Dutch, but assuming a moraic theory of
syllable structure. He claims that, since all rhymes are minimally and
maximally bipositional, all syllables are bimoraic. Therefore, weight cannot
be determined at the moraic level, but has to be determined at the root
level. He argues that the difference between long vowels on the one hand
and diphthongs and short vowels followed by consonants on the other is
that the latter are melodically complex, because each mora is linked to a
separate root node. Long vowels are melodically simplex because both
moras are linked to one root node. However, since in child language long
vowels and diphthongs pattern together with respect to weight in that both
are light, melodic complexity is not the right means to measure quantity in
child language. Although diphthongs are melodically complex, whereas long
vowels are not, both have the same weight, i.e., both are considered light.
On the other hand, VC and diphthongs both are melodically complex, but
the former is heavy, the latter light in child language. I therefore assume
that weight can better be determined on the basis of an interpretation
procedure of syllable structure, rather than on the basis of melodic
complexity.
5.6. Onsets versus final consonants
The development of simple final consonants can be summarised as in (76).
Most children have the same order in which segment types occur in final
position (see appendix F). Fricatives are the type of segments that occur
very early in syllable-final position in most children's template. They also
frequently replace segments by other manners of articulation, and are the
least prone to deletion. Plosives are the next type of segments that occur in
syllable-final position, followed by nasals. This order is found for Tom,
Jarmo, Elke, Noortje and Robin. Liquids and glides are mastered relatively
late by all children. This is schematised in (77).
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Simple final consonants fry Jarmo
Adult targets: P N L
Age Child's forms
1;4.18 STAGE
1;6.13 STAGE lIA
1;7.1 j STAGE lIb
1;7.29 STAGE ma
1;11.20
2;0.28
stage rub
means adult target is avoided
means first correct realisation of adult target
means no change compared to the previous age
Where P = Plosive, 0 = Empty coda, F = Fricative, N = Nasal, L = Liquid.
(77) Order of appearance of final consonants
e ~F ~P ~
STAGE I STAGE lIa STAGE lIb
N
STAGE lIla
~L
STAGE IIIb
The first split, i.e., that between the absence and the presence of a final
consonant, is the same for all children. This is in agreement with the core
syllable hypothesis. The next contrast is between continuant and non-
continuant obstruents. This split is followed by one between obstruents and
sonorants. This development can be schematised as follows:
(78) Acquisition of manner features in !Jllable-jinal position
STAGE I1a (+ continuant) (-sonorant) Fricatives
STAGE lIb -continuant Plosives
STAGE IlIa +sonorant Nasals
where ( ) indicates that no contrast might be learned yet. The bracketed values seem
to be the default values in syllable-final position.
This developmental pattern of manner features in syllable-final position is
different from that in onset position. In onsets the first split was also
between the presence and absence of a consonant. However, the default
values are different in syllable-initial and syllable-final position. The next
contrast was one between obstruents (plosives) and sonorants (nasals). Only
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after this contrast was the contrast between continuants and non-conti-
nuants made.
As mentioned in chapter 4, the optimal core syllable consists of a labial
plosive and a low open vowel, i.e., Ipal, as predicted by Jakobson
(1941/68). However, he did not predict that in syllable-final position
fricatives are preferred, because he did not consider different positions in
the word. The observation that fricatives occur very early after vowels was
also made by Ferguson (1975, 1976) for English children. The fact that in
syllable-initial position plosives are preferred, while in syllable-final position
fricatives are preferred seems to be related to the phenomena fortition and
lenition (e.g., Donegan & Stampe 1979). Moreover, in Fikkert (in preparation)
I show that the difference is not between syllable-initial and syllable-final
consonants, but rather between foot-initial and foot-internal (or foot-final).
Foot-initially, the strongest obstruents, plosives, are preferred, while foot-
internally the weakest obstruents, fricatives, are preferred. It may therefore
be the case that at the stage that the child only has plosives in onset
position and fricatives in coda position the continuancy contrast is not
represented in the feature geometry, but results from the fact that plosives
and fricatives are in different positions in the word. The continuancy
contrast is first learned syllable-finally, however, while syllable-initially (or
rather foot-initially) the contrast between obstruents and sonorants is
learned first.
Another important observation is that if a particular segment (type) is
acquired in one position in the word, it does not necessarily mean that it is
also produced in other positions. Nasals, for example, are acquired early in
onset position, but relatively late in syllable-final position. For building
theories of the development of segments and features in child language it
is important to consider different positions in the word (Ferguson & Farwell
1975, Shibamoto & Olmsted 1978, Stoel-Gammon & Cooper 1984,
Waterson 1971, 1989, Levelt to appear).23
A frequently mentioned reason for the fact that sonorants, especially
liquids, are mastered late is that they require a complex articulation, while
obstruents are relatively 'easy to articulate' (ef. Stampe 1973). However, the
'ease of articulation' argument is not a particularly strong one. Although
nasals appear later in coda position than obstruents, they appear later than
plosives but before fricatives in onset position. Nasals as such are not
mastered late. Similarly, although liquids are produced late as single onsets
23 In Fikkert (in preparation) I also show that there are also 'sonority constraints' on the
consonants of a word. It looks as if the first consonant cannot have a lower sonority value
than the second one. As a result, a word like muis /mrxys/ is often produced as [preys] at the
early stages, even though nasals can occur in onset position, and Monkey /'m:>f)ki:l often as
[momui], rather than for example [mokii].
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and codas, they do appear in clusters. Finally, that the 'ease of articulation'
is not a strong argument is also clear from the behaviour of schwa in child
language. At the initial stages in child language the schwas in the adult
targets are usually realised as full vowels (see also Allen & Hawkins 1980 for
a similar observation). This shows that the 'ease of articulation' argument
is not an important argument in explaining acquisition. Although it has been
argued that schwas are articulatorily easy to pronounce, this does not lead
to the early realisation of schwas. On the contrary, they are often replaced
by full vowels at the early stages of acquisition, as shown in (79), while full
vowels are never produced as schwas.
\79) Jarmo
trommel /'tnmdl/ ~ ['paba:] (1;7.15)
kikker /'ktbr/ ~ ['ki:ka] (1;7.29)
blokken /'bbb[n]/ ~ ['loko:] (1;10.23)
wortel /'v:)rtdl/ ~ ['tOlD] (2;1.8)
vogel /'vOlXdl/ ~ ['fo:xo:] (2;1.22)
Even if it were true that the 'ease of articulation' argument explains why
sonorants are mastered late and are more often subject to deletion, it still
does not explain the fact that sonorants after long vowels are more prone
to deletion than those after short vowels. I gave an independent explanation
for the fact that sonorants are mastered late: sonorants are to be analysed
as part of the nucleus. Since branching nuclei are acquired late, sonorants
cannot be represented until the child has branching nuclei. At that stage
sonorants can in principle be represented, although especially sonorants after
long vowels cannot, because both positions of the branching nucleus are
filled by the long vowel. Thus I offer an explanation for the different behaviour
of sonorants from obstruents in terms of the child's syllable template.
5.7. Summary and conclusions
In this chapter I have discussed the following syllable parameters:
(80) Syllable parameters
a. Branching r!?)'meparameter:
Rhymes can branch into a nucleus and a coda ~o/Yes]
b. Branching nucleus parameter:
The nucleus can be branching ~o/Yes]
c. Extrarbyma! parameter.
A (final) bipositional rhyme can be followed by an extra
consonant ~o/Yes]
where the default value is underlined
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At stage I the child has set no syllable parameters: the child has the default
core syllable Cv. Vowel length is not distinctive, because the branching
nucleus parameter still has the default value.
At stage II the child sets the branching rhyme parameter (8oa) to the
marked value. The trigger experience is the recognition of adult targets with
final closed syllables. No child first fixes the branching nucleus parameter
before the branching rhyme parameter, indicating that these parameters are
ordered: the branching rhyme parameter is fixed earlier than the branching
nucleus parameter. However, although in principle the coda can be filled by
any consonant, most children restrict the set of coda consonants to the class
of obstruents, disallowing sonorants. Robin, however, also allows nasals in
coda position, but not other sonorants. Apparently, there is a 'coda
parameter' that determines which subset of the whole set of consonants can
fill the coda position. Different children may choose different subsets.
However, the whole set of consonants is divided in two, obeying the
sonority scale: i.e., some children allow only obstruents in the coda; others
allow obstruents and nasals, but no child allows for example liquids and
fricatives in the coda, while disallowing plosives and nasals.
On the other hand, sonorants can be part of the nucleus, but obstruents
are universally disallowed in the nucleus. One could say that the child again
strives for a maximal contrast in sonority between the nucleus and the coda,
and therefore only allows obstruents in that position.
At this stage, vowel length still is non-distinctive, since the branching
nucleus parameter has the default value. When at stage III sonorants are
mastered in syllable-final position, the child has to decide whether these
sonorants are represented in the coda or in the nucleus. Apparently, Jarmo
(and most other children) represents sonorants in the nucleus at stage III,
thus setting the branching nucleus parameter (8ob) to the marked setting.
I do not know what exactly triggers this setting. In principle, sonorants
could have been represented in the coda as well. The child could, however,
have discovered that vowels in adult targets can be either long or short.
This discovery may trigger the setting of the branching nucleus parameter
to the marked setting. If sonorants are mastered at the same time, the child
may represent sonorants in the nucleus, which can now be branching.
Robin's data support this hypothesis: when he starts producing nasals
syllable-finally, he still has not learned the vowel length distinction. Nasals
may therefore be represented in the coda. However, more research is
needed to determine what comes first: sonorant consonants or the vowel
length distinction?
In any event, at stage III vowels and the following sonorant always
occupy two positions in ]armo's system, indicating that the rhyme (or
nucleus) is maximally bipositional. Final obstruents are never deleted: the
coda position is present, and therefore the child produces obstruents,
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because they are licensed by the template. Since vowel length errors before
obstruents go in both directions and are not related to final consonant
deletion, I argued that vowel length distinctions are not represented before
obstruents yet. That implies that all vowels before obstruents are mono-
positional, and that all rhymes are maximally binary. Since the adult target
data do not provide clear positive evidence for the maximal rhyme
constraint I assumed that this constraint is universal and need not be
learned. On the assumption that this constraint plays a role from the start
in the child's phonology, it follows that vowel length cannot be represented
if final consonants are realised.
Final sonorants are often deleted, triggering vowel lengthening. However,
since final obstruent deletion never triggers vowel lengthening I assumed
that compensatory lengthening only occurs within a constituent: the nucleus.
The fact that the deletion of sonorants does trigger compensatory lengthening,
but the deletion of obstruents does not, was taken as evidence for the different
positions of obstruents and sonorants (or approximants, in Robin's case).
In other words, it provides support for the constituents 'nucleus' and 'coda'.
At stage IV vowel length errors are infrequent, indicating that vowel
length distinctions have now been mastered. We saw that in Jarmo's system
final obstruents are now more prone to deletion when following a long
vowel than at stage III, although they too are still frequently realised. I
argued that at this stage the child is learning that a bipositional rhyme can
be followed by an additional (word-final) consonant. That is, at this stage
the third parameter, the extrarhymal parameter (80c) is set to the marked
value, allowing syllables ending in VVe. However, the presence of an
extrarhymal position also predicts the occurrence of words ending in
VCsonCobst. This hypothesis is borne out by the data.
To summarise, the parameters are set in the order given in (80) by Jarmo.
However, Robin's data show an interesting difference: like Jarmo, he first
fixes the branching rhyme parameter. However, before setting the branching
nucleus parameter, he first sets the extrarhymal parameter. In other words,
he has final consonant clusters before vowel length is mastered. Apparently,
the latter two parameters (80b, c) are independent of each other. However,
they seem to require the setting of the branching rhyme parameter (80a).
The parameter settings at each stage define the child's template at each
stage. The stages found in Jarmo's development can be represented as in (81).
The child's template determines the relationship between the adult target
and the child's production form, i.e., it largely determines how target words
are produced by the child. For example, at stage I no final consonants are
allowed, because they cannot be mapped onto the child's template. At stage
II only the consonants that are licensed by the coda, for most children the
obstruents, but for Robin also nasals, appear. Sonorants are generally deleted
(or in Robin's case, liquids are deleted), because they cannot be accommo-
dated into the template.
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(81) Developmental stages of Jarmo
Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage N
a
Rh Rh Rh
~I ~ I
Nu Nu Cd Nu Nu ERP
I I I »<. ~ -,
Vel) Vel) Co V r+sonl V r+sonl C1
Where V(:) = any vowel, C, = set of consonants that can appear in the coda (usually
obstruents only, but children can differ in the set of consonants they allow in coda
position); [+son] = second part of long vowel or diphthong, or sonorant consonant;
ERP = Extrarhymal position.
Stage I:
Stage II:
No syllable parameters are set. All parameters have the default value.
The branching rhyme parameter (rhymes can branch into a nucleus and a
coda) has been set to the marked value: [Yes]
Branching nucleus parameter (nuclei can branch) is set to the marked value:
[Yes].
The extrarhymal parameter (word-finally syllables can contain an extra
position) is set to the marked setting: [Yes].
Stage III:
Stage IV:
Anticipating the results of chapters 6 and 7, it has, furthermore, been shown
that moraic theory encounters several problems in giving an adequate
account of the developmental stages. The basic problem is that weight and
length have to be differentiated. The data clearly show compensatory
lengthening which is not related to weight: that is, length is preserved, not
weight. Moreover, diphthongs seem to pattern with long vowels in the
acquisition data. However, both diphthongs and long vowels behave as light
in the child's system. This cannot be captured in a moraic theory, nor with
the notion 'melodic complexity'. Rather, to interpret the weight of a syllable
I proposed the weight parameter given in (82):
(82) Weight parameter
Closed syllables are heavy [Yes/No]
More justification for this parameter will be given in chapter 7.
The account presented here clearly supports the existence of the
sub syllabic constituents rhyme, nucleus, and coda. They are needed to
adequately describe the developmental stages in the acquisition of rhymes.
They are furthermore related to different parameters, whose settings
determine the child's template. In its turn, the template dictates the
relationship between the adult input and the child's output forms.
6 The Acquisition of
Dutch Stress
PrxTHOUGH THE STUDY of suprasegmental phenomena (especiallystress) has been very extensive during the last two decades, this is noteflected in the literature on acquisition of phonology, which is still
largely devoted to segmental phenomena. As Crystal (1986) points out,
developmental phonologists have, with few exceptions, viewed prosodic
development (including acquisition of stress) as a sort of residue that is left
after segmental phenomena are dealt with. As a result of this, not much
attention has been paid to the acquisition of suprasegmental development,
including stress and stress-related phenomena like truncation of syllables.
This alone would make the study of acquisition of stress worthwhile. It is
even more interesting because little is known about the learning of stress
parameters. Developmental phonologists have mainly focused on 'rules'
specific to child language, such as consonant harmony and reduplication (cf.
Ingram 1974, 1986, 1989a, Vihman 1978, Fee & Ingram 1982, Ferguson
1983, Lleo 1990, Berg 1992). However, if the acquisition of (prosodic)
phonology involves the setting of parameters, as is claimed in this
dissertation, the child's forms differ from those of adults because children
have different values for parameters. These parameter values define the
child's template, and thus the output forms. There are no rules involved.
The study of the acquisition of stress is also interesting because children
could, in principle, learn stress on a lexical basis, as Hochberg (1988b) has
pointed out: all the words which they use they have heard correctly stressed.
There is no need, other than economy, for them to generalise stress rules
or to set stress parameters. Nevertheless, I will show that stress is not
learned lexically; that is, stress is not a property of vowels. A final
motivation for the study of acquisition of stress is that it can function as a
test case for current theories, while on the other hand, acquisition data may
provide new insights into theories of stress or into analysis of stress patterns
in particular languages (in this case Dutch).
Important insights can be gained when child language is analysed within
the framework of non-linear phonology. This is not only true for segmental
and syllabic phenomena, but also holds for stress and stress-related
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phenomena. We have already seen that the acquisition data can be
adequately described with a parametric theory of syllable structure. The
transitions between different stages in development have been shown to
involve the setting of some parameter. I will show in chapter 7 that the
various stages in the acquisition of stress, which will be described in this
chapter, can also be explained within a parametric theory. In this chapter I
will focus on the role of basic prosodic units and principles in early child
phonology. The prosodic hierarchy, as proposed by McCarthy & Prince
(1986, 1990), implies that stress and segment inventories are largely
independent. The child language data clearly show this independence. It also
follows from this hierarchy that prosodic categories playa role from the
onset of speech. Since the child's phonology is word-based, the minimal
expansion of the notion word is a foot. A foot minimally contains one
syllable, which, as we have seen, consists of the core syllable at the early
stages of acquisition. It will be shown in this chapter (and in chapter 7) that
the higher prosodic categories indeed play an important role, in that the
child's template is expanded from a core syllable (CV)a to a quantity-
insensitive binary foot (0" O")p.l At the final stage the child's word template
can contain more than one foot.
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. First, I give a review of the
literature on the acquisition of stress and stress-related phenomena like
truncation in section 6.1. In section 6.2 I give a brief description of stress
patterns in adult Dutch.2 In section 6.3, I give a description of truncation
and stress patterns in Dutch child language as far as disyllabic target words
are concerned. In section 6-4 a formal account is given in terms of the basic
prosodic units and principles. In the following section I examine the
predictions which the model makes for words which are longer than two
syllables (section 6.5). In section 6.6, I discuss segmental phenomena related
to truncated forms.
6.1. Previous research on acquisition of stress
The literature on the acquisition of stress has basically focused on two
questions: (I) whether children learn stress lexically or by rule (Klein 1984,
Hochberg 1987, I988b); and (2) whether or not children are biased towards
a particular foot type when learning to stress (Allen & Hawkins 1978, 1980,
1 A foot consists ideally of two core syllables at the early stages (see also Fee, to appear).
However, at the earliest stages children only have words consisting of one core syllable.I will
argue in chapter 7 that at this stage the notion 'foot' still is irrelevant in child language.
2 A metrical analysis of Dutch stress will be given in chapter 7.
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Hochberg 1987, 1988a). The evidence in both these areas is contradictory.
Moreover, the different proposals make different predictions for acquisition.
The first question is addressed in section 6. I.I, the second question in
section 6.1.2. It is often mentioned in the literature that perceptual biases
play an important role in the acquisition process. The bias to word endings
is well known (Slobin 1973), but biases to attend to stress (Echols 1987,
1988) and to word beginnings (peters 1977, 1983) are also mentioned. These
are described in section 6. I.3. In section 6.1.4, I discuss segmental approaches
to what 1call prosodic phenomena. Section 6.1.5 summarises the conclusions.
6.1.1.Lexical learning of stress versus the learning of stress by rule
Hochberg (1987, 1988b) argues that children learn stress rules at all stages,
while Klein (1984) concludes that there is lexical primacy during the early
stages of learning word stress. The two positions make different predictions
as to the kinds of stress patterns to be found in child language. If children
learn stress on a lexical basis, systematic errors or deviations from adult
stress patterns are not to be expected. If, on the other hand, children learn
stress by rule, as Hochberg (1987, 1988b) concludes, we expect to find
systematic deviations from stress patterns.
Klein (1984) analysed the polysyllabic utterances of a a-year-old boy
learning English for stress patterns. The largest proportion of the child's
words had 'conventional' stress, that is, stress placement was the same as in
the adult target word (62%), and since most of the target words were
disyllabic words with initial stress, the basic pattern of the child's production
forms of these words was trochaic. The fact that almost all adult target
words were disyllables with initial stress makes it difficult to draw conclu-
sions from the emerging patterns in the child's language, especially because
Klein did not consider the child's monosyllabic renditions of polysyllabic
adult words. This is unfortunate, because, as we will see below, truncated
forms can provide important insights in the acquisition of stress. However,
Klein noted that a great deal of variability appeared both among tokens of
individual lexical items, and among different lexical items with the same
stress contour. Three other attested stress patterns in the child's output were
found which are not expected on the assumption that stress is learned
lexically. A fair number of target words were produced with level stress
(23%). Some target words were produced with misplaced stress (15%).
These forms have to be accounted for if lexical acquisition of stress is
assumed. Klein argues that the words with stress misplacement had one
feature in common, namely a syllabic consonant. Klein assumes that syllabic
consonants are difficult for the child, and that they therefore may attract
stress (see also Smith 1973). On the other hand, the child had a number of
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disyllabic words with a syllabic nasal in the second syllable which did not
show stress misplacement. However, these forms are not discussed by Klein.
Stress displacement might thus be due to focus on phonetic properties (see
also Hochberg I988a), in this case: focus on syllabic consonants may cause
them to receive stress.
Level stress was found for words that were relatively new to the child,
measured against the percentage of spontaneous versus imitated utterances.
The use of level stress has been associated with the learning of disyllabic
words in general (Leopold 1947, Fudge 1969).3 Klein's subject, however,
did not have problems realising disyllabic words in general. It might be that
he applied level stress to new words, but, since he imitated a lot of words,
including words which were well known to him, the percentage of
spontaneous (42%) versus imitated (58%) words for supposedly new words
as opposed to the percentage of spontaneous (65%) versus imitated (35%)
words for supposedly known words was not significant. It is hard to decide
on other grounds whether a word is new to the child or not, since the child
was only recorded three times. Although Klein concludes that the child did
not demonstrate the application of a general stress rule, the arguments for
this conclusion are not very strong. If she had included words with stress
patterns other than trochaic, and shown that these are learned in a similar
fashion to the trochaic words the evidence could have been much stronger.
In fact, the data could also be explained by assuming that children learn
stress by rule, since most words were realised with a trochaic pattern.
Klein's conclusion holds for the initial stages of phonological development,
that is, in her view, the transition period from single-word to multi-word
speech. She remains silent on the question of whether and/or when children
eventually start learning stress rules.
In contrast, to test the hypothesis that children learn stress rules,
Hochberg (1987, I988b) used both spontaneous data of 3, 4 and y-year-old
Spanish learners, and data from the same children on an imitation task,
where children had to imitate novel Spanish words with minimal contrasts
in stress placement. She predicted that if children do learn stress rules, then,
(a) they should find words with regular stress easier to imitate than words
with irregular stress, and (b) they should tend to regularise stress in words
with irregular stress, but not the opposite. Both predictions were borne out,
although the findings were less robust for spontaneous data than for the
imitated forms. Children made more structure changing errors on irregular
patterns with stress shift being the most common, as in the following
3 I will show below that level stress mainly occurs in the production of some disyllabicwords,
but not others: disyllabic words that consist of two feet are at some stage produced as
disyllableswith level stress, but those consisting of one foot are seldom produced with level
stress.
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spontaneously uttered forms (from Montes Giraldo 197I, cited in Hochberg
1988b) for Spanish learners between 2;3 and 3;4: cascarawas realised as
Ikakala/, est6magoas Itomagol, lampara as Ipampala/,j6.g'Oro as Ipoplliol,
hipop6tamo as Ipopotamol, and platano as Itatano!' These findings dearly
argue against the lexical acquisition of stress. They show an over-
generalisation of the 'stress rules" to irregular words. Since Hochberg does
not provide data, it is hard to abstract a general rule for stress assignment
from her work. The patterns that she describes seem to show that most
vowel-final words had penultimate stress when imitated, whereas consonant-
final words were most likely to be produced with final stress, the regular
pattern for Spanish stress' Hochberg found few age differences, and none
that showed an increase of stress rule awareness, suggesting that the most
important stress rules were acquired at age 3.6
To summarise, the evidence for lexical learning of stress is rather weak.
Much stronger are the arguments for the learning of rules (or parameter
values) to assign stress: Hochberg's findings could not be interpreted,
assuming lexical learning.
Although Allen & Hawkins (1978, 1980) do not explicitly address the
question of whether children learn stress by rule or lexically, they assume
that children's earliest productions are governed by a universal trochaic
constraint. Since universal constraints are innate, they do not involve
learning. In fact, their view is in line with Klein's in that there is no stress
rule learning at the initial stages. But, unlike Klein, they do not assume that
stress is learned lexically. The crucial question is therefore not whether
children learn stress by rule or lexically, but whether they learn stress rules
or have an innate trochaic bias. Let us now turn to the second question:
whether or not children have a bias towards a trochaic foot.
6.1.2. Bias towards trochaic foot versus neutral approach
With respect to the question of whether children start with or without a
bias towards a particular foot type, Allen & Hawkins (1978, 1980) found
4 On the assumption that the stress system of a language is defined by the values for the stress
parameters, learning the stress system of a language involves the setting of parameters to the
values required by that language. Deviations from the adult stress patterns in the child's
production forms can only occur if parameters are not yet set, as we will see in chapter 7.
5 It seems that the patterns found are largely comparable to those found for Dutch children,
that will be described in detail in section 603-
6 It will be shown in chapter 7 that Dutch children also seem to have set (most of) the stress
parameters to the value required by the language before age 3.
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that English children are biased towards a (possibly universal) 7 trochaic
pattern. Hochberg (1988a), however, concludes that children approach the
task of stress-learning without a bias towards any particular stress type.
Again, the two positions make quite different predictions regarding the
stress patterns to be found in child language. If children have a neutral start,
stress assignment should be random at the initial stages,8 while if there is
a bias towards a particular stress type, we should find a preponderance of
that particular stress type in children's language.
Allen & Hawkins (1978) investigated the role of partial and total reduction
of syllables in relation to acquisition of stress in spontaneous speech data
from five English learning children, varying in age between 2;2 and 3;9.
They found that syllable deletion (also referred to as total syllable reduction
and truncation) appears in two environments: (a) word-initially, or (b) next
to another light syllable (syllables with a central vowel in Allen & Hawkins'
analysis), although this conclusion is rather weak because of the small
amount of affirmative data. However, deletion of initial unstressed syllables
is commonplace in the literature on acquisition of phonology. Even where
the syllable is deleted, some evidence of its existence often remains in the
form of its initial consonant as in Eric's (p) production form ['po:kio:] for
Pinocchio. This is argued to support a trochaic bias, since the unstressed
syllable is not just deleted because of lack of perceptual saliency. Rather, in
order to fit the trochaic form, an initial light syllable must either be made
heavy (strong), which is rare, according to the authors, or else be deleted.
The data on the acquisition of Dutch stress will show that both strategies
appear, the second as the successor to the first.
The other environment for deleting weak syllables is when they occur next
to another weak syllable: examples from Julie (3;4) are ['sAmb~ for
somebocfy, and [,o:ptfJ] for opening. Allen & Hawkins' interpretation of this type
of deletion is again rhythmic: alternating sequences of strong and weak
syllables are chosen in favour of non-alternating sequences. And in fact, an
ideal trochee consist of two syllables of which the first is stressed.
Three other arguments are given by Allen & Hawkins in favour of a
trochaic bias. Allen & Hawkins assume that sibilants (and maybe fricatives
in general) behave like weak syllables, because of their high intensity and
7 Whether the trochaic bias or constraint is truly universal is an important and as yet
unanswered question. From a theoretical perspective one could argue that a syllabic trochee
is indeed the default foot, since it is the only quantity-insensitive foot in the foot typology of
Hayes (1987, 1991) and McCarthy & Prince (1986, 1990). I will take up this issue in chapter 7.
8 Alternatively, even if children have a neutral start, they could still be influenced very early
by the facts of the target language; so, we might expect that children learning different languages
(stress systems) show large differences in the output. Since English, Spanish and Dutch are all
trochaic languages, the real test for a trochaic bias is a target language which is iambic.
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relatively long duration. The fact that voiceless fricatives are preferred after
the stressed vowel is seen as an argument in support of the trochaic bias.
A stressed syllable followed by a fricative behaves as a stressed syllable
followed by a light syllable: the ideal trochee, according to Allen & Hawkins.
The trochaic analysis of stressed syllables ending in a fricative also explains
metathesised forms like snow, realised as / nosl: the former has an iambic
pattern, while the latter is claimed to be trochaic. However, little support is
gained for this trochaic analysis of stressed syllables ending in fricatives,
although children have a preference for final fricatives at the initial stages
as was shown in chapter 5. Fricatives do not otherwise behave like syllabic
segments. Moreover, in general, if a language has syllabic segments, it is
generally the sonorants that will be syllabic, not fricatives.
The trochaic bias further explains why children would have more difficulty
in producing weak prefixes than weak suffixes, a finding of Slobin (1973)
known as the general perceptual strategy 'pay attention to the end of words'.
The third argument in favour of the bias towards trochees is the
abundance of trochaic words in children's early vocabularies. However, it
could be the other way around: because of the high frequency of trochaic
words in the input, the child may conclude that the foot type of the
language is trochaic, which is reflected in the output. That is, children have
a trochaic bias because of the fact that the input is largely trochaic, not
because they have a natural (innate) bias towards trochaic feet.9
Allen & Hawkins (1980) provide additional evidence for a trochaic bias
on the basis of experimental pilot data. By asking children to learn to
discriminate and reproduce pairs of nonsense words differing primarily in
their rhythmic form (the so-called TAK1-test), they found a number of ways
in which children perform better on items with a trochaic stress pattern
than on items with an iambic stress pattern in production, although the
results are not very robust. Some children did show a trochaic bias. They
tend to produce iambic forms as trochaic. Some children did not show a
bias at all. However, there were also children who seem to have a prefer-
ence for an iambic pattern, which they nevertheless interpreted as evidence
for the trochaic bias, since these words were uttered with emphatic stress
on the final syllable, suggesting that these forms were unusual to them.l"
For perception no such bias was found. Children do not seem to have
difficulties in perceiving different stress patterns, but in their production
they favour trochaic words. 11
9 That the frequency of input patterns plays a role in the acquisition process will be discussed
in chapter 7.
10 A similar kind of argument is used by Klein (1984) to explain stress on syllabic consonants
(see above).
11 Again, since all children were learning English, this could account for the bias, rather than UG.
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Hochberg (I988a) argues, contrary to Allen & Hawkins' proposed trochaic
bias, that children approach the task of stress-learning unbiased towards any
particular foot type. That is, in children's production forms stress is not
always on the same syllable. She used longitudinal spontaneous data from
four children (between 1;7 and 2;2) acquiring Spanish as a first language, as
well as experimental data, which were imitations of nonsense words by the
same children. However, polysyllabic pronunciations of monosyllabic adult
words and monosyllabic pronunciations of polysyllabic adult words were
omitted. She argues that if children have a neutral bias, stress assignment
should be random at the beginning, and show an increase in stress accuracy
in the course of development, whereas, if children start with a trochaic bias,
this pattern should be found from the beginning. Words with final stress
should be less likely to be given correct stress if there is a trochaic bias,
according to Hochberg.
Hochberg found that for spontaneous data, only one child was consistent-
ly better in his production of penultimate-stressed words. The other three
were slightly better in the production of final-stressed words. Two points
need to be mentioned, however. First, penultimate-stressed words outnum-
bered final-stressed ones. And second, there were a fair number of
inaccurate stress assignments for both types of words (about 40%, which is
about the same number as reported in Klein). Although she does not spell
out the nature of these inaccuracies, Hochberg accounts for at least some
of them by assuming that the children's attention to phonetic or semantic
aspects of an unstressed syllable leads them to shift stress to that syllable (as
did Klein).
Comparing Hochberg's results with those of Allen & Hawkins, it appears
that these are not in principle different. Both found that final-stressed words
were less frequent than penultimate-stressed words, and furthermore, in
Allen & Hawkins' data, final-stressed syllables were produced as stressed.
They argued in favour of a trochaic bias, not because of inaccurate stress
assignment, but because of initial syllable deletions, which were not
considered by Hochberg. For the imitation data, Hochberg found a different
pattern: three children performed better on penultimate-stressed words,
while the fourth did not show a preference at all. Again, these results are
not very different from Allen & Hawkins' findings on the TAKI-test.
However, Hochberg argues for a neutral bias, whereas Allen & Hawkins
argue for a trochaic bias.
Hochberg gives further support for the neutral approach from develop-
mental data. The data show an increasing percentage of correct stresses for
penultimate-stressed words in the course of development for three of the
four children. However, there could be other explanations for increasingly
correct stress placement. For example, the child may no longer be focusing
on certain phonetic or semantic aspects of unstressed syllables, because
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these have been mastered or are no longer new, so that the reason for stress
shift has disappeared. It is unfortunate that she did not pay more attention
to stress inaccuracies, because they could have revealed more about stress.
She did not report on the development of final-stressed words. On this
point, the results cannot be compared with Allen & Hawkins, because they
do not provide longitudinal data, nor with Klein, since Hochberg does not
discuss development.
In summary, the arguments for a neutral bias towards stress are not very
strong, as we saw above. Rather, Hochberg's findings do not directly
provide arguments against the trochaic bias, nor do Klein's data, which,
instead, could be used as an argument for the trochaic bias. The phenome-
non of the deletion of initial unstressed weak syllables cannot be accounted
for by assuming a neutral bias, nor can many of the stress shift data.
Furthermore, the preponderance of words with a trochaic pattern,
mentioned in all research, supports a trochaic bias. However, we should
bear in mind the relatively high percentage of stress inaccuracies. Four
sources of inaccurate stress assignment are mentioned in the literature. First,
attention to phonetic or semantic properties of the unstressed syllable might
cause stress to shift onto that syllable. Second, newly acquired words might
initially occur with level stress. Third, stress might shift towards the initial
unstressed syllable, to fit the trochaic template, although no data are given
in the literature. And fourth, stress rules might be overgeneralised so as to
regularise irregular stressed words, as in lampara produced as /pampalal.
The latter two factors, at least, can be argued to support the trochaic bias.
I do not think that the first two contradict a trochaic bias, although they do
not confirm it either. There could be reasons for overruling a trochaic
constraint. However, these stress inaccuracies need to be studied carefully.
However, we have to bear in mind that the studies described all used data
from children learning a trochaic language. Patterns of children learning a
language with iambic feet would be revealing.12 I know of no research into
the acquisition of stress in iambic languages.
6.1.3. Perceptual biases
A different kind of research addressing the role of stress in relation to
truncation in child language is represented by the work of Echols (1987,
1988), who focuses on the relation between perception and production. On
the assumption that children produce what is salient and coherent for them
in adult words, she analysed spontaneous speech of four children aged
12 There are, however, other arguments than those based on acquisition data for assuming
trochaic feet to be default, as will be shown in chapter 7.
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between 1;9 and 1;10 learning English as a first language, to gain more
insight into the nature of perceptual biases. On the hypothesis that children
have a bias to attend to stressed and final syllables the prediction is that
syllables which are stressed in the adult model and word-final syllableswill
be more likely to appear in the child's production forms and will be more
accurately reproduced than will unstressed non-final syllables. Unstressed
syllables may be: (a) dropped, (b) reduced, (c) produced as reduplicated or
partially reduplicated forms of stressed syllables. Unstressed syllables which
are included and are accurately analysed will tend to be word-final syllables
in the adult target. Non-final unstressed syllables (or syllables immediately
preceding primary stress) will be especially susceptible to deletion.
These predictions were borne out by her data. Echols concludes that the
deletion of (particularly unstressed non-final) syllables is the result of a
perceptual bias to attend to stressed and final syllables. There are, however,
at least four points of criticism which can be raised. First, the argumentation
is rather circular. The deletion of initial unstressed syllables is used as an
argument for a perceptual bias towards stressed and final syllables. Because
of this bias, initial unstressed syllables are deleted. Second, perceptual biases
do not provide explanations: in principle, the child could also have a bias
towards initial and stressed syllables. Moreover, Peters (1977, 1983) has
suggested that children have a bias towards initial, final and stressed syllables
(see Gerken 199za, b, for additional arguments against biases). Third, many
questions remain unresolved, such as why there are often segmental traces
of the first supposedly omitted syllable, and why medial unstressed syllables
in trisyllabic words with final stress are more susceptible to deletion than
initial unstressed syllables. And fourth, research by Allen & Hawkins (1980)
showed no bias towards a trochaic template in perception. Children did not
have difficulties in perceiving different stress patterns. In fact, Echols'
perceptual bias is reminiscent of Allen & Hawkins' trochaic bias for
production. Despite these criticisms, the idea that stress in adult words helps
the child to extract material from the adult word is not in doubt. This will
be shown to be the case in the acquisition of Dutch stress as well. The
exact nature of the extraction remains unclear, however. Echols' theory does
not make predictions as to what the actual stress patterns of children will
be. Stress shifts or stress misplacements remain unexplained.
Echols tries to incorporate her findings into an auto segmental model, in
the sense that the various levels of the phonological representation can be
extracted independently. Thus, a child can extract syllable slots without
segmental content. These bare syllable slots are filled by default segments,
like schwa, or by spreading of segmental material from the stressed syllable
(reduplication), although the exact nature of these operations remains
obscure. On the other hand, the stressed syllable is generally selected with
segmental content, as is shown in this dissertation, although the segmental
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content of the selected syllable (or foot) may differ from that of the target
syllable. Moreover, I will show in sections 6.1-4 and 6.6 (for Dutch) that
segments of two target syllables are sometimes combined in one syllable in
the child's output forms. Echols does not provide a systematic or coherent
analysis of data in her dissertation, but merely suggests that an analysis in
a non-linear framework is promising. Although her general idea is certainly
very interesting, auto segmental phonology is applied in a somewhat ad hoc
manner. In this chapter I will give a description of the basic stress patterns
found in the acquisition of stress in the light of prosodic categories.
6.1.4. Other approaches
In the literature on acquisition of segmental structure, truncation is a
frequently mentioned process, since there are also segmental changes to be
accounted for, as in Allen & Hawkins' example in which Pinocchio was
produced as ['po:kio:]. For example, Smith (197P 8) describes the process
of truncation as a combination of two rules. The first deletes an initial or
post-consonantal unstressed vowel. Although this rule could also affect non-
initial weak syllables, he presumably only means to make reference to initial
weak syllables, given his examples. This rule gives rise to a cluster which is
reduced by the second rule, which deletes the post-consonantal sonorant
(or, alternatively, by a rule which deletes a post-consonantal alveolar
consonant). He chooses the first alternative because of his intuition that
['b::>!)]from belong and ['balm] from banana are the result of the application
of the same rule which gives [bUl] from blue. He claims that there is some
evidence for the latter, in that belong became ['bb!)] as soon as clusters with
liquids appeared. However, "unfortunately, the treatment by Amah! of
words containing unstressed initial syllables was inconsistent". The following
data are examples of the combined effect of these two rules: tomato is
produced as ['ma:dUl], behind as [aind], potato as ['be:dUl], without as [aut], and
pyjamas as ['da:md].
Macken (1979) studied a Spanish child Si, who frequently deleted syllables
from age 1;7 to 2;1. She gives the following description. The process of
syllable reduction operated to delete either the initial syllable(s) or the medial
one. The choice of which one was deleted depended crucially on the
consonants in the syllables. Si's goal was to achieve an output form of 'labial
plus dental'. If the labial consonant occurred in the correct initial position,
then the medial portion of the word was deleted: ['manna] from manzana
'apple' at (1;9), ['mano] Fernando at (1;9), and ['patcla] from pelota 'ball' at
(1;8.7). If, however, the labial consonant was in medial position in the adult
word, the preceding syllables were deleted: [mon] from Ramon (1;8.7),
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['pwatto] from zapata 'shoe' (1;8.7), [bate, 'pantt] from elifante 'elephant' (1;9),
and ['pttc:b] from librito 'little book'. In the cases in which medial segments
were deleted, the situation was more complicated than just the deletion of
syllables. The general phonetic quality of the vowels that appeared in the
output forms suggests that Si tended to retain the vowel of the stressed
(penultimate) syllable; this vowel was then combined with the word-initial
consonant to form the first syllable of the output form. Macken strongly
argues for the existence of word patterns, that is, words are altered in such
a way as to fit the possible word patterns of the child. The exact nature of
the segmental changes that occur in the process of truncation is not
accounted for in the literature, and remains an open question. However,
some of the segmental changes that occur in the acquisition of Dutch will
be discussed in section 6.6.
The research summarised thus far is either based on small samples (often
not longitudinal, with few exceptions) of spontaneous data, or on experi-
mental data. \'V'hat is missing in the literature is a thorough description of
developmental data. To my knowledge, only Ingram tries to discuss
developmental trends on the basis of data available in the literature. Ingram
(1978) notes that, "unfortunately, the process of unstressed syllable deletion
has not received extensive examination. Though children at the earliest
stages will reduce some polysyllabic words to monosyllables, they will
frequently reduplicate to reproduce the number of syllables in the adult
model. At first glance, one could suggest a developmental trend, saying that
disyllabic words would first be reduced to monosyllables and later become
reduplications." His impression, however, is that reduplication, either
complete or partial, is initially preferred to reduction to a single syllable, and
reduplication does not always take place to match the polysyllabic pattern
of the adult word, but could also serve the function of licensing the
production of adult final consonants. He does not relate this to acquisition
of stress, however. Ingram (1976, 1989a) gives the following very impres-
sionistic developmental stages for the common process of deletion of
unstressed syllables. At first, the child's words are primarily monosyllables
(or reduplication of the basic syllable). As a result, some part of adult words
with more than one syllable is lost. The part that is lost is the unstressed
syllable. Adult words with three syllables are usually. not even attempted.
The following examples are typical for this stage: pocket realised as [hat]
Ooan 1;0), apple as [rep] (Daniel 1;10), Blumen as [hu] (Hildegard 1;0), blanket
as [ha] (Iennika 1;3). At stage 2, two-syllable productions appear, and two
deletion processes occur: (a) initial unstressed syllables are reduced; (b) all
unstressed syllables in three syllable words are dropped. During stage 3 the
process of deletion of unstressed initial syllables continues, but medial
syllables now occur. At the next stage, initial unstressed syllables are
attempted in disyllabic words, but not as much as in trisyllabic ones. Finally,
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the child achieves an adult-like pronunciation. There is little evidence in the
literature for these developmental stages. I will show that Ingram's stage I
and 2 are indeed attested. However, at stage I, reduction of initial-stressed
disyllabic words is not very frequent. Rather, the child selects only
monosyllabic target words for production. Stage 3 is not attested at all.
6.1.5. Summary and conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the literature discussed:
I. Stress is not learned lexically; rather, children seem to learn stress by rule,
or rather, as I will argue in chapter 7, by parameter setting. Stress assign-
ment is not random; there are clear patterns in the acquisition of stress,
which argues against a lexical learning approach.
2. Children seem to have a bias towards trochaic feet, in the sense that most
disyllabic adult targets have initial stress in the child's production of these
forms. In disyllabic adult targets with final stress the initial unstressed
syllables are often prone to deletion, supporting a trochaic analysis.
3. Stress in the adult target guides the child in the initial productions of
polysyllabic words. Other cues that may be important to the child are final
syllables, and maybe also initial syllables.
4. There are also segmental phenomena that cooccur with truncation of
syllables: sometimes features of the onset of the deleted syllable are realised
in the onset of the stressed syllable.
5. The following stages have been reported in the literature (Ingram 1978):
Stage I: Only monosyllables are produced by the child.
Stage 2: Disyllabic production forms appear, invariably with initial
stress. Initial unstressed syllables are deleted.
Trisyllabic words are realised as disyllabic words.
Initial unstressed syllables are attempted in disyllabic words,
but not so much as in trisyllabic words.
The child achieves an adult-like pronunciation.
Stage }:
Stage 4:
Stage J:
Itwill be shown, however, that not all these stages are attested in the Dutch
acquisition data.
From this summary of research on the acquisition of stress and stress-
related phenomena, it becomes particularly clear that more research is
needed in order to come to satisfactory answers to all or some of the
questions named above. Not only should stress inaccuracies or truncation
be taken into account, but the whole range of evidence that may bear on
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the issue of the acquisition of stress should be considered. Only by looking
at large samples of data, and especially by looking at developmental data,
can we hope to gain more insight into the actual acquisition of stress.
In the remainder of this chapter I will discuss the developmental patterns
in the acquisition of Dutch stress. But before turning to the child data, I
will first give a brief description of stress in adult Dutch.
6.2. Description of Dutch stress
That stress in Dutch is a complicated matter is indicated by the number of
different analyses that have been proposed. However, the facts underlying
these different analyses are the same. In this section, I will give a description
of mono morphemic nouns with full vowels only, based on van der Hulst
(1984) and Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989, 1990).13
The following generalisations seem to hold regarding main stress in
Dutch. First, main stress falls on one of the three final syllables of the
word, indicating that stress is not completely free in Dutch, as shown in the
following words:
(I) Location if main stress
'pineapple'
Second, words with superheavy syllables, that is syllables ending in vve and
vee (in short VXC) attract main stress on the final syllable, almost without
exception, as shown by the data in (2):
(2) Main stress in superheary final !Jllables (VXC)
konijn 'rabbit' fazant 'pheasant'
kalkoen 'turkey' insect 'insect'
pelikaan 'pelican' ledikant 'bed'
kapitein 'captain' muzikant 'musician'
Third, in disyllabic words main stress is predominantly on the pre final (or
initial) syllable, although there are many exceptions, especially when the final
syllable ends in Vc. Nevertheless, prefinal stress is taken to be the
unmarked pattern in all analyses. Some data are given in (3):
13 A metrical analysis of the Dutch stress system will be given in the next chapter.
14 Honduras is exceptional, as will be discussed below.
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(3) Stress in di{)'llabicwords
auto 'car' cadeau 'present'
baby 'baby' we 'toilet'
bamboe 'bamboo' partij 'party'
panda 'panda' karwei 'job'
tractor 'tractor' trompet 'trumpet'
pinguin 'penguin' kwartet 'quartet'
robot 'robot' giraf 'giraffe'
motor 'motor' ballon 'balloon'
In trisyllabic words, pre final stress is the most common pattern, as in (aa),
However, there is one type of exception to this rule: words with an open
syllable in the penultimate syllable and a closed syllable in the final syllable
predominantly have main stress on the first syllable (see footnote 14). Some
data are given in (4b). Trisyllabic words with final stress are marked (except
for words with a superheavy final syllable); examples are given in (4C).
Trisyllabic words can never get main stress on the first syllable if the
prefinal syllable ends in Vc.
(4) Stress in tri{)'//abicwords
ananas 'pineapple'
Portugal 'Portugal'
almanak 'almanac'
caravan 'caravan'
paraplu 'umbrella'
boerderij 'farm'
Amsterdam 'Amsterdam'
krokodil 'crocodile'
andijvie 'endive'
flamingo 'flamingo'
vakantie 'vacation'
confetti 'confetti'
Words consisting of four syllables do not have main stress on the first
syllable. They have final stress if the final syllable is superheavy, antepenulti-
mate stress if the final two syllables end in VV-VC, and pre final stress in all
other cases. IS The following data illustrate these facts:
<5l Stress in words consisting if four {)'llab/es
locomotief 'locomotive'
literatuur 'literature'
experiment 'experiment'
rozemarijn 'rosemary'
macaroni
televisie
limonade
monopolie
'macaroni'
'television'
'lemonade'
'monopoly'
aquarium 'aquarium'
accordeon 'accordion'
catalogus 'catalogue'
Napoleon 'Napoleon'
15 The matter is slightly more complicated, but this need not concern us here. The reader is
referred to van der Hulst (1984) and Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989, 1990) for a more
complete description of the Dutch stress facts.
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From this description it clearly follows that Dutch is quantity-sensitive, since
superheavy syllables always attract main stress; in trisyllabic nouns stress
cannot fall on the initial syllable when the pre final syllable is closed. Thus,
syllables ending in VC are heavier than syllables ending in VV, although not
as heavy as superheavy syllables. However, the exact nature of quantity
sensitivity in Dutch is still unclear (see also chapters 3 and 5). After this
brief description of stress patterns in Dutch, let us now turn to the
acquisition data on stress.
6.3. Truncation and stress patterns in Dutch child language
There are several phenomena which can give us insight into the acquisition
of stress. First, we can look at the actual stress patterns found in children's
language. We can look at what kinds of words are produced with stress
errors, and what kinds of words are basically produced correctly. Second,
we can look at the process of the truncation of syllables, which is roughly
equivalent to the deletion of unstressed syllables. Unstressed, especially non-
final, syllables are said to be especially vulnerable to undergo truncation
(Ingram 1974, 1976, 1989a, Allen & Hawkins 1978,1980, Echols 1987,1988,
among others). If the process involved just deletion of unstressed syllables,
then we would expect that deletion of such syllables would occur in
disyllables with initial stress and final stress, which, as we will see below, is
not the case. Third, we can also look at the addition of syllables. It might
seem contradictory to have both truncation and its opposite in child
language, but as we will see, the environments in which these processes
apply are different.
It will be shown in the remainder of this chapter that there is indeed a
strong relationship between the acquisition of stress and truncation, as
suggested by Allen & Hawkins (1978,1980). It will be shown that truncation
in child language is not a deletion process, but rather involves the mapping
of a melody to a specified template. In this way it resembles true templatic
systems like that of Arabic, which have been analysed using the device of
PROSODIC CIRCUMSCRIPTION (McCarthy & Prince 1990)' Truncation is not
only commonly found in child language, but is also attested in adult
languages, for example in nickname and stump-word formation in English
(lespersen 1922, McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990) and hypocoristics and
abbreviations in Japanese (poser 1984,199°, Mester 1988, Ito 1991). English
nicknames are formed by mapping the melody of the full name onto the
minimal word template (a foot) that may appear alone or with an affix like
-i, as in Gert(ie) from 'Gertrude', Ed(die) from 'Edwin' and Aij'from 'Alfred'.
Truncated forms in child language, however, show an interesting pattern
in the development towards the adult targets. On the assumption that all
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intermediate stages in the course of language acquisition are constrained by
general principles of phonological theory, the hypothesis adopted in this
dissertation is that it should be possible to describe these developmental
patterns in terms of the basic prosodic categories proposed within current
theory: the mora, syllable, foot and prosodic word (McCarthy & Prince
1986, 1990, and others).
Truncation, also referred to as the deletion of unstressed syllables, is
frequently mentioned in the literature on child language. Unstressed,
particularly non-final syllables are said to be especially vulnerable to
truncation (Ingram 1976, 1978, 1989a, Allen & Hawkins 1978, 1980, Gleitman
& Wanner 1982, Echols 1987, 1988, Iverson & Wheeler 1987, Gerken
1992a, b, among others). A priori, if the process involved just deletion of
unstressed syllables, then we would expect deletion of such syllables to take
place both in disyllables with initial stress and in disyllables with final stress.
Let us therefore look at the production forms of children for both kinds of
disyllabic words.
6.3.1. The special status of disyllabic words with final stress
Initially, most of the child's words are monosyllabic, and in as far as the
attempted adult words are also monosyllabic, they cannot tell us anything
about stress (stage 0). For disyllabic words there is a contrast between words
with initial stress and words with final stress. Ifwe compare disyllabic words
with initial stress with disyllabic words with final stress, two observations
can be made. First, although disyllabic words with initial stress are
occasionally truncated, this is far less common than for disyllabic words
with final stress for all children, as Table I shows. If the process involves
deletion of unstressed syllables, this difference is not expected.l"
The second observation is that disyllabic words with final stress show
more stress errors than disyllabic words with initial stress. Stress errors refer
to both stress misplacement and to level stress. These terms will become
clear later on. Table 2 gives the percentage of stress errors per word-type.
Monosyllabic forms are left out. Thus the percentages refer to disyllabic
productions of these word-types.
16 There are individual differences between the children, but they are largely due to age
differences.
Child s w w s
word-rype
Table I. Percentages of truncated forms for disyllabic words in which the unstressed syllable is
deleted
Child
s w w s
word-rype
Table 2. Percentage of stress errorsper word-rype
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Table 2 shows that in general stress errors are more frequent in disyllabic
words with final stress than in disyllabic words with initial stress. The low
percentages of stress errors in disyllabic words with final stress in Eva, Elke,
Jarmo and Tirza's data can easily be explained if the percentages of
truncated forms are taken into account: very few of the final-stressed
disyllabic target words are produced as disyllables.
Disyllabic words with final stress clearly behave differently from disyllabic
words with initial stress in two ways: (I) they are more prone to truncation;
(2) they are more prone to stress errors. From this we can conclude that
stress, and therefore foot structure, is crucial in explaining the different
behaviour of stress-final disyllables. Before giving an explanation, let us have
a closer look at the disyllabic words with final stress, and particularly at how
these forms develop.
6.3.2. Developmental stages: description
Four developmental stages can be distinguished in the production of disyllabic
words with final stress. Since Robin's data show these stages particularly
clearly, his data will be discussed first. At the first stage, he produces stress-
final disyllabic words as monosyllables. The stressed syllable of the adult
target is invariably the one that is produced, as the data in (6) show:
(6) Rnbin: STAGE1
ballon Iba'bnl ~ [rnomo], ['b:>md]17 (1;7.13)
~ ['p:>nd] (1;7.27)
konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ ['rein], ['txin] (1;7.27)
trompet l,tR:>m'petl ~ ['ptt] (1;9·4)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ ['pa:n] (1;10·7)
muziek Imy:'si:kl ~ ['silk] (2;0.4)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ ['ba:n] (2;I.7)
Although longer forms occur at later stages, monosyllabic realisations of
adult disyllabic forms remain until rather late, although their appearance
becomes less frequent.l''
During the second stage, both syllables of the adult word are produced;
however, the first syllable receives stress, as the data in (7) show:
17 Truncated words are often subject to segmental changes. I will come back to these in
section 6.6. Moreover, monosyllabic feet are often augmented with an extra final syllable, as
we will see shortly.
18 Although this is largely due to the fact that development is gradual, these forms remain
longer than the forms typical of the subsequent stages, since, as will be shown in chapter 7,
stress placement is correct.
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Rabin: STAGE 2
ballon Iba'bnl
gitaar Ixi:'ta:rl
giraf ISu'rafl
['bU::>n]
['si:ta:]
['si:tau]
[fuaE]
(2;1.7)
(2;1.7)
(2;1.26)
(2;1.26)
At the third stage, the words are produced with level stress, that is, both
syllables receive an equal amount of stress, as in (8):
(8) RiJbin: STAGE 3
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['ban'd:>n] (2;1.26)
kasteel I,kas'te:ll ~ ['ta:s'tem] (2;1.26)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ ['ma:'na:n] (2;2.27)
misschien I,mts\i:nl ~ ['pt'zi:n], ['mt'zim] (2;3.10)
WC Il)e:'se:1 ~ [vei'sei] (2;3022)
At the final stage, the words are produced with an adult-like stress pattern,
as in (9):
(9) Robin: STAGE 4
meneer Im;:)'ne:rl ~ [mo'neu] (2;2.22)
misschien I,mts\i:nl ~ [mt'sim] (2;3.10)
konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ [ko'nsin] (2;4.8)
kameel Ika:'me:lI ~ [,ka'me:ii] (2;4.29)
muziek Imy:'si:kl ~ [,my:'si:k] (2;4.29)
The transitions from stage to stage are always gradual. There will be forms
from both the previous and following stage, which may obscure the
developmental pattern. Nevertheless, these four stages can be clearly
distinguished. They are also attested in the data of other children, although
not all children go through all stages. Eva, Jarmo and Elke only have forms
typical of stage I during the whole period of recording. On the other hand,
Catootje has very few forms representing stage I, but data from stage 2 to
4 are available. This is probably due to the fact that she has already passed
stage I at the first recording session. The following forms for adult disyllables
with final stress are attested at Catootje's first recording session, (1;10.1 I):
(10) Catootje
a. STAGE I
ballon Iba'1:>n1 ~ ['bo:mt] (I;IO.II)
~ ['bo:mi:] (1;10.11)
b. STAGE 2
gitaar Ixi:'ta:rl ~ ['hi:ta:] (1;10.11)
konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ ['ktna:] (1;10.11)
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In other words, either the final syllable of the adult form is realised (with
an extra syllable), or both syllables of the adult target word are produced,
with stress, contrary to the adult form, on the first syllable. These forms
correspond to stages I and 2. During the next session all such words are
realised with level stress, which is typical of stage three:
(II) Catoorie: STAGE3
ballon Iba'bnl -7 ['bo:'na:n] (1;10.25)
-7 [bor'nceyn] (1;10.25)
konijn Iko:'neinl -7 ['ko:'nEin] (1;10.25)
-7 ['ko:'nm] (1;10.25)
paleis Ipa:'IEisl -7 ['jap'pEis] (1;10.25)
papier Ipa:'pi:rl -7 ['pi:'pa:] (1;10.25)
In the following sessions we find the first occurrences of adult-like stress
patterns (stage 4) in addition to monosyllables (stage I), in which the final
syllable is realised, and of the misplaced stress patterns (stage 2) and level
stress patterns (stage 3). Examples are given in (12):
a.
CatootJe
STAGE I
banaan Iba:'na:nl -7 ['pla:n] (I;II.25)
Cato Ika:'to:l -7 ['to:] (I;II.25)
giraf IJu'rafl -7 ['hob] (2;0.6)
STAGE 2
banaan Iba:'na:nl -7 ['blja:n] (1;1 LIO)
STAGE 3
ballon Iba'bnl -7 ['pa:'bo:i:in] (I;II.IO)
(12)
b.
c.
d. STAGE 4
konijn lko:'nEinl -7 [,ko:'ne:n] (I;II.IO)
Especially productions with misplaced stress and monosyllables (with extra
syllable) become far less frequent in the course of development, and are
replaced by adult-like stressed productions. Productions with level stress still
occur, although they also become less frequent in Catootje's production
forms. Again we find a development in which level stress productions
follow initial stress productions, but precede adult-like productions. Probably
there was a stage before the first recording session in which monosyllables
were dominant, of which only traces remain.
Tirza shows a similar pattern, although the misplaced stress stage and
level stress cases are less clear. First, she has only monosyllables (I3a),
then disyllables with initial stress, (I 3b), followed by level stress productions
(I3C), and finally she arrives at an adult-like stress pattern (I3d). Although
very few forms were found with stress misplacement and level stress, the
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development does not contradict the proposed description of develop-
mental stages.
(13) Tirza
a. STAGEI
meneer /mo'nerr/' ~ ['ne:] (1;8·5)
giraf IJll'rafl ~ ['la:fJ, ['ca:p] (1;10.22)
b. STAGE2
courgette I,ku:rfetl ~ ['koUet8] (1;1 I.I9)
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ [sakein] (I;II.19)
c. STAGE3
giraf IJll'rafl ~ ['si:'a:fJ (2;1.17)
d. STAGE4
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ [ko'nein] (2;2.1)
giraf IJll'rafl ~ [,si:'Ra:fJ (2;6.12)
Florien I flo:'ri:nl ~ [,b'Ri:n] (2;3.12)
For Tom a similar pattern can be detected. Again, monosyllabic forms are
predominant in the earlier sessions. Some forms with misplaced stress and
level stress occur at later stages. Some data are given in (14):
(14) Tom
a. STAGE1
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ ['f)ei], ['reir] (1;5.0)
~ ['lein], [nspe], ['1)ei] (1;5-14)
kameel Ika:'me:ll ~ [meni] (1;5·14)
giraf IJl:'rafl ~ ['fa], ['vafa], ['vafJ (1;5028)
kameel Ika:'me:ll ~ ['ned], ['he:u] (1;5028)
~ ['le:w] (1;6.II)
b. STAGE2
kameel Ika:'me:ll ~ ['lome] (1;7·9)
~ ['hmau] (1;7.23)
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ ['kuda] (1;7.23)
c. STAGE3
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ ['lo'l£i], ['lo'nein] (1;7.23)
~ [km'nei] (1;8.20)
~ [kon'tei] (1;10.8)
kapot Ika:'p::>tl ~ ['ka:'po:t] (1;11.26)
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d. STAGE 4
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ [ko:'lein] (1;8.6)
muziek Imy:'si:kl ~ [me:'si:k] (1;10.8)
kalkoen I,kal'ku:nl ~ [da:'ku:n] (1;11.26)
kapot Ika:'p::>tl ~ [kai'pot] (1; 11.26)
trompet l,tR::>m'petl ~ [a 'pet] (I;II.26)
kameel Ika:'me:ll ~ [kai'me] (2;0.17)
For Noortje the same pattern can be detected, as is shown in (15):
(15) Noortje
a. STAGE 1
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ ['na:m], [maim] (2;3-7)
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ ['hin], ['hi] (2;3.23)
b. STAGE 2
gordijn I,x::>r'deinl ~ [hotein] (2;5023)
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ ['p::>tein] (2;5023)
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['pap::>m] (2;5023)
c. STAGE 3
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ ['tD'teina] (2;7·17)
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['pap'am] (2;8.1)
d. STAGE 4
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ [a 'trim] (2;7.17)
kasteel I kas'te:l! ~ Lta:'ti:w] (2;8.1),
giraf IJ1:'rafl ~ [hi:'haf:] (2;8.1)
konijn Iko:'neinl ~ [ro'tsino], [to'tsin] (2;8.29)
To summarise: although there seem to be individual differences, the basic
developmental pattern is quite clear. The developmental pattern for disyllabic
words with final stress that can be detected from the data is the following:
STAGE I: Adult disyllables with final stress are truncated to monosylla-
bles. The final syllable, the stressed one, is kept in the child's
realisation.
Thus: (crw crJwd ~ (crs[crw])Wd
Both syllables of the adult target word are realised. However,
contrary to the adult stress pattern, they are produced with
initial stress.
Thus: (crw crJWd ~ (crs crw)Wd
Again both syllables of the adult target word are realised, but
receive an equal amount of stress, resulting in productions
with level stress.
Thus: (crw crJwd ~ (o, crJwd
STAGE2:
STAGE3:
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The child produces the word in an adult-like manner as far as
the number of syllables and stress patterns are concerned.
Thus: (aw aJwd -7 (o.; aJwd
For disyllabic target words with initial stress no developmental pattern can
be detected. They are produced correctly insofar as the stress pattern and the
number of syllables is concerned. In other words: (as aw)Wd -7 (as aw)Wd
during all stages.
STAGE4:
6.4. Formal account
Two observations about the data are crucial. First, the stressed syllable of
the adult word is always maintained, and second, the stressed syllable of the
adult word need not be stressed in the child's form. These observations
indicate that stress in the adult target is important, since it guides the child
in selecting material from the adult target; however, these observations also
indicates that stress is not learned lexically. Furthermore, they show the
importance of non-linear phonology, in that prosodic constituents and
segmental content are largely independent. If stress were a segmental
property, it should always be on the same syllable, that is, it could never
appear on the first syllable of a word like konijn 'rabbit' Iko:'mdnl. But
stress can appear on the first syllable of konijn, which clearly shows the
independence of stress from the strings of segments. Furthermore, if the
child picks out a prosodic constituent from the adult target with its
segmental material, stress errors are not expected. Let us now review the
different stages within the framework of a prosodic theory.
6.4.1. Stage I
At the first stage, the child selects the segmental material from the most
salient syllable, or rather, the foot in which this syllable is contained. The fact
that disyllabic words with initial stress, which form one foot in the adult
target, are rarely truncated suggests that it is indeed a foot that is picked out
and not just the stressed syllable. Trisyllabic words with medial stress
confirm this, since words like vakantie 'holiday' Iva:'konsi:1 are never
truncated to just one syllable. If they are truncated, the last two syllables are
realised, as in ['konsi:], which forms a foot in the adult target. The base of
the truncated forms is invariably the stressed foot in the adult target words.
The segmental material of this foot is then mapped onto a trochaic
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template, a left-headed foot. This can be said to be a minimal word,
Wdmin•
19 The process shows resemblance to the process of PROSODIC
CIRCUMSCRIPTION. Prosodic circumscription is a general approach to the
problem of limiting the domain of rules to less than a morphological
constituent. In general, a base is divided into two parts: the KERNEL, a
prosodic constituent, and the RESIDUE (McCarthy & Prince 1990). In this
case, the child 'prosodically circumscribes' the foot which contains at least
a stressed syllable at the right edge, copies the segmental material contained
in it (indicated by the large arrow in (16», and maps this onto a trochaic
template (16). The residue of the word is not realised, because it is not
prosodically licensed by the template; it is therefore subject to 'stray erasure'.
STAGE I
Adult tat;get Child's output form
Wd
~F F
I
Wd
circumscribed part of the
adult target word is mapped
onto the child's template
where: Wd = Word, F = Foot, cr, = stressed syllable, and crw = unstressed
syllable; ( ) indicates optionality.
It should be observed that we often find an extra syllable in final position
in these forms. This position is available in the foot template. Some data are
given in (17):
19 The child's word at this stage always consists of a foot, which is a minimal word. Therefore,
the minimality constraint of prosodic theory, which demands content words to have minimally
the size of a foot, is obeyed. However, in some cases the foot can be subminimal, namely,
when the circumscribed foot of the adult target contains only one syllable. Addition of extra
syllables provides a way to resolve subminimality. If the circumscribed foot contains two
syllables, they are both realised. Truncation is not an option here, because a foot cannot be
made subminimal (this would require a deletion rule). I will show in chapter 7 that at the
earliest stages of acquisition the foot is not a relevant unit. Rather, the child only has words
consisting of one core syllable.
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(17) Extra final !Jllables
a. &bin
ballon Ibo'bnl
b. Catooije
ballon
giraf
c. Tom
konijn
giraf
d. Noorije
konijn
Ibo'bnl
IS1:'rafl
Ikol'neinl
IS1:'rofl
Iko:'neinl
~ [rnomo], ['b:>m;;>] (1;7.13)
~ ['P:>ll;;>] (1;7.27)
~ ['bolmt], [bounii] (I;IO.II)
~ [fiofo] (2;0.6)
~ ['nere] (1;5-14)
~ ['vofo] (1;5028)
~ ['teinCi] (2;7.17)
~ [to'rsino] (2;8.29)
These data confirm that the child does not copy segmental material with its
prosodic structure, because there would be no reason to expand the form
with material absent in the adult target word. The data provide further
evidence for the trochaic template, since an optimal (quantity-insensitive)
trochaic foot consists of a strong syllable followed by a weak one. The extra
syllable fills the weak branch of the foot. There is no weak branch to fill in
disyllabicwords with initial stress, since this is already filled. Thus forms like
those in (18) are never attested:
(18) a. Robin
b. robot
I'nbtnl
I 'rolb:>tl
*['h:>ptnd],but ['h:>ptn]
*['holp:>b], but [Iioipot]
This also makes the prediction that extra syllables can be found in mono-
syllabic adult target words, which is indeed the case, as shown in (19):
NoortJe
trein Itreinl ~ ['ttind] (2;5023)
tuin Itreynl ~ ['treyno] (2;5023)
dik Idtkl ~ ['ktb] (2;6·5)
thee !'te:1 ~ ['ttij;;>] (2;7.2)
Tom
aap Imp I ~ ['alp;;>] (I ;4. 14)
boot Iboltl ~ [bono] (1;5028)
beer Ibelrl ~ ['pi:ja:] (1;6.II)
(19) a.
b.
Ingram (1978) mentions this phenomenon and suggests that the reason for
adding an extra vowel at the end of words is to make the production of the
final consonant easier. However, he also mentions that it is frequently not
the case that the final consonant is produced. Nevertheless, an extra syllable
is often produced by reduplication of the word, as in ['nwe] for French nez.
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Furthermore, if the reason for adding an extra vowel to the end of words
is to make the realisation of the final consonant easier, then we would
expect this to be found in disyllabic words with initial stress ending in a
consonant too, like Robin and pinguin. These forms are non-existent. Finally,
an extra syllable can also occur after a stressed syllable ending in a vowel,
as shown above.r"
It should be mentioned that it is not the case that both syllables of the
child's foot are obligatorily filled, but if there is a candidate for the second
syllable, it is always realised. Disyllabic target forms with initial stress are
never truncated. Rather, we find the opposite: a monosyllabic foot is often
made disyllabic. However, in some cases the foot can remain subminimal,
namely when the circumscribed foot of the adult target contains only one
syllable. Addition of an extra syllable provides a way of resolving sub-
minimality. If the circumscribed foot contains two syllables, they are both
realised. Truncation is not an option. A foot cannot be made subminimal,
since this would require a special deletion rule.
It is not the case that just the stressed syllable is realised, since disyllabic
words with initial stress are generally not truncated.t' Thus, we do not
find forms like those in (20):
(20) a. baby /'be:bi:/ -7 *[be:], but ['be:bi:]
b. vakantie /va:'kansi:l -7 *[kan], but ['kansi:]
The prosodically circumscribed foot is at the right edge of the adult target
word, not at the left edge. We do not find forms like the ones in (21):
(21) a. vakantie /va:'kansi:/ -7 *['va:kan], but ['kansi:]
b. olifant /'o:1i:,fant/ -7 *['o:li:], but [fant]22
c. paraplu /,pa:ra:'ply:/ -7 *['pa:ra:], but [py:]
6.4.2. Stage 2
At the second stage the child realises both syllables of the target word.
However, stress falls on the first syllable. The segmental material of both
syllables of the adult word is taken out and mapped onto the child's
trochaic template as in (22). Foot structure is not copied, otherwise stage 2
and stage 3 cannot be explained, since the stress pattern in the child's form
is different from that of the adult target.
20 An additional argument against Ingram's analysis is that extra syllables sometimes appear
word-medially at stage 3. These will be discussed later.
21 Truncation of disyllabic words with initial stress only occurs at the earliest stages (see
chapters 4, 5 and 7)·
22 Even though olifant has initial main stress, the foot with secondary stress in the target word,
the rightmost foot is selected for production.
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(22) STAGE 2
Adult target
Wd
~F F
I
Child's outputfirm
of stage 1
Wd
F
~
as (a)w
6
[bn]
Child's output
of stage 2
Wd
I
F
~
O's Ow
/\ ~
[bu: + on]
the circwnscribed pan of the adult
target word is adjoined to the left of
the child's output form of stage 1
the resulting string of
segments is mapped onto
the child's foot template
It is, however, not clear what is circumscribed in this case. It cannot be a
foot, since the two syllables do not form a foot in the adult target. It could
either be a window of two syllables, which again is not a single prosodic
category, or alternatively it could circumscribe the whole word. Although the
latter is a prosodic category, this solution does not work either. To see this,
we have to examine what happens in trisyllables.f It appears to be the
case that if trisyllabic words with stress on the first and third syllables, like
ooievaarI'o:jd,fa:rl and krokodill,kro:ko:'dtl/, are truncated to disyllables, the
first and the third syllables are produced, suggesting that the child's aim is
to realise two syllables. S/he selects the segmental material from the stressed
elements. The child does not parse out the syllable adjacent to the
previously selected syllable. Thus we do not find forms like the ones in (23):
(23) a. olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ *['li:fant], but [rnfont]
b. pelikaan I,pe:li:'ka:nl ~ *['li:ka:n], but ['pe:ka:n]
c. locomotief l,lOlko:mo:'ti:fl ~ *['mOlti:f], but ['lo:ti:f]
d. boerderij I,bu:rdd'rtil ~ *['ddRti], but ['bmRci]
Rather, the child parses out the leftmost syllable in addition to the rightmost
one. These elements do not form a prosodic unit in the adult target.
However, given that the child had already selected one syllable from the
target for his or her previous monosyllabic realisation, s/he now only has
to select one new syllable. This syllable has to be concatenated to the
'previous monosyllabic form. The first syllable (the leftmost syllable) of the
target is selected, which is then concatenated to the child's form of stage I.
The resulting form is mapped onto the trochaic template, as in (22). This
again shows the independence of stress from the melodic tier. Furthermore,
the child builds on its own previous representation of the word. From a
23 I will discuss the child's realisations of trisyllabic adult target words in detail in section 6.5.
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theoretical perspective this is important, because otherwise reference would
have to be made to non-existent prosodic categories, like the first and third
syllable, or syllables with stress. No such problems arise if we assume that
the child expands his or her previous form by one prosodic unit (a syllable,
as at stage 2, and as we will see shortly, a foot at stage 3). Further evidence
for this comes from metathesised and reduplicated forms.
As has been shown, the child can take a new syllable from an adult target
word to integrate it into his or her own form. S/he can place the extra
syllable in initial position, thereby adopting the order of syllables in the adult
word. The other option is to place it after the form which it has already
acquired. This, then, results in metathesised forms, like those in (24):
(24) Catootje's metathesisedforms
ballon /ba'bn/ ~
~
papier /pa:'pi:r/ ~
~
['bo:m'ba:n]24
['bo:'nam]
['pipa:]
['pi:'pa:j]
(1 ;10. II)
(1;10.25)
(1;10.25)
(1;1 I.IO)
These forms cannot be explained by assuming that the prosodic word or a
two-syllable window is circumscribed, except by proposing an independent
metathesis rule. However, there seems to be no motivation for such a rule.
Metathesis can be represented as follows:
(25) MetathesiP
Adult target Child's output form
of stage 1
Child's output form
of stage 2
Wd
~
F F
Wd
I
F
r-...
as (a)w
I'c.:
[pi:]
Wd
F
~
as aw
(\ /c:s: i \.
[pi: + pal]
the circumscribed part of the adult target
word is adjoined to the right of the
segmental content of the child's output
form of stage 1
the resulting segmental
string is mapped onto the
child's foot template
Another option is to create a disyllabic form by reduplicating the child's
own form, as in the examples in (26).
24 Some of the forms represent stage 3, but this need not concern us here.
25 In the metathesised forms it seems that the head-dependent relation of the syllables in the
adult word is maintained.
c.
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Reduplicated forms
Noorije
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['pa'p:>m] (2;5023)
konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ ['ka'kEin] (2n·2)
Tom
kameel Ika:'me:ll ~ ['ka:'kEj] (2;0.17)
Catootje
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['pa:'bo:un] (1;11.10)
~ ['pa:'p:>n] (2;1.3)
a.
b.
These cases can also not be explained by selecting two syllables from the
adult target word. Rather, the child's template expands from monosyllables
to disyllables, but the circumscribed domain of the adult target word has not
changed. The only way to get an extra syllable is by reduplicating the child's
form from the previous stage. The additional syllable is realised to the right
of the previous form. These data can be readily explained if we assume that
the child's forms from the previous stage are used as input for reduplica-
tion, rather than the adult forms.
At the first stage the stressed syllable of the adult target word is taken
(stage I). At the next stage the child realises (i) that the target word contains
two syllables, and (ii) that the parts he has selected for production is in final
position in the target. Movement of that syllable to the weak branch of the
foot leaves the head syllable empty. The empty syllable has to be filled: the
onset of the second syllable spreads to the onset of the first (empty
syllable). The default vowel, the low vowel la:1 or I ai, is inserted to fill the
nucleus of the first syllable. The reduplication process can be represented
as in (27):
(27) Reduplication
Adult target Child's output
form of stage 1
Child's output
form of stage 2
Wd
I
F.~Wd
\
/ba(l) bnj [pon]
ev eve
~
[ .. pon] [patpon]
~-~.
The transition from stage 1 to stage 2 involves moving theg
segmental content of the output form of stage 1 to the final syllable
of the foot and filling the head syllableby reduplication.
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6.4.3. Stage 3
At the third stage, the child realises both syllables of the adult target word;
however, both syllables receive an equal amount of stress. It seems that the
child is learning that the adult word can consist of more than one foot.
S/he might therefore hypothesise that it consists of two feet, which results
in level stress (28). Thus, the child's template is expanded with one prosodic
constituent: an extra foot. Level stress is not an option available in adult
language, since the main stress rule provides one foot with more stress.26
The child is not yet aware of the main stress rule.27
(28) STAGE 3
Adult target Child's output form
if stage 2
Child's output ftrm
if stage 3
Wd
~F F
Wd
i
F
!~
bnj ['bu: ['ban
The transition from stage 2 to stage 3 involves the
mapping of the segmental content of the child's form at
stage 2 onto a two-foot template.
If the child's template is as given above, the prediction is that extra syllables
can occur word-medially. There are a few production forms with extra
medial syllables attested in the data, as shown in (29)' Here again the reason
for adding an extra syllable could be to make a complete foot.
a.
Extra medial {)II/abies
Tirza
kasteel /,kas'te:l/ ~ ['tas;)'so:] (I;II.19)
konijntjes /ko:'nEint)ds/ ~ ['bm'nEint)ds] (2;6.12)
Noortje
konijn /ko:'nEin/ ~ ['bb'tEin] (2;7.17)
kameel /ka:'me:l! ~ ['kam'me:u] (2;II.O)
b.
26The child's language looks very much like a syllable-timed language (Nespor 1990)'
27 In chapter 7 I will discuss the fact that at this stage many stress parameters come into play.
The child still has a trochaic foot, but it will be shown that this foot is no longer quantity-
insensitive.
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c. Eike
ballonnen Iba'bOd[n]1 ---7 ['baulo:'bmd] (2;4.29)
d. Tom
kameel Ika:'me:l! ---7 ['ki:b'mJj] (1;7·9)
6.4.4. Stage 4
At the final stage, the child knows that these adult words consist of one
foot and something more, which might not be a full foot. The child realises
main stress on the final foot of disyllabic word. The child might also have
learned the destressing rule of Dutch, which destresses the first (incomplete)
foot in disyllabic words with final stress. The representation has become
adult-like. This is shown in (30):
<30) STAGE 4
Adult ta1J!.ef
Wd
~
F F
!boO) bnl
Child's output form
of stage 3
Child's output form
of stage 4
/ '\
i \
I \
_1_-
['ban
/ \
1
I
[ba 'bn]'ebn]
The transition from stage 3 to stage 4 involves
the acquisition of the main stress rule.
6.4.5. Summary and discussion
I. We have seen that the child's template expands gradually and quite
systematically. At the earliest stage the child has only monosyllabic words,
which correspond to monosyllabic adult targets (stage 0).
STAGE I: At stage I the child's template consists of minimally one and
maximally two syllables, which form one foot: a binary left-headed foot, of
which at least the head is filled. The child prosodically circumscribes the
rightmost foot of the adult target word and maps the segmental content of
that foot onto a trochaic foot template. The remainder of the adult target
word is not realised, because it does not fit into the template. If the target
foot consists of two syllables, both syllables are realised in the child's output
form. If the target foot consists of one syllable, the child's realisation can
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be either monosyllabic or disyllabic. In the latter case, a syllable is added to
the right of the selected foot to fill both positions in the foot. The child
does not copy the foot structure of the adult word, since this extra syllable
is not present in the adult target foot.
STAGE 2: At the next stage the child circumscribes a syllable at the left
edge28 of the word, if the child's form consists of one syllable. The
segmental content of that syllable is adjoined to the child's previous
monosyllabic form. This segmental material is mapped onto a trochaic foot
template, resulting is an initial-stressed disyllabic foot. Additional evidence
for the fact that the child's previous forms play an important role in the
development comes from reduplication and metathesis. These data cannot be
explained on the assumption that the only input to the child consist of adult
target words. Rather, the child's own previous forms can also serve as input.
STAGE 3: At this stage the child recognises that disyllabic adult target words
with final stress do not form one foot. The child now expands his or her
template with one foot: the result is a word template that contains two feet.
Additional evidence for this comes from data in which an extra medial
syllable is realised. Main stress is not yet learned, therefore, both feet receive
an equal amount of stress.
STAGE 4: At stage 4 the child learns the main stress rule, which assigns main
stress to one of the feet of his or her template. The child's production of
disyllabic target words with final stress resembles that of the target word in
number of syllables and stress pattern.
2. The data call for a non-linear approach, since they clearly demonstrate
that stress and segmental content are largely independent. The child does
not copy segmental material of the adult target word with the prosodic
structure, but only copies the segmental material of (part of) the adult target
which is mapped onto the child's own template. Otherwise the appearance
of extra syllables in the child's output forms that are not present in the
adult target words cannot be explained. The data representing stage 2 and
stage 3 cannot be explained if foot structure has been copied, since stress
in the child's output forms is different from stress in the adult target words.
3. The developmental patterns can be described if we make use of the tools
of prosodic theory. At stage I, just the rightmost stressed foot is taken,
which may result in deletion of initial (unstressed) syllables. At stage 2, the
segmental material of the leftmost syllable is selected for production, which
28 The leftmost syllablethat is selected at stage 2 is also the most prominent one after taking
the rightmost stressed syllable.Sometimes it is completely unstressed, but since in these cases
it is the only remaining syllable of the word, it is nevertheless the most prominent.
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is combined with the material of the child's previous form. The prosodic
template of the child does not change. At stage 3 the child's template is
expanded with another foot. No reference needs to be made to non-existing
prosodic categories, on the assumption that the child's previous forms play
an important role.
4. Important in the analysis presented here is that the child's output may
serve as its own input. That is, the child's previous form is an important
factor for the way his or her system develops. It shows that the child's
forms are not fixed, but are constantly in transition towards the adult target
forms. The child does not have to 'unlearn' deletion rules like truncation;
as the child's template expands in such a way that in can incorporate the whole
string of segments of the adult target words, deletion ceases to occur, since the
only reason for deletion of syllables is that they are not prosodically licensed.
5. The crucial difference between the analysis of Allen & Hawkins and the
analysis presented here is that in the former it is stipulated that stress is on
the initial syllable. Initial unstressed syllables are deleted, because they are
not stressed. In Allen & Hawkins' analysis, truncation is seen as the result
of a deletion process, while in the analysis presented here truncation is the
result of mapping of segmental material to a prosodic template. Only the
latter provides an explanatory account of the development of disyllabic
words with final stress. Although Allen & Hawkins do not exclude the
possibility of stress shift as a means of obeying the trochaic constraint, they
consider it to be just one of the ways of conforming to the trochaic
template. This, however, is no more than a description without explanatory
power. There are many ways to get initial stress: by deletion of the first
unstressed syllable, by stress shift, or by adding an extra stress (on the
unstressed syllable). Only the account presented here explains the pattern of
development observed.
6. The account given here explains why disyllabic words with initial stress
are rarely truncated and do not show stress errors: the child circumscribes
the stressed foot and maps this onto a trochaic template. Since the adult
word is already a trochaic foot, these forms fit immediately. There is no
reason for the child to alter the pattern. This also explains the absence of
extra syllables in these words.
So far, I have mainly discussed the developmental patterns found in the
acquisition of disyllabic target words. However, the analysis presented here
also makes predictions for longer words. Let us turn to these now.
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6.5. Predictions for longer words
As we have seen in section 6.2, main stress falls on the window of three
syllables from the right edge of the word. In trisyllabic words main stress
can in principle be on either one of the last three syllables in adult Dutch.
Let us first discuss the predictions for the different stages for the different
types of trisyllabic words. I will first discuss the patterns found in Robin's
data; then I will show that the same patterns also occur in the data of other
children. In general, trisyllabic words are selected by the child later than
disyllabic words, probably due to a selection strategy. In section 6.5.4 I will
briefly discuss what happens with longer words, which are very infrequent
in child language.
6.5.1. Trisyllabic words with final main stress
Stage I. The prediction for trisyllabic words with main stress on the final
syllable (and secondary stress on the initial syllable) is that the child parses
out a monosyllabic foot at the right edge, of which the segmental material
is mapped onto a trochaic foot template. That this prediction is borne out
is evident in Robin's data in (3 I):
(3 r) Robin: STAGE r
telefoon /,te:l:;)'fom/
krokodil /,kro:ko:'dtl/
[fom]
[di:w]
(r.ro.j)
(r;rO·7)
Elke and Eva produce only a few trisyllabic target words with final stress,
all truncated to the final monosyllabic foot, as shown in (32):
(32) a. Elke: STAGE r
telefoon /,te:h'fom/ ~ [porn] (r;rO·7)
b. Eva: STAGE t
boerderij /,bmrd:;)'rei/ ~ [hei] (r;4.26)
micro fa on /,mi:kro:'fom/ ~ [hxm] (r;6.r)
papegaai /,pa:p:;)'xa:j/ ~ [ta:j] (q.22)
krokodil /,kro:ko:'dtl/ ~ [di:l] (r;9·8)
The other children, too, have forms characteristic of stage r , as shown in (33):
(33) a. Tirza: STAGE r
telefoon /,te:b'fo:n/
paraplu /,pa:ra:'ply:l
[xo:n]
[py:tf1
(r;9·rr)
(r jr o.aa)
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b. Tom: STAGE I
papegaai Ilpa:p;)'xa:jl -7
pelikaan I,pe:li:'ka:nl -7
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl -7
c. Noorije: STAGE I
paraplu l,pa:ra:'ply:1 -7
Sinterklaas I,stnt;)r'kla:sl -7
d. Catootje: STAGE I
indiaan I,wdi:'jaml -7
-7
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['pa:j;)]29 (1;5-14)
[korj], ['ka!)a](I;5028)
[b] (1;7.9)
[p:>]
[pas]
(2;2·7)
(2;5023)
[hami]
[ha:n]
(1;10. II)
(1;10.25)
Stage 2. The prediction is that at the next stage an additional syllable from
the adult target from the left edge of the word (or the most prominent
remaining one after the rightmost foot is taken out) is circumscribed, the
segmental content of that syllable added to the segmental content of the
child's previously circumscribed monosyllabic foot, and the result mapped
onto a trochaic template. This results in disyllabic words with initial stress.
That the prediction is borne out by the data can be seen in (34), which
gives examples of Robin's forms typical of stage 2:
(34) Robin: STAGE 2
boerderij I,bmrd;)'reil
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl
['bmjei]
['ttfo:m]
(1;10.21)
(2;0.18)
This shows that the child's template at stage 2 consists of one binary left-
headed foot. Data from other children are given in (35):
(35) a. Tirza: STAGE 2
boerderij I,bu:rd;)'reil -7 ['p:>dei] (I;II.19)
b. Tom: STAGE 2
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7 ['ko:wt] (1;5-14)
papegaai Ilpa:p;)lxa:jl -7 [Ipapa:!)] (1;5.14)
pelikaan I,pe:li:'kaml -7 ['ta:kamp] (1;5028)
-7 ['ki:kan] (1;5028)
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl -7 ['tefo:] (1;8.6)
c. Noorije: STAGE 2
paraplu l,pa:ra:'ply:1 -7 ['pa:py:] (2;5023)
Sinterklaas I,swt;)r'kla:sl -7 [Ittnta] (2;7·17)
29 See section 6.6 for a discussion of segmental changes in the child's output compared to
input.
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Stage 3. The prediction for stage 3 is that the child now realises two feet
with equal stress. However, there are now two possibilities: (i) the child's
template expands to include two feet, but the segmental content does not
change; this results in disyllabic forms with level stress; or (ii) the child's
template expands to include two feet, and now all three syllables of the
adult target word can be incorporated into the child's template. Robin has
no forms of the first type; he only has trisyllabic productions of these
trisyllabic words, as is shown in (36):
(36) Robin: STAGE 3
boerderij I,bmrdd'reil ~ ['bJjd'jei] (1;11.7)
speel-o-theek/i.speilor'rerk/' ~ ['ptb'ti:k] (2;0.18)
microfoon I,mi:kro:'fo:nl ~ ['mi:b'fo:n] (2;1.7)
kapitein I,ka:pi:'teinl ~ ['papi:'tein] (2;1.26)
indiaan I,tndi:'ja:nl ~ [tno'[am] (2;1.26)
machinist I,mauu'mstl ~ [marcir'nt 'tS] (2;2.27)
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ ['ko:b'dt:>] (2;3.22)
speel-o-theek Zspeilor'terk/' ~ ['spe:lo:'te:k] (2;4.8)
Disyllabic level stress production forms are found in Tirza and Tom's data,
as shown in (37):
b.
Tirza: STAGE 3
,
muzikant I,my:zi:'kantl ~ ['ti:k'ttnt] (I;II.19)
boerderij I .burrdo 'reil ~ ['py:'ha:j] (2;0. I 8)
boerderij I,bu:rdd'reil ~ ['bm'dei] (2;I.I7)
Tom: STAGE 3
,
pelikaan I,pe:li:'ka:nl ~ ['ke:'ka:m] (1;7·9)
parachute I,para:fy:tl ~ ['pa:'phlt] (1;10.29)
(37) a.
Since I claimed that truncation is the result of general prosodic constraints
on licensing and that there are no deletion rules, the forms in (37) must be
based on the child's earlier forms. At this stage the template is extended in
such a way that it now can contain two feet. However, if the segmental
content of the child's previous form is mapped onto this new template, the
result can be a disyllabic word consisting of two feet. Since no main stress
rule has yet been learned, both syllables are realised with an equal amount
of stress, as in (37). There is no deletion involved, since all segmental
content is prosodically licensed. The mapping of the segmental content of
the adult target words onto the child's two-foot template results in trisyllabic
output forms. The prediction is that all words that are produced for the first
time at this stage are produced as trisyllabic words, rather than disyllabic
ones. They cannot come out as disyllabic output forms without the
stipulation of a deletion rule. The trisyllabic output forms outnumber the
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disyllabic ones; it might then be the case that stage 3' precedes stage 3.
Tirza and Tom both have forms typical of stage 3, alongside those typical
of stage 3', as is shown in (38):
a. Tirza: STAGE3
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7
papegaai I,pa:p;:>'xa:jl -7
Amsterdam I,amst;:>r'daml -7
boerderij I,bu:rd;:>'r£il -7
koningin I,ko:m'fjwl -7
indiaan I,tndi:'ja:nl -7
telefoon I,te:l;:>'fo:nl -7
b. Tom: STAGE3
papegaai I,pa:p;:>'xa:jl -7
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7
['ko:b'da:] (2;U7)
['papa'xa:j] (2;2.1 2)
['amst;:>'dam;:>](2;3.27)
['bu:dt'R£i] (2;5.5)
['ko:mfj'tfj] (2;5.5)
[tndii'jamo] (2;5.5)
['te:n;:>Joon;:>](2;5021)
['papa'p;)j]
['k£k£'ktw]
(1;5-14)
(1;7·9)
(39)
Other children also have forms characteristic of stage 3, as shown in (39):
a. Catootie: STAGE3
indiaan I,tndi:'ja:nl -7
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7
paraplu l,pa:ra:'ply:1 -7
telefoon I,te:l;:>'fo:nl -7
b. Enzo: STAGE3
papegaai I,pa:p;:>'xa:jl -7
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7
chocola IJo:ko:'la:1 -7
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl -7
['hi:j;:>'ha:n] (1;10.25)
['ko:kJ'kD] (2;0.6)
[parpc'pii] (2;0.6)
['hi:n;:>'ho:m;:>](2;0.6)
['papa:'x a:j]
['kKu:k;:>'dD]
['bb'la:]
['ttlt'fo:n]
(1;11·15)
(2;0.20)
(2;3.1)
(2;3·14)
Stage 4. At stage 4 the child is learning that one of the feet of the word
has to receive main stress. Children invariably place main stress on the
branching foot, although main stress is on the final syllable in the adult
target forms. 30 I will come back to this in chapter 7. Some data from
Robin are given in (40):
(4°) Robin: STAGE4
kapitein I,ka:pi:'t£inl -7 ['pa:pi:,ttin] (2;1.7)
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl -7 ['te:b,fo:m] (2;1.7)
Amsterdam I,amst;:>r'daml -7 [arpstc.dcm] (2;4-29)
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7 [koiko.drw] (2;4.29)
paraplu l,pa:ra:'ply:1 -7 ['pab,py:] (2;4.29)
30 No such stress shift are encountered for disyllabic target words. In chapter 7 I will give an
explanation for this lack of stress shift in disyllabic words.
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That main stress assignment to the first branching foot from the right is not
only typical in Robin's data, but is also found in the data of other children,
is shown in (41):
(41) a.
b.
Tirza: STAGE 4
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ ['ko:bl,b] (2;1. 17)
Amsterdam I,omstdr'doml ~ ['emst;},dem] (2;3-27)
koningin I .komi 'mn/' ~ ['ko:m,!)t!)] (2;5·5)
Tom: STAGE 4
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ ['SJIo,ti:w] (2;2.2)
Noortfe: STAGE 4
Sinterklaas I .stn tor'klars/' ~ ['hi:to,ta:s] (2;8.25)
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ ['do:ke,di:w] (2;9.26)
Enzo: STAGE 4
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtl! ~ ['mla,dtl] (2;2·14)
boerderij I,bu:d;}'rtil ~ [butds.rei] (2;3·14)
conducteur l,landHk'to:rl ~ ['ko:m;}n,do:J] (2 ;4. 2 5)
saxofoon I,sokso:'fo:nl ~ ['soKkt,fo:n] (2;6. II)
chocola I Jo:ko:'la:1 ~ ['d::>ko:,la:] (2;6. II)
c.
d.
Stage 5. At the next stage (stage 5) these words are produced correctly
insofar stress pattern and number of syllables is concerned.31
To summarise, the patterns found for trisyllabic words with final stress are
largely comparable with those found for disyllabic words with final stress.
However, there are a few differences. First, at stage 3 trisyllabic productions
with level stress are preferred by most children, although disyllabic
productions do occur. The latter type of words reveal the importance of the
child's previous form, since if the adult target had been the basis for the
mapping procedure, truncation is not expected. A second difference occurs
during stage 4: in disyllabic words with final stress, the final (monosyllabic)
foot receives main stress, whereas in trisyllabic words with final stress the
initial (disyllabic) foot receives main stress. In a sense, the child assigns
stress to the optimal foot: a branching foot. I will come back to this in
chapter 7. The different stages are all represented in the data of Tom (42)
and Tirza (43):
(42)
a.
Tom
STAGE I
papegaai
pelikaan
telefoon
['pa:j;}] (1;5.14)
[kO!)], ['ko!)o]( I ;P 8)
[b) (1;7'9)
I,pa:p;}'xa:jl
I,pe:li:'ka:nl
I,te:b'fo:nl
31 This will also be discussed in more detail in chapter 7.
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b. STAGE2
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ [korwi] (1;5-14)
papegaai I ,pa:p;)'xa:j I ~ ['papa:fJ] (1;5.14)
pelikaan I,pe:li:'kaml ~ ['ta:kamp] (1;5.28)
~ ['ki:kan] (1;5028)
telefoon I,te:l;)'foml ~ [tefoi] (1;8.6),
c. STAGE3
pelikaan I,pe:li:'kaml ~ ['ke:'ka:m] (1;7·9)
parachute I .parai'] y:tl ~ ['pa:'plttt] (1;7·9)
d. STAGE3
papegaai I,pa:p;)'xa:jl ~ ['papa'p::>j] (1;5.14)
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ [keks'krw] (1;7·9)
e. STAGE4
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ ['S::>k::>,ti:w] (2;2.2)
(43) Tififl
a. STAGE1
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl ~ [Xo:n] (1;9.11)
paraplu I,pa:ra:'ply:l ~ [py:9] (1;10.22)
b. STAGE2
boerderij l,bu:rd;)'rEil ~ ['p::>dEi] (1;11.19)
STAGE3
,
c.
muzikant I,my:zi:'kantl ~ ['ti:k'ttnt] (1;11.19)
boerderij l,bu:rd;)'rEil ~ ['py:'ha:j] (2;0.18)
boerderij l,bu:rd;)'rEil ~ ['bu:'dEi] (2;1.17)
d. STAGE3
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ [koikc'dai] (2;1.17)
papegaai I,pa:p;)'xa:jl ~ ['papa'xa:j] (2;2.1 2)
Amsterdam I,amst;)r'daml ~ [umstc'dcmo] (2;3-27)
boerderij l,bu:rd;)'rEil ~ ['bu:dt'REi] (2;5·5)
koningin l,ko:m'fJtnl ~ ['ko:mfJ'tfJ] (2;5·5)
indiaan I,tndi:'ja:nl ~ [tndirjarno] (2;5·5)
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl ~ ['te:Udf aoUd] (2;5021)
e. STAGE4
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ ['ko:blp] (2;1.17)
Amsterdam I,amstdr'daml ~ ['Emst;),dEm] (2;3-27)
koningin l,ko:m'fJtnl ~ ['ko:m,fJtfJ] (2;5-5)
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6.5.2. Trisyllabic words with initial main stress
There are two types of trisyllabicwords with initial stress: those with and
those without secondary stress (on the final syllable).For trisyllabicwords
with initial main stress and secondary stress on the final syllableexactly the
same patterns are found as for trisyllabicwords with final main stress and
secondary stress on the initial syllable (section 6.501). Trisyllabicwords with
initial stress and no secondary stresses behave somewhat differently. Let us
first discuss the former. At the end of this section I will come back to the
latter type of words.
Stage 1. For trisyllabicwords with initial main stress and final secondary
stress the prediction is that at stage 1 the rightmost foot is prosodically
circumscribed. This stage is not attested in Robin's data, since he avoids
these type of words in the early sessions. However, the prediction is borne
out by the data of other children, as shown in (44):
Tom: STAGE 1
olifant /'o:li:,fant/--7
kangoeroe /'ka!Jgm,ru:/--7
b. Jarmo: STAGE 1
olifant /'o:li:,fant/--7
c. Noortie: STAGE 1
olifant /'o:li:.£antl--7
d. Eva: STAGE 1
kangoeroe /'ka!Jgm,rm/--7
Tirza: STAGE 1
olifant /'o:li:.£ant/--7
Enzo: STAGE 1
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ --7 [mal (1;11.8)
The data in (44) indicate that the child focuses on a foot at the right edge
of the word, regardless of whether it has main stress or secondary stress.
The child does not circumscribe the foot which has main stress in the adult
target word.
(44) a.
e.
f.
[ham]
[kau]32
(1;2.14)
(1;5014)
[faut]
[a:nt]
[pm]
[ant], [aunt]
Stage 2. At the second stage the segmental content of an additional syllable
of the adult target words at the left edge of the word is adjoined to the
content of the previously circumscribed monosyllabic foot, resulting in a
left-headed binary foot, as predicted by the analysis given in section 6+
Examples from Robin are given in (45):
32 See also section 6.6.
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(45) Robin: STAGE 2
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ ~ ['amau] (2;1.7)
caravan /'kerd,vw/ ~ [pifarn] (2;1.26)
kangoeroe /'kaf)gu:,rm/ ~ ['taktm] (2;1.26)
Data from some of the other children are given in (46):
(46) a. Catootje: STAGE 2
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['o:ma:] (I;IO.II)
~ [':>f)am] (1;1I.I0)
b. Elke: STAGE 2
olifant / 'o:li:,fantl ~ [oifont] (2;3-27)
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ ~ ['amam] (2;3-27)
Portugal /'p:>rty:,xal/ ~ ['P:>Xal] (2;3-27)
c. Eva: STAGE 2
olifant / 'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['onJant] (1;7.15)
d. Jarmo: STAGE 2
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ [horto] (2;2.6)
Stage 3. The prediction for stage 3 is that the child now realises two feet;
and since the main stress rule has not yet been learned, both feet receive
equal stress. As discussed above, there are now two possibilities: (i) the
child's template expands to include two feet, but the segmental content does
not change; this results in disyllabic forms with level stress; or (li) the child's
template expands to include two feet, and now all three syllables of the
adult target word can be incorporated into the child's template. Both
possibilities are attested in Robin's data, as shown in (47a, b):
Robin: STAGE 3
,
(47) a.
caravan /'kerd,vw/ ~ ['ke:J'ftn] (2;2.27)
b. Robin:sTAGE 3
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['fJOlfi:'fant] (2;3.10)
~ ['o:fi:'fant] (2;4.8)
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ ~ ['a:ld'ma:l] (2;4.8)
It seems that stage 3' precedes stage 3. The data characteristic of stage 3'
can only be explained on the assumption that the child is building on his or
her previous form, since if the adult target word would be taken as base,
trisyllabic productions are predicted. If the adult target word is mapped onto
the child's template consisting of two feet the trisyllabic forms in (47b) are
the result, since it is claimed that deletion of syllables only occurs if those
syllables are not licensed by the template. Since a two-foot template can
accommodate all three syllables of the adult target word, deletion is not
possible. Only when the segmental content of the child's previous form is
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mapped onto the new prosodic template can disyllabic forms arise; there is
no deletion involved in the production of these forms. (48) gives examples
of disyllabic level stress productions of some of the other children.
(48) STAGE3
,
a. Eva
olifant I 'o:li:,fantl ~ ['Ol'fant] (1;9.8)
b. Tom
kangoeroe I'kangu:,rml ~ ['ka:'km1)] (I ;6. II)
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ ['o:'fan] (1;7.23)
(49) gives examples of trisyllabic productions in other children's data:
(49) a. Catootje: STAGE3
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ [':>na:'hant] (2;0.6)
~ ['o:nd'ha:ntd] (2;1.24)
kangoeroe l'kangm,ru:1 ~ ['ka:md'Rm] (2;1.24)
ooievaar l'o:jd,va:rI ~ ['o:jd'vau] (2;5.8)
b. Jarmo: STAGE3
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ ['Olfa'fan] (2;4. I)
~ [honto'florj] (2;4.1)
c. Noortie: STAGE3
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ ['auli:'han'tS] (2;8.1)
Stage 4. On the basis of the patterns found for trisyllabic words with final
main stress, the prediction is that main stress is assigned to the branching
foot, that is, the first foot at this stage. The data indeed point out that it is
invariably the branching foot (consisting of two syllables) that receives main
stress, which is correct in these words. Some data from Robin are given in (50):
Robi«: STAGE4
heleboel I'he:b,buul ~
allemaal I'ab,ma:l! ~
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~
~
['he:b,bm]
['aud,ma:l]
['o:vi:,ant]
['Ol<Pi:,fant]
(2;4.8)
(2;4.8)
(2;4.8)
(2;4.8)
In (5 I) data from some of the other children are given:
(5 I) a. Noortie: STAGE4
olifant l'Olli:,fantl ~ ['auli:,han'tS] (2;8.1)
ananas I'ana:,nasl ~ ['a1)d.qos] (2;8.1)
allemaal I'ab,maul ~ ['a:b,mau] (2;11.0)
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b. Catoo!fe: STAGE4
kangoeroe /'kan9Ul,ru:/--7
olifant /'o:li:.£ant/--7
ooievaar /'o:jd,va:rI--7
olifant /'o:li:,fantl--7
['ka:hUl,9Ul]
['o:b,hants]
['o:jd,vau]
['o:b,vant]
(2;2.1 5)
(2;2. I 5)
(2;5.8)
(2;7·4)
To summarise, there are 4 stages to be distinguished. At the first stage the
rightmost foot is prosodically circumscribed, and the segmental content of
this foot is mapped onto a trochaic foot template. At the next stage, one
additional syllable is prosodically circumscribed and added to the segmental
content of the child's previous form. This segmental string is mapped onto
the child's trochaic foot template. At the third stage, the child's template
consists of two feet. Now there are two possibilities: (i) the child builds on
his or her own previous form: the segmental content of the forms of stage
2 is mapped onto a two-foot template, resulting in disyllabic forms; (ii) the
child maps the segmental content of the whole adult target word onto his
or her own two-foot template, resulting is a trisyllabic (two-foot) production
form. Since at stage 3 main stress is not yet learned, the result is that both
feet receive an equal amount of stress. At the fourth stage the child assigns
main stress to one of the feet of the word; this is invariably the branching
(leftmost) foot. These different stages are all present in the data from Tom
and Tirza, as shown in (52) and (53):
a.
Tom
STAGEI
olifant /'o:li:.£ant/ --7 [ham] (r;2.14)
kangoeroe /'kafJ9Ul,rUl/ --7 [kau] (1;5.14)
STAGE2
kangoeroe /'kafJ9Ul,ru:l --7 ['ka:ku:] (r;5028)
olifant /'o:li:.£ant/ --7 ['o:la:] (r;5028)
--7 [oifan] (r;6. II)
--7 ['o:fan] (r;7·9)
STAGE3I
kangoeroe /'kan9UllUl/ --7 ['ka:'kUlfJ] (r;6.rr)
olifant / 'o:li:,fant/ --7 ['o:'fan] (r;7·23)
STAGE3
kangoeroe j'kan9Ul,ru:/ --7 ['ka:kd'RUlfJ] (r;6.rr)
--7 ['kakUl'kUl] (r;7·9)
olifant /'o:li:.£ant/ --7 [bfo'scm] (r;7·9)
ooievaar /'o:jd,va:r/ --7 ['::Jjd'fa:J] (r;r I, 26)
b.
c.
d.
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e. STAGE4
ooievaar /'o:jd,va:r/ ~ [':>jd,fa:] (1;11.26)
kangoeroe /'kangu:,rm/ ~ ['kakm,jm] (2;1.26)
ananas /'ana:,nas/ ~ ['ana:,nas] (2;2.2)
<53) Tirza
a. STAGE1
olifant /'o:li:,fantl ~ [ant], [aunt] (1;11.19)
b. STAGE2
Gideon /'Xi:de:,j:m/ ~ ['xi:ja] (2;0·5)
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['o:tsant] (2;0.18)
kangoeroe /'kaf)gm,rm/ ~ ['kantm] (2;U7)
ooievaar /'o:jd,va:r/ ~ ['oJ a:] (2;2.12)
STAGE3
,
c.
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['o:n'tsAnt] (2;0.18)
d. STAGE3
goochelaar /'Xo:Xd,la:r/ ~ ['so:Xd'la:J] (2;2.12)
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ [oilo'sont] (2;2.25)
e. STAGE4
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ ~ ['and,sa:] (2;U7)
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['o:ld,lamp] (2+ 12)
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ ~ ['ald,ma:l] (2;5·5)
goochelaar / 'Xo:Xd,la:rI ~ ['fo:Xd,la:] (2;6.12)
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['::>li:,fant] (2;6.12)
ooievaar /'o:jd,va:r/ ~ ['o:jd,fa:J] (2;6.12)
The second type of trisyllabic word which have initial stress, but lack secondary
stress, are words like tekenen /'te:bm[n]/ and hinkelen /'htf)bb[n]/. These
target words are invariable reduced to disyllabic words with initial stress by
the child, during all stages. Examples are given in (54):
(54) a. Jarmo
tekenen /'te:bm[n]/ ~ ['te:td] (1;10·9)
~ ['te:b] (2;3·9)
b. Elke
andere /'anddrd/ ~ ['arm] (2;1.16)
tekenen !'te:bm[n]/ ~ ['keb], ['kttt] (1;8·13)
~ ['ke:kH], ['te:b] (2;2.21)
c. Robin
schommelen /'sx::>mdb[n]/ ~ [fuano] (1;10.21)
~ [famo] (2;1.7)
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d. Tom
Janneke l'jOlldbl ~ ['jorp]
e. Tif':{fl
hinkelen l'htryb1d[n]1 ~ ['dtryb]
At stages I and 2 the child has a quantity-insensitive binary left-headed foot
template, which can only accommodate two of the three syllables. At stage
3, the child's word template can in principle contain two feet. However,
these forms remain realised as disyllables with stress on the initial syllable
at this stage. They are, correctly, never realised as two feet by the child. This
is predicted by the analysis given above, since at stage 2 the child only
selects an additional syllable from the adult target if the previous form
contains only one syllable from the adult target.33 However, in the case of
the target words in (54), the previously selected material already contained
two syllables. Moreover, at stage 2 it was claimed that the child prosodically
circumscribes the additional syllable at the leftmost edge. In the data in (54),
the leftmost syllable is already included in the parse at stage 1. Therefore,
nothing changes at stage 2 or 3.
6.5.3. Trisyllabic words with medial main stress
Stage I. The prediction is that at stage I the child prosodically circum-
scribes the final foot of the adult target word, takes out the segmental
content and maps this onto a trochaic foot template. For trisyllabic words
with medial stress, this means that the final two syllables of the adult words
are produced. This prediction is borne out, as is shown by Robin's data in (55):
(55) Robin: STAGE1
oranje lo:'ROtlJdl ~ [fiono] (1;10.21)
vakantie Iva:'konsi:1 ~ ['tosi:] (2;0.18)
kabouter Ika:'boutdrl ~ ['boutd] (2;I.7)
Suzuki Isu:'su:ki:1 ~ ['su:ki:] (2;1.26)
familie I fa:'mi:li:1 ~ ['mi:li:] (2;2.27)
pyjama Ipi:'ja:ma:1 ~ ['pja:ma:] (2;4.8)34
piano Ipi:'ja:no:1 ~ ['tja:mo:] (2;4.8)
Data from some of the other children representing stage 1 are given in (56):
33 Additional evidence will be given in the next section.
34 See also section 6.6.
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STAGE1
Noorije
pantoffels /,pan'bfdls/ ~ ['bfhi:s] (2;8.29)
Marcella /,mar'sela:/ ~ ['ela:] (2;8.29)
benzine /,ben'zi:m/ ~ ['si:nri] (2;9.12)
Leon
piano /pi:'jamo:/ ~ ['pamo:] (1;10.15)
horloge / ,h:::>r'loJ;;11 ~ ['loJd] (1;10.15)
piano /pi:'ja:no:l ~ ['pamo:] (1;10.15)
politie / po:'li:'tSi:/ ~ ['phksi:] (2;1.7)
spinazie / spi:'na:zi:/ ~ ['na:si:] (2;3·4)
Elke
kabouter /ka:'bautdrl ~ [bcuto] (2;4.29)
pantoffel /,pan'ofdl/ ~ ['tafm] (2;4.29)
politie / po:'li:'tSi:/ ~ ['pi:si:] (2;4.29)
vakantie /va:'kansi:/ ~ ['kansi:] (2;4.29)
Jarmo
horloge /,h:::>r'loJd/ ~ ['loJd], [rOJd] (2;1.22)
beneden /bd'ne:dd[n]/ ~ ['ne:jd] (2;3·9)
b.
c.
d.
Stage 2. At stage 2 an additional syllable at the left edge is circumscribed
in those cases where the previous form contained only one syllable of the
adult target. This syllable was adjoined to the segmental material of the
previous monosyllabic foot and the resulting string of segments is mapped
onto a trochaic template. Since the child's production forms for trisyllabic
adult targets with medial stress already are disyllabic, both syllables of the
child's template are already filled. Therefore, the child's production forms
of trisyllabic target words with medial stress are not changed at this stage:
they remain realised as (crs crw), as before. This illustrates that the child's
template can only accommodate two syllables (which together form a foot)
in his or her word template. In other words, there is no distinction in the
production of those words at stage 1 and 2.35
Stage 3. At stage 3 the child's template consists of two feet. The prediction
is that at this stage the child realises all syllables of the adult target, possibly
with an extra medial syllable; and that the heads of the two feet receive
equal stress, since this is typical of stage 3. This prediction is confirmed by
the data, as shown by Robin's data in (57):
35 It should be noted that, contrary to the stages mentioned in chapter 4, the stage numbers
in section 6.5 more or less correspond to the stage numbers in the acquisition of disyllabic
target words (sections 6.3 and 6.4).
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<57) &bin: STAGE3
spaghetti /spa:'x£ti:l -7 ['ma:'ktti:] (2;3.22)
kazerne /ka:'z£rm/ -7 ['ta's£Jm] (2;+8)
parkeren /,par'ke:r::l[n]/ -7 ['pax'ke:Jl::l] (2;4.8)
Data from some of the other children are given in (58):
(58) a. Tirza: STAGE3
tracteren /,trak'te:r::l[n]/ -7 ['tak'te:R::l] (2;5021)
kabouter /ka:'bautdr/ -7 [ku'bcuto] (2;5021)
b. Nooriie: STAGE3
spaghetti /spa:'x£ti:/ -7 ['pa:'h£ta] (2;5023)
c. Tom: STAGE3
cassette /ca's£t::l/ -7 ['kaX's£t::l] (1;10.8)
komkommer /,lom'lom::lr/ -7 ['lom'loma] (1; 11.26)
The data in (59) show that an extra syllable is indeed sometimes produced
to fill the weak branch of the first foot:
<59) Extra medial !Jllables
a. Enzo
garage / Xa:'ra;f::l/ -7 ['xand::l'Ra:j::l](2;3.28)
pantoffels /,pan'bf::lls/ -7 [fcto'tofos] (2;3-28)
b. Tom
cassette /ca's£t::l/ -7 [kokar'setc ] (1;10.8)
c. &bin
garage / Xa:'ra;f::l/ -7 ['xan::l'ha:s::l] (2;0.18)
kazerne /ka:'z£rn::l/ -7 ['va:sa 'seno] (2;4.8)
Stage 4. At the next stage the child assigns main stress to one of the feet
of the word. We have seen above that in disyllabic words with final stress
(which consist of two feet) main stress is assigned to the final foot. We
have also seen, however, that, if there is a branching (disyllabic) foot
preceding a monosyllabic foot, main stress is assigned to this branching foot,
not to the final monosyllabic foot. In the trisyllabic words with medial stress,
the final foot is branching and receives stress. Some data are given in (60):
a. CatootJe:STAGE4
pantoffels /.pan'bbls/ -7
Marijke /rnai'rsika/ -7
Tirza: STAGE4
tracteren /,trak'te:r::l[n]/-7
[pon'tofols]
[rnai'neiko]
(2;4.12)
(2;7·4)
b.
Ltak'te:R::l]
To summarise, at stage 1 the child prosodically circumscribes the final foot
of the adult target word, selects the segmental material contained in it and
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maps this onto a trochaic template. At stage 2 nothing changes: the child's
template still equals a trochaic foot. Since at stage 2 the child parses out a
disyllabic foot from the adult trisyllabic target word with medial stress, his
or her whole template is filled. In this sense, stage 2 in the production of
trisyllabic target words with medial stress resembles that of the production
of disyllabic words with initial stress. Stage 2 in the production of target
words with final (main or secondary) stress differs from that of the pro-
duction of target words with penultimate stress in that in the former the child
selects an extra syllable from the target word to fill both branches of the
foot, while in the latter both branches of the foot are already filled at stage
1. At stage 3 the child discovers that the target word consists of more than
one foot: the child realises two feet. However, main stress is only learned
at stage 4. Therefore, at stage 3 both feet receive equal stress. At stage 4
main stress is assigned to one of the foot. In general, main stress is assigned
to the first branching (disyllabic) foot from the right, resulting in penulti-
mate main stress in the child's production of trisyllabic adult target words
with penultimate stress.
6.5.4. Target words with more than three syllables
Finally, the analysis given in section 6.4 and in the sections above also
makes predictions for words longer than three syllables. These words are
very infrequent in child language; however, they do occur. Let us have a
look at them.
Target words with more than three syllables and penultimate stress are
predicted to show a pattern similar to the trisyllabic words with medial
stress (section 6.503). At stage 1 a (disyllabic) foot at the right edge is
prosodically circumscribed, the segmental material of this foot is selected,
and mapped onto a trochaic foot. At stage 2 nothing changes, since both
branches of the child's foot template are already filled. At stage 3 the child's
template is expanded by one foot, and can now contain two feet. Since
main stress is not yet learned, both feet receive an equal amount of stress.
In sections 6.p and 6.5.2 we saw that there are two possibilities for the
realisation at stage 3 of trisyllabic target words with final (main or second-
ary) stress. However, this possibility does not exist for target words
consisting of four syllables contained in two feet. Therefore, at stage 3 the
child's production form consists of four syllables which are contained in two
feet. At stage 4 one of the feet of the word receives main stress. As
predicted, the first branching foot from the right edge (the final foot in this
case) receives main stress. Examples are given in (61)-(64):
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(61) Enzo
a. STAGES II2
helicopter I,he:li:'bptdrl ~ ['bptt] (2;1. 17)
b. STAGE 3
helicopter I,he:li:'bptdrl ~ ['hEijd'bptd] (2;2.14)
c. STAGE 4
helicopter I,he:li:'bptdrl ~ [,he:b'bptE] (2;3·14)
(62) Tirza
a. STAGES 1/2
helicopter I,he:li:'bptdrl ~ ['bpts] (1;11.19)
televisie l,te:b'vi:si:1 ~ ['si:si:] (2;0. I 8)
b. STAGES 3
televisie l,te:b'vi:si:1 ~ [je:nd1si:si:] (2;1. 17)
(63) Noorije
a. STAGES 1/2
limonade I,li:mo:'na:ddl ~ ['ma:mau] (2;3·7)
b. STAGE 3
limonade I,li:mo:'na:ddl ~ [rninnor'marto] (2;8.15)
c. STAGE 4
limonade I,li:mo:'na:ddl ~ [,mi:mo:'ma:ta] (2;9.26)
(64) Robin
a. STAGES II2
televisie l,te:b'vi:si:1 ~ ['zi:si:] (1;5025)
~ ['fy:<pt] (1;8.24)
b. STAGE 3
televisie l,te:b'vi:si:1 ~ ['dud'fi:si:] (2;1.7)
dromedaris I,dnmd'da:nsl ~ [domo'dailos] (2;3022)
limonade l,li:mo:'na:d;)1 ~ [riiilo'marlo] (2;2.27)
macaroni l,ma:ka:'ro:ni:1 ~ ['ma:kt'no:ni:] (2;0.18)
Target words with more than three syllables and final stress are also selected
for production by the child. They are treated like the words discussed in
section 6.5. I and section 6.5.2. First, the child circumscribes the final
(monosyllabic) foot and maps the segmental content of this foot onto a
trochaic template (stage I). At the next stage an extra syllable at the left
edge of the target word is parsed and the segmental content of that syllable
is concatenated to the segmental content of the child's previous form; this
string is mapped onto the child's trochaic template, resulting in a disyllabic
production form with initial stress. At the third stage, the child's template
is expanded in such a way that it can contain up to two feet. In principle,
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the two options described in section 6.5-1 and section 6.5.2 are possible:
however, disyllabic level stress productions are not attested in the data; only
trisyllabic level stressed output forms occur. Finally, at stage 4 main stress
is assigned. The prediction is that the first branching (disyllabic) foot from
the right edge receives main stress, which is confirmed by the data. The data
in (65)-(66) give examples of the different stages.36
(65) Noonje
a. STAGE 1
locomotief
b. STAGE 2
locomotief
c. STAGE 3
locomotief
d. STAGE 4
locomotief
(66) Tom
a. STAGE 1
locomotief
b. STAGE 2
locomotief
c. STAGE 3
locomotief
6.5.5. Conclusions
/,lo:ko:mo:'ti:f/ ~ [ti:f], [pi:f] (2;6·5)
/,lo:ko:mo:'ti:f/ ~ ['ho:pi:f] (2;6·5)
/,lo:ko:mo:'ti:f/ ~ ['hauka'pi:f] (2;6·5)
Oo:ko:mo:'ti:f/ ~ ['h0:li:,ti:f] (2;9.26)
/,lo:ko:mo:'ti:f/ ~ [sli:] (1;6.25)
/,lo:ko:mo:'ti:f/ ~ [tutoif] (2;1.14)
/,lo:ko:mo:'ti:f/ ~ ['mama'tSi:] (2;1.14)
The analysis given in section 6.4 makes the correct predictions for the
development of longer words. However, the description of the developmen-
tal patterns for longer words reveal some more characteristics.
Stage I. At stage 1 the child selects the rightmost foot and maps the
segmental content of that foot onto a quantity-insensitive trochaic foot
template. If the adult target word has (main or secondary) stress on the final
syllable, only the final (monosyllabic) foot is parsed. The child does not
parse the foot with main stress, but the rightmost foot which either has
36 Unfortunately, there were not many polysyllabic words selected for production. However,
the data in (65) are very important because they show a 'regression': initial stress> level stress
> initial stress again, even though the target word has final stress. This clearly shows that the
child is not just gradually coming closer to the target, but that the process involves the learning
of parameter settings. See also chapter 7.
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main or secondary stress.37 Since a quantity-insensitive trochaic template
consists of a strong syllable followed by a weak one, an additional syllable
is sometimes added to fill both branches of the foot, as for example in
some of the data in (33). If the adult target word has penultimate stress the
segmental content of the final disyllabic foot is selected and mapped onto
the child's trochaic template. No addition of syllables is attested in these
cases. Finally, if the target word consists of three syllables with main stress
on the initial syllable and with no secondary stresses, one of the unstressed
syllables is deleted, since the child's template can only accommodate two
syllables (54).
Stage 2. At the second stage, the child's template does not change: it is still
a quantity-insensitive trochaic foot. In those cases in which the parsed foot
is monosyllabic, the child circumscribes the leftmost syllable of the adult
target, concatenates the segmental content of that syllable to the segmental
content of the child's previous form and maps this onto a trochaic template.
This results in a disyllabic production with initial stress. If the child's form
already consists of two syllables, nothing changes: the production of adult
target words with penultimate stress remains disyllabic, as at stage I. This
illustrates that the child's template still consists of one foot.
Stage 3. At stage 3 the child's template can contain two feet. For target
words with final (main or secondary) stress there are now two possible
realisations in child language: (i) the child can take the segmental content of
his or her own previous form and map this onto a two-foot template,
resulting in a production form consisting of two monosyllabic feet which
have equal stress, since main stress has not yet been learned at this stage;
(ii) the child maps the segmental content of the whole adult target word
onto his or her new template, resulting in trisyllabic production forms. Both
possibilities are attested in child language, the latter as a successor to the first.
The disyllabic level stress production forms again provide evidence for the
output-as-input model: the forms can only be explained if the child's
previous form is underlying; otherwise an independent syllable deletion rule
is required, for which there seem to be no motivation. It seems that
deletion only occurs if the child's template cannot accommodate all
segmental material of the adult target word. Since we also find production
forms consisting of three or four syllables at stage 3, it is clear that the
child's template can accommodate all material, and deletion is not expected.
If the child's disyllabic level stress stage 3 form is based on the previous
stage 2 form there is no deletion involved: the child just maps the segmental
content of his or her stage 2 form onto the new two-foot template.
37 This will be discussed further in chapter 7.
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For the production of target words with penultimate stress the child is
now able to accommodate an additional foot from the adult target form.
There are no data attested in which the child's previous stage is mapped
onto a two-foot template, resulting in disyllabic level stress productions.
Apparently, the child knows that the foot produced at stages Ii2 is also a
foot in the adult target, unlike the foot produced at stage 2 for target words
with final stress.
Finally, trisyllabic target words with initial stress and no additional stresses
in the word remain realised as one foot. Apparently, the existence of two
(or more) stresses in the target word guides the child to expand his or her
template. Since additional material is selected from the left edge of the
word, the analysis correctly predicts that nothing changes in the production
of these words, since the leftmost syllable is already included in the child's
production form at stage I.
A prediction made by the analysis is that extra syllables can now appear
to fill the empty weak branches of the feet. If the final foot is monosyllabic,
additional syllables appear word-finally, as also shown in section 6.3 and section
6.4; if the prefinal foot is monosyllabic, additional syllables appear word-
medially, as in (59). Addition of both final and medial syllables is attested.
Stage 4. At this stage main stress is assigned to one of the feet of the
word. We saw in section 6.3 that the child assigns main stress to the
rightmost foot in disyllabic target words with final stress. We could
hypothesise that the child assigns main stress to the final (rightmost) foot.
However, this is not always the case, as we have seen in the previous
section. Rather, it seems that the child assigns main stress to the first
branching (i.e. disyllabic) foot from the right edge of the word. This results
in antepenultimate stress in the production of adult target words with final
main stress and antepenultimate secondary stress and of those with
antepenultimate main stress and final secondary stress, since both types of
word end in a monosyllabic foot. Adult target words ending in a branching
foot receive main stress on the final foot, resulting in penultimate stress. If
there is no branching foot, as in the case of disyllabic target words with
final stress, main stress is assigned to the final (rightmost) foot. I will come
back to this issue in the next chapter.
Stage 5. Finally, the child has to learn that in some of the produced forms
main stress is assigned incorrectly, namely in those words that have final
main stress in the adult target forms, but antepenultimate stress in the
child's production forms at stage 4. How this is learned will be discussed in
the next chapter.
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6.6. Segmental changes
In this final section I will briefly discuss segmental changes that occur in the
child's truncated forms, as in the example given by Allen & Hawkins (1980)
in which Pinoccbio was produced as ['pOlkiOl]. Smith (1973) provides similar
data, as shown in (67):
(67) Examples from Amahl (Smith 1973)
a. belong ~ [borj], [blaq]
b. banana ~ [bam»]
c. potato ~ ['be:du:]
Although segmental changes like the ones in (67) are sometimes mentioned
in the literature, the exact nature of the segmental changes that occur in the
process of truncation is generally not accounted for. As described in section
6. I .4, Smith argues that truncation of syllables involves deletion of the
unstressed vowel, eventually followed by a cluster reduction rule, which
either deletes post-consonantal sonorants, or post-consonantal coronal
consonants. Although this would describe most of the data, the nature of
the first rule and, moreover, the relation between the two processes remain
obscure. By deleting an unstressed vowel, the child creates an intermediate
form that hardly ever shows up in the child's production forms. Further-
more, since clusters are generally reduced at the early stages of the acquisition
of phonology, the unstressed vowel deletion rule creates a structure which
is normally repaired by the child, since this structure cannot be accommo-
dated into the child's template (see chapter 4). The second rule, which
deletes post-consonantal sonorants or coronal consonants, consists in fact
of two rules: the first one is similar to the cluster reduction procedures, as
described in chapter 4, and the second rule deletes post-consonantal coronal
consonants. This latter rule is needed to account for (67C).
It is clear that such an account is untenable under the analysis of
truncation given in this chapter, since it requires that the whole adult target
word is selected for the child's production form, which then undergoes
several rules, like the ones given above, creating intermediate structures for
which no independent motivation exists. Moreover, at a later stage the child
must 'undo' the rule(s), or alternatively learn exactly the opposite rule(s),
which is an undesirable result from a learnability point of view. Further-
more, the rules given above are not sufficient to account for all data. First,
trisyllabic target words with final (main or secondary) stress are reduced to
monosyllables in the child's production; however, they show exactly the
same segmental changes as disyllabic target words with final stress. To
account for these forms the unstressed vowel deletion rule has to apply
twice; however, it also has to apply to stressed vowels. For example, in
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Tom's realisations of the target word pelikaan I,pe:li:'kaml as ['pa:jd] or [paiq]
the vowel deletion rule must have applied twice: to the first stressed vowel,
and to the second unstressed vowel. The resulting cluster Iplkl is then
reduced to Ipl. Second, Tom's examples also point out that the cluster
reduction rule(s) are not sufficient. The post-consonantal sonorant III is
deleted by the first rule; however, the rules do not determine which one of
the two remaining consonants is deleted. In this respect, Macken's (1979)
analysis, to which I turn now, is more specific.
Macken (1979) argues that the child's template determines which syllables
are truncated (see section 6.1.4). Her Spanish subject, Si, realised words in
such a way as to conform to her template, in which the place specification
for the consonants in the word is the following: Clabial V Ccoronal V. Macken
describes the process of syllable reduction (truncation) as an operation to
delete either the initial syllable(s) or the medial one. She argues that if a
trisyllabic adult target word starts with a labial the first syllable is selected,
and the medial one is deleted. The examples that she gives to illustrate this
process are given in (68a). If the labial consonant is in medial position in
the adult target word, the preceding syllables are deleted, as shown in (68b):
(68)
a.
Examples from Si (Macken 1979)
manzana 'apple' -7 ['manna] (1;9)
Fernando name -7 ['mano] (1;9)
pelota 'ball' -7 ['patch] (1;8·7)
Ramon name -7 [man] (1;8·7)
zapato 'shoe' -7 ['pwatto] (1;8·7)
elefante 'elephant' -7 ['batd], ['pantt] (1;9)
librito 'little book' -7 ['Pttdd] (1;9)
b.
Macken also notes that Si tends to retain the vowel of the stressed syllable
(the penultimate syllable in the target words), indicating that the process is
more complex than just syllable deletion. Again, this analysis is untenable
under the analysis given in this chapter, because in Macken's description of
the process the child does not prosodically circumscribe a foot from the
adult target, but, rather, focuses on the segmental structure of the adult
target word. Under Macken's analysis the selected segmental material from
the adult target need not be contained in one prosodic constituent.
In this section I will argue that the segmental structure of the adult target
word may play a role, in that certain features are selected for the child's
production along with the selected foot. For the Dutch acquisition data we
find that, although in most instances of truncated production forms the
foot-initial consonant of the adult target form is realised, there are, however,
other options, of which 'assimilation' is the most frequent. That is, in
addition to prosodic circumscription of a prosodic constituent, the
----------------~-- - - ~ --
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segmental content of which is used for the mapping procedure by the child,
the child sometimes selects additional segmental material from the adult
target word. Examples are given in (69) and (70):
(69) Total assimilation
a. Elke
konijn Iko:'neinl -7 ['ke] (1;10.21)
konijn Iko:'ndnl -7 ['kdn] (2;3.27)
b. Noortje
konijn Iko:'ndnl -7 ['ka:], ['hin], ['hi] (2;3021)
c. Jarmo
konijntjes Iko:'neint)'dsl -7 ['hitfds] (1;10.23)
bailonnen Iba'bnd[n]1 -7 ['P::lma] (2;0.28)
kadootje Ika:'do:t)'dl -7 ['kO:XJd], ['kO~d] (2;1.8)
meneer /rno'neir/' -7 ['be:d], [meio] (2;3·9)
d. Catootje
bailon Iba'bnl -7 ['bo:mt], ['bo:mi:] (1;10.II)
e. Eva
bailon Iba'bnl -7 ['b3n], ['b3m] (1;6.1)
f. Robin
bailon Iba'bnl -7 ['b::lID;:}] (1;7.13)
-7 ['p::lm] (1;7.27)
banaan Iba:'na:nl -7 ['pa:n] (1;10·7)
bailonnen Iba'bm[n]1 -7 ['bu:md] (1;11.7)
(7°) Assimilation of Place of Articulation
a. Elke
banaan Iba:'naml -7 [maiq] (1;8·13)
konijn Iko:'neinl -7 ['fjar] (1;8·31)
fornuis l,fJr'nreysl -7 [rnceys] (2;2.6)
b. Noortje
banaan Iba:'naml -7 ['ma:m] (2;2.22)
konijn Iko:'neinl -7 ['fjei<;] (2;2.22)
meneer /rna'nerr/' -7 ['mt] (2;3·7)
bananen Iba:'na:nd[n]1 -7 [rnanno], [rnama] (2;7·17)
meneer Imd'ne:rl -7 [meio] (2;8.29)
c. Jarmo
kadootje Ika:'do:t)'dl -7 ['kO:XJd], ['kOJd] (2;1.8)
gitaar Ixi:'ta:rl -7 ['ka:] (2;1.22)
meneer Imd'ne:rl -7 [rneio] (2;3·9)
d. Eva
banaan Iba:'naml -7 [rnam] (1;7.15)
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It looks as if either a place feature (70) or the whole root node (69) of the
word-initial consonant spreads to the foot-initial coronal consonant of the
final foot. However, Iwill argue that the changes in Manner of Articulation
(MoA) are context-free changes. If so, both (69) and (70) involve changes
in Place of Articulation (FoA).
If we look at the children's output forms two observations can be made:
(i) Manner of Articulation (MoA) changes invariably go in the unmarked
direction; that is foot-initial consonants are realised as either plosives or
nasals; (ii) for Place of Articulation (FoA) the generalisation is that
segmental changes occur in the following environment: if the final foot of
the adult target starts with a coronal consonant, and the word-initial
consonant begins with either a labial or dorsal consonant, the children's
production form often contains PoA features of the initial consonant of the
target word.
With respect to the first observation, we have seen in chapter 4 that onset
consonants are preferably realised as plosives at the initial stages. At a later
stage, nasals also appear in onset position (see also appendix D). I therefore
argue that, although the cases in (69) seem to involve total assimilation, the
changes in as far as MoA are concerned are context-free substitutions,
governed by the child's template, just as, for instance, word-initial fricatives
are often replaced by stops (see chapter 4). This is confirmed by develop-
mental patterns in the realisation of the foot-initial consonant. The forms
in which the foot-initial consonant is realised as a stop precede the forms
in which the foot-initial consonant is realised by other manners of
articulation. The developmental patterns found in the data of Jarmo, Elke
and Robin are given in (71), (72) and (73), respectively:
(71) Jarmo's developmental pattern for the foot-initial consonant
a. STAGEA
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['porno] (2;0.28)
~ ['bUd] (2;1.z z)
kameel Ika:'me:ll ~ [te:uw] (z;I.2z)
giraf IJll'rafl ~ [tap] (a.r.z z)
b. STAGEB
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['bn] (2;Z.27)
kameel Ika:'me:ll ~ [memw] (2;3·9)
giraf IJl:'rafl ~ [Raps] (2;4. I)
(72) Elke's developmental pattern for the foot-initial consonant
a. STAGEA
telefoon I,te:b'fornl ~ [po:m] (1;IO·7)
b. STAGEB
telefoon I,te:b'fornl ~ [fonn] (2;1.6)
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(73) Robin's developmentalpattern for the foot-initial consonant
a. STAGE A
televisie l,te:b'vi:si:1 ~ ['ti:si:] (1;5025)
banaan Iba:'naml ~ [pam] (1;10·7)
macaroni l,ma:ka:'ro:ni:1 ~ ['ma:'kmni:] (2;0·4)
b. STAGE B
televisie l,te:b'vi:si:1 ~ ['fi:si:] (1;11.21)
macaroni l,ma:ka:'ro:ni:1 ~ ['ma:kt 'no:ni:] (2;0.18)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ ['na:n] (2;1.7)
On the basis of these patterns, and the patterns for the realisation of onsets
in chapter 4, I argue that the segmental changes that occur with respect to
manner of articulation do not involve spreading of manner features or
the root node, but are context-free substitutions, governed by the child's
onset template.
Let us now turn to the segmental changes involving PoA. The data in
both (69) and (70) are representative for the segmental changes found in the
children's truncated forms. The input forms in (69) and (70) share two
characteristics: (i) the word-initial consonant is either labial or dorsal, and
(ii) the final-stressed foot starts with a coronal consonant. If we look at the
children's output forms, we see that all forms start with either a labial or a
dorsal; that is, the coronal place of articulation of the target foot-initial
consonant is replaced by either a labial or a dorsal one. It should be noted
that if the target foot-initial consonant is labial or dorsal no substitution
takes place.38 Thus, no substitution is found in the truncated forms in (74):
(74) kapot
tomaat
kabouter
telefoon
Ika:'p::>tl ~
Ito:'ma:tl ~
Ika:'bautdrl ~
I,te:b'fo:nl ~
*[k::>t],but [pot]
*[ta:t], but [malt] or [bart]
*[kautd], but ['bautd]
*[tom], but [fom] or [porn]
This leads to the conclusion that coronal consonants are more prone to
place assimilation than labial and dorsal consonants. It has been argued that
coronal segments are underspecified for PoA. Because the place node is
empty, it is vulnerable to assimilation, which has the effect of filling the
empty place node. That the feature [coronal] has a special status in child
language, in that it behaves as if it is not present underlyingly, is motivated
independently in Fikkert & Levelt (1990), Sternberger & Stoel-Gammon
38 There are, however, a few cases in which a dorsal is replaced by a labial, as in Tom's
production of pelikaan /,pe:li:'ka:n/ It is argued in Levelt (to appear) that most children acquire
the labial place of articulation much earlier than the dorsal one. Therefore, labials sometimes
replace dorsals, but the opposite does not occur.
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(1991), Fikkert (1992), and Levelt (1993, to appear), who all argue for the
underspecified status of coronals. There is also evidence for the under-
specified status of the coronal place specification from adult languages (see
the papers in Paradis & Prunet 1991), that is, coronal segments behave
differently from labial and dorsal segments.
Suppose that the rightmost foot selected by the child at stage 1 starts with
a coronal consonant. On the assumption that coronal segments are
underspecified, the first consonant of the child's template has no place
feature specification. However, since the child tries to incorporate as much
information from the adult target word as possible in his or her template,
s/he may select a place feature specification from the word-initial consonant
if this consonant, unlike the foot-initial consonant, is specified for place.
That the material is invariably selected from the word-initial consonant may
reveal something about the saliency of this consonant, or about the bias of
children to word beginnings, which becomes characteristic at stage 2.
In principle, if the child's goal had been to fill empty place nodes, s/he
could, for example, have spread place features from the stressed vowel of
the selected foot to the preceding consonant. These CV interactions are
typical of the initial stages in child language (see Levelt 1993, to appear).
Although some of the data in (69) and (70) could be explained in this way,
many of them cannot be accounted for under a CV interaction analysis.
It could also be the case that the child has a template which is also
specified for segmental content. Levelt shows that at the initial stage
children prefer words which are completely labial; at the next stage coronal
words also appear (see the examples given in (I04a, b) of chapter 4). If
children realise words with two place specifications they prefer the same
patterns as Si, namely, Clabial V Ccoronal (...). Moreover, children seem to
avoid dorsal consonants in initial position, especially when the following
consonant is either labial or coronal. That is, Cdorsal V Clabial/coronal (... )
output forms are produced very late, much later than for example Ccoronal
V Cdorsal ( ...). If changes occur due to the child's preference patterns, we do
not expect that a target form like Ccoronal V Ccoronal("') would be changed to
the output form Cdorsal V Ccoronal (...). However, these cases are frequently
attested. Therefore, although preference patterns (often referred to as
'canonical forms' (cf. Ferguson & Farwell 1975, Menn 1978) or 'word
recipes' (Velleman 1992)) account for many of the data in (69) and (70),
they are not sufficient to explain all the data. The data in which the initial
consonant of the final foot has a coronal PoA, but the child's output form
starts with a dorsal are particularly unexpected, since on this account, the
realisation of the target word konijn Iko:'nEinl as [tsin] or [tei!)] is less
marked (acquired earlier) than the often attested form [kEin].
I therefore propose the following assimilation account: if the foot-initial
consonant is a coronal it is prone to undergo assimilation. The condition for
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the assimilation rule to apply is the following: if the first onset of the word
is marked, that is, it is a labial or a dorsal consonant, and the second onset
of the word is unmarked, that is coronal, the rule can apply. The rule
involves spreading of the features under the place node.
It is not the case that the child selects the word-initial onset which
replaces the foot-initial one, because (i) the assimilation process only occurs
when the foot-initial consonant is coronal and the word-initial consonant is
either labial or dorsal; and (ii) often, only PoA features assimilate, as in the
data in (70), on the assumption that the changes in MoA are not due to
assimilation ofMoA features; rather these changes are context-independent.
With respect to PoA assimilation, there also seems to be a developmental
pattern. Although the data are sparse, the following tentative pattern is
observed: the forms in which assimilation of PoA has taken place precede
those without PoA assimilation. In other words, coronals become less
vulnerable to undergo assimilation in the course of development. The data
in (75)-(77) exemplify this developmental pattern:
(75) Elke's developmentalpatterns with respect to PoA assimilation
a. STAGE A
banaan Iba:'na:nl -7 [rnarq] (1;8.13)
b. STAGE B
banaan Iba:'na:nl -7 ['nan] (1;9.24)
(76) Jarmo's developmentalpatterns with respect to PoA assimilation
a. STAGE A
konijntje Iko:'nEintpl -7 ['hitJds] (1;10.23)
ballon Iba'bnl -7 ['pama] (2;0.28)
kadootjes Ika'do:tJdsl -7 ['kO:tJdS] (2;1.8)
b. STAGE B
ballon Iba'bnl -7 ['bn] (2;2.27)
konijntje Iko:'nEintJdl -7 ['nEitjd] (2;2.6)
kadootjes Ika:'do:tJdsl -7 ['to:tJdS] (2;3·9)
(77) Tirza's developmentalpatterns with respect to PoA assimilation
a. STAGE A
konijn Iko:'nEinl -7 ['hin] (1;11.19)
b. STAGE B
konijn Iko:'nEinl -7 [nsin] (2;1.2)
To summarise, we have seen that there are two types of segmental changes:
(i) changes with respect to MoA, which I have argued to be context-
independent substitutions, since these changes are not specific to truncated
forms - they also occur in word-initial onsets; (ii) changes with respect to
PoA, which I have argued to be the result of an assimilation process in
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which PoA features from the word-initial onset in the target word spread
to the for PoA underspecified coronal onset of the final foot of the target
word. Although some of the data could be accounted for by a CV
interaction analysis and/or by assuming that children's segmental templates
determine what features are selected (Macken 1979, Levelt to appear), not
all data can be explained under these accounts. Also, Smith's analysis, in
which first deletion of unstressed vowels and then cluster reduction takes
place, has been shown to be untenable.
The data have shown several important facts. First, they show that
coronals have a special status. Coronals are, especially at early stages, liable
to undergo assimilation. They behave as if they were underspecified, which
explains why they adopt place features from other consonants so easily.
Second, the data showed that the changes with respect to PoA involve
spreading of PoA features rather than replacement of onsets. Third, the data
show that assimilation not only takes place within the syllable, or between
syllables, but that it can also apply between feet. Fourth, the data also show
that the child tries to incorporate as much information as can be contained
into the child's template. Besides prosodically circumscribing the final foot,
the child may also select features from the residue of the target word: the
part of the adult target word that is not selected for production.
Finally, the data given by Smith (67) and Macken (68) are also accounted
for by the assimilation analysis: in these data it is invariably the coronal that
undergoes assimilation; if changes occur in MoA features, plosives (and
nasals) are preferred over other manners of articulation.
7 A Parametric Learning
Model for Syllable
Structure and Stress
INTHE PREVIOUS chapter I gave a description of the developmentalstages found in the acquisition of stress. I showed that stress is notlearned lexically, since the stress patterns found in child language differ
systematically from those of the adult targets. Furthermore, it was shown
that the development is very systematic. It therefore seems justified to
assume that acquisition takes place in a more principled way. The hypothesis
is that it takes place along parametric dimensions. However, I did not show
in chapter 6 how the stages can be related to a parametric learning theory.
That is the aim of this chapter. It will be shown that the quantity-sensitivity
parameter plays a crucial role in explaining the developmental patterns. The
results of chapter 5 on the acquisition of rhyme structure will therefore be
important, since it is usually assumed that quantity-sensitivity is defined on
the structure of rhymes. It will be shown that acquisition of syllable
structure and stress occurs simultaneously.
Parametric learning models of stress have been successfully applied to
machine learning (Dresher & Kaye 1990, Dresher 1991, 1992, Gillis et al.,
1992a, b, Daelemans et al. 1992). That is, it has been shown that parametric
theories of stress in principle obey the learnability criterion; they are able to
solve the logical problem of acquisition, which can be schematised as in (1),
repeated from chapter 1:
(1) The logical problem if language acquisition
Learning Theory
DATA ....---.----~ UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR OIl( • GRAMMAR
However, this is not to say that parametric learning models are also good
models for child language acquisition; they do not necessarily solve the
developmental problem of acquisition (see chapter 1). I will show that there
exist two important differences between machine learners and children. First,
the machine learner is a batch mode learner, while children learn increment-
ally, in the sense that they go through several stages in the acquisition
process. However, to a certain extent they resemble batch mode learners.
I will come back to this issue in section 7.7. Second, the input that children
use differs in important ways from the input the machines are supplied with.
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This issue will be addressed in sections 7.3 and 7.6. Nevertheless, the basic
principles of the cue-based stress-learning model defined by Dresher &
Kaye (1990) provide a good starting point for examining acquisition data.
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. I will focus on the four
components of (I). First, I discuss a particular version of metrical theory as
part of UG. A brief outline of Dresher & Kaye's assumptions with respect
to UG (here restricted to metrical theory) is given in section 7.1. In section
7.2 I present an analysis of Dutch in the framework of metrical theory,
largely based on Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989, 1990). This is an example
of a possible grammar. In section 7.3 I discuss what the input (the data) for
the machine learner is and I will point out the main differences between the
input to machine learners and the input used by children. In section 7.4 I
describe the cue-based learning model underlying the stress learner in the
model of Dresher & Kaye. In section 7.5 the structure of Dresher & Kaye's
machine learner is described. In section 7.6 I discuss the stages described
in the previous chapter from the perspective of the cue-based learning
theory proposed by Dresher & Kaye, taking into account the differences
between the input used by children and that used by machine learners. In
section 7.7 I summarise the results and propose a model for the acquisition
of syllable structure and stress in Dutch, based on the results of chapters 4,
5, and 6.
7.1. Metrical theory as part of UG
Dresher & Kaye convincingly show that a parametric theory of stress
considerably restricts the set of possible stress systems (see also Hayes 198 I,
1991, among others). Moreover, they show that a parametric theory makes
non-trivial claims about the number and nature of possible stress systems.
For the learner this means that s/he is faced with the problem of searching
a finite space of possible grammars, rather than the more difficult problem
of inducing a set of rules that lies at an undetermined point in an infinite
hypothesis space (Clark 1992, Clark & Roberts 1993). Learning theory must
provide an account of how the learner's search through the set of possible
combinations of parameter values takes place, and of how certain values are
chosen. However, before turning to learning theory, I will first discuss the
basic assumptions underlying the metrical theory that Dresher & Kaye assume.
Metrical theory serves as the representation of UG. Although there are
various versions of metrical theory debated in the literature, all current
versions share a number of properties (Hammond 1990). All versions
assume that stress is best represented hierarchically. 1 Dresher & Kaye
1 Some versions represent stress by metrical trees only (Hayes 1981, Hammond 1984,
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(1990) assume a tree-only model. Metrical structures have the form of
labelled trees, where, in any group of sister nodes, one node is labelled
strong (s) and the others are labelled weak (w). The way in which a metrical
tree is constructed is expressed in terms of a set of binary parameters. All
versions of metrical theory assume metrical constituents, although they differ
in the exact number and nature of the constituents. Dresher & Kaye assume
that the prosodic word is the appropriate domain for word stress. Word
stress (or main stress) is determined by the word-tree dominance parameter
in (aa.i). In addition I assume an obligatory branchingness parameter
(za.ii).2 Dresher & Kaye further assume several types of feet, which are
defined by the foot-shape parameters (see also Kager, to appear),
summarised in (ab), Binary or bounded feet contain two positions, while
unbounded feet are not subject to any restrictions on size.' Feet can
furthermore have the head, the strong syllable, at the left or the right edge
of the foot. If the strong syllable is at the right edge of a binary foot it is
called an IAMB, while if it is at the left edge of a binary foot it is called a
TROCHEE. Feet can be quantity-sensitive (QS) or quantity-insensitive (QI);
that is, they mayor may not be sensitive to whether syllables are heavy. In
QI stress systems, syllable weight has no consequences as to the location of
stress, while in QS systems, syllable weight plays a crucial role in that heavy
syllables are stressed, and unstressed syllables are light." Dresher & Kaye
use the Rhyme/Nucleus parameter, 'feet are QS to the [Rhyme/Nucleus)',5
to determine the weight of syllables. In this chapter I show that the Weight
parameter, proposed in chapters 3 and 5, is better fitted to describe both the
Dutch acquisition and adult Dutch data than the Rhyme/Nucleus parameter.
All versions of metrical theory assume parameters of directionality,
iterativityand extrametricality. These can be subsumed under the parameters
Giegerich 1985); some represent stress by metrical grids only (prince 1983, Selkirk 1984b); and
some variants use both trees and grids to represent stress (Liberman 1975, Liberman & Prince
1977, Hayes 1984,1985, Halle & Vergnaud 1987a, b). I will not discuss the various alternatives,
and basically assume a tree-only model, to ease the comparison with the Dresher & Kaye
model, in which a tree-only model is also assumed.
2 In section 7.6.4, I will give arguments for the obligatory branchingness parameter, which
applies to the foot receiving main stress.
3 However, recent theoretical considerations have annulled the status of the unbounded foot
as a primitive, removing parameter (ab.i). To explain the gap that prosodic templates do not
appear to exceed the size of a binary foot, Prince (1986) proposed to reduce unbounded feet
to binary feet expanded by stray syllable adjunction. See (Kager, to appear) for a discussion
of the considerations.
4 Light syllables can be stressed if they are in the strong position of the foot. However, unlike
heavy syllables they can be unstressed.
5 Dresher & Kaye assume that [Rhyme] is the default value. However, this is an arbitrary
decision - there is no principled reason for it. Moreover, neither value is correct for Dutch.
However, the parameter is needed for other languages.
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of foot construction, given in (zc). Parsing syllables into feet can be from
right to left or from left to right. Feet can be constructed iteratively or non-
iteratively. That is, either the string of syllables is fully parsed into feet, or
only one foot is parsed at one edge of the domain. Furthermore, a syllable
at either the right or the left edge of a word can be extrametrical. The
extrametricality parameter (zc.ii) is used for 'early' extrametricality only (as
in Dresher & Kaye's model); i.e., the (early) extrametricality parameter
determines whether there is a peripheral syllable that does not take part in
the foot-building procedures. As we will see below, Dutch does not have
early extrametricality, but it has 'late' extrametricaliry, However, late
extrametricality can be captured equally well in terms of an 'obligatory
branchingness' parameter which is part of the word-tree dominance
parameters, as will be argued in section 7.6.4.
Furthermore, de stressing plays a role in all versions of metrical theory.
Dresher & Kaye assume the defooting parameter in (zd). The underlined values
are the settings relevant for Dutch (see Trommelen & Zonneveld 1989, 1990
and Gillis et al. 199za, b). This will be elaborated on in the next section.
(z) a. Word-tree dominance parameters
(i) Main stress parameter
The word-tree is strong on the [Left/Right]
(ii) Obligatory branchingnessparameter (OB parameter)
A foot receiving main stress must be branching lfu/No]
Foot-shape parameters"
(i) Binary/ Unboundedness parameter (B/ U parameter)
Feet are I.!lli!m!Unbounded]
(ii) Headedness parameter
Feet are strong on the I1ll/Right]
(iii) Quantity-Sensitivity parameter (QS parameter)
Feet are quantity-sensitive (QS) ~/No]
(iv) Weight parameter
Closed syllables are heavy ~/No]
Parameters of foot construction
(i) Directionality parameter
Feet are built from the I.Bigh!/Left]
(ii) Extrametricality parameter (EM parameter)
There is an extrametrical syllable [Yes/NQ)
(iii) Edge of extrametricality parameter (EoE parameter)
The extrametrical syllable is on the [Right/Left]
(iv) Iterativity parameter
Feet are non-iterative [Yes/NQ)
Defooting parameter
A weak foot is de footed in clash 1N0/~
b.
c.
d.
6 Dresher & Kaye also give the following parameter:
Obligatory branchingnessparameter
A strong branch of a foot must itself branch [Yes/NQ)
This parameter plays a role in languages that have ternary or unbounded feet. However, this
parameter has no relevance for Dutch. I assume that the default value is no, and that nothing
in the data triggers setting to the marked value. I will not discuss this parameter further.
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These are the basic parameters that I assume to be part of the metrical
theory.i The set of parameters slightly differs from the set proposed in
Dresher & Kaye. The stress systems of most languages can be described in
terms of a specific configuration of parameters values. I will illustrate the
effects of these parameters for Dutch, largely based upon the analysis of
Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989, 1990).8
7.2. A metrical analysis of Dutch stress
In Dutch, syllables are first (exhaustively) grouped into feet, and then a
word-tree in constructed on the feet. Every foot receives a stress; hence
languages with feet, such as Dutch, also exhibit secondary stress. This is
schematically represented as (3):
(3) Metrical tree
where Wd = Word, F = Foot, a = Syllable,s = Strong, and w = Weak
Main stress in a word is controlled by an unbounded word-tree, in which
the rightmost node is labelled Strong in Dutch (Main stress parameter), as
shown in (3). (3) also shows that feet are maximally binary (BID parameter),
that feet are strong on the left (Headedness parameter) and that feet are
built iteratively (Iterativity parameter). The parameter of directionality
stipulates that feet are built from right to left. When the word contains an
uneven number of syllables, the remaining (leftmost) syllable constitutes a
monosyllabic foot, which is defooted (Defooting parameter), and therefore
not labelled; I use the convention of representing a non-labelled foot by a
dot in the tree." When a path of .§.-nodes is followed, main stress is
assigned to the correct syllable, the penultimate syllable. Examples are given
in (4):
7 Although this set of parameters is not able to characterise all stress systems, many stress
systems can be captured.
8 Gussenhoven (1992) gives a comprehensive overview of the different analyses of Dutch
stress. Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989)also give a summary of pre-metrical analyses of Dutch
stress.
9 This foot is adjoined to the following foot by 'stray adjunction'.
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(4) Examples of metrical trees
Wd
i
F-:-.
Wd
~---- 'F
»<.
as aw
I
la ma
/'la:ma:/
pi a no
/pi: 'ja:no:/
where '.' indicates defooting
as aw as aw
I I II
te le vi sie
/,te:b'vi:si:l
According to analyses of the Dutch stress system within the framework of
metrical phonology, stress on the penultimate syllable is taken to be the
unmarked case. However, final and antepenultimate syllables are also eligible
for stress assignment. In order for stress to fall on these syllables the para-
meters referring to quantity-sensitivity (QS parameter and weight parameter)
and extrametricality (EM parameter and EoE parameter) become relevant.
Dutch is a quantity-sensitive language (QS parameter). In quantity-
sensitive languages stress assignment is sensitive to the weight of syllables.
It is generally assumed that metrical structures are built on the rhyme
structures of syllables. Onsets do not playa role in stress assignment. We
have already seen that in Dutch the representation of syllable structure
cannot reflect both quantity and length by the same means (chapter 3).
More specifically, vowel length does not contribute to weight. Therefore, it
is assumed that directly branching rhymes count as heavy, but branching-
ness under the nucleus does not contribute to weight. Although this is not
unproblematic for several reasons, let us for the moment assume that Dutch
adopts a notion of weight in which syllables containing rhymes that directly
branch into a nucleus and a coda count as heavy (Rh/Nu parameter). Given the
fact that Dutch has minimally and maximally bipositional rhymes, there are only
two basic types of rhymes, as in (5), where (ya) is light and (5b) is heavy:
a. Light syllable b.
Rh
Heal!J! syllable
Rh
~~~,
Nu Cd
I
X
where Rh = Rhyme, Nu = Nucleus, Cd = Coda and X = skeletal position
I
X
However, we have seen that word-final syllables can be augmented by an
extrasyllabic consonant. This results in what are usually called 'superheavy'
syllables. Thus both rhymes in (6) make a syllable superheavy, though (6a)
does not have a coda.
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(6) Superhea1!J!Jllables
a. (J
f~~
Nu ERP
.r>.X X X
b. (J
i~.r>: <,
Nu Cd ERP
I
X
I
X X
where ERP = Extrarhymal Position
(Super)heavy syllables cannot occupy the weak branch of a foot. They occur
in the strong branch of a foot, and are thus by definition stressed. The
generalisation with respect to quantity-sensitivity in Dutch seems to be that
closed syllables count as heavy.l'' Examples are given in (7)11:
Final stress
Wd
..->:
r, r,
~I
(J
I
foon
F
I
F
I
o
I
sol
[-ex]
te
Ow
!
le gi pa raraf
[-ex]
/,te:I;,lfoml ISlllrafl l,parra:'s:>I!
According to Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989, 1990) Dutch requires the
setting [Yes] for the EM parameter. They assume that every word-final
bipositional rhyme is extrametrical (EoE parameter is set to [Right]). In
other words, there is an extrametrical syllable on the right. That is, all final
syllables are extrametrical, except the 'superheavy' syllables. Usually,
extrametrical syllables do not take part in foot formation. However, Dutch
has the idiosyncratic property that final syllables are made extrametrical after
foot formation. This is referred to as 'late extrametricality' (Lahiri &
10 Dresher & Kaye assume that languages that are QS on rhymes treat both VV and VC
rhymes as heavy; they do not make a distinction between directly branching (in the case of
VC) and indirectly branching (in the case of VV) rhymes. Languages that are QS on nuclei
treat VV as heavy and VC as light. It is clear, however, that these two distinctions are not able
to capture the kind of QS found in Dutch. I will come back to this problem in section 7.6.
11 I have not drawn a word-tree in the latter two examples. The reasons for not doing so will
become clear shortly. The latter two examples are assumed to form exceptions to the regular
stress pattern of Dutch in current analyses, rather then form regular cases. Nevertheless, they
illustrate the point made in the text.
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Koreman 1988, Kager 1989, Tromme1en & Zonneve1d 1989, 1990).12 It
therefore only affects the location of main stress, which can be placed on
the second foot from the right edge of a word, in case the final foot is
extrametrical. This results in antepenultimate stress in the examples in (8):
(8) Antepenultimate stress
Us
I
Gi ca ra van
/'xi:de:j:>n/
where < > indicates extrametricality
Extrametricality only has an effect on the placement of word stress if the
final syllable forms a foot on its own. Whether the final syllable is made
extrametrical or not in the examples in (4) does affect the placement of
word stress, since the strong syllable of the final foot is not made extra-
metrical, and thus receives stressY
The parameters discussed so far describe the basic stress pattern of
Dutch. However, there are exceptional cases which are not captured by the
parameter settings. There are three ways in which lexical variability in stress
patterns can be captured: (i) by means of lexical stress on final or pre final
light syllables, marked [+F],14 and (ii) by lexical markings for the value for
the EM parameter, marked [-ex], and (iii) by both lexical stress and extra-
metricality. The last two examples of (7) are examples of the second type
of exception. In these words, the final syllable is marked as an exception to
extrametricality. Therefore, stress is on the final syllable in these words.
12 In earlier literature this phenomenon was not captured by (late) extrametrieality, but by the
Lexical Category Prominence Rule (LCPR): " Label the right/left node strong iff it branches"
(Hayes '98" van der Hulst '984, among others).
13Lahiri & Koreman (1988) adopt a different version of extrametricality: they assume that a
final monosyllabic foot is marked extrametrical. That is, it is not the final syllable, but a final
monosyllabic foot which is made extrametrical. However, I will argue in section 7.6.4 for an
obligatory branchingness parameter instead of a (late) extrametricality parameter.
14 Nouveau (1992) assumes that lexical stress can only be placed on final light syllables, and
that cases in which the pre final light syllable is apparently stressed have to be reanalysed as
having lexically specified consonant extrametricality. Words like Honduras /,h:m'dm,ras/, which
are traditionally analysed as having the second syllable marked for [+F], are analysed with a
final extrametrical consonant by Nouveau.
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Examples of the first type of exception are given in (9):
(9) Lexical marking if stress
<CJ>
I
rnana
/'pa:na:,ma:/
Words like the one in (9) have a lexicallymarked foot on the final light
syllable. This syllable is subject to extrametricality and hence cannot be
eligible for word stress. Therefore, word stress is assigned to the strong
branch of the second foot from the right, resulting in antepenultimate stress.
Examples of the third type of exception are given in (10):
[+F]
(10) Lexical marking and exceptionalmarkingfor extrametricaliry
Wd
->:
F
CJ
I
deau
[+F],[-ex]
!ka:'do:/ /,pa:ra:'ply:l
These words have a lexical foot on the final light syllable,which is also
marked as an exception to extrametricality.Therefore, stress is placed on the
final syllable.
The analysis presented here has the consequence that disyllabic words
with a closed final syllableare analysedwith an extrametrical final syllable,
and therefore stress is on the penultimate syllable. Disyllabic words with
final stress are exceptional in that they do not have a final extrametrical
syllable.Thus, the words in (II a) are considered regular, and those in (I Ib)
exceptional. This will be important in the discussion of the patterns found
in child language.
CJ
I
CJs
Wd
~
r, r,
~I
CJw CJ
I I
ra plu
[+F],[-ex]
ca pa
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(II) a. Wd
~F F
I
b. Wd
.r:
F
I
0- <0-> 0- 0-
I j I [-ex]
to bot /'ro:b3t/ gi raf /rt:'raf/
Ro bin /nbm/ bal Ion fba'bnl
ker mis /'kErmls/ trom pet /,tom'petl
Late extrametricality has to apply before destressing takes place. Other-
wise, the first syllable of the words in (1Ia) would be defooted, resulting
in final stress. The first syllables in (I Ib) undergo defooting, as shown in
the representation.P
7.3. The input to the learner
In the previous section I described the parameters that are assumed to be
part of UG (section 7.1) and I gave an example of a possible grammar,
Dutch, in section 7.2. These form two of the four components of the
schematised representation of the logical problem of language acquisition.
The third component is formed by the data, or the input to the learner. I
first describe the form of the input to the machine learner and discuss the
differences between the form of the input machine learners are supplied
with and the form of the input children use (section 7.3.1). Subsequently,
I focus on the manner in which the machine learner uses the input and
compare this to the manner in which children use the input (section 7.3.2).
7.3.1. The form of the input
Above we saw that metrical structure is built upon syllable structure. For
quantity-sensitive stress systems, syllable structure contains crucial informa-
tion for foot-building procedures. Therefore, Dresher & Kaye assume that
the data go through several stages of pre-processing before they become the
input to the stress-learning system. They assume that the data are segmented
and syllabified. Moreover, they assume that the degree of stress is indicated
15 A different analysis of the forms in (1Ia) is possible on the assumption that there is a
minimal word constraint in Dutch. The result of extrametricality in disyllabic words is a
monosyllabic foot. As long as this is a heavy foot it still constitutes a minimal word. However,
in the case that the resulting foot consists of a light syllable, the minimal word constraint is
violated. This problem can be solved by marking just the final consonant of the word as
extrametrical. The result is then a bisyllabic foot with two light syllables (see footnote 14).
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in the data. The data relevant to learning word stress consist of words with
vowels marked as bearing main stress (2), secondary stress (1) or no stress
(0). Some sample forms are given in (12):
(12) Sample input data
a. parraopluz /,pa:ra:'ply:/
b. le 1diokaznt / .lerdir'knnt/'
However, these forms do not yet represent the input to the stress learner.
The first step in the analysis of the input data in (12) involves the parsing
of the word into syllables by the syllable parser. The parser analyses the
syllable as containing an onset and a rhyme. Since onsets do not contribute
to weight, the input relevant to stress consists' of rhyme structures only.
Thus, the words in (12) will receive the following structure:
Rh .. 16(1 3) ?ymepro/eettons
a. Rh Rh Rh
r-.Nu Cd ERP
I I IX X X
I i I
a aye a n
The structures in (13) also constitute the input to the machine stress learner.
The question is whether the same kind of structure constitutes the input
to the child who is learning the stress system of the language of his or
her environment.
From the discussion of the development of onsets (chapter 4) and rhymes
(chapter 5), we may conclude that children do not necessarily have a
complete representation of the adult words in terms of syllable structure.
One could entertain the hypothesis that stress parameters cannot be fixed
before syllable parameters are fixed. If this hypothesis is confirmed by the
data, than the data that serve as input to the child could in principle have
a structure similar to the input to the machine learner. It is more likely,
however, that the acquisition of syllable structure and stress takes place
simultaneously, in which case the input may be subject to change, depen-
dent on the setting of syllable parameters.
Another difference, as we saw in chapter 6, is that children at the initial
stages of acquisition have not fully parsed the input. They parse out part of
the adult structure if the whole word is 'too long' to fit into the children's
template. The parsed part of the target is mapped onto their word template.
Rh b. Rh
INu
/\X X
\/
i
Nu iNu
/\X X
V
Rh
INu
/\,
X X
V
INu
/\X X
V
X X
16 I will argue that the syllable minus the onset constituent forms the input, rather than the
rhyme structures. In this way the extrarhymal position also plays a role. It will be shown that
children regard closed syllables as heavy (see section 7.6.3).
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The machine learner lacks this kind of creativity; the whole input string is
parsed, and mapping does not playa role. Moreover, we have seen that the
input is not fixed: children's own forms may serve as input (the 'output-as-
input' model); these forms are subject to change, hence the input to children
is not completely fixed.
Finally, it is unclear whether children encode the acoustic representation
of stress into three degrees of stress. It might be the case that children
initially only distinguish stressed from unstressed syllables. They certainly do
not reduce syllables or vowels to schwa (see chapter 5). We have also seen
that at stage 3 in the acquisition of disyllabic final-stressed words children
realise both syllables with equal stress: they do not seem to represent main
stress differently from secondary stress in such words, nor have they fixed
the destressing parameter.
7.3.2. Incremental versus batch mode learning
Another point regarding the information that is available to the learner is
the following. The learner could be an INCREMENTAL learner: data are
processed by the learner one at a time. That is, the learner has only access
to the 'current' word and to knowledge of the parameters set so far. Such
a learner cannot make use of indirect negative evidence, since s/he will
never know whether s/he has encountered all relevant data. On the other
hand, the learner could also be a BATCHMODE learner: such a learner gathers
input forms for some fixed interval, in which all forms are processed at
once. This learner has access to previous encountered forms. S/he is able
to notice that two words have the same number of syllables, but different
stress patterns. Such information is not available to a strict incremental
learner. A batch mode learner can in principle make use of negative
evidence; on the assumption that s/he has encountered all relevant data, the
lack of a cue in the data can be used for setting parameters. An incremental
learner does not have this possibility, but can only make use of positive
evidence. A batch mode learner incorporates the idealisation of instanta-
neous acquisition (Chomsky & Halle 1968). For the child this means that there
is a latency period in which s/he stores input data without analysing them.
Incremental learning is more constrained than batch mode learning, since
any cue available to the former is also available to the latter, but not vice
versa. Dresher & Kaye, however, assume a batch mode learner, because
some of the cues associated with the parameters are defined in such a way
that the learner must be able to make cross-word comparisons. Another
difference is that their batch mode learner has received all relevant
information and is thus able to fix all parameters at once. I will show that
to a certain extent the child is a batch mode learner. The child does not
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seem to be a strict incremental learner, in the sense that slhe only has
access to the current word. Itwill further be shown that children do not use
all information available in the data from the start, but wait with using
certain information until slhe is 'ready' for it. This means that not all
parameters have to be fixed at once.
That the child is able to make cross-word comparisons at an abstract level
is evident from the way in which children organise their early lexicon. All
words produced by the child at the initial stages of acquisition show certain
'preferred' or 'canonical' segmental and prosodic patterns (Waterson 1971,
Ingram 1974, Menn 1978, Macken 1979). Levelt (1993, to appear), for
example, shows that Dutch children have a tendency either to select only
words that have a certain structure, or to alter adult target forms in such a
way that they conform to a certain structure. She shows that at initial stages
of acquisition children only have forms that have a labial pattern, that is,
consist of labial consonants and round vowels. At the following stage words
with coronal patterns are also produced: these words have coronal consonants
and front vowels (see chapter 4 (104) for some examples; also Fudge (1969)
and Stoel-Gammon (1983) for similar observations). Children are thus able
to select certain words and to place words into certain categories.
A strictly incremental learner can only make reference to the 'current'
word, and does not have information about previous words. However, we
have seen in chapter 6 that children may use their own output forms as
input. This implies that the child has access to more information than just
the 'current' word, and thus that learning is not strictly incremental, but
involves at least some kind of batch mode learning as well. It also shows
that children learn not only when they are actually using language (on-line
processing), but also when they are not confronted with new data (off-line
processing) (Bowerman 1982, 1987, Elbers 1991, 1993). If children make use
of off-line processing they may (unconsciously) compare forms so that
regularities are extracted even when not confronted with new data. This is
implicit in the 'output-as-input' model. However, unlike what is often
assumed for a machine learner, the child's memory is far from perfect.
Examples to illustrate this are common in the literature. For example, it is
often mentioned that children may imitate words almost correctly. These
initially correctly imitated forms may also be produced correctly in
spontaneous speech for some time (stored representation). However, at a
later stage these words are often produced far less correctly, since these
forms are now produced according to the child's grammar at that point in
the development (priestly 1977). Ifmemory were perfect, this is unexpected.
Rather, children seem to have an imperfect or selective memory in the sense
that they only keep the generalisation they have made, e.g., the general-
isation that a word has a labial pattern.
After this sketch of the data, grammar and UG, let us now turn to the
principles underlying a cue-based learning theory.
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7.4. A cue-based learning theory
A learning theory has to provide an answer to the question of how the
learner is able to fix the parameter values of the language Li being learned
(a particular grammar GU, given UG (the metrical component) and the data
of language Lj (the input). Dresher & Kaye assume that in the initial state
So all parameters have the default (unmarked) value. Parameters can be set
to the marked value in the course of development on the basis of evidence
in the data. Dresher & Kaye assume a deterministic learner, rather than a
non-deterministic one (see section 7+ I).
If all parameters have the default value at stage So, this poses the
following question. What is the default value of each parameter? If
parameter setting takes place on the basis of evidence in the data the
question of what constitutes the evidence must be answered. In other
words, which aspects of the data (or which cues) are relevant to which
parameters? Both questions are addressed in section 7.4.2.
7.4.1. Deterministic versus non-deterministic learners
In terms of learning strategies, learners can be divided into two classes:
DETERMINISTIC and NON-DETERMINISTIC learners. The assumption underlying
the cue-based model is that learning is deterministic. This means that there
is no backtracking and no structure destroying. Suppose the learner has
already fixed some of the parameter values and that this learner encounters
data that do not fit in with these fixed parameter values. If the learner were
non-deterministic, s/he could backtrack to the lowest decision point and
start parsing from that point on to find another possible configuration of
the parameter settings which is compatible with the new data (as well as the
previous data). The learner would then be able to erase previous settings
and start all over again. This strategy is not available to a deterministic
learner.17 Once a parameter is fixed it cannot be changed. Moreover, the
learner is unable to go back to the point at which these new data are
incompatible with the fixed parameter values, since this would involve
undoing parameter settings. The learner now has to try to find a cue in
these new data which triggers the setting of parameters which are not yet
fixed and which are compatible with the new data. Alternatively, these
forms would have to be marked as exceptions. Below I will illustrate how
this might work in language acquisition. It will be shown that this might
17 In their framework Dresher & Kaye have to suspend the constraint against retreating from
a marked value in the case where the default value of a parameter depends on the setting of
another parameter. This will be illustrated below.
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create errors in previously correctly produced forms.l'' A deterministic
learner of this type is error-driven in the sense that the learner changes a
hypothesis just in the case there is evidence that the hypothesis is incorrect.
This will occur when the output created by the learner does not match the
input. A deterministic learner is data-driven to the extent that changes (at
its initial stage) are triggered by data from the input. The hypothesis is that
errors made by a deterministic learner can only be the result of parameters
which are not yet fixed, assuming that at the final stage Ss (steady state) all
parameters are correctly fixed. A non-deterministic learner is driven by
'knowledge' or by a fixed agenda rather than by data. That is, s/he computes
all possible configurations of parameter settings and selects the one that
accounts for all data. The data are only relevant to the extent that they
indicate failure or success. Such a learner can always retreat from 'wrong'
settings of parameters, since slhe can always select another configuration
of parameter settings and banning the previous configuration. Such non-
deterministic models have been proposed (Gillis et al. I992a, b). However,
it is not easy to formulate a testable hypothesis for the acquisition process.
The possible learning paths are thus highly restricted for a deterministic
learner, since, once a parameter is fixed, it may not be changed. However,
the choice of the initial unmarked parameter values is crucial; furthermore,
it is important to ensure that parameters are fixed correctly from the start,
since fixing a parameter in the wrong setting is fatal. Therefore, the learner
should be prevented from, for example, fixing a parameter on the basis of
exceptional data. Sihe should also be prevented from fixing parameters that
are dependent on other parameter values prior to the parameters on which
they are dependent. Cross-parameter dependencies are especially tricky for
an incremental mode learner: since the evidence for the marked value of a
parameter Pi, which is dependent on the value of another parameter Pj' may
be presented first in the data, the fixing of parameter Pi can occur before
the fixing of parameter Pj' This, however, may lead to crucial errors from
which the learner cannot retreat. To prevent the learner from resetting
parameters, slhe must, in some sense, be aware of the potential effects of
parameter settings. Clark (1992) argues that to supply the learner with this
kind of awareness is too costly, since the hypothesis space is increased
drastically when cross-parameter dependencies are taken into account. One
way to overcome this problem is to assume that parameters are fixed in a
specific order, and that 'early' parameters have to be fixed before 'later'
parameters can be fixed. By ordering the parameters, UG is assumed to
have more information, since it not only contains a set of principles and
parameters, but also contains statements about the order in which
18 This illustrates the imperfect memory of children.
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parameters have to be fixed. This solution is adopted in the model proposed
by Dresher & Kaye. Alternatively, one could relax the constraint against
retreating from marked parameter values by assuming that any time a
parameter value changes, all parameters which depend on it are set into
their default values. We will see below that parameters seem to be fixed in
a specific order in both child language acquisition and in machine learning.
Dresher & Kaye mention three reasons for considering deterministic
systems to be more interesting models of phonological acquisition than non-
deterministic ones. First, deterministic models may reveal how stress systems
are organised, whereas non-deterministic systems do not reveal such
information, since the organisation of stress systems is irrelevant to these
systems: they simply search through all possible stress systems. Second,
deterministic learners may trace idiosyncratic properties of stress systems
that may not be foreseen in the parameter settings. Failure may guide the
learner in further efforts to acquire the stress system. Non-deterministic
learners would simply fail when they encounter idiosyncratic properties. I
will show below that children are indeed able to trace idiosyncratic
properties and to deal with them in a systematic way, namely as exceptions
to the stress system. Third, we will see in the next section that each
parameter can be associated with a cue. The existence of appropriate cues
in the data would be accidental in non-deterministic systems; moreover,
non-deterministic systems do not make use of these cues at all, while
deterministic systems can only operate on the basis of appropriate and
robust cues in the data. Let us now discuss the properties and nature of
these cues.
7.4.2. The cues
Ideally, the observed stress patterns of the language are exactly those that
follow from the parameter settings of its stress system. However, languages
often have idiosyncratic properties. To ensure that parameters are not set
on the basis of exceptional data, Dresher & Kaye assume a principle of
ROBUSTNESS, which is given in (14):
Principle of robustness
Core parameters must be learnable despite disturbances to the
basic patterns caused by opacity, language-specific rules,
exceptions, etc.
The learner has to be protected from conflicting information in the data.
Dresher & Kaye implement two ways of filtering the input from conflicting
data. One is by proposing a buffer which filters infrequent exceptional
forms; the other is by stipulating that exceptions invariably go in the
(14)
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unmarked direction. Both ways of filtering the data are discussed below.
Dresher & Kaye propose a model in which each parameter has an
accompanying counter associated with it (the classifier, see below). When
the learner encounters a cue for the marked value of a certain parameter,
this does not trigger a permanent change in the parameter setting; rather the
counter associated with the parameter is incremented (activated) until a
certain saturation point is reached. At this point the parameter associated
with the counter is set. As long as exceptions are infrequent they do not
affect the setting of parameters.l"
Dresher & Kaye entertain the hypothesis that exceptions invariably go in
the unmarked direction. That a deterministic (incremental) learner requires
that unexceptional data must drive him or her to the marked value for some
parameter can be seen as follows. The learner may encounter the unexcep-
tional forms first, and set the parameter to its marked value. When the
learner now encounters an exception, the parameter has already been fixed,
and these exceptions are thus detectable, since they are incompatible with
the current setting. In the case where the unexceptional data require the
unmarked setting, exceptions could trigger the setting of the parameter to
the marked setting. This would require the learner to retreat from this
parameter value to arrive at the final stage, which requires the unmarked
setting. This is problematic on the assumption that learning is deterministic.
The learner could also encounter exceptions before the regular cases. On
the assumption that exceptions go in the unmarked direction no parameter
will be set to the marked value. When the learner subsequently encounters
the regular data, s/he receives evidence for the marked setting. Exceptions
are now incompatible with the current parameter settings and therefore the
learner is able to mark them as exceptions. If the exceptions had required
the marked setting, the learner would have to mark the regular cases which
require the unmarked setting as exceptions.r" I will show that the child
language data provide some support for the hypothesis that exceptions go
in the unmarked direction (section 7.6-4).
To formalise a deterministic learning system each parameter must come
with a description of a trigger (the cue for which the learner is looking). Let
19 Dresher & Kaye assume that short words (monosyllabic or disyllabic words) do not affect
the configuration of parameter values, since all stress systems converge at monosyllabic forms,
and any disyllabic stress pattern is derivable from an impressive number of configurations of
parameter settings. Given a choice, these systems will assume the least marked counter
compatible with the form in question. However, I will show that children do fix parameters
on the basis of short words; they simply have no access to many long words, and they
certainly do not produce long words at the initial stages of acquisition.
20 Exceptions are often stated as exceptions to certain parameters. When exceptions are
marked by the learner as such, the learner may try to detect which parameter determines the
exceptionality. That is, these forms are again input to the stress learning component.
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us now return to the question of what the cues in the data are that can
serve as positive evidence to the learner, on the basis of which parameters
can be set to a particular value. Each parameter must be associated with a
specific cue or set of cues. The presence of some cue in the data serves as
a trigger for setting its associated parameter. Dresher & Kaye assume the
APPROPRIATENESS principle, which requires that there exist principled
relations between the parameters of UG and their cues. This principle is
stated as follows:
Principle of appropriateness
Cues must be appropriate to their parameters with regard to
their scope and operation.
Although the exact status of this principle is not fully understood, it aims
to ensure that the cues are defined in the same terms as their corresponding
parameters. That is, they can refer to constituents, to directionality, etc., but
not to 'the last four syllables' or 'the third syllable from the right'. Assuming
the principle of appropriateness ensures that the learner does not have to
make computations; parameter values can in principle be fixed by simple
cues in the data which do not require computation. It also ensures that the
learner does not have to have a complete analysis of the data; instead the
learner only has to search for the relevant cues for each parameter.
As mentioned above, it is assumed that at the initial state So all parameter
values are in the unmarked or default setting. How do we determine what
the default setting of a parameter is? We will see below that acquisition data
may help to determine this matter. In fact, we have already illustrated this
in chapters 4 and 5. However, not only acquisition data determine the
unmarked values, since these were also defined to describe 'implicational
universals' or the subset relations, as was also illustrated in chapters 4 and
5. Since Dresher & Kaye do not have access to acquisition data, they
determine the default values on the basis of the subset principle. It is
assumed that the default value is that value for which no positive evidence
is available. The marked value can be determined on the basis of positive
cues in the data. This is exactly the underlying idea of the 'subset principle',
repeated here as (16):
Subset principle
If a parameter has two values + and -, and the value -
generates a proper subset of the grammatical sentences
generated with the choice of value +, then - is the 'unmarked
value' selected in the absence of evidence (Chomsky 1986:146).
This principle has shown its usefulness in the acquisition of syntax (Berwick
1985, Wexler & Manzini 1987). Children seem to start with the most con-
strained system (the subset). In phonology, however, it is a more complex
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matter to determine subset relations, since, as Dresher & Kaye point out,
the types of stress systems simply do not form subset relations in the same
way as syntactic systems do. For any two stress systems A and B, there
exists some stress pattern in A that may not occur in B, and vice versa.
Thus, subsets cannot be defined on the output in phonology, but have to
be defined on the level of the cues associated with the parameters. Below
I present the cues associated with the parameters given in section 7.1. I
already mentioned above that cross-parameter dependencies require that
cues are searched for in a particular order, assuming a deterministic learner.
The order in which parameters are set by Dresher & Kaye's machine learner
is given in (17).
(17) Order in whichparameters are set l?J the machine learner
I. (a) QS parameter
Feet are quantity-sensitive (QS) [Yes/No]
(b) Rhyme/Nucleus parameter (Rh/Nu parameter)
Feet are QS to the [Rhyme/Nucleus]
2. Iterativity parameter
Feet are non-iterative [Yes/tlQ]
3. (a) Extrametricality parameter (EM parameter)
There is an extrametrical syllable [Yes/No]
(b) Edge of extrametricalityparameter (EoE parameter)
The extrametrical syllableis on the [Right/Left]
4. Binary/Unboundedness parameter (B/U parameter)
Feet are @!ggy/Unbounded]
5 . Main stressparameter
The word-tree is strong on the [Left/Right]
6.21 Directionality parameter
Feet are built from the [Right/Left]
7. Headednessparameter
Feet are strong on the [Left/Right]
8. Dejootingparameter
A weak foot is defooted in clash [No/Yes]22
21 Dresher & Kaye's next parameter is the one given in footnote 6, for which the default value
is assumed to be that a strong branch of a foot must itself branch ffi2.I. There exists a
positive cue to decide that strong branches of feet do not necessarily branch, namely the
existence of stress on a light syllable (not due to main stress). Therefore, the default value is
that strong branches of feet must be branching. If the obligatory branchingness parameter is
part of the set of word-tree dominance parameters, i.e., feet receiving main stress must be
branching, the default value seems to be [No] (see section 7.6.4).
22 The de footing parameter is not part of the actual stress learning component. It plays a role
in the destressing component to which data are sent after they have passed the stress learning
component.
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The underlined values are considered to be the default values of the
parameters by Dresher & Kaye. Dresher & Kaye were not able to determine
the default values for directionality and headedness parameters. However,
I will hypothesise that the default value for the directionality parameter is
[Right-to-left] (section 7.6.1). This default setting will be argued to determine
the default value of the headedness parameter, which I hypothesise is [Left].
I further hypothesise that the default value for the main stress parameter is
also dependent on the value for the directionality parameter: main stress is
assigned to the foot at the edge at which foot-building starts, i.e., the right
edge (section 7.6.4). Evidence for the marked values of parameters comes
from the following cues in the data.
QS Parameter. Evidence for QS comes from the existence of at least two
words with the same number of syllables, but with a different stress pattern.
As long as no such words are found, the learner assumes that the language
is QI. The learner can thus never receive positive evidence for QI, and this
is therefore the default value.
There is another argument in favour of the QI default value not
mentioned by Dresher & Kaye: QS systems have to take both the number
of syllables and rhyme structures of syllables into account. They therefore
assume more knowledge on the part of the learner. In the model sketched
above, the learner has access to such knowledge, but children might not
have. In a QI system only syllables are relevant for stress assignment; no
knowledge about the structure of these syllables is required. This is more in
line with the results of chapters 4 and 5, which showed that syllable
structure is mastered gradually along parametric dimensions.P
Rh/Nu parameter. If the learner has decided that the language s/he is
learning is QS, then s/he must also determine a value for the Rh/Nu
parameter: is the language QS on rhymes or on nuclei? In the former case
both VV and VC rhymes are treated alike, while in the latter case VV is
heavy, and VC is light. I have shown that this binary distinction is not
sufficient to capture the Dutch stress facts. Moreover, I will show that when
children become aware of QS they only distinguish between closed (heavy)
and open (light) syllables. It was also shown in chapter 5 that children
acquire branching rhymes before branching nuclei. I postpone the details of
the acquisition of quantity-sensitivity until section 7.6.3
The learner in the Dresher & Kaye model first tries the hypothesis that
languages are QS on rhymes. If this hypothesis has been proved to be
23 It is possible to define a cue in such a way that QS is assumed to be the unmarked value.
For a discussion the reader is referred to Dresher & Kaye (1990).
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incorrect, the learner tries the second option: QS on nuclei.24 This seems
to suggest that QS on rhymes is the unmarked setting for the Rh/Nu
parameter. However, there is no principled reason for this ordering: it could
as easily have been the other way.
Iterativity parameter. The absence of secondary stresses is the cue
associated with the iterativity parameter: in that case the learner knows that
feet are non-iterative. The default value is therefore that feet are iterative.
However, this cue is only reliable for a batch mode learner, since only this
learner can make use of negative evidence, such as the absence of secondary
stresses. One could also argue that the presence of secondary stresses is a
cue for the fact that feet are built iteratively. Assuming this positive cue
implies that the default value is that feet are non-iterative. I will show that
this is in line with the acquisition data.
Extrametricality parameter. The extrametricality test is a tricky one: it can
rule out extrametricality at an edge in the case that there is stress at that
edge, but it is impossible to define a cue for detecting extrametricality: even
when final syllables are always stressless, this need not be caused by extra-
metricality. Dresher & Kaye nevertheless assume that no extrametrieality is
the unmarked case, although no positive cue for detecting extrametrieality
can be defined. For Dutch it is often assumed that there is a late extra-
metricality rule, applying after foot formation, and affecting the location of
main stress. Since main stress must always be on a peripheral foot (modulo
extrametrieality), a foot without main stress on each side of the word is a
cue that there is foot extrametricality. However, words consisting of four
feet are needed to decide at what edge the extrametrical foot is. I will come
back to the issue of how this kind of extrametricality in Dutch can be
acquired in section 7.6.4, where I will argue for an obligatory branchingness
parameter instead of a (late) extrametricality parameter.
B/U parameter. It was assumed above that the default value for the QS
parameter is [QI]. Quantity-insensitive systems allow only binary feet; this
means that when the language is quantity-insensitive, the B/U parameter,
'feet are [Binary/Unbounded]', has to be set to [Binary]. However, for the
24 In fact, this assumes that the learner can destroy previously assigned structure. If the
hypothesis that the language being learned is QS on rhymes has turned out to be wrong, the
learner has to undo the syllables from their 'heavy' or 'light' marking. Certain syllables that
were analysed as being 'heavy', namely those containing VC rhymes, do not have to be
reanalysed as being 'light'.
It should also be noted that it is impossible to define a robust subset relationship between
the 'unmarked' and the 'marked' setting. If things were reversed, that is, if the learner starts
with assuming [hat QS is defined on nuclei, he or she is also able to receive positive evidence
for the contrary.
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s/u parameter, Dresher & Kaye assume that the default value is [Un-
bounded], given a quantity-sensitive system, because a positive cue exists for
detecting the presence of binary feet, but not unbounded feet. A light
stressed non-peripheral syllable in a word or stress on both the rightmost
and leftmost light syllable is the positive cue for setting the parameter to
[Binary], since this requires that feet are bounded, and thus binary.25 Since
the value for the n/u parameter is dependent on the value for the QS
parameter, Dresher & Kaye have to assume that the n/u parameter may
follow a path from [Binary] to [Unbounded] and back to [Binary]. I will
show below that this problem of retreating from unmarked values simply
does not arise in Dutch child language, giving support to the claim that
unbounded feet do not exist (prince 1986, 1990, Prince & Smolensky 1993).
Main stress parameter. The cue associated with the main stress parameter
utilises the notion of a foot-sized window at the edge of a word, since main
stress is always placed on a peripheral foot.26 To be able to do the 'main
stress test' the learner has to know what a foot is in the language; in other
words, the learner has to know what the parameter values for some of the
foot-shape parameters in (2) are; that is, the learner has at least to know the
values for the n/u parameter, the QS parameter and the Rh/Nu (or
weight) parameter. The learner also has to know whether there is an
extrametrical syllable (or foot), and if so at what edge, since this can obscure
the pattern for main stress. Dresher & Kaye do not determine the default
or unmarked edge to which main stress is assigned. The learner just has to
check a foot-sized window at each edge. However, I will hypothesise that
the default location of main stress is determined by the value of the
directionality parameter. If feet are built from right to left, main stress is
located at the right edge.
Directionality and headedness parameters. The directionality parameter
and the headedness parameter have to be tested simultaneously. The two
parameters generate four configurations (feet can be built from right to left
or from left to right, and feet can be left-headed or right-headed), each with
a characteristic pattern of alternating stresses. Dresher & Kaye make no
decision as to default values of these parameters. Therefore, the learner has
to check all four possibilities until he finds a consistent fit: that is, a stressed
syllable in what should have been an unstressed position is inconsistent with
the parameter settings. An unstressed syllable in what should have been a
stressed position is not a reliable cue, since it may be due to destressing, My
hypothesis, however, is that the default value for the directionality parameter
25 I am neglecting the possibility of ternary feet here, because it is irrelevant for the Dutch.
26 Although this is not completely true for Dutch: rather, the rightmost branching foot will
receive main stress.
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is (Right-to-left]. This also determines the default value for the headedness
parameter as [Left], as will be shown in section 7.6.1.
The cues for the directionality and headedness parameters are defined in
such a way that no information about destressing is needed for the learner
to succeed. The machine learner is able to set the parameters of the
language it is learning without access to information about de stressing.
Dresher & Kaye assume that the destressing parameter is set after stress
assignment. Therefore, destressing should not have an effect on the
acquisition of stress. Since destressing is usually defined as an operation that
applies to the output of the stress rules, it is a welcome result that
destressing parameters are only set once the stress parameters are fixed.
Now that all relevant components of the schematic representation of the
logical problem, as given in (I), have been discussed, let us turn to a
description of the structure of Dresher & Kaye's machine learner.
7.5. The structure of Dresher & Kaye's machine learner
Dresher & Kaye (1990) develop a parametric learning model for stress. They
adopt the 'principles and parameters' approach (Chomsky 1981a, b); they
assume that all principles and parameters are innate, and that the learning
process consists of correctly fixing the values of the stress parameters for
the grammar the learner is acquiring on the basis of robust and appropriate
cues in the data. Dresher & Kaye's machine learner, called YOUPIE, (for
Universal Phonology), which is equipped with the principles, parameters and
their associated cues, appears to do quite well in setting its parameters as
long as it is supplied with data that is not lacking crucial cues. It does not
need enormous amounts of data, although it requires words of a certain
length (at least more than two syllables, see footnote 19). For example, the
learner does quite well in determining whether a language is QI or QS. It
does less well in further discriminating between systems that are QS on
rhymes and those that are QS on nuclei. This problem will be discussed in
section 7.6.3, since Dutch is not entirely unproblematic in this respect.
Furthermore, the learner has problems with extrametricality. This will also
be dealt with in the next section, when discussing how the idiosyncratic
extrametricality in Dutch might be learned.
The structure of the stress-learning program YOUPIE contains several
components: the syllable parser, the classifier, the learner, the applier and
the cranker. These are described below.
Syllable parser. The syllable parser parses input words into strings of
segments; the vowels are marked with their stress levels, as indicated in (12).
The words are then parsed into syllables. From this syllable parse two
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representations are derived for each word. The first is a rhyme projection
with stress marks which forms the input to the learner.27 The second
representation is derived by removing the stress level indicators from the
rhyme projection, as sketched in (13). These representations are used later
by the applier in building metrical structures.
Classifier. Before the input forms (the rhyme projections with stress
indicators) are sent to the learner, they first have to pass the classifier. The
classifier's task is to test the transparency of the system. If there are obvious
conflicts, for example two words with exactly the same syllable structure but
different stress patterns, the learner is alerted, since it will be unable to
arrive at a successful setting of the parameters.
Learner. The input forms are then sent to the learner. The learner is
equipped with the set of parameters and their associated cues described
above. The learner fixes the parameter values on the basis of cues in the
data. The output, the set of parameter values, is the learner's hypothesis
about the grammar of the language.
Applier. The applier receives the set of parameter values from the learner
to build metrical structures on the rhyme projections without stress
indicators. These metrical structures are used to assign stress. The derived
stress pattern is then checked against the input data (the rhyme projections
with stress indicators). If the parameter settings received from the learner
are correct, then there is a complete match between the derived forms and
the input forms. The learner has been successful. However, the learner has
abstracted from destressing. Therefore, it is possible that the applier
generates stresses that do not appear in the input (but not the reverse). This
is still counted as a match, but the model now marks the extra stresses.
Forms marked as such can serve as the input for a destressing component.
It might also be the case that the learner has not yet fixed all parameters;
some parameters may still have their default value. This also can cause
mismatches between the stress patterns created by the applier and the input
stress patterns.r'' I will show that such mismatches help the learner in
fixing parameters that are not yet set. The second function of the applier is
to assign stress patterns to new words that are not part of the input. If the
applier is provided with the correct parameter values it will be able to
correctly predict stress pattern of new words.
27 I assume that the syllables minus the onset constituent form the input (cf. footnote 16).
28 Since Dresher & Kaye's learner is a strict batch mode learner, this possibility does not arise.
However, since children are neither strict batch mode learners nor strict incremental learners,
this possibility does occur in the children's developmental patterns, as will be shown in section 7.6.
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Cranker. The model is further supplied with a cranker. If the learner is not
able to fix a parameter, and therefore assumes the default value, mismatches
can occur between the stress patterns generated by the applier and stress
patterns of the input. For example, the only positive cue for extrametricality
is one that excludes extrametricality. If no such cue is available in the data,
the learner cannot be sure about the correct setting of the EM parameter.
It will therefore assume no extrametricality as a conservative strategy. When
this turns out to be wrong, Dresher & Kaye assume that the forms are then
send to the cranker, which simply looks for all other legal settings of the
parameters until it finds the set of parameters in accordance with the input
data. The number of possible parameter combinations might, however, be
reduced drastically, since many parameter values have been excluded by the
learner. The cranker is a non-deterministic learner in the sense described in
section 7.4. I. It is clear that ideally the model would not have to make use
of a cranker.
The mere existence of a working model for the acquisition of stress by
machines does not necessarily mean that the model is also suitable to
describe the stages in the acquisition of stress by children. However, the
existence of a working model is promising. Ideally, a model of stress
acquisition should not only reach the correct final state of the grammar
being learned, but should also simulate the developmental progression found
in child language acquisition. The learner in the model described above is
a batch mode learner: it has access to all data, and must therefore be able
to fix all parameters. This batch mode learner idealises the acquisition
process as instantaneous. Language development researchers have criticised
instantaneous learning because it is not realistic. Rather, they assume that
learning is incremental. Children are incremental learners because they do
not learn 'all at once', but instead go through several developmental stages
before reaching the final steady state Ss' However, although children can be
argued to be incremental learners, they are also batch mode learners to a
certain extent. They do not process data one by one, but rather absorb data
until they have encountered enough evidence for setting a parameter to the
marked value. This means that not all relevant data can be assumed to be
present at the stage at which the child starts setting the stress parameters.
With this difference between machine learners and children in mind, let us
now return to the acquisition data. The aim of the next section is to apply
the model of stress acquisition sketched above to the developmental stages
found in chapter 6.
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7.6. The Dutch acquisition data again
The hypothesis underlying the model described above is that, if child
language acquisition is guided by cues in the data, then we expect to find
errors based on parameter values not yet fixed (crucially, not wrongly fixed
parameter values). Dresher & Kaye hypothesise that, by virtue of their
default settings, children start out assuming quantity-insensitive binary feet
in all cases. Children acquiring English (or Dutch for that matter) would
then move to quantity-sensitive unbounded feet, before arriving at the
correct parameter setting of quantity-sensitive binary feet. It will be shown
that children indeed start with quantity-insensitive binary feet, but that the
intermediate step of unbounded feet is not necessary, since it is simply
irrelevant to the children's output. It will also be shown that a point can
indeed be detected when children become aware that stress is sensitive to
quantity. It will furthermore be shown that destressing is learned relatively
late. Since in the model presented above the setting of destressing
parameters follows that of stress assignment, this is an encouraging result.
In the following sections I will concentrate on what might cause the transitions
from one stage to the next. The first transition, from stage 0 to stage I, is
indicated by the appearance of disyllabic words in the child's production
forms, although not all adult target disyllabic forms are produced as disyllables
by the child. At stage I disyllabic target words with final stress are produced
as monosyllables. At stage z these target forms are produced as disyllables,
where stress invariably is on the first syllable. At stage 3 disyllabic target
forms with final stress are produced with an equal amount of stress on both
syllables in the child's output forms. Finally, at stage 4 disyllabic target
forms with both final and initial stress are produced correctly.
7.6.1. The transition from stage 0 to stage I
At the initial stage all parameters have the default value. At this stage
children only produce monosyllabic words, and the target forms (the input)
also consist almost exclusively of monosyllabic words (stage 0). This is
certainly true for those children recorded from the onset of speech. At this
stage the child may solely focus on segmental and syllable structure, since
stress parameters are simply not relevant. All words and feet are monosyl-
labic, and therefore none of the foot-shape parameters or parameters of
foot construction (zb, c) needs to be set. Only when disyllabic words enter
the child's system do stress parameters become relevant (stage I). At this
stage the child must set at least some of the stress parameters: namely, those
for which no default value exists. The two parameters for which Dresher
& Kaye could not determine the default value are the directionality and the
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headedness parameters. In this section I will focus on those two parameters,
and I will hypothesise that there is a default value for these parameters.
The model sketched above predicts that children start with quantity-
insensitive binary feet, which can in principle be either left or right-headed.
The model does not make predictions in this respect.
In chapter 6 it was shown, however, that the first disyllabic words
children produce are initial-stressed. These words typically correspond to
disyllabic initial-stressed target words (the input). Furthermore, when
disyllabic words with final stress enter the child's system, which typically
occurs later, they are usually truncated to the final-stressed syllable (stage I).
At a later stage they are produced as disyllabic words with initial stress
(stage 2). Moreover, we have also seen that disyllabic target forms with
initial stress are hardly ever reduced, and are seldom prone to stress errors.
On the basis of these observations we might conclude that the child
entertains the hypothesis that the language has binary left-headed QI feet:
(o , crw)p, in which the second syllable is optional.r'' What has led the child
to this hypothesis?
That disyllabic adult target words with final stress enter the child's system
much later might be due to a selection strategy; that is, children seem to
prefer disyllabic words with initial stress and only select target words of this
form for their own production. It might also be a reflection of the
frequency of these words compared with initial-stressed disyllables. It could
also be the case that left-headed feet are the unmarked QI feet; this implies
that the child has not learned any stress parameter, but has only 'learned'
that the language has feet; that is, words can consist of more than one
syllable. The question that remains to be answered, unless we assume an
asymmetric foot inventory which lacks QI iambs (see footnote 29), is why
left-headed feet are the default, and not right-headed feet. Or put differently,
why are disyllabic words with initial stress produced correctly, but disyllabic
words with final stress truncated?
On the hypothesis that the child expands his or her system in a systematic
way by making use of the basic prosodic constituents, the prediction is that
when the child adds a syllable to the monosyllabic template, s/he could
either add a syllable to the right or to the left of this syllable, thus creating
29 Assuming the asymmetric foot typology of Hayes (1985, 1987, 1991), independently
motivated by McCarthy & Prince (1986) and Prince (1990), the only quantity-insensitive foot
is the syllabic trochee, which is by definition left-headed. Motivation for an asymmetric
inventory of foot templates comes from the typology of iterative bound systems, in which the
QI iamb (CYw CYJ is missing, processes that change syllable quantity in foot-governed contexts,
and prosodic morphology. Iterative iambic systems display QS almost without exception, and
use feet whose members are of uneven duration. In contrast, iterative trochaic systems strongly
tend towards durational evenness of the members of feet. This is called the iambic-trochaic
rhythmic law.
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a disyllabic foot, which is either left-headed or right-headed. If the adult
target word contains more than one foot, only one foot is selected for
production by the child; the remaining part of the word is not realised,
simply because it does not fit into a word template that at most contains
one foot. When the input contains both (as aw)Wd and (aw aJwd words, the
child knows that one of these forms contains more than one foot. Now,
s/he has to make a decision about headedness and direction of parsing. If
the child parses out just one foot from the adult target, the different settings
for the directionality and headedness parameter predict different results, as
is illustrated in (18):
(18) Parsing out one Joot given different settings for the directionaliry and
headednessparameters
Target words: (as aw)Wd (o., aJwd
a. D:LR, H:L (as aw) (aw)
b. D:RL, H:L (as aw) (as)
c. D:RL, HR (aw) (awaJ
d.' D:LR, HR (aJ (awaJ
Where D = Directionality, and H = Headedness, L = Left, R = Right
Only the settings of (I 8b) explain the observed pattern characterising stage
I in child language. The child seems to have left-headed feet parsed from
the right, or the word ending. It often noted in the literature that children
pay attention to word endings. The word endings are usually more salient
than word beginnings for various reasons (see Slobin 1973). Let us therefore
hypothesise that there is a default value for the directionality parameter: the
default direction of parsing is [Right-to-left]. Can we also find reasons for
assuming that the unmarked value for the headedness parameter is (Left-
headed]? What does the child know, given UG, about the constituent 'foot'?
Besides a bias to attend to the word ending the literature often mentions
that children pay attention to stress in the adult target (Echols 1987, 1988,
among others). Moreover, it has been shown that stress in the adult target
guides the child in the acquisition process. The child seems to know that
stress in the adult target word indicates the boundary (the strong branch)
of a foot.3D Other cues for foot boundaries are other stressed syllables in
the word, or word boundaries. Unstressed syllables can only be used if the
child already knows that the system has binary feet. However, even in a
system with unbounded feet the stressed syllable still indicates an edge of
the foot. Therefore, stressed syllables seem to be a more robust cue than
30 Here it is assumed that the prosodic hierarchy and the principles of prosodic phonology
play a role from the start of acquisition. Children only use prosodic constituents, and no
others. Evidence for this position has been given in chapter 6.
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unstressed syllables.I' However, word boundaries seem to be more robust
cues than other stresses in the word for the following reasons. First, all
words have word boundaries, but not all words have more than one stressed
syllable; at the early stages, especially, children have very few long words.32
Second, even if the child focuses on two stresses in the word, s/he still
does not know the exact boundaries of the feet contained in the word, since
the language could employ left-headed (I9a) or right-headed (19b) feet,
resulting in different foot boundaries, as schematised in (19):
a. H:L
b. H:R
(crs crw) (o , crw)
(cr.) (crw cr.) (crw)
(crw) (o , crw) (cr.)
(crw cr.) (crw cr.)
There are other arguments in favour of the word edge as the cue for
deciding upon one of the boundaries of the foot constituent. The cue based
on two stressed syllables is not appropriate according to the definition in
(15), since the cue refers to two stressed syllables, while the parsed
constituent only contains one stressed syllable. Moreover, it makes the
wrong predictions. If children start parsing from the first stressed syllable
from the edge until they encounter the next stressed syllable (which is
nevertheless not included in the parse; that is, the boundary is placed before
the second stress), we expect the patterns in (20a) for both left-to-right and
right-to-left parsing.
(20) a. Parse from first stress until another stress is found
D:LR (c, crw) crs crw D:RL crs (o.; cr.) SW
D:LR «: (o , crw) crs D:RL crw crs (crw cr.)
b. Parse from edge until the second stressed syllab]«
D:LR (o , crw) crs crw D:RL crs (crw crs crw)
D:LR (crw crs crw) crs D:RL crw Ss (crw cr.)
c. Parse from word edge until a stressed !)iI/able is included in the parse
D:LR (cr.) crw crs crw D:RL crs crw (crs crw)
D:LR (crw cr.) «: crs D:RL crw Ss crw (cr.)
There are two problems with the parsing in (20a): (i) it does not make the
right predictions, and (ii) it involves 'skipping' a syllable (at the edge), which
31 The fact that the default value for the s/u parameter is [Binary] does not mean that the
child knows that feet are binary. On the assumption that default values cannot be used to
determine the values of other parameters, the child cannot use the presence of unstressed
syllables as indicators of word-boundaries.
32 It should be recalled that YOUPIE can only fix the stress parameters if it receives data which
contain the relevant cues. The relevant cue for the directionality and headed ness parameters
consists crucially of quite long words. However, children seem to be able to decide on the
values of these parameters on the basis of short words only.
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generally seems to be avoided in linguistic processes; 'no skipping' is
assumed to be a principle of prosodic phonology (McCarthy & Prince 1986).
The parse in (aob) is defined in such a way as to solve the 'skipping'
problem of (aoa). However, the result of (zob) is even worse, since the
parsed part is no longer a legitimate prosodic constituent, violating the
principles of prosodic theory, which state that reference can only be made
to prosodic constituents. (ace) shows the results on the assumption that the
first stressed syllable of a word and a word edge form the properties on the
basis of which the cue for the directionality parameter has to be defined.
Not only does it make the right predictions, this analysis does not need to
make reference to 'skipping' or illegitimate feet. Moreover, the direction of
parsing can be determined on the basis of disyllabic words. This is a
particularly important result, since children seem to learn stress on the basis
of short words, unlike YOUPIE.
Another interesting result of (zoe) is the following: (O"w O"JF feet can never
be parsed from right to left; they can only occur if the direction of parsing
is from left to right. If children indeed have a bias towards the end of
words and a bias to stress, only disyllabic (O"s O"w)F and monosyllabic feet are
generated, without even having to decide on the value of the headedness
parameter. Let us therefore assume that the default value for the direction-
ality parameter is (Right-to-Left]; it follows from this direction that the
default value for the headedness parameter is that feet are [Left-headed].
However, in principle it is still possible that children hypothesise that the
language may require the marked value for directionality, and that they start
parsing at the left edge of a word, since the literature also mentions a bias
towards beginnings of words (peters 1977, 1983). The only data that
possibly provide support for this are those from the early recording sessions
of Elke.
During the first recording session, Elke realises only monosyllabic forms
which correspond to monosyllabic target forms (input) (stage 0). At the
second recording session a few disyllabic words are produced, all with initial
stress, as in the corresponding adult target forms. However, as opposed to
other children she also selects adult target disyllabic words with final stress
very early, although they are less frequent than initial-stressed disyllabic
words. The cue for the quantity-sensitivity parameter, the first parameter set
by YOUPIE, is present very early. Nevertheless, she first seems to focus on
the directionality parameter: are the feet of the language built from the left
or from the right? Although her initial disyllabic forms are all produced with
initial stress (like the corresponding adult targets), as soon as disyllabic target
words with final stress come in, this leads to confusion. For a brief period
at the early stages the following forms are attested:
(21)
a.
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Elke
appel Ilapdll ~ ['ap:>] (1;7 .8)
auto l'OltO:l ~ ['0 tu:] , ['0 to:] (1;7.22)
baby I'be:bi:l ~ ['pe:pH] (1;7.22)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ [na:n] (1;7.22)
konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ [1)0], [nan], [nein] (1;8·13)
we Ive:'se:1 ~ [si:s] (1;8.13)
Dicky l'dtki:1 ~ [dt] (1;7.8)
baby I'be:bi:l ~ [be:] (1;7.22)
appel I'apdll ~ [ci'po], [a'pm] (1;7.22)
auto l'O:to:1 ~ [a'tu:] (1;7.22)
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ [a 'na:] (1;7.8)
b.
c.
d.
e.
The forms in (21a, b) indicate that Elke is parsing the adult target words
from right to left. The forms in (21C, e), on the other hand, indicate that
she is parsing the words from left to right. The forms in (21d) are
remarkable in that stress is on a different syllable in her production forms
than in the adult target form. However, if both syllables of the words in
(21d) are parsed from left to right, she assigns main stress to the final
syllable. She is clearly testing the marked value for the directionality
parameter. However, this confusion does not persist long: only at 1;7.22 are
all three possibilities for realising initial-stressed disyllables attested; from
I ;8.13 disyllabic words with initial stress are produced correctly. They are no
longer reduced to monosyllables, and neither are they produced with the
wrong stress pattern. Disyllabic words with final stress, on the other hand,
are invariably reduced to the stressed syllable from 1;8.13, as in (21b). This
remains largely the case throughout all recording sessions. This indicates that
stress in the adult words plays a crucial role in selecting material from the
target form, as do word boundaries. Directionality of parsing determines the
output: parsing from right to left results in (CJs CJw)F and (CJJF feet; while
parsing from left to right results in (CJw CJJF and (CJJF feet. From 1;8.13
Elke seems to have decided that feet are built from right to left, with the
result that only feet (and words) of the following types are produced:
(CJs CJw)F and (CJs)F' In other words, she now seems to have a disyllabic left-
headed foot template, of which the second syllable need not be filled.
Before this parameter setting was fixed, she tested both possibilities for
directionality, and decided, probably on the basis of the much higher
frequencies, that feet in Dutch are built from right to left, and therefore,
left-headed; the infrequent (CJw CJs)Wd words are probably filtered out by the
buffer (classifier), as described above.
The fact that the child has picked out a foot from the adult target form
does not mean that the child has a stress pattern similar to that of the adult.
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If the default value of the directionality parameter is that feet are parsed
from right to left, the child has only extended his or her word template with
one syllable; now s/he has a binary foot template. The headedness
parameter is directly dependent on the directionality parameter. Parsing feet
from right to left results in left-headed feet, as was also shown above. This
implies that the child has not fixed any parameters. This result fits together
with the claim that a trochee is favoured for QI systems. Independent
evidence for the default value [Left-headed] for the headedness parameter
is provided by Prince (1986) and Hayes (1987), who argue that the only QI
foot is a syllabic trochee: a left-headed foot consisting of two syllables (see
also footnote z9). Parsing from the left would result in iambs, which are not
favoured for QI systems.P
Although the existence of (us uw)Wd and (o., uJwd words is the relevant
cue for the quantity-sensitivity parameter in the model described above, it
has been shown that it is also the relevant cue for deciding on the foot
boundaries, on the assumption that feet are built from right to left. Quantity
does not seem to playa role: both syllables in the words in (z r a, d) are
light, and both can be stressed. Moreover, if the second syllable of konijn in
(z rb) is a light syllable in the child's production form, this does not lead to
a disyllabic production with either initial or final stress; that is we do not
find * [korqc] or * [kor'qo] , which would be expected if the child has
discovered quantity-sensitivity; the child produces [1)0] instead. The crucial
piece of data, a heavy syllable in unstressed position, is lacking; however, it
will be shown below that feet at the initial stages are indeed quantity-
insensitive. Furthermore, it has been shown that BIke has not yet mastered
rhyme structures (see appendix G-1); it is therefore unlikely that quantity
plays a role at this early stage. This clearly illustrates that the child is an
incremental mode learner: although the relevant cues are available quite
early, the cues are only used to determine parameter values when the child
is 'ready' to use the cues. Just as children may focus on the labial properties
of words and neglect the rest, they may similarly focus on the final-stressed
foot, neglecting the rest of the word for the moment; that is, the cue for
QS is neglected. This also provides evidence in favour of the prosodic
hierarchy and the principles of prosodic phonology, since it shows the
importance of the basic prosodic constituents: the child's template is extended
in such a way that it contains a larger prosodic constituent. First, the template
contained only one syllable (stage 0); at the second stage it can contain two
syllables, as long as these syllables are contained in one foot (stage 1).34
33 This makes the prediction that, if a language has trochees, right-to-left parsing is preferred
to left-to-right parsing.
34 Further evidence was given in chapter 6.
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Elke's data indicate that children can use the input to decide whether feet
in the language are built from right to left or from left to right. However,
none of the other children produced data which show that the directionality
hypothesis is tested. They seem to have the (Right-to-Ieft] value for the
directionality parameter from the start. However, since in Dutch feet are
parsed from right to left, crucial evidence for the default value of the
directionality parameter would come from acquisition data from languages
in which feet are built from left to right. If the default direction is parsing
from right to left, children acquiring such languages must somehow discover
that the language employs the marked value. However, I know of no such
data in the literature. It would also be interesting to know what the first
disyllabic words of children acquiring a language with iambic (O"w O"J feet
are. The prediction is that, if the default direction of building feet is from
right to left, these children produce left-headed feet as well, which then
would be invariably monosyllabic. Further research into such languages may
reveal important properties of the stress system. It might, for example, turn
out to be the case that there is a conspiracy between headedness of the feet
of the language and directionality of foot-building procedures, in such a way
that if the language has left-headed feet, parsing is from right to left,
whereas a language with right-headed feet may parse feet from left to right.
Whether this hypothesis will be confirmed by the acquisition data is,
however, an empirical question. In any event, the data from Dutch are in
line with this hypothesis.
Thus, once Elke has decided on the directionality parameter, she also
knows that feet can be either monosyllabic or disyllabic, in which case stress
is on the leftmost syllable. Independent evidence comes from monosyllabic
target words which are occasionally augmented by Elke from (1;8.3 I) onwards,
although this process is not very frequent. Examples are given in (22):
(22) Elke
jeep /c1)irp/ ~ ['dirzir] (1;8.3 I)
koek /kurk/ ~ ['purb] (1;8.3 I)
paard /parrt/ ~ ['partir] (1;9.10)
pop /pJp/ ~ ['Purpd] (1;9.24)
melk /mdk/ ~ [rneko] (I ;10.21)
These forms indicate that the child has a disyllabic foot template which is
left-headed. If the direction of building feet indeed is from right to left
(either by default, or by actively setting the parameter), then it follows from
this that feet are left-headed. The data in (22) also show that the foot template
of children is not identical to that of the adult: the child's foot template
consists of at most two syllables of which the leftmost is stressed, and the
rightmost is not obligatorily, but optionally, filled, as shown in chapter 6.
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At an early stage Elke has a few trisyllabic target forms with initial stress,
which are invariably reduced to disyllabic forms with initial stress (23):
(23) Elke
tekenen !'te:kdm[n]1 ~ ['ka:kd] (1;8.13)
~ ['keki:], ['kaka:] (1;8,31)
~ ['keikei] (1;9.24)
andere I'anddrdl ~ ['arm] (2;0.25)
The data in (23) show that at the initial stages feet are at most binary; that
is they are not unbounded, since then we would have expected that she
would produce all three syllables of the target word. This conforms to the
prediction made by the model. It might either be the case that one of the
syllables in the words in (23) is deleted, because of the default value for the
s/u parameter. Alternatively, it might also be the case that the child's
template maximally contains two syllables, because the template is expanded
by one prosodic constituent: one extra syllable, as long as the resulting two
syllables are contained in one foot. That is, the child seems to expands the
system minimally. Therefore, all three syllables of the target words cannot
be contained in the child's template. On this assumption the default value
of the s/u parameter is [Binary] only because the child's system expands
minimally; in fact, it is only at a later stage, a stage at which the child's
template either contains three syllables or two feet that slhe has to decide
on the value of the s/u parameter. However, at that stage, the child has
to decide on many other parameters as well.35 On the assumption that
(Unbounded] is the default, stress must always be on one edge of the word.
This is in line with the data, in which stress is always at the left; however,
there are different ways to arrive at initial-stressed forms: (i) by deletion of
the unstressed syllable (stage I); (ii) by stress 'errors' (as at stage 2); (iii) by
placing an extra stress (resulting in level stress at stage 3). The developmen-
tal pattern is not explained. Furthermore, if (Unbounded] had been the
default value, the non-existence of, for example, trisyllabic forms with initial
stress is purely accidental. Since words like the ones in (23) are invariably
reduced to disyllables, I conclude that [Binary] is indeed the default value
for the n/u parameter. 36
That the child selects a foot at the right edge of the target word is also
confirmed by the production forms of longer adult target words. From
35 For example, if at the hypothesised stage the child has one foot containing three syllables,
the child must already have decided that feet are QS. On the other hand, if the child has
expanded his or her template in such a way that it may contain more than one foot, the child
must have decided on the setting of the iterativity parameter, for example.
36 Independent evidence comes from Prince (1986) and Prince & Smolensky (1993), who argue
that there are no unbounded feet.
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1;9.24 Elke occasionally selects trisyllabic forms with final stress for her
production (24a), which are reduced to the final-stressed syllable, as
predicted. At 1;10.21 a target word consisting of four syllables with
penultimate stress is produced; the final foot of the adult target is realised,
as shown in (24b):
(24) Elke
a. telefoon /,te:b'fo:n/ ---7 [po:m] (1;9.24)
---7 [form] (2;1.16)
b. televisie / ,te:b'vi:si:l ---7 [Jl:[O] (1;10.2 I)
---7 [JtJd] (1;1I.7)
What these data indicate is that a stressed foot at the right edge is selected
from the target word for the production form. The child scans the adult
word from right to left, and stops after the parse includes a stressed syllable.
As was shown in chapter 6, whether the final foot of the adult target has
main stress or secondary stress is irrelevant. In both cases the final foot in
parsed, as long as it contains a stressed syllable.
Since children seem to have a QI binary left-headed foot template quite
early, we might now reconsider the disyllabic target forms with final stress
in the light of the model sketched above. It is clear that these (aw aJwd
target forms do not fit into the QI binary left-headed foot template.
Suppose that the child, like the applier, is able to use the rhyme projections
without stress indications of these words for the construction of metrical
trees, on the basis of which stress is assigned. If the child acts like YOUPIE
we expect that disyllabic target words with final stress will be realised as
disyllabic words with initial stress, given that all other parameters are still in
the default setting. Although there is a stage at which this prediction is
borne out, this is not the first stage in the development. Rather, the first
stage is the stage at which these words are typically reduced to the stressed
(monosyllabic) foot of the adult target, possibly augmented with an extra
syllable to the right, but crucially not to the left, of this stressed monosyllab-
ic foot. Only when the applier does not built metrical trees on the whole
string of segments and syllables of the adult targets with final stress, but
only the final foot of the adult word, do we expect the forms typical of
stage I. In other words, the input to the child is not similar to the input to
YOUPIE: children do not necessarily use the whole target word, but part of
it, the foot at the right edge of the word. These prosodically circumscribed
forms are sent to the learner. Since the data are compatible with the default
values for the parameters, no change in the setting of parameters will be
hypothesised, since there is no evidence for the marked settings.
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(25) Relevant parameters still in the default value at stage I
Directionality parameter Feet are built from the [Right]
Headedness parameter Feet are strong on the [Left]
QS parameter Feet are QS [No]
EM parameter There is an extrametrical syllable [No]
Blu parameter Feet are [Binary]
I have not included all parameters, since many of them are simply irrelevant
at this stage. As long as the input forms to the learner consist of maximally
one foot and maximally two syllables, the iterativity parameter is not
relevant. The main stress parameter, too, only becomes relevant when the
input forms which are used by the learner contain at least two feet. The
same is true for the defooting parameter: as long as there is only one foot,
stress clashes simply do not arise. Since the default option for the QS
parameter is QI, the weight parameter, 'closed syllables are heavy' is simply
irrelevant, since QI implies that rhyme or syllable structures do not matter.
Since the default value for the EM parameter is that there is no extra-
metrical syllable, the EoE parameter, which marks the edge of extra-
metricality, is not relevant. Thus, given the prosodically circumscribed input
forms, the applier assigns stress correctly. When these output forms are
compared with the input forms (the adult target words), no stress errors are
detected by the applier.37
To sum up, the transition from stage 0 (only monosyllabic forms) to stage
I (one foot, with maximally two syllables) is triggered by the existence of
disyllabic words in the input. On the assumption that the child's template
expands gradually and conforms to the principles of prosodic phonology,
a child producing disyllabic words (which form one foot) either has to
figure out what the correct value for the directionality parameter (and
therefore the headedness parameter) is, or assumes that these parameters
also have a default setting: [Right-to-left] and [Left-headed], respectively. I
argued for the latter, since otherwise the input to the child's learning system
must be equal to the input data slhe receives from the environment.
However, if this were the case, truncated forms are not expected. I
therefore argued that the input to the child's learning system is different
from the input the child receives from the environment. Additional evidence
for this claim was given in chapter 6.
37 If the child's template extends from one syllable to two syllables, without the restriction that
both syllables have to be contained in one foot, we would not have expected truncation.
Rather, we would have expected that either (as aw) or (aw aJ target words were produced by
the child as disyllabic words with incorrect stress as compared with the adult target forms. In
other words, if the child's focus had been on the number of syllables, rather than on stress
(or feet), truncation would not be expected. Therefore, it must be concluded that children
focus on stress, rather than on the number of syllables in the adult target forms.
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None of the other parameters needs to be set at this stage, since the
applier does not detect stress errors, based on the prosodically circumscribed
input to the learning component (which differs from the input the child
receives from the environment).
7.6.2. The transition from stage I to stage 2
Although the applier does not detect any stress errors at stage I, as shown
above, it may, however, discover at some point that, although stress is
correct, the output forms and the input (the adult target) forms do not
match in the number of syllables. To solve this mismatch between input and
output, the next step in the development is to produce an extra syllable in
words that have one syllable in the output form, and two (or more) in the
adult target form (stage 2). These disyllabic output forms are sent to the
applier, which builds a QI binary left-headed foot on the syllables from right
to left and therefore assigns initial stress. In fact, the applier can be viewed
as a template mapping procedure: the input (that is, the input to the learning
component) is mapped onto the child's template, which is defined by the
principles and parameters ofUG. So far there has been no evidence that the
stress parameters are inappropriately set: the applier has only discovered a
mismatch in the number of syllables between input and output, not in the
stress pattern. Therefore, the parameter values are the same as in (25). None
of the stress parameters is set to the marked value. The child's foot
template is still a binary left-headed QI foot. Examples are given in (26):
(26) STAGE 2: (super)heavy unstressed syllables
a. Noortie
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['pap::>m] (2;5023)
konijn Iko:'m:inl ~ ['p::>tEin] (2;5023)
b. Tirza
courgette l,ku:rJEtI ~ ['kOJEt] (1;1 I.I9)
konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ [sokein] (1;1 I.I9)
c. Robin
ballon Iba'bnl ~ ['bu:::>n] (2;1.7)
giraf IJi:'rafl ~ [Ji:af] (2;1.26)
d. Leonie
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ ['pa:lan] (I ;9.2 I)
kapot Ika:'p::>tl ~ ['pap::>k] (1;9.21)
The examples in (26) illustrate clearly that the child assumes QI feet: the
data contain (super)heavy unstressed syllables, which would not have arisen
if the child had assumed that feet were QS. Thus the default value QS is
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problematic since the data at stage 2 clearly show that the child has the
value QI. On the assumption that the default value is QS, the child has now
somehow set the parameter to the marked value. However, on the
assumption that learning is deterministic, this learner cannot arrive at the
setting QS required by the language. Therefore, the hypothesis that QS is
the default value is both theoretically and empirically false.38
For trisyllabic words with final stress (either main or secondary), which
were reduced to monosyllables at stage 1, the applier may also discover that
the number of syllables in the target words exceeds the number of syllables
in the output forms. We saw in chapter 6 that these forms are also now pro-
duced as disyllabic words: they are also augmented with one syllable at stage
2. The child now selects a stressed syllable from the word beginning. The
applier builds a left-headed QI binary foot on the resulting disyllabic words,
which therefore receive initial stress. Examples are repeated under (27):
(27) Target tri!J/labies with final (main or secondary) stressproduced as (O"s O",J
a. Robin
boerderij / ,bu:rdd'rEi/ -7 ['bu:jEi] (1;10.21)
telefoon /,te:ld'fo:n/ -7 ['ptfo:m] (2;0.18)
allemaal /'ald,ma:l/ -7 ['amau] (2;1.7)
caravan /'kErd,vm/ -7 ['ptfHm] (2;1.26)
b. Elke
olifant /'o:li:,fantl -7 ['o:fant] (2;3027)
c. Tom
krokodil /,kro:ko:'dtl/ -7 ['ko:wt] (1;5.14)
kangoeroe / 'ka1J9u:,ru:/ -7 ['ka:ku:] (1;p8)
olifant /'o:li:,fantl -7 ['o:fHn] (1;6.11)
pelikaan /,pe:li:'kam/ -7 ['ke:ka:m] (1;7·9)
This shows that the child's template at stage 2 consists of one binary QI
left-headed foot. Trisyllabic words with medial stress undergo no change
from stage 1 to stage 2: they remain realised as (o', O"w), again illustrating
that the child's template can only accommodate two syllables (which together
form a foot) in his or her word template. Examples are given in (28):
a.
Target trisyllables with medial stress produced as (0"s O",J
'Noortje
Marcella
benzine
/,mar'sEla:l
/,bm'zi:m/
['Ela:]
['sima:]
(2;8.29)
(2;9.12)
(28)
38 Another argument for the default value QI is that the cue for detecting QS is much more
robust then the one for detecting QI. For discussion see Dresher & Kaye (1990)'
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b. Tirza
koala
pyjama
asperge
c. Leon
horloge
piano
spinazie
Iko:'a:la:1
Ipi:'ja:ma:1
l,os'perSdl
['la:li:]
['palma:]
['pESE]
(2;0·5)
(1;11.8)
(2; I.I 7)
l,hJr'loUdl
Ipi:'jamo:1
Ispi:'na:zi:1
['loUd]
['pamo:]
['na:si:]
(1;10.15)
(1;10.15)
(2;3·4)
To summarise, the transition from stage I to stage 2 involves resolving the
mismatch that exists between the output and the input (adult target forms;
not the input to the learner at stage I) in the number of syllables. The child,
who still has a QI binary left-headed foot, selects one additional syllable
from the adult target (from the left edge of the word). The result is an
output form consisting of two syllables. Since no stress parameters are
involved in resolving this mismatch, no parameters are set or changed. The
applier builds binary QI left-headed feet from right to left, which results in
initial-stressed disyllabic productions of target final-stressed disyllabic and
trisyllabic words.
7.6.3. The transition from stage 2 to stage 3
When the disyllabic initial-stressed output forms, as created by the applier
in the previous section, are compared with the input forms (final-stressed
disyllabic adult target forms) the applier will first check the number of
syllables, since this is what has been changed at the previous stage. It
concludes that the number of syllables is correctr'" however, it now
discovers that the stress patterns do not match. Therefore, these forms are
sent back to the learner, which now has to look for the relevant cues in the
data on the basis of which other parameters have to be set in order to create
the desired output. Until stage 3 all stress parameters are in the default
setting. At stage 3 some of the stress parameters become relevant: the QS
parameter, the Weight parameter, the iterativity parameter, the s/u parameter.
If the output forms of stage 2 are compared with the input forms, a
conflict in the stress patterns between the input and output forms is
discovered. The child now has access to the cue for quantity-sensitivity:
s/he has encountered words with an equal number of syllables (two) but a
different stress pattern (as aw)Wd and (aw aJwd' The crucial difference from
stage I is that although the child's input (the adult forms) contains both
39 This is not correct for trisyllabic forms, which I will discuss below.
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types of words at stage I, only one type of disyllabic word is selected by the
child. The other type is reduced to monosyllables in the child's output.
However, these output forms also function as input forms to the learner
('output-as-input'). At stage 2 the child has disyllabic productions, which,
however, are still of one form: initial-stressed. At stage 3 the child has
discovered for the first time that there are two types of di!Jllabic words:
those with initial stress and those with final stress. Therefore, the child now
is able to set the QS parameter to the marked setting [QS] on the basis of
the cue in the data: two words with an equal number of syllables but with
a different stress pattern. Before turning to QS, let us first discuss the other
parameters that now become relevant.
Besides setting the QS parameter to the marked value the child also has
to make decisions about the value of the iterativity parameter, since s/he
now knows that some target words consist of one foot and something
more, probably another foot.4o Moreover, the produced forms at stage 3
consist of two feet. Until stage 3 the child's production forms all consist of
one foot. At stage 3, this is no longer the case: the child also produces
words consisting of two feet. I have, however, taken the fact that all output
forms consist of one foot at the initial stages in the acquisition process as
evidence for the unmarked value [Non-iterative]. Moreover, only positive
evidence can be gained for the value [Iterative], on the assumption that the
child is an incremental learner. The cue for [Non-iterative] was based on the
absence of secondary stresses. This kind of evidence is not available to the
incremental learner, who cannot assume that s/he has encountered all
relevant data. This is an additional argument for the default value [Non-
iterative]. The child could have started out assuming that feet are built
iteratively. In principle, this results in output forms containing more than
one foot. However, if the child's template is constrained by the basic
prosodic categories, only one foot is realised (stages t/z). The data from
stages r/z are thus in principle in accordance with either value for the
iterativity parameter.
If the child assumes that only one foot is built, and that stress assignment
is non-iterative, s/he could not decide that the marked value is required on
the basis of disyllabic words with final stress, in which the initial mono-
syllabic feet are defooted, and thus stressless. Nevertheless, the child
produces two feet in the realisation of these words, for which there is no
evidence. This would be an argument in favour of the default value
[Iterative]. However, it could be the case that the child has determined on
40 On the basis of the exhaustivity principle, which dictates that all prosodic constituents are
fully incorporated in the prosodic structure, and on the basis of the fact that the child now
clearly has feet, the child hypothesises that the remaining part of the word also constitutes a
foot (which may be monosyllabic, as the data show).
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the basis of trisyllabic words of the type olifant, pelikaan, etc. that words can
contain more than one stress, and that stress is therefore assigned iteratively.
In that case, the child has received evidence for the setting [Iterative]:
namely, words with more than one stress. This suggests that [Non-iterative]
is the default value.
On the other hand, on the assumption that [Iterative] is the default value,
the child may conclude from the absence of secondary stresses in disyllabic
words with final stress, that the language requires the marked setting [Non-
iterative], since the absence of secondary stress, where it is predicted on the
assumption that stress is by default assigned iteratively, is the relevant cue
for this parameter. If the child does not have access to longer words or
does not yet 'use' longer words for learning, this may lead the learner to the
wrong setting, since stress assignment in Dutch is clearly iterative. By
assuming the default value [Non-iterative], no such traps exist. This is
another argument for the default value [Non-iterative].
Since stress in Dutch is assigned iteratively, we cannot draw conclusions
about the default value with certainty. I assume that [Non-iterative] is the
default value, because there exists a more robust positive cue for detecting
that the language assigns stress iteratively; and moreover, the learner is
protected from potential traps which could lead to setting a parameter
wrongly if [Iterative] is the default value. However, acquisition data from
languages in which stress is assigned non-iteratively have to be studied to
determine this issue. I know of no such data in the literature, however. If
the default value for the iterativity parameter indeed is [Non-iterative], then
it can be concluded that the parameter is set to its marked value [Iterative]
at stage 3, since the child's output forms may contain more than one foot.
Dresher & Kaye predict that once children have decided that the language
they are learning is QS, the unmarked value for the B/U parameter, 'feet are
[Binary/Unbounded]' is set to [Unbounded], the default value, given a QS
system. However, the data do not give evidence for a stage at which the
child assumes that the language has unbounded QS feet. Rather, it seems
that children still have maximally binary feet. Since Dutch has binary, rather
than unbounded feet, it might be the case that the child has already received
evidence for binary feet. The cue for detecting that the language has binary
feet is either the existence of a light stressed, non-peripheral syllable or the
existence of a stress on both the rightmost and the leftmost light syllable
(not necessarily in the same word); if a language has unbounded feet, only
one peripheral light syllable in a word is eligible to receive stress. Thus,
words like teleuisie /,te:b'vi:siJ and piano /pi:'ja:no:/ contain the cue
associated with the B/U parameter on the basis of which the child can set
the parameter to the marked value [Binary]: these words contain non-
peripheral light syllables which are stressed. A word like paraplu /,pa:ra:'ply:/
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would also provide such a cue, as well as words like auto l'o:to:1 and cadeau
Ika:'do:1. Although these words are present in the input to the child, it is
more likely that they will be filtered out as exceptions by the 'classifier',
since these are typical 'conflicting' data. It is therefore unlikely that they
serve as cue for detecting that the language has binary feet. However, the
polysyllabic words with penultimate stress (the unexceptional stress pattern
in Dutch) of the type mentioned above contain robust cues for detecting
the marked value [Binary].
The main stress parameter is still not set. The fact that the child produces
disyllabic forms in which both syllables receive equal stress indicates that
there is no default setting. The parameter is simply not relevant, since no
word stress is assigned. The data from stage 3 also show that the destressing
parameter is not yet set: it still has the default value [No]. Stress clashes are
not resolved at this stage.41
The first parameter to be set at stage 3 is the QS parameter. However, the
child also now has to determine what counts as a heavy syllable. Is the
language QS on rhymes or on nuclei? Here the results of chapter 5 are
important. Dresher & Kaye stipulate that the learner first attempts an
analysis assuming QS on rhymes. If this analysis is unsuccessful, the learner
then proceeds on the assumption that the language is QS on nuclei.
However, as noted above, Dresher & Kaye do not make a difference
between directly branching rhymes and indirectly branching rhymes: in a
language which is QS on rhymes they assume that both VC and VV are
equally heavy, and contrast with V, which is light. However, children acquire
directly branching rhymes (VCobstr) before indirectly branching rhymes (VV
and VCsoJ. We might, therefore, hypothesise that children first try to
establish whether the language is QS on directly branching rhymes, since
these are acquired first. The implication of this hypothesis is that rhymes
consisting of a short vowel plus a sonorant consonant do not count as
heavy, and that rhymes consisting of a vowel followed by an obstruent are
heavy. An examination of the data in (29) reveals that this is not the case:
children seem to regard any closed syllable as heavy, independently of the
length of the vowel and independently of the nature of the final consonant,
since all closed syllables are now stressed in the child's output forms:
41 Hayes (199 I :76) proposes a degenerate foot parameter which he defines as follows: foot
parsing may form degenerate feet under the following conditions: (a) strong prohibition
(degenerate feet are absolutely disallowed),or (b) weak prohibition (degenerate feet are allowed
only in strong position). It is clear that the strong prohibition is too strong to handle the child
language data: children do produce degenerate feet at stage 3. I therefore assume that the
whole string is exhaustively parsed into feet, which are eventually subject to destressing or
defooting.
(29) a.
b.
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NoortJe
konijn Iko:'nEinl -7 ['ta'tEin] 42
fazant Ifa:'zantl -7 ['ha 'hal!)]
giraf ISi:'rafl -7 ['hi:'hafJ
ballon Iba'bnl -7 ['pa!)'bm]
Catoo!Je
ballon Iba'bnl -7 ['bo:'na:n]
konijn Iko:'nEinl -7 ['ko:'nw]
paleis Ipa:'lEisl -7 [jaip'peis]
giraf lSi: 'ra fl -7 ['e:'ax]
ballon I,ba'bnl -7 [bum'bon]
Robin
ballon Iba'bnl -7 ['ban'd:m]
kasteel I,kas'te:ll -7 ['tas'te:w]
banaan Iba:'na:nl -7 ['ma:'na:n]
misschien I,mt's\i:nl -7 ['pt'zi:n]
giraf ISi:'rafl -7 [ji:'afJ
Tom
konijn Iko:'nEinl -7 ['lo'nEin]
trompet l,tnm'pEti -7 [rloi'lep]
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(2;7.2)
(2;7.17)
(2;8.1)
(2;8.1)
(1;10.25)
(1;10.25)
(1;10.25)
(I;II.1O)
(2;0.6)
(2;1.26)
(2;1.26)
(2;2.27)
(2;3.10)
(2;3-22)
(q.23)
(1;8.6)
From these data we have to conclude that closed syllables are heavy. In
principle, children could have started out by assuming that superheavy
syllables are heavy and all others light, since superheavy syllables are
generally stressed in adult Dutch, whereas stressed closed final syllables (but
not superheavy syllables) can only occur in exceptional cases, namely, if they
are marked as exceptions to the extrametricality rille. This, however, does
not seem to be the case: all closed syllables, whether heavy or superheavy,
are treated alike with regard to stress.
If children have discovered that the language is QS, and that closed
syllables count as heavy, that is the QS parameter has the value [QS] and
the weight parameter 'closed syllables are heavy' has the value [Yes], the
applier assigns stress correctly to the target words of (29). However, it may
now produce the wrong patterns for disyllabic words with initial stress
which have a final closed syllable, on the assumption that nothing has
c.
d.
42 As in chapter 6 I marked stress in both syllables of these words with the main stress
symbol, although it would be more appropriate to use the secondary stress symbol, since main
stress is not yet assigned. However, the presence of secondary stresses implies the presence
of main stress. Therefore, I decided to use the main stress symbol to indicate that it is the only
kind of stress present in the children's data.
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triggered the setting of the EM parameter to the marked value.43 Robin's
data show this nicely. (30a) illustrates that these target words were produced
correctly by the child during the previous stages. However, at stage 3, when
the QS parameter is set to [QS], these words are produced with level stress,
as shown in (30b).
b.
Robin: STAGES V2
Robin /'nbtn/ ~ ['Jptn], [norm] (1;10·7)
Robin: STAGE 3
Robin /'nbtn/ ~ ['hJ'ptn] (2;1.26)
David /'da:vtt/ ~ ['ta'fmn] (2;1.26)
tractor /'trekbr/ ~ ['tak'bJ] (2;2.27)
pinguin /'ptfjl!tn/ ~ ['ptWtfj] (2;3.10)
Robin: STAGE 4
botsing /'bJtstfj/ ~ ['bJXtfj] (2;4.29)
circus /'sukas/ ~ ['sukas] (2;4.29)
robot /'ro:bJt/ ~ ['ho:pJs] (2;4.29)
<30) a.
c.
The data in (30C) show that the child eventually learns to produce them
correctly. This will be discussed in the next section, because it involves the
transition from stage 3 to stage 4.
Another prediction made on the basis of the values for the QS parameter
and the Weight parameter is that words like cadeau /ka:'do:/ are produced
as disyllables with initial stress, as at stage 2, because they do not have a
final closed syllable. The database did not contain these words during
stage 3.44 However, the prediction is that if the child had produced a word
like cadeau it would have been produced as ['ka:do:].
Main stress is not yet relevant at stage 3. This will become particularly
clear after a discussion of the child's production of target trisyllabic words,
to which I now turn.
We saw that at stage 2 all trisyllabic forms were produced as disyllabic
forms with initial stress. When these output forms are checked against the
input forms the applier may detect two things: (i) trisyllabic targets with
final (main or secondary) stress are produced with the wrong stress pattern
at stage 2, while trisyllabic target forms with medial stress have the right
stress pattern; or (ii) the number of syllables is lower in the output forms
than in the target forms. If the child focuses on the second aspect first, the
prediction is that all trisyllabic forms are then produced as trisyllabic forms,
with the stress pattern (aJF(as aw)F. However, this is not the case. For
43 In these words the final syllable is extrametrical, and therefore stress is on the first syllable,
according to the standard analyses.
44 All the attested forms were produced as diminutives: ['do:t):».
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example, trisyllabic target words with medial stress are still produced as
disyllabic forms with initial stress. Moreover, we saw in sections 7.6.1 and
7.6.2 that children first focus on feet, and only later on the number of
syllables. This is not different at this stage. Since trisyllabic target words with
medial stress are not changed, let us focus on the other two types of
trisyllabic words. We saw in chapter 6 that two patterns arise, both with
level stress. Examples are repeated under (31) and (32):
<3I) The production 0/ tri!)ll/abic targetforms at stage3 as di!)ll/ables
a. Robin
caravan I'ktrd,vml ~ ['ke:J'ftn] (2;2.27)
b. Tom
kangoeroe l'kangu:,ru:1 -7 ['ka:'kUlf)] (1;6.II)
olifant I 'o:li:,fantl ~ ['o:'fan] (1;7.23)
parachute I .parrai']y:tl ~ [par'plat] (1;10.29)
c. Tirza
muzikant I,my:zi:'kantl ~ ['ti:k'ttnt] (I; I I.I 9)
boerderij l,bUlrdd'rtil ~ ['py:'ha:j] (2;0. I 8)
(32) a. Robin
kapitein I,ka:pi:'ttinl ~ ['papi:'ttin] (2;1.26)
indiaan I,tndi:'ja:nl ~ ['tm'ja:n] (2;1.26)
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ ['fjo:fi:'fant] (2;3.10)
b. Tom
kangoeroe l'kangUl,ru:1 ~ ['ka:b'RUlf)] (I ;6. II)
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ ['ktkt'ktw] (1;6.25)
ooievaar l'o:jd,va:rI ~ [':>jd'fau] (1;11.26)
c. Tirza
rnicrofoon I,rni:kro:'fo:nl -7 ['rni:b'so:n] (2;0·5)
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ ['o:b'sant] (2;2.25)
d. Catootje
indiaan I,tndi:'ja:nl ~ ['hi:jd'ha:n] (1;10.25)
telefoon I,te:b'fo:nl ~ ['htm'h:>m] (2;0.6)
olifant I'o:li:,fantl ~ ['o:na:'hant] (2;1.24)
Presumably the forms in (3 I) precede the ones in (32). Again, the parame-
ters described in this section are applied to these cases: thus, the language
is QS, where closed syllables count as heavy; feet are binary and built
iteratively. This results in the forms in (3I) and (32). The child realises two
feet. The final syllable of these words must form a foot on its own because
it is heavy; feet are left-headed, and a heavy syllable cannot form the weak
branch of a foot. The remaining syllable forms a foot on its own in (3 I).
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However, the child already knows that feet can be disyllabic, as long as the
weak branch of a foot does not contain a heavy syllable. We saw in chapter
6 that at stage 3 an extra medial syllable is sometimes produced, since the
template in principle allows another syllable. That trisyllabic forms are now
produced as such can no longer surprise us, especially since the target words
have an extra syllable in these words. In fact, the cases in (3 I) are more
remarkable, since they show that the child's previous forms are important
for the further development of the system. If the child's previous forms did
not matter, the forms in (3 I) are not expected. Rather, we would have
expected the forms in (32) if the child uses only the adult target forms.
To summarise, the child has set the parameters in (3p) at stage 3, where
the marked (underlined) values (the actual settings) are given. All other
parameters are in the default setting, and there has been no evidence to set
them to the marked value. Stages I and 2 did not involve the setting of any
stress parameters to the marked value. The parameters given in (33b) are
not set to the marked value. However, I hypothesise that when the QS
parameters are set, the values for these parameters are now fixed in the
default values. They are no longer subject to change. The parameters in
(33C) are still irrelevant.P Thus, all foot-shape parameters and all parame-
ters of foot construction have now been set. The child has so far not set
the word-tree dominance parameters.
(33) Parameters set at stage 3
QS parameter. Feet are QS
We{i:htparameter. Closed syllables are heavy
Iterativity parameter. Feet are iterative
B/U parameter: Feet are
Parameters that have the default value
Directionality parameter. Feet are built from the
Headedness parameter. Feet are strong on the
EM parameter: There is an extrametrical syllable
Parameters that are still irrelevant
EoE parameter.46 The extrametrical syllable is on the
Main stress parameter. The word-tree is strong on the
DB parameter. The main stress foot must branch
Deftoting parameter. A weak foot is de footed in clash
a.
b.
c.
I.llig!:W
I1illJ
~
[Right/left]
[Right]
(No]47
(No]
45 It should be noted that the order of the parameters within a stage does not necessarily
reflect the order in which parameters are set at that stage. It could, however, be the case that
the parameters within a stage are ordered, and that, in fact, more stages can be distinguished.
However, my data did not provide evidence for this. I suggest that further research focus on
this question.
46 If the EM parameter is fixed in the value (No], this parameter will not become relevant at
all.
47 See section 7.6.4 for a discussion of this parameter and its default value.
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7.6.4. The transition from stage 3 to stage 4
At stage 4 there are still three possible parameters to be set, the ones given
in (BC) minus the (early) EoE parameter. The prediction made by the
Dresher & Kaye model is that the main stress parameter is set before the
defooting parameter. They assume that defooting (destressing) takes place
in the destressing component. I leave this parameter out of consideration.
The obligatory branchingness parameter has to be set before main stress is
assigned, since it has an effect on the location of main stress. This section
focuses on the word-tree dominance parameters.
When the level stress forms of stage 3 are compared with the input
forms, the child may discover that there is a difference between main stress
and secondary stress in the adult forms; therefore s/he may focus on the
location of main stress. Since the child has trisyllabic forms which have the
same foot structure, but different stress patterns, s/he knows that some
forms must be regular, and others must be marked as exceptions to the
word-tree dominance parameters.
Since the disyllabic target words with final stress are now produced
correctly, we can decide that children have learned that main stress is
assigned to the rightmost foot. However, we would expect to find main
stress on the rightmost foot in longer words too. This prediction is not
borne out by the data. When Tirza, for example, makes a distinction
between main and secondary stressed syllables, she produces all trisyllabic
target words with main stress on the leftmost foot, as shown in (34),
although she often sticks to level stress, as shown in (FC). The target words
in (34a) have main stress on the final syllable; those in (34b) have main
stress on the first syllable. However, Tirza does not treat these words
differently. The target words in (34b) are usually analysed as being
exceptions to the Dutch stress system, since they all end in a superheavy
syllable, which would normally be stressed. In other words, the final syllables
of the words in (34b) are marked as exceptions to (late) extrametricality in
adult Dutch or as exceptions to the obligatory branchingness parameter.
a.
Tirza
microfoon /,mi:kro:'fo:n/ ~ ['mi:b,so:n] (2;0·5)
krokodil /,kro:ko:'dtl/ ~ [korkcl.toj] (2;1. 17)
Amsterdam / .omstor'dom/' ~ [emsto.dem] (2;3027)
koningin / ,ko:m '1JW/ ~ ['ko:m,1J11J] (2;5·5)
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ ~ ['am,sa:] (2;1. 17)
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ ['ob,lamp] (2;3.12)
allemaal /'ab,ma:l/ ~ ['ab,ma:l] (2;5·5)
goochelaar /'Xo:Xd,la:r/ ~ ['fO:Xd,la:] (2;6.12)
olifant /'o:li:,fant/ ~ [':>li:,fant] (2;6.12)
ooievaar /'o:jd,va:r/ ~ ['o:jd,fau] (2;6.12)
(34)
b.
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Robin shows exactly the same pattern; some data are given in (35):
(35) Robin
a. kapitein l,ka:pi:'tEinl -7 ['pa:pi:,tEin] (2;1.7)
telefoon I,te:b'foml -7 ['te:l;:l,fo:m] (2;1.7)
Amsterdam I,amst;:lr'daml -7 ['a:psQ,dam] (2;4.29)
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7 ['ko:b,dtw] (2;4.29)
paraplu l,pa:ra:'ply:1 -7 ['pab,py:] (2;4.29)
b. heleboel I'he:b,bmll -7 ['he:b,bm] (2;3.22)
allemaal I'ab/ma:ll -7 ['a:b,ma:l] (2;4.8)
olifant I'o:li:,fantl -7 ['o:vi:,ant] (2;4.8)
-7 ['o:<I>i:,fant] (2;4.8)
Noortje also assigns main stress to the leftmost foot, when she starts making
a distinction between main stress and secondary stress, as shown in (36a, b):
(36) Noortje
a. Sinterklaas l,stnQr'kla:sl -7 ['hi:ta,ta:s] (2;8.25)
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll -7 ['do:kE,di:w] (2;9.26)
b. olifant I'o:li:,fantl -7 ['auli:,hanrs] (2;8.1)
ananas I'ana:,nasl -7 ['arp,nas] (2;8.1)
allemaal I'ab,ma:ll -7 ['a:b,mau] (2;II.O)
It looks as if these children have discovered that the first branching foot from
the right receives main stress. In principle, the children could also have
assigned main stress to the leftmost foot. However, if this is the case, we
would have expected that the disyllabic forms with final stress would also
be stressed on the first foot, which is never the case.48 One explanation
could be that the first syllables of these words do not form a 'complete'
foot:49 they are 'degenerate', since most of them consist of a single light
syllable. In other words, these children could still have discovered that the
rightmost branching foot receives main stress; if there is no branching foot,
the rightmost foot receives stress. Main stress is then assigned to the first
branching foot on the right.
Crucial evidence against the hypothesis that main stress is assigned to the
leftmost foot has to come from longer words, which contain two complete
feet, or from trisyllabic productions of target trisyllabic words with medial
stress, and a heavy first syllable, since this syllable forms a foot on its own.
These data are scarce, although a few are found. They are given in (37):
48 That is, if the child realises two feet, it is never the case that the first foot receives main
stress, and the second foot secondary stress.
49 If the 'minimal word' plays such a crucial role, it follows that the child only marks the final
consonants in words like Robin and robot as extrametrical, since if the final foot is made
extrametrical, the remaining part is not a complete foot.
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(37) a. &bin
macaroni /,ma:ka:'ro:ni:/ ---7 [.ma:ki:'o:ni:] (2;3-22)
b. Noortje
limonade /,li:mo:'na:dd/ ---7 [mirmoi'mano] (2;8.1)
c. Tirza
tracteren /,trok'te:rd[n]/ ---7 [.tok'te:Rd] (2;5021)
d. Leon
televisie /,te:b'vi:si:/ ---7 [.te:b'fi:si:] (2;1.7)
Although more data are certainly required to make absolute statements,
these data nevertheless seem to point out that main stress is assigned to the
first branching foot from the right. The question that remains to be
answered is what has triggered the setting of the OB parameter. 50
One hypothesis is that the default value for the main stress parameter is
that main stress is assigned at the same edge as where the foot-building
procedures start. Since the default value for the directionality parameter is
[Right-to-left], it follows that the default value for the main stress parameter
is that main stress is assigned to the rightmost foot. If this hypothesis is
correct, the trigger for setting the OB parameter is the presence of main
stress on an antepenultimate syllable. This cue is present in the data (34b),
(35b) and (36b). However, on the assumption that [No] is the default value
for the OB parameter, i.e., the main stress foot does not have to branch, we
would expect that the production forms in (34), (35) and (36) are preceded
by a stage at which the final foot receives stress. When the child encounters
the target forms in (34a), (35a) and (36a), nothing would change, since these
data do not result in conflicts in the configuration of parameter values. On
the other hand, the target forms in (34b), (3 5b) and (36b) would trigger the
setting of the OB parameter to the marked value. This would then result in
the production forms in (34), (35) and (36). However, no such intermediate
stage is attested for these children. It could be the case that these children
simply do not decide about main stress until they are sure about the value
for the OB parameter (that is, until the cue 'antepenultimate syllable with
main stress' is found). Only when the OB parameter is set do they stop
producing these words with level stress. The prediction is that at a later
stage the forms in the (a)-examples of (34), (35) and (36) will be detected
as exceptions to the OB parameter. Leon's data illustrate this. Moreover, his
data seem to show the intermediate stage where main stress is assigned to
the rightmost foot in all cases. The trisyllabic target forms are invariably first
produced with final stress (38a). Subsequently, target words with main stress
50 The OB parameter corresponds to the Lexical Category Prominence Rule (LCPR) (Hayes
1981, van der Hulst 1984). If a word does not contain a branching (disyllabic) foot, the final
foot receives main stress (assuming that main stress is on the rightmost foot), as in the case
of disyllabic words with final stress.
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on the first (antepenultimate) syllable are produced correctly (38b). This is
followed by a stage at which trisyllabic words with main stress on the final
syllable are also produced with initial stress (38c). Still later, the child
recovers from the incorrect main stress assignment on these forms, probably
by marking them as exceptions to the OB parameter (38d):
a.
Leon
ooievaar
olifant
krokodil
pelikaan
indiaan
olifant
ooievaar
kangoeroe
krokodil
/'o:jd,va:r/
/'o:li:lant/
/,kro:ko:'dtl/
/ ,pe:li:'ka:n/
/ ,tndi:'ja:n/
/'o:li:,fantl
/'o:jd,va:r/
/'kafJgUl,ru:/
/,kro:ko:'dtl/
/,amstdr'dam/
/,kro:ko:'dtl/
/,pa:pd'xa:j/
/,apa:'ra:t/
[,o:fa:'fa:] (I; I O.I)
[,:>lld'fant] (1;10.15)
[,ti:ty:'ty:l] (I; 10. I 5)
[,me:ka:'ka:n] (1;10.15)
[,tndi:'jam] (1;10.29)
['o:lld,fant] (I; II. 12)
['o:fi:la:] (I;II.12)
['kafJgd,RUl] (2;1.21)
['kRo:kUl,dtl] (2;2.4)
['ko:la,dtl] (2;2.4)
[nmsto.dorn] (2;3.18)
[,kRO:Ro:'dtv] (2;4.15)
[,papd'xeij] (2;4.15)
[,apa'Ra:t] (2;8.5)
b.
c.
d.
Amsterdam
krokodil
papegaai
apparaat
Leon's data in (38a) seem to indicate that the default value for the OB
parameter is [No], i.e., the foot receiving main stress does not have to
branch, and main stress is therefore assigned on the final foot of the word.
When he discovers the cue for the marked value of this parameter, the
existence of main stress on the antepenultimate syllable, all forms are
subject to change. However, the words in (38c) are now incorrectly
produced with antepenultimate stress. When these forms are checked against
the input data, a mismatch is discovered. However, since the parameter is
already set to the marked value, there is no other way to resolve this
mismatch. Therefore, the forms in (38c) are marked as exceptions to the
OB paramerer.f
Leon's data show that the default value for the OB parameter is [No].
51 It should be noted that descriptively the late extrametricality parameter and the obligatory
branchingness parameter are equivalent. I prefer to use the latter, though, since it directly
expresses the relation with main stress location. The late extrametricality parameter which
marks a syllable extrametrical after foot formation does not seem to be appropriate, since it
does not directly express the relationship between late extrametricality and the location of main
stress. It would be better to mark a monosyllabic foot as extrametrical (see Lahiri & Koreman
1988). However, the obligatory branchingness parameter is more general. Furthermore, the
location of main stress on the final syllable of disyllabic words consisting of two feet follows
without further stipulations. Moreover, the EoE parameter is no longer necessary.
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The other children have presumably already set this parameter to the
marked value [Yes].
If a word does not contain a branching foot, main stress is assigned to
the rightmost foot (as in disyllabic words with final stress). Alternatively, the
two syllables are parsed into one foot, as seems to be the case in the data
in (30C). After the stage (stage 3, (30b)) at which disyllabic words with a
final closed syllable but initial stress are produced with level stress (Robin
/'nbtn/ is produced as eh:>'ptn)), Robin produces these words correctly with
initial stress at stage 4 (robot /'ro:b::>t/ is produced as ['ho:p:>s] (30C)). How
does Robin get rid of these 'errors' produced at stage 3? When the forms
produced in (29), the disyllabic target forms with final stress produced as
disyllabic words with level stress, i.e., konijn /ko:'nein/ produced as
['ko:'nm], are sent to the applier to check whether the configuration of
parameter settings at stage 3 (33) are sufficient to assign stress correctly, the
applier produces stress correctly. 52 When forms like the ones in (30b) are
now produced the applier discovers a mismatch between the stress pattern
of the output forms and that of the input forms. However, the QS
parameter is already set. On the assumption that learning is deterministic,
the child cannot retreat from this setting. Therefore, the forms in (30b) are
marked as exceptions to the current parameter settings. The child may now
subject these forms to reanalysis. S/he may conclude that these forms are
exceptional in that the final syllable does not receive stress, although it
normally would have had final stress. Apparently the final syllable is
exempted from the parse, and is marked as extrametrical. 53
It should be noted, however, that this analysis predicts that disyllabic
words with final closed syllables have final stress. In other words, forms like
gireif and ballon are treated as the regular cases, whereas words like pinguin
and robot are treated as exceptions, because they have an extrametrical element.
Another prediction made on the basis of the marked values for the QS
parameter and the Weight parameter is that words like cadeau /ka:'do:/ are
produced as disyllables with initial stress, as at stage 2, because they do not
have a final closed syllable. The database did not contain these words during
stage 3.54 However, if the child had produced ['ka:do:], the applier would
ultimately have discovered that this form does not match the input form.
Since the QS and Weight parameters have, again, already been fixed, the
applier has to mark this form as exceptional: these forms have to be marked
52 Although there is one stress too many, this still counts as a match (see section 7.5). These
forms are now possibly marked for the destressing component. Alternatively, these forms are
sent back because main stress has not been assigned.
53 Alternatively, the child may conclude that the final syllables of the words in (30b) are not
heavy and thus may mark the final consonant as extrametrical. In any event, both syllables of
the words are parsed into a single foot, which receives main stress. See also footnote 52.
54 All the attested forms were produced as diminutives: ['do:t);;>].
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for lexical stress on a final light syllable. This model of acquisition shows
that the child is able to detect exceptions, which then can be subjected to
a different analysis. They do not disturb the regular pattern.
To summarise, we have seen that the transition from stage 3 to stage 4
is triggered by cues for both obligatory branchingness and main stress. The
presence of trisyllabic forms with antepenultimate stress, as well as the
presence of trisyllabic target forms with final stress, has alerted the child:
one of these forms must be exceptional. On the hypothesis that main stress
is assigned from the same edge as secondary stress, the trisyllabic target
forms with antepenultimate stress contain the relevant cue to detect that
feet receiving main stress must be branching. Leon's data showed that the
unmarked value is that the foot receiving main stress does not have to
branch: it has the default value [No]. When the OB parameter is set to the
marked value, these forms are subject to change: they are now produced
with antepenultimate stress. The child now has to start marking the target
forms with final stress as exceptions to the OB parameter.
If the default value for the OB parameter had been [Yes], the disyllabic
words with final stress could lead the child to set the parameter to the
marked value [No]. However, slhe could not go back to the required
marking [Yes], on the assumption that learning is deterministic. 55
A final remark needs to be made on the disyllabic forms with final stress.
These are either exempted from extrametricality, because the remaining part
of the word is not a proper foot (it is 'degenerate'); or they are exceptions
to the marked value of the OB parameter, because there simply is no branching
foot in these words. Main stress is therefore assigned to the final foot.
However, it should also be noted that the initial syllable is often produced
without stress. At stage 3 these words were produced with equal stress on
both syllables. At stage 4 the child may have detected a stress clash for the
first time; slhe now has found the cue to set the defooting parameter to the
marked value [Yes]. Thus, at stage 4 the remaining parameters are set. In
other words, the child has mastered the stress pattern of the language, since
all parameters now have the value as indicated in section 7. I. I. They are set
in the order given in (39)'
I have hypothesised that, once the child knows the direction in which feet
are built, this same direction is used for assigning main stress, as a default
strategy. In this way, the patterns of main stress assignment could be ex-
plained. Moreover, it confirms the hypothesis of Dresher & Kaye that
exceptions always go in the unmarked direction. The default value for the
55 However, it is not easy to define a positive cue for the marked value [Yes] for the OB
parameter. A positive cue exists for the value [No]: the existence of main stress on a non-branching
foot in the presence of a branching one is a positive cue to detect the marked value [No]. It should
be noted, however, that the same problem arises with the late extrametricality parameter.
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(39) Order in which the parameters become relevant/are set by the child
a. STAGE I (by default, but never changed to the marked value)
Directionality parameter. Feet are built from the [Right]
Headedness parameter. Feet are strong on the [Left]
EM parameter. There is an extrametrical syllable [No]
QS parameter. Feet are QS [No]
Iterativity parameter. Feet are iterative [No]
B/U parameter. Feet are [Binary]
b. STAGE 2
No additional parameters become relevant, nor does parameter setting take
place.
c. STAGE 3
Directionality parameter. Feet are built from the I.BJg!u]
Headedness parameter. Feet are strong on the I.!&ftI
EM parameter. There is an extrametrical syllable Itl£I
QS parameter. Feet are QS ~
We~ht parameter. Closed syllables are heavy [Y.(:.s]
Iterativity parameter. Feet are iterative ~
B/ U parameter. Feet are I.lli!!mI
Defootingparameter. A weak foot is de footed in clash [No]
d. STAGE 4
Directionality parameter. Feet are built from the I.BJg!u]
Headedness parameter. Feet are strong on the I.!&ftI
EM parameter. There is an extrametrical syllable Itl£I
QS parameter. Feet are QS ~
We~ht parameter. Closed syllables are heavy [Y.(:.s]
Iterativity parameter. Feet are iterative ~
B/U parameter. Feet are I.lli!!mI
Main stress parameter. The word-tree is strong on the [Right]
Ob/~atory branchingness A foot receiving main stress must
parameter (OB parameter) be branching ~
DejOotingparameter. A weak foot is defooted in clash ~
[] = by default; [_] = marked setting, [ .....] = not known whether it is default or
marked value
OB parameter is [No], and we have seen that the forms that were marked
by the children as exceptions are the ones which are exceptions to the
marked value of the OB parameter; that is, exceptions go in the unmarked
direction. Whether there is more and independent evidence for this
hypothesis has to be answered by future research.
The main difference in the order in which parameters are fixed by the
child and by YOUPIE is that the child fixes the directionality and headedness
parameters very early, while YOUPIE first sets the quantity-sensitivity and
Rh/Nu (or weight) parameters. However, like YOUPIE children are able to
fix all the stress parameters correctly, and they do so before the age of 3.
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7.7. Summary and conclusions
1. It has been shown that the model proposed by Dresher & Kaye is not
only successful as a model for machine learning; it also sheds more light on
child language acquisition. On the assumption that learning is deterministic,
and that UG contains, besides a set of principles and parameters, a set of
cues associated with the parameters, the child is able to set the parameters
to the values required by the language s/he is learning on the basis of
simple data. It has furthermore been shown that acquisition of stress takes
place along parametric dimensions, just like the acquisition of syllable
structure (as described in chapters 4 and 5). The transitions from one stage
to the next often involve either the extension of the child's template or a
change in one or more parameter values. The transitions can be summarised
as follows.
Transition from stage 0 to stage I
At stage 0 the child only has monosyllabic words. The transition from stage
o to stage I, in which the child realises disyllabic words, is triggered by the
existence of disyllabic words in the input. At stage I the notion of foot
becomes relevant. The child has to decide what kind of feet the language
has. S/he has to figure out what the required settings for the directionality
and headedness parameters are. On the assumption that the default value
for the directionality parameter is (Right-to-Ieft], I argued that the default
value for the headedness parameter in [Left-headed]. This explains why
disyllabic target words with initial stress are produced correctly, while
disyllabic words with final stress are truncated. The data further provide
evidence for the default value [QI] for the QS parameter, and [Binary] for
the n/u parameter. Other parameters are simply not relevant at this stage.
Transition from stage I to stage 2
When the child compares his or her monosyllabic productions of disyllabic
target words with final stress with the target forms, s/he concludes that
there are no mismatches concerning the location of stress. However, there
is a mismatch in the number of syllables. Therefore, the child produces an
extra syllable, but has not found a trigger to change stress parameters. The
string of segments is mapped onto the child's QI trochaic template,
resulting in initial-stressed disyllabic productions of target disyllabic words
with final stress.
Transition from stage 2 to stage 3
When these initial-stressed disyllabic productions are compared with the
target words, the child discovers a mismatch concerning the location of
stress. The existence of [CTs CTw]Wd and [CTw CTs]Wd adult words in the input
triggers the setting of the QS parameter: this parameter is set to the marked
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value [QS]. At this stage the child must also find out what determines QS
in the language. I showed that the child regards all closed syllables as heavy.
Heavy syllables receive stress.
Not only the QS and the Weight parameters need to be set at this stage,
also the iterativity parameter becomes relevant, since either [ITs ITw]Wd or
[ITw ITJwd targets must contain more than one foot. The child sets the
iterativity parameter to [Yes]. Furthermore, the child assigns stress to each
foot in the word, resulting in level stress. So far, there has not been
evidence to set the main stress parameter. All feet receive an equal amount
of stress, resulting in forms with level stress. It has also been shown that
the child has set the a/u parameter as well at this stage.
Transition from stage 3 to stage 4
If the level stressed output forms are compared with the input forms, the
child receives evidence for setting the main stress parameter, since in the
target words one foot receives more stress than the other(s). It has been
argued that the default value for main stress assignment is related to the
value for the directionality parameter. If the directionality parameter has the
value [Right-to-left], main stress is assigned to the rightmost foot.
The existence of target words with antepenultimate stress triggers the
setting of the OB parameter to the marked value [Yes]. The result of this
parameter setting is that main stress is assigned to the rightmost branching
foot. If there is no branching foot, main stress is on the rightmost foot of
the word.
2. It has been shown that there are important differences between YOUPIE
and child learners. First, while YOUPIE is a batch mode learner, which
collects all data and then fixes all parameter values, children are incremental
learners, although they are batch mode learners to some extent. That is, they
do not set parameters based on single words, but collect data for some
period before fixing a parameter. During this period the child checks the
input for inconsistencies in the data. Only when a certain cue is found in
a certain number of cases does the child actually set the associated
parameter. This ensures that parameters are not set on the basis of exceptions
or infrequent patterns in the data (principle of robustness) and explains the
gradualness of transitions. Furthermore, children do not focus on parame-
ters until they are 'ready': not all parameters playa role from the start.
Second, since incremental learners cannot make use of negative evidence
in the input data, it follows that children can only fix parameters on the
basis of positive evidence. This has some consequences for the unmarked
values of parameters. For example, the cue used by YOUPIE to set the
iterativity parameter is based on negative evidence: the absence of secondary
stress in words was used to determine the marked value [Non-iterative]. I
have shown that, since children only make use of positive cues, the default
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value must be assumed to be [Non-iterative], since the presence of
secondary stress is positive evidence for the marked value [Iterative]. I have
furthermore illustrated that the data seem to confirm this.
I have not found evidence for a stage at which the BID parameter
requires the value [Unbounded]. This can be seen as an argument for the
claim that unbounded feet do not exist (prince 1983, 1990, Hayes 1991). As
a consequence, the problem of switching from the default value [Binary] if
the QS parameter is [QI] to the default value [Unbounded] if the QS parameter
is set to the marked value [QS], does not arise in child language.56
Third, I showed that the 'cranker' in the Dresher & Kaye model is not
needed, if the model is set up in such a way that it can run through the
learning procedure several times. This is a desirable result, since the cranker
is an unintelligent brute force learner which simple checks all possible
combinations of parameter values. Moreover, such a learner is computation-
ally very costly.
Fourth, there are important differences between the input to the machine
learning system and that to the child's learning system. We have seen that
children may use a 'selection strategy', in that they only select certain input
forms. For example, disyllabic target words with final stress seem to be
avoided by many children at the initial stages of acquisition. We have seen
similar 'selection' strategies in the acquisition of syllable structure (chapters
4 and 5). Moreover, the whole adult target word is not necessarily used as
input to the child's learning system. The child may pay attention to part of
the adult target word, neglecting the rest. We have seen that this was the
case at stage I, where only one foot was selected. At the following stage the
selected part is possibly augmented by one other syllable from the adult
target, which is adjoined to the previous one. Thus, at stage 2 the input to
the learning system invariably consists of two syllables, which need not form
a foot in the adult target. They do, however, form a foot in the child's
output form. This means that the input to the child's learning system (as
distinguished from the input the child receives from his or her environment)
is not fixed, but is subject to change in the course of development. The
input to YOUPIE'S learning system is fixed; in this sense it is comparable to
the adult input that children receive. Furthermore, the input to YOUPIE is
fully segmented, syllabified and coded for stress levels. This is not
necessarily the case of the input to the child's learning system: it may not
be fully segmentalised and syllabified, dependent on the syllable parameters
at the point in the development. Moreover, there is no evidence that
children at the initial stages make a distinction between main and secondary
56 Languages which have been analysed as having unbounded feet have to be reanalysed.
Further research has to show how a child distinguishes between, for example, Dutch and
Eastern Cheremis.
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stress. Thus, the input to the child's learning system is already influenced by
the child's linguistic knowledge. Also, the child's own production forms (the
output forms) are important to the learning system. Finally, another
important difference between the input to the child's learning system and
that to YOTJPIE is that children, unlike YOUPIE, are able to fix many of the
parameters on the basis of fairly short words.
3. The analysis presented here differs in some respects from the standard
analyses of Dutch stress. First, I propose a different parameter for deciding
on what makes a syllable heavy, since children seem to regard any closed
syllable as heavy. To capture the fact that superheavy syllables of the form
[VVC] are considered as closed syllables I assumed that the relevant input
consists of syllables minus their onsets, to include extrarhymal consonants.
Second, I argued that late extrametricality can best be represented by
assuming that the set of word-tree dominance parameters contains an
obligatory branching (OB) parameter, i.e., 'feet receiving main stress must
be branching', whose default value is [No].
Third, I showed that final-stressed disyllabic words ending in a final closed
syllable are regular, rather than irregular, as assumed in the standard analyses
of Dutch stress, according to which final closed syllables are extrametrical.
However, by assuming the OB parameter rather than a late extrametricality
parameter this follows: if a word does not contain a branching foot, the
rightmost foot receives main stress.
4. I proposed default values for the parameters for which Dresher & Kaye
did not determine default values. I hypothesised that the default value for
the directionality parameter is (Right-to-left]. The default value for the
headedness parameter is directly dependent on the value for the direction-
ality parameter, as shown in section 7.6.1, and is [Left-headed] given (Right-
to-Left] parsing of feet. I assumed that the default value for the main stress
parameter also depends on the value for the directionality parameter: main stress
is assigned at the edge at which foot parsing starts; in this case, the right edge.
5. It has been argued that, at each stage of the development, the child's
template is determined by the current configuration of parameter values.
These parameter values (and thus the child's template) also determine the
nature of the relationship between input (adult target) forms and output (the
child's produced) forms. Input words are mapped onto the child's template
to create an output. Mismatches between input and output occur when the
child's template is not able to accommodate all elements of the input word.
If the child's template, for example, is exactly one foot, target words
consisting of more than one foot are either reduced to a single foot (as at
stage I), or the melodic material of the adult target is mapped onto the
child's template (as at stage 2). Thus, mismatches between the adult target
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words and a child's output forms can result if the child's template is not
large enough to represent the whole word, or if the child's template is
different from that of the adult, for example consisting of a different foot
type. This is not only true for stress, but also for syllable structure, as was
shown in chapters 4 and 5. The part of the target word that cannot be
mapped onto the template is deleted by stray erasure. That is, it is not
licensed by the child's template and it will therefore not be realised. In other
words, the representations are governed by a universal prosodic licensing
principle (see chapter I, and Ito 1989)' There are no deletion rules. Errors
with respect to stress in the child's language are not the result of wrongly
fixed parameters (or rules), but are the result of parameters not yet fixed:
they still have the default value. The acquisition of prosodic phonology does
not involve the learning of rules, but involves the setting of parameters.
A mismatch between input and output forms leads the child to reconsider
the input data, and to seek for other cues, which will eventually result in the
setting of parameters which have not yet been set (and still have the default
value); alternatively, the child may use mismatches to detect exceptions, in
which case the input is also reconsidered to discover to which parameter the
input forms are exceptions. In other words, the input data are run through
the learning system until a complete match is reached.
To conclude, the child acquisition model for prosodic structure can be
schematised as follows:
(4°) Acquisition model JOrparameter settings
( adult input]
~
selection and
,classification'
2
input to 'learning'
system 1
~
parameter setting
~
output forms created
by 'applier'
1. The output is first checked against the input to the 'learning system'.
2. Then the output is checked against the adult input. If there are mismatches,
the adult input forms go through the system again.
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The adult input is first subject to selection and 'classification'. Children may
only select certain target words that match with their own template. This
has been referred to as the 'selection strategy'. The adult input is further
checked for inconsistencies before it enters the child's 'learning' system. I
assume that the input is syllabified according to the syllable parameters of
the child at that time; and further, that syllables are marked as either
stressed or unstressed at the initial stages. Only later does the child make a
distinction between main and secondary stress. The 'learning' system tries
to find cues for parameter values on the basis of this modified input. The
parameter values that are detected playa crucial role in producing the
output. The child's output is first checked against the input to the learner:
mismatches between these input forms and the output forms should not
occur if parameter setting has been successful, but if they do, the input
forms are once more sent to the learning system until there is a complete
match. The child's output forms are also checked against the adult input,
since the child has to learn the language of his or her environment. This can
result in modifications to the input to the learning system. These new input
forms go through the learning system, etc. At the final state, which will
eventually be reached after many cycles, the child has mastered the adult's
grammatical system.
8 Summary and
Conclusions
11HIS THESIS DEALS with the acquisition of prosodic structurebelow the word level: i.e., the acquisition of syllable structure andstress. Its focus is on both the logical and the developmental problem of
acquisition. The first addresses the question of how a grammatical system
can be learned on the basis of the data and on the assumption that UG, the
set of universal principles and parameters, is innate. The second focuses on
the stages that can be identified in the course of development and seeks to
find an explanation for the transition from one stage to the next. Although
these two problems have often been separately addressed, they should
ideally be combined. This is accomplished in this dissertation: I have shown
at various places that the transition from one stage to the next often means
a change in one or more parameter values.
The basic assumptions and preliminaries are given in CHAPTER I. I have
assumed a 'principles and parameters' approach. Universal principles are innate
and need not be learned. Although the set of parameters is claimed to be
universal, the values for the parameters vary from language to language: they
determine the variation between languages. It is the child's task to determine
the parameter values of the language s/he is learning on the basis of the
input data. The language of the environment forms one form of input
(positive evidence). I have shown in this thesis that there are two other
important sources of input: (i) the child's output mqy function as input, and (ii)
indirect negative evidence, i.e., the systematic lack of certain data. I put forward
the hypothesis that the core grammar (the set of parameter values) of a
language is learned on the basis of positive evidence only. Language-specific
properties, which lie outside the core grammar, are learned on the basis of
indirect negative evidence. On the assumption that children are conservative
learners, i.e., they only change their grammatical system if they have received
'enough' evidence, it follows that language-particular properties, learned on
the basis of indirect negative evidence, are learned late. This thesis provides
evidence for this hypothesis at several places (chapters 4, 5, and 7).
An important property of UG is that its parameters have a default value.
In this sense markedness is part of UG: the default value is the unmarked
value. Or stated differently, the value for which positive evidence is most
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available is the marked value (subset principle). A parameter can be set to the
marked value if there is positive evidence for the marked value. I provided
evidence for a cue-based model (proposed by Dresher & Kaye 1990): each
parameter is associated with an appropriate and robust cue for which the
learner is looking. If a cue is found, the associated parameter is set to the
marked value.
The child's word template at the earliest stages is determined by the
default values of the parameters. If one or more parameters are set to the
marked value, the child's template changes in the direction of that of the
adult. At the early stages the child's template is very simple, and cannot
accommodate all segmental material of the target words. Material that
cannot be mapped onto the template is not licensed, and therefore subject
to stray erasure. It is not subject to a deletion rule. In general, the child tries
to incorporate as many properties of the target word as can be accommo-
dated into his or her template. If there is excessive material it is subject to
stray erasure; if the target does not provide enough material, the child's
template is filled otherwise. Both are instances of a 'repair strategy'. Another
strategy often found is that of selection: the child exclusively selects adult
words of which the properties fit into the child's template.
The research reported on in this dissertation is based on spontaneous data
from twelve children acquiring Dutch as their first language. The children,
aged between 1;0 and I;II at the start of a one-year period of data-
collection, were recorded every other week. The data were phonetically
transcribed and entered into a computerised database. CHAPTER 2 gives a
detailed description of the methods and materials.
CHAPTER 3 provides the background for chapters 4 and 5. It describes the
two most commonly held views on the structure of the syllable: the 'onset-
rhyme' and the 'moraic' syllable. The main difference between the two views
is that the latter does not recognise onsets, rhymes, nuclei and codas as
sub syllabic constituents, but claims that (i) reference to onset constituents
is never needed, and (ii) moras are the only subsyllabic constituents.
In the second part of chapter 3 an overview of syllable structure in Dutch
is given. Two other properties of Dutch are discussed: (i) the relation
between length and weight; and (ii) the apparent lack of the CV core
syllable.
The remaining chapters deal almost exclusively with Dutch acquisition
data.
CHAPTER 4 deals with the acquisition of onsets. Five general stages can be
distinguished. (i) At the first stage onsets are obligatory. The child realises
all onsets as plosives. The child seems to strive for a maximal contrast in
sonority between the onset (plosive) and nucleus (low vowel) (Iakobson
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194J168). At this stage all parameters are in the default value, resulting in the
universal core syllable CY. (ii) At the second stage, onsets become optional.
The minimal onset parameter is set to the marked value. (iii) At the third
stage different types of segments occur in onset position: first, nasals appear,
and later also fricatives, glides, and liquids. (iv) For most children the next
stage is one at which obstruent-sonorant clusters appear: the maximal onset
parameter is set to the marked value. (v) At the next stage lsi-obstruent
clusters are produced, which indicates that the extrasyllabicity parameter is
set to the marked value. However, some children have lsi -obstruent
clusters earlier than obstruent-sonorant clusters, showing that the maximal
onset parameter and the extrasyllabicity parameter are independent.
The acquisition of obstruent-sonorant clusters takes place in three steps:
(I) reduction to the obstruent; (2) reduction to the sonorant; (3) production
of an obstruent-sonorant (plosive-Iiquid/glide) cluster. The second step is
optional: it is not attested for all children. A similar pattern is found for
lsi-obstruent clusters: (I) reduction to the obstruent; (2) reduction to lsi
(optional stage); (3) production of lsi -obstruent cluster.
I assumed that the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) is universal, and
that segments that do not obey the SSP lie outside the scope of the syllable.
If a child allows complex onsets, Isll and Iknl clusters are analysed as
complex onsets, rather than an onset preceded by an extrasyllabic segment
(the standard analysis of Dutch). Since both segments obey the SSP and can
be mapped onto the child's bipositional onset template, there is no evidence
for the child that forces him or her to assume a different analysis.
Although the child does not receive positive evidence for Itll and Ipvl
clusters, slhe frequently produces them. These clusters are disallowed in
Dutch: consonants in the onset may not share place of articulation (poA)
features. However, since children prefer words in which all segments have
the same PoA features, these forms are frequently attested. The child has
to learn from the absence of matches between the output forms and the
input forms (i.e., indirect negative evidence) that Dutch has a constraint
disallowing homorganic onset clusters.
CHAPTER 5 describes and explains the patterns found in the acquisition of
rhymes. Five stages have been distinguished. (I) The child only allows open
syllables consisting of a consonant and any vowel (either long or short): the
core syllable. No parameters have been set. Vowel length is non-distinctive.
(2) At the next stage the child sets the branching rhyme parameter to the
marked value, allowing codas. However, only obstruents (first fricatives and
later also plosives) are allowed. Sonorants are deleted.
(3) The branching nucleus parameter is set to the marked value, allowing
two-positional nuclei. However, since there is a universal principle stating
that rhymes are maximally binary (maximal rhyme constraint), vowel length
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cannot be represented if a final consonant is realised. The fact that the
child's output forms strictly obey the maximal rhyme constraint, despite
many counterexamples in the input, is further evidence for the claim that
this constraint is universal. At this stage sonorants are sometimes realised:
they are realised if preceded by a short vowel, but deleted if preceded by a
long one. Furthermore, they are sometimes deleted under triggering of
vowel lengthening (compensatory lengthening). Obstruents do not have such
a relationship with the preceding vowel. I therefore argued that obstruents
and sonorants are in different positions: obstruents are in the coda, while
sonorants are part of the nucleus. Compensatory lengthening occurs within
a constituent (the nucleus), not between constituents. These data give clear
support for the notions rhyme, nucleus and coda.
(4) At the next stage vowel length is represented before obstruents and
sonorants. On the assumption that rhymes are maximally bipositional the
child must have set the extrarhymal parameter to the marked setting,
allowing an extra final consonant in addition to the bipositional rhyme. This
consonant obeys the SSP, and is therefore not extra syllabic. The prediction
is that at this stage final clusters consisting of a sonorant and an obstruent
appear. This prediction is borne out by the data.
(5) Final clusters consisting of two obstruents are produced very late.
They require the marked setting for the extrasyllabicity parameter.
Despite the clear general pattern, there are individual differences between
the children. Some children set the extrarhymal parameter earlier than the
branching nucleus parameter, indicating that these parameters are indepen-
dent. Some children also allow a different subset of consonants in the coda
than others: while most children make a distinction between obstruents and
sonorants, others have obstruents and nasals in the coda, and other
sonorants in the nucleus. Further research is required, to determine the
exact nature and manner of variation.
In CHAPTER 6 I investigated the relation between truncation and stress.
Disyllabic words with final stress (i) are far more prone to truncation, and
(ii) show more stress errors. If truncation is just the deletion of unstressed
syllables this difference is not expected. Furthermore, while various stages
can be determined in the acquisition of disyllabic words with final stress,
disyllabic words with initial stress do generally not undergo changes.
Four stages can be distinguished in the acquisition of disyllabic words with
final stress. (I) The segmental material of the (main or secondary) stressed
foot at the right edge of the target is realised and mapped onto the child's
trochaic template. Evidence comes from the addition of final syllables in
those cases where the foot contains just one syllable.
(2) The segmental material of the leftmost (most prominent remaining)
syllable is taken, adjoined to the child's previous form and mapped onto a
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trochaic template. Additional evidence comes from metathesis and
reduplication data, which clearly show that the child is building on his or
her previous form, supporting the 'output-as-input' hypothesis.
(3) The segmental material from stage 2 is now mapped onto a two-foot
template. Both feet receive equal stress.
(4) One of the feet (the rightmost branching) receives main stress. The
output form resembles the adult input form.
The development can be described using the tools of prosodic theory:
only reference to prosodic units has to be made. Even in cases where on
the surface the 'no skipping' condition is violated, are only apparent
violations. The analysis of stage I and 2 resembles that of prosodic
circumscription: not the whole target is selected, but only part of it. The
analysis furthermore explains the lack of truncation and stress errors in disyllabic
words with initial stress and makes the right predictions for longer words.
The pattern of development clearly shows that the child is not just approach-
ing the adult target, but is really learning 'rules' or rather parameter values.
Finally, I have shown that truncation of disyllabic words with final stress
sometimes triggers segmental changes. There are segmental changes of two
types: (a) changes in manner of articulation (MoA); and (b) changes in place
of articulation (FoA). I argued that the former are context-free: similar
changes occur in word-initial position. However, the changes in PoA are
restricted to certain environments: if the onset of the final-stressed foot has
a coronal PoA, and the onset of the first foot either a labial or dorsal one,
an assimilation rule can apply which spreads the PoA features of the
specified initial consonant to the (underspecified) coronal consonant.
In CHAPTER 7 the results of chapter 6 are incorporated in a parametric
learning theory. In chapter 6 the focus was on prosodic constituents; in this
chapter, I focus on the acquisition of the values for the stress parameters.
I described the deterministic cue-based learning model proposed by Dresher
& Kaye (1990), and investigated whether this model, which is successfully
applied to machine learners, can also be applied to child language acquisition.
In the proposed model the learner builds prosodic representations on
strings of segments on the basis of the parameter values of his or her
grammar. The created output is compared with the input. In the case of a
mismatch between input and output forms, the learner looks for a cue to
change the system. It turns out that many transitions are the result of the
setting of one or more parameters to the marked value.
I have shown that this model when applied to child language is able to
explain the stages described in chapter 6 and the transitions from one stage
to the next. The transition from stage 0, where the child only produces CV
syllables, to stage I in which two-syllable words appear is triggered by the
existence of disyllabic words. At this stage the notion 'foot' becomes
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relevant: all output forms form one foot in the child's system. It has been
argued that by default the child assumes that the language s/he is learning
is quantity-insensitive. I put forward the hypothesis that the default value
for the directionality parameter is 'right-to-left' parsing, resulting in quantity-
insensitive trochaic feet. Parsing a QI trochaic foot from right to left
explains the patterns found at stage I. In other words, the child has not yet
set any stress parameters. Comparison of output and input forms does not
show a mismatch concerning the nature or location of stress, but a
mismatch in the number of syllables. The next step is the addition of an
extra syllable (stage 2). It does not involve the setting of stress parameters:
therefore, all output words are still trochaic. If the input and output are
compared, the child discovers a mismatch concerning the location of stress.
The presence of both disyllabic initial-stressed and final-stressed words in
the input is a reliable cue for detecting that the language is QS; that is, the
QS parameter is set to the marked value. It has been shown that closed
syllables are regarded as heavy, and therefore receive stress. The remaining
syllable forms a foot on its own, and will also receive stress. Since closed
syllables can have different syllable representations, as shown in chapter 5,
syllable structure cannot directly express weight. I therefore proposed an
interpretative weight parameter to determine syllable weight.
An interesting consequence of the setting of the QS and weight parame-
ters is that disyllabic target words with initial stress and a final closed
syllable are now produced incorrectly: the closed syllable receives stress. I
therefore assume that the these words are exceptions to the Dutch stress
system, contrary to the standard analyses of Dutch, which assume that final-
stressed disyllabic words ending in a closed syllable (VC) are exceptional.
When these level stress forms of stage 3 are compared with the input, the
child discovers that one foot is more prominent in the input forms. In other
words, when his or her template can contain two feet the main stress
parameter becomes relevant. I hypothesised that the default location of main
stress is at the same edge as where foot-building procedures start: the right
edge. This results in main stress on the rightmost foot (stage 4). Longer
words, however, show that the child assigns main stress to the first branching
foot from the right. If the word does not contain a branching foot, stress
is on the rightmost foot. Words like ananas and Portugal are the normal case;
words like krokodil and parasol are exceptional in that main stress in on the
rightmost foot, rather than the rightmost branching foot, as in the standard
analysis of Dutch stress.
I conclude that the model is successful as an learning model for the
acquisition of prosodic structure.
There are, however, important differences between children and machine
learners.
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(I) The input to children differs in important ways from the input to
machine learners. (a) The input data to machine learners are fully
parsed, while children do not necessarily parse the whole input
word: rather, it has been shown that often only part of the input
form is parsed, which is then mapped onto the children's own
template. Mapping plays no role for machine learning. (b) The input
data to machine learners is fully segmentalised and syllabified, while
children learn syllabification and stress simultaneously. (c) The input
to the machine learner is fixed, while the input to child is not: the
child's own output is an important form of input, and is in constant
development. (d) The input data to the machine learner are coded
for different stress levels (main, secondary and no stress), the child
initially makes no distinction between different stress levels.
(2) A very important difference between machine learners and children
is that children, unlike machine learners, set parameters on the basis
of simple and short words.
(3) The machine learner is a batch mode learner; i.e., it collects all data
and then sets all parameters at once. Children are typically not
instantaneous learners, but are incremental learners: they go through
several stages before reaching the adult grammar. Furthermore, they
only look for cues when the associated parameter becomes relevant.
However, it has been shown that not all parameters are relevant at
the beginning. Moreover, children appear to be conservative
learners: only when 'enough' evidence is gained for the marked
setting of a parameter is this setting fixed. This explains the
observed gradualness of the transitions.
Chomsky & Halle recognise that instantaneous learning is an idealisation and
that "a more realistic model of language acquisition would consider the
order in which primary linguistic data are used by the child and the effects
of preliminary 'hypotheses' developed at the earlier stages of learning on the
interpretation of new, often more complex, data" (1968: 33 I). However, they
assumed that "this more realistic study is much too complex to be under-
taken in any meaningful way today and that it will be far more fruitful to
investigate in detail, as a first approximation, the idealised model (...) leaving
refinements to a time when this idealisation is better understood". I have
shown in this dissertation that, 25 years later, this time has come. Despite
all kinds of variation, variation between children and within children,
variation in linguistic analyses, etc., detailed study of acquisition data also
shows clear patterns of development.
Appendix A The International
Phonetic Alphabet
Consonants
bilabial labiodental dental alveolar postalveolar retroflex palatal velar uvular glotral
plosive p b d
nasal m IT) n
trill B
tap or flap
fricative 1> ~ f V 8 o s z J 3
lateral i !l
fricative
approximant W
lateral
approximant
clc kgqG;l
ll.. J1 f)
R
j
l I..
Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a voiced consonant.
Vowels
Front Central Back Front Central Back
Close ill y H U
Y U
Close-mid e 0 0
e
Open-mid E A a; :>
re
Open a Q CE D
Unrounded Rounded
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Diacritics
h ph
b
t
!
'- ~
J :j
U
+
e
w !
r.-. r.-.
J tJ
ts
ti
e
-t r-
~
~
PHONETIC ALPHABET
Suprasegmentals
aspirated
breathy voice
dental
lamina!
less rounded
more rounded
advanced
retracted
centralised
labialised
palatalized by diminutive suffix
or affricates and double articulations
palatalized
nasalised
no audible release
lowered
raised
primary stress
secondary stress
half-long
- extra short
syllable break
linking (absence of a break)
/ reiterated articulation or pause
long
Appendix B Glossary
(d) = dimunitive form banaan 'banana' buik 'belly'
bananen 'bananas' bus 'bus'
Aa barbecuen 'to barbecue'
Ccaai 'stroke' bed 'bed'
cadeau 'present'aalmoes 'alms' beer 'bear'
aan 'on' beest 'beast' cadeautje 'present' (d)
aap 'monkey' Belg 'Belgian'
cadeautjes 'presents' (d)
caravan 'caravan'aardappel 'potato' beneden 'down'
'cassette'aardbei 'strawberry' benzine 'patrol'
cassette
aarde 'earth' Bert name catalogus
'catalogue'
accordeon 'accordion' bij 'bee' Cato name
chocola(de) 'chocolate'acht 'eight' bijten 'to bite'
circus 'circus'acne 'acne' bim 'ding'
ClaartjeaI 'already' blaadjes 'leaves' (d)
name
clown 'clown'allemaal 'all' blauw 'blue'
clowntje 'clown' (d)a1manak 'almanac' blazen 'to blow'
Amsterdam 'Amsterdam' bloem 'flower'
conducteur'conductor'
confetti 'confetti'ananas 'pineapple' bloemen 'flowers'
'courgette'andere 'other' blok 'block' . courgette
andijvie 'endive' blokjes 'blocks' (d)
cyclus 'cycle'
Ank name blokken 'blocks' Dd
apie 'monkey' (d) boek 'book' daag 'bye bye'
apparaat 'machine' boerderij 'farm' daar 'there'
appel 'apple' bof 'wham' dak 'roof'
Appo name born 'boom' dansen 'to dance'
aquarium 'aquarium' boom 'tree' dat 'that'
asperge 'asparagus' boot 'boat' David name
Australie 'Australia' bord 'plate' denk 'think'
auto 'car' bos 'woods' deur 'door'
Bb boterham 'slice of bread' deze 'these'
baan 'path' botsing 'collision' dicht 'closed'
brand 'fire' Dick namebaby 'baby'
bril 'glasses' Dicky namebal 'ball'
broek 'trousers' dier 'animal'ballon 'balloon'
broem 'boom' dik 'thick'ballonnen 'balloons'
brood 'bread' dit 'this'bam 'dong'
broodje '(bread) roll' doen 'to do'bamboe 'bamboo'
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dokter 'doctor' glijbaan 'slide' kabouter 'gnome'
door 'by' glijden 'to slide' kado 'present'
dorst 'thirst' goochelaar 'conjurer' kadootje 'present' (d)
draaien 'to turn' gordijn 'curtain' kadootjes 'presents' (d)
draak 'dragon' graaf 'dig' kalkoen 'turkey'
Dribbel name grammatica 'grammar' kameel 'camel'
drie 'three' grapje 'joke' (d) kangoeroe 'kangaroo'
drinken 'to drink' groen 'green' kapitein 'captain'
drinkt 'drinks' groente 'vegetable' kapot 'broken'
dromedaris 'dromedary' grond 'ground' karwei 'job'
druif 'grape' groot 'big' kast 'cupboard'
Be
Groover name kasteel 'castle'
echt 'really'
grote 'big' kazerne 'barrack( s)'
kermis 'fair'
eend 'duck' Hh
kijk 'look'
eenden 'ducks' haan 'cock'
ei 'egg' hand 'hand'
kikker 'frog'
kind 'child'
Elke name handschoentje 'glove'(d)
kip 'chicken'
emmer 'bucket' heleboel 'a lot'
experiment 'experiment' helikopter 'helicopter'
klaar 'ready'
extra 'extra' herfst 'autumn'
klap 'bang'
hinkelen 'to hop'
kleien 'to work clay'
Ff klein 'small'
familie 'family'
hoed 'hat'
kleur 'colour'
fazant 'pheasant'
hond 'dog'
kleuren 'to colour'
feest 'party'
Honduras 'Honduras'
klimt 'climbs'
honkballen 'to play
fiets 'bicycle'
baseball'
klok 'clock'
fietsen 'to bicycle'
hoofd 'head'
knap 'clever'
flamingo 'flamingo'
horloge 'watch'
knietje 'knee' (d)
f1es 'bottle'
huilt 'cries'
knikkeren 'to play
f1esje 'bottle' (d)
huis 'house'
marbles'
Florien name knikkers 'marbles'
Huit 'flute' Ii knip 'cut'
fornuis 'cooker' ik 'I' knippen 'to cut'
framboos 'raspberry' In 'in' knoeien 'to make a
Gg
Indiaan 'Indian' mess'
ingestopt 'put in' knoop 'button'
ganzen 'geese'
inschenken 'to poured in' knoopje 'button' (d)
garage 'garage'
geit 'goat'
insekt 'insect' knoopjes 'buttons' (d)
gemaakt 'made'
is dat 'is that' knopen 'buttons'
geplakt 'stuck'
islam 'Islam' knopje 'button' (d)
knot 'knot'
Gert name Jj knuf(fel) 'cuddle'
gevallen 'fallen' Janneke name
knuppel 'club'
geweest 'been' Jarmo name
koala 'koala'
gezien 'seen' jas 'coat'
koe 'cow'
gezwaaid 'waved' jasmijn 'jasmine'
koek 'biscuit'
Gideon name jeep 'jeep'
koffie 'coffee'
giraf 'giraffe'
Kk komkommer'cucumber'
gitaar
,
guitar'
glij 'slide'
kaars 'candle' konijn 'rabbit'
kaas 'cheese' konijntje 'rabbit' (d)
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konijntjes 'rabbits' (d) muis 'mouse' politie 'police'
koningin 'queen' muts 'hat' pop 'doll'
kous 'stocking' muziek 'music' Portugal 'Portugal'
kraan 'tap' muzikant 'musician' praten 'to talk'
krant 'newspaper'
Nn priester 'priest'
krijtje 'chalk'
Napoleon
promptst 'most prompt'
krokodil 'crocodile' name pyjama 'pyjamas'
kroon 'crown'
nat 'wet'
krullen 'curls'
neus 'nose' Rr
kwaak 'croak'
niet 'not' raaf 'raven'
kwak 'quack'
nieuwe 'new' raam 'window'
kwartet 'quartet'
nu 'now' raap 'pick up'
race 'race'
kwijt 'lost' 00
'ram'
olifant 'elephant'
ram
U ramp 'disaster'
lama 'llama'
oog 'eye'
regen 'rain'
land 'land'
ooievaar 'stork'
'rains'regent
last 'load'
oor 'ear'
rijden 'to drive'
ledikant 'bed'
oranje 'orange'
rijst 'rice'
Oslo 'Oslo'
leeuw 'lion' Robin name
lekker 'nice' Pp robot 'robot'
leuk 'funny' paard 'horse' rol 'roll'
limonade 'lemonade' pad 'toad' rozemarijn 'rosemary'
literatuur 'literature' pakken 'to fetch' 58
locomotief 'locomotive
,
paleis 'palace'
saxofoon 'saxophone'
loopt 'walks' pan 'pan'
schaap 'sheep'
Mm Panama 'Panama' schaar 'scissors'
maan 'moon'
panda 'panda'
schapen 'sheep'
macaroni 'macaroni'
pantoffel 'slipper'
schelp 'shell'
machinist 'engine-driver'
pantoffels 'slippers'
schep 'scoop'
mais 'maize'
papegaai 'parrot'
schildpad 'tortoise'
mam 'mom'
papier 'paper'
schoen 'shoe'
man 'man'
parachute 'parachute'
schoenen 'shoes'
Marcella
paraplu 'umbrella'
schommel 'swing'name
parasol 'sunshade'
Marijke name
parkeren 'to park'
schommelen'to swing'
matras 'mattress' school 'school'
matroos 'sailor'
partij 'party'
schop 'kick'
meer 'more'
pasta 'pasta'
schoppen 'to kick'
meisje 'girl'
pelikaan 'pelican'
schuur 'shed'
pet 'hat'
melk 'milk' Selma name
meneer 'gentleman'
piano 'piano'
Sinterklaas 'Santa Claus'
mens en 'people'
pijn 'pain'
skate-boarden'to skateboard'
mevrouw 'lady'
pinda 'peanut'
slaap 'sleep'
tnicrofoon 'microphone'
pinguin 'penguin'
slak 'snail'
nuer 'ant'
plant 'plant'
slapen 'to sleep'
mij 'me'
plas 'puddle'
sleutel 'key'
miss chien 'perhaps'
plassen 'to pee'
slof 'slipper'
Monkey name
pIons 'splash'
sloffen 'slippers'
motor 'motor'
poes 'puss'
sloot 'ditch'
muesli 'muesli'
poets en 'clean'
smeerkaas 'cheese spread'
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'to smear' stuur 'steering wheel' vlees 'meat'smeren
'strings' Suzuki name vlieg 'fly'snaren
vliegen 'to fly'snavel 'bill' Tt
vliegtuig 'aeroplane'sneeuw 'snow' taart 'cake'
'butterfly''to snow' tanden 'teeth' vlindersneeuwen
'butterflies''sweets' 'bag' vlinderssnoep tas
'flocks'snoepje 'sweet' tekenen 'to draw' vlokken
voet 'foot'snoepjes 'sweets' tel 'moment'
vogel 'bird'Snoopy name telefoon 'telephone'
york 'fork'snor 'moustache' televisie 'television'
'load''whisker' 'tempo' vrachtsnorhaar tempo
'woman''snivelling' 'tent' vrouwsnotneus tent
snottebel 'snot' thee 'tea' Ww
snuit 'snout' thuis 'at home' 'seesaw
,
wap
sok 'sock' tij 'tide' warm 'warm'
sop 'suds' toendra 'tundra' wat is dat 'what is that'
spaghetti 'spaghetti' tok 'cluck' water 'water'
speel 'play' tomaat 'tomato' we 'WC'
speel-o-theek'playground' tractor 'tractor' weg 'gone'
speeltuin 'playground' trakteren 'to treat' wei 'well'
speen 'dummy' trap 'stairs' wil 'want'
spelen 'to play' trein 'train' Willy name
spijker 'nail' treintje 'train' (d) wind 'wind'
spin 'spider' trommel 'drum' winkel 'shop'
spinazie 'spinach' trommels 'drums' wipwap 'seesaw'
spoken 'ghosts' trompet 'trumpet' woef 'woof'
spans 'sponge' trui 'jumper' worm 'worm'
spreken 'to speak' tuin 'garden' worst 'sausage'
springen 'to jump' twee 'two' wortel 'carrot'
spuit 'squirt'
Uu Yystaan 'to stand'
'tail' uil 'owl' yogi 'yogi'staart
'scooter' uit 'out'step
'hour' Zzsterretje 'star' (d) uur
zak 'bag'
stoel 'chair' Vv zand 'sand'
stok 'stick' vakantie 'holiday' ziek 'ill'
stout 'naughty' valt 'falls' zo 'so'
straat 'street' varken 'pig' zan 'sun'
strakjes 'soon' vast 'fixed' zwaaien 'to sway'
straks 'later' 'fixed' 'swan
,vast zwaan
strand 'beach' verstopt 'hidden' zwanen 'swans'
strooien 'to sca tter' vies 'dirty' zwart 'black'
stroop 'syrup' vijf 'five' zwarte 'black'
struisvogel 'ostrich' vis 'fish' zwembad 'swimming pool'
stuk 'piece' visjes 'fishes' zwemmen 'to swim'
stukken 'pieces' vlag 'flag' Zwitserland'Switzeriand'
sturen 'to steer' vlecht 'braid'
Appendix C
Consonants
a. Plosives
b. Fricatives
c. Nasals
d. liquids
e. Glides
f. Laryngeals
Vowels
a. Long or tense vowels
b. Short or lax vowels
c. Schwa
d. Diphthongs
The Dutch Segment
Inventory
Voiceless Voiced
Ipl ItI Ikl
IfI lsi Ixl
Iblldl
Ivllzl
Iml Inl 11')1
III Irl
Iwlljl
Ihl
lal iii lui lei 101101 Iyl
lal lei It! 1:;11a:1
hi
laul IEil Ia:yl
Appendix D Initial Simple and
Complex Onsets
1. Jarmo
Adult
A. Initial simple onsets
target
1;6.13
1;8.26
1;11.20
2;1.8
2;2.6
2;3·9
Where P = Plosive, 0 = Empty onset, h = /h/, F = Fricative, N = Nasal, L = liquid, and G = Glide.
iiiindicates that no change has occurredI first appearance of target sound in the child's formsavoidance of target sound by the child
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Adult PL
target
1;8. I 2
2;0.28
2;2,27
2;2.6 PG/PL
2. Noortje
A. Initial simple onsets
F
PL
Adult F N
target
2;1. 17
2;3.2 I
2;5.23
2;7.17
2;8.15
2;11.0 L/h/N/P
Plosives are produced as plosives; they are never replaced by other manners
of articulation. Fricatives are produced as plosives in the earliest recording
sessions (r a). Later on, they are also produced as /h/ (r b). Still later, they
are produced as fricatives (Ic).
(I) a. fiets
b. fiets
c. zak
/ fi:ts/
/ filtS/
/zak/
[ti:s]
[hilS]
[sak]
(2;1. 17)
(2;3-21)
(2;8.15)
Nasals are produced accurately from the first recording session. From 2;5.23
they are produced as either nasals or plosives. For a discussion see chapter
4. Liquids are produced as /h/, stop or nasal from 2;5.23. They appear as
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liquids only in the final recording session, although they are still frequently
substituted. Glides in the adult target words are deleted or replaced by /h/
in the early sessions. From 2;7.17 they appear as glides occasionally. (2)
gives the order in which the different segment types appear in the child's
output forms:
(2) Onsets in Noortje's productions (first appearance)
P,0, h, N (2;1.17) ~ G (2;7.17) ~ F (2;8.15) ~ L (2;II.O)
Adult PL
B. Initial complex onsets
target
Z;1.17 P
z;8.Ij
2;11.0
(3) Order if appearance if complex clusters in Noorije': system
sP (2;9.12)
3. Tom
A. Initial simple onsets
Adult P
target
1;0.10
1;2.14
1;4.14
1;5.0
1;5·28
1;6.1 I
1;6.25
1;7·9 F/P
1;8.20
I;II.12
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Like all the children, Tom produced adult target plosives as plosives from
the start. The next type of segments are the nasals, which are produced
accurately when they start to appear, and glides, which are regularly replaced
by plosives. Then fricatives and liquids are added to the system, which are
also often replaced by plosives and glides. (4) gives the order in which the
different segment types appear:
(4) Onsets in Tom's productions (first appearance)
P, 0, h (1;0.10) -7 N, G (1;2.14) -7 F, L (1;4.14)
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B. Initial complex onsets
Adult
target
1;0.10
1;2.14
1;4.14
1;5.0
1;5.14
1;5.28
,;6."
,;6.25
1;7·9 PL
1;8.20
1;1 LIZ FL
2;0.17
2;1. 14
FL
PL
(5) Order of appearanceof complex clusters in Tom's system
PL (1;5028) ~ FL (1;7.9) ~ PG (I;II.I2) ~ sP (2;0.17) ~
sF (2;1.14)
4. Tirza
A. Initial simple onsets
Adult
target
1;8,5
1;10.8
Llh2;0.18
2;1.2
2;2.12 L
G/h
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Tirza has plosives, fricatives and nasals from the start, followed by liquids
at 1;10.8 and glides at 2;1.2. This is schematised in (6):
(6) Onsets in Tirza's productions (first appearance)
P, F, N, 0, h (1;8.5) ~ L (1;10.8) ~ G (2;1.2)
B. Initial complex onsets
Adult PL
target
1;8·5 P
1;8.26
1;10.8
1;11.19
2;0.18
2;1.2 PL
L2;1.17
2;2.12 PL
2;6.12 FL
m Order of appearance of complex clusters in Tirza's syste»:
PL, FL (2;2.12) ~ sP, sF (2;5.5)
5. Elke
A. Initial simple onsets
Adult P
target
1;6·4
1;6.25
1;9.10
1;9.24
1;11.28
2;1.16
F hG oN L
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Elke has plosives and nasals from the start. Fricatives are invariably
produced as plosives until r;9.24, at which stage they are either produced as
plosives or fricatives. Fricatives are produced as such only from 2;I. r 6.
Glides appear at r;6.25, liquids at r;rI.28. Once adult targets with liquids
and glides are produced, they are produced accurately. In other words, she
seems to have a selection strategy. The development is given in (8):
(8) Onsets in Elke 'sproductions (first appearance)
P,N, 0 (r;6.4) ~ G (r;6.25) ~ F (r;9.24) ~ L, h (r;rI.28)
B. Initial complex onsets
Adult
target
1;6.25
1;8.13
2;1.16
(9) Order of appearance of complex clusters in Elke's system
PG (2;O.II) ~ PL (2;3027) ~ sP (2;4.15)
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6. Catootje
A. Initial simple onsets
r;Io.II
Adult
target
F N L G
2;0.20
2;5.8
L
G
h/F/G
FIG
Catootje produces adult targets with initial plosives and nasals accurately in
the initial recording session. Liquids also appear then, but are often
substituted by nasals or fhl. From 2;3.26 they are produced as liquids.
Glides start to appear slightly earlier than fricatives. The development is
given in (10):
(10) Onsets in Catootje's productions (first appearance)
P, h, N, L, 0 (r.r o.r r ) ~ G (r;r1.1O) ~ F (2;0.20)
B. Initial complex clusters
Adult PL FL PN
target
I;ro.II P h/L P
1;11.10
2;0.6
2;0.20
2;1·3
(r r) Order 0/ appearance 0/ complex clusters in Catootje's !Jstem
PG (r;r I.I0) ~ PL, FL, s-P (2;0.6) ~ FN, s-h (2;0.20) ~
FG (2;1.3)
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7. Eva
A. Initial simple onsets
Adult
target
1;8.12
Eva also favours plosives in the initial recording sessions. Nasals do appear,
but are often replaced by plosives until 1;7.15. The next type of segments
appearing in her system are glides, followed by fricatives. Liquids are
mastered relatively late. (12) schematises her development:
(12) Onsets in Eva's productions (first appearance)
P,N, h, 0 (1;4.12) ---7 G (1;7.15) ---7 F (1;8.12) ---7 L (1;9.22)
B. Initial complex onsets
Adult PL FL Is/p Is/F
target
1;4.12 P P P 0/h
1;4.26
1;6.1
1;7.15
1;8.12
1;9.8 F
1;9.22 F
1;10·3
Eva has no clusters at all during the recording sessions.
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8. Robin
Adult
A. Initial simple onsets
target
1;6.12
1;6.25·
1;8.26
2;0.6.
Robin too has nasals and plosives in the early sessions. Fricatives appear
shortly after that at 1;6.12. Liquids and glides are substituted by fricatives
(or plosives) until respectively 2;3.12 and 2;1.9. Glides appear in his system
before liquids. This is schematised in (13):
(I 3) Onsets in Robin's productions (first appearance)
P, N, 0, h (1;5.13) ~ F (1;6.12) ~ G (I;II.23) ~ L (2;3.12)
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Adult PL
B. Initial complex onsets
target
1;6.12
1;6.25
1;8.26
2;0.20
2.;2.29
(14) Order of appearance of complex clusters in Robin's rystem
sP (2;0.20)
9. Leonie
Adult
A. Initial simple onsets
target
1;10.15
1;1I.12 L/h/G G
Again plosives are realised as such across the board. Fricatives and liquids
are often replaced by plosives, as are nasals, although they are sometimes
produced as nasals. From 1;10.29 both nasals and fricatives are produced
accurately. Liquids now are replaced by plosives or nasals. Target glides are
produced as glides systematically from I; I I. I 2. Before that age, they are
sometimes produced as plosives. Empty onsets are often filled by the onset
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of the second syllable (see chapter 3). Finally, Ihl is in the initial sessions
often deleted. From r;1O.15 it is always produced. (r5) gives the order in
which the different types of segments appear in onset position:
(r 5) Onsets in Leonie's productions (first appearance)
P,N, 0 (r;9.r 5) ~ F, G, h (r;9.2r) ~ L (r;1O.29)
B. Initial complex onsets
Adult PL
target
1;9.15 P
1;9.21
1;10·4
1;10.15
1;10.29
r;II.I2
I;r 1.25
FL
P
L
Isxl clusters are produced as nasals (r6), presumably by a harmony process.
Leonie
schoenen
schommel
l'sxUlndn]I
i'sXJmdll
['1JUl1Jt]
[rorni]
(r;ro.29)
(r;r 1.25)
Another remarkable fact is that liquids are not produced as such if the
target word starts with a liquid. Single initial target nasals are produced as
such. However, nasals in clusters are not produced as nasals, but as single
liquids. I have no explanation for this.
(r 7) Order of appearance of complex clusters in Leonie's system
PL (r.r o.r 5)
No data are given from Enzo, David and Leon, because they all have the
different types of single onsets from the start. They have also mastered
most complex onsets.
Appendix E Onset Clusters
in Dutch
1. Obstruent-Obstruent clusters
P t k
s spar 'pine' stoel 'chair' ski 'ski'
spook 'ghost' stuk 'broken' skelter 'skelter'
spuit 'syringe' stil 'quiet' score 'score'
spin 'spider' staan 'to stand' skelet 'skeleton'
f X
s sfeer 'sphere' schoen 'shoe'
sfinx 'sphinx' schaar 'scissors'
school 'school'
schop 'kick'
In addition to lsi-initial obstruent-obstruent clusters there are a few loan-
words like Ptolemeus, psalm, tsaar, etc. I do not take these into consideration,
because no such forms are produced or selected for production by the children.
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2. Obsrruent-Sonorant clusters
1 r m 0 w j
p plas 'puddle' praten 'to talk' - - - -
b bloem 'Rower' brock 'trousers' - - - -
t - trein 'train' - - twee 'two' -
d - drie 'three' - - dweil 'cloth' -
k kJeur 'colour' krant 'paper' - knie 'knee' kwijt 'gone' -
f fles 'bottle' fries 'Frisian' - - -
v vlees 'meat' vracht 'load' - - - -
s sla 'lettuce' - smak 'smack' sooep 'candy' - -
z - - - - zwaar 'heavy
X glas 'glass' graen 'green' - - - -
There are margioal cases with nasal in second position such as in jiltliken, gnoom, pneumatisch, etc. I will not discuss
these, because target words with clusters like these are not selected for production by children; nor are such
clusters produced by children.
3. Triconsonantal onsets
There are words which have onsets which are a combination of I and 2. The following data illustrate this:
spr str skr sxr
springen 'to jump' straat 'street' script 'script' schrik 'fright'
spreken 'to speak' strik 'bow' screen 'screen' schroef 'screw'
spruit 'sprout' strand 'beach' schrijven 'to write'
spl stl ski SXI
spleet 'slit' - sclerose 'sclerosis' -
split 'slit' - -
splinter 'splinter' - -
As is clear from the data, not all possible combinations of I and 2 are attested.
Appendix F Final Consonants
Age of appearance of final consonants
child Robin Tom Jarmo EIke Noortje
F 1;7·13 1;2.27 1;6.13 1;6-4 2;1.17
P 1;7·13 1.2.27 I.7.15 1;6.25 2;2·7
N 1;7.27 1;4·14 1;7.29 1;].22 2;2·7
L 2;0-4 1;11.20
Environment
VCobst 2% (rl59) 2% (rlj3) 1% (t/Bo)
VVCobst 7% (81118) 0% (0/76) 3% (Y9I)
VCson 64% (</14) 55% (6!II) 16% (7/44)
vvc.; 7°% (4</70) 71% (5 Y75) 74% (67/9°)
Appendix G Acquisition of
Rhymes
1. Elke
(I) The percentages (and raw scores) if deleted final consonants
Where: I = 1;6.4 - 1;10.7, II = 1;10.21 - 2;2.6, and III = 2;2.21 - 2;4.29;
Cobst = Obstruent, Cson = Sonorant, V = Short vowel, and VV = Long vowel.
Observations
1. No developmental trend can be detected for obstruents: deletion is
infrequent at all stages.
2. No developmental trend can be detected for sonorants following long
vowels, but for sonorants following short vowels the percentage deleted
sonorants is decreasing in the course of development.
3. At stage I there is no difference between sonorants following long and
those following short vowels. However, at stages II and III deletion of
sonorants is more frequent after long vowels.
Conclusion
Vowel length before sonorants plays a role from stage II.
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(2) Percentages 0/ vowel length efTors in different environments
Environment
vc., 32°/0 (I 9"j 9) 1.1°/0 (n/j 3) jO/o (41'80)
VVCohst 1.7°/0 (32,!I,8) 1.1.°/0 (17/76) jO/o (Y9I)
VC,on jO% (7/14) 64% (7/1 I) 18% (8144)
VVC,on 1.7°/0 (19"70) 19°/0 (I4"7j) 17°/0 (IY9°)
Total V ~ VV 36% (1.6173) 1.8% (18164) 10% (I z/r aa)
Total VV ~ V 1.7°/0 (j VI88) 1.1% (3VI j I) 11°/0 (1.01181)
Observations
I. Vowel length errors are decreasing in the course of development.
2. Vowel length is more or less random at I and II before both obstruents
and sonorants: both long vowels are shortened and short vowels are
lengthened.Vowellength distinctions before obstruents seem to be mastered
at stage III.
3. Vowel length errors are particularly frequent in the production of Vesan
targets.
(3) Vowel length errors in relation to final C deletion
a.
Target: VCob" 00/0 100% 9% 91% 00/0 1000/0
(0119) (10/19) (III I) (lcYII) (014) (4"4)
Target: VC,on 1000/0 00/0 71% 29% 62% 38%
(7/7) (017) (51'7) (21'7) (51'8) (j/ll)
b.
Target: VVCob" 3% 97% 0% 1000/0 00/0 100%
(VJ2) (3VJ2) (0117) (17!I7) (015) (51'5)
Target: VVC'on 47% 53 43% n% 4°% 60%
(0/19) (10119 (6114) (8114) (6115) (0/15)
Observations
I. Vowel lengthening before obstruents mainly occur in closed syllables. There
is no relation between vowel lengthening and deletion of the final obstruent.
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2. Most instances of vowel lengthening before target sonorants occur when
the sonorant is not realised (compensatory lengthening).
3. Both observations together seem to indicate a closer relationship between
the vowel and the sonorant than between the vowel and the obstruent.
4. Vowel shortening before sonorants occur frequently in closed syllables,
although it also occurs when the sonorant is not produced.
(4) Elke
a. VCson ~ VV
bal Iball ~ [bau] (1;10.21)
bril Ibrtl! ~ [bill (2;2.21)
b. VVCson ~ VV
banaan Iba:'na:nl ~ rna:] (1;7.8)
trein /treiu/ ~ [tEi] (1;7.22)
trein ItrEinl ~ [tel] (1;11.28)
doen Idu:nl ~ [du:] (2;0.25)
schoon Isxo:nl ~ [xo:] (2;2.21)
c. vvc, ~ VCson
banaan Iba:'naml ~ [ncn] (1;9.24)
boom Ibo:ml ~ [born], [porn] (1;10·7)
haan Ihaml ~ [an] (1;10·7)
konijn Iko:'nEinl ~ [nm] (1;10·7)
bloem Iblu:ml ~ [born] (2;1.16)
pijn IpEinl ~ [pan] (2;2.21)
d. VCobst ~ VVCobst
tas ltasl ~ [tiJ] (1;6·4)
vis Ivtsl ~ [purf] (1;7.22)
Iles IIlESI ~ [e:s] (1;8.13)
pop Ip:Jpl ~ [puip] (I ;9.13)
kapot lka:'p:Jtl ~ [burt] (1;8,31)
nat Inatl ~ [ne:t] (1;9.10)
pop Ip:Jpl ~ [pm<P] (1;9.10)
bed IbEtI ~ [pelt] (1;10·7)
e. VVCobst ~ VCobst
poes Ipu:sl ~ [PHS] (1;6·4)
kaas Ikmsl ~ [kaJ] (1;7.8)
boek Ibu:kl ~ [pok] (1;9.10)
vies Ivi:sl ~ [pis] (1;9.24)
uit I ceytl ~ [at], [ot] (1;10.21)
kijk lkEikl ~ [ktk], [kak] (2;1.26)
brood Ibro:tl ~ [pot] (2;2.21)
stout Istautl ~ [tot] (2;2.21)
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f. Repairs
schoen
stoel
trein
(1;6·4)
(1;8,31)
(1;9.10)
(1;9.24)
(1;11.7)
Isxu:nl ~ [tui]
Istu:I! ~ [tu:t], [ty:tJ
/rrein/' ~ [ti:xJ
Ime:rl ~ [mi:xJ
Ibe:rl ~ [bEEI
meer
beer
2. Robin
(I) Percentages (and raw scores) if deleted final consonants
Environment
VCobst II% (vI8) 50/0 (Y58) 4% (2153) 2% (v88)
VVCobst 8% (6174) 3% (y89) 7% (6182) 6% (101154)
VN 20% (rl5) 18% (4"22) 4% (rl23) 6% (VB)
VL 67"/0 (213) 100% (212) 67% (213) 89% (24127)
VVN 10% (4"42) 3% (2158) 2% (rl41) 4% (4"106)
VVL 970/0 (3 rip) 79% (3 rl39) 92% (35138) 58% (58/100)
VCson 38% (y8) 25% (6124) 12% (Y26) 43% (26160)
vvc., 47% (3 5174) 34% (3Y97) 46% (36179) 30% (621206)
Where: 1==1;5.11 - 1;8.7, II==I;8.24 - 1;11.7, 1II==I;I1.21 - 2;1.7, and 1V==2;1.26 - 2;4.29;
Cobst==Obstruent, Cson=Sonorant, N= Nasal, L= Liquid, V=Short vowel, and VV = Long vowel,
Observations
I. Nasals and obstruents behave similar, although at stage I nasals are
slightly more frequently deleted. Liquids differ from obstruents and nasals:
they are most often deleted at all stages.
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(2) Percentages of vowel length errors in different environments
Environment
VCabs' 28% (5/I 8) 36% (2r/58) 13% (7/53) 9% (&188)
VVCabs' 3°% (22174) 28% (2 j/89) 20% (16182) 7% (I i/r 54)
VN 20% (r/5) 36% (&122) 17% (41'23) 12% (41'33)
VVN 38% (16142) 34% (20158) 24% (10141) 3% (Y106)
VL 67'% (z/3) 100% (z/z) 67% (z/3) 56% (Ij/27)
VVL 13% (41'32) 14% (6139) 17% (10158) 10% (101100)
vc., 38% (y8) 42% (10124) 23% (6126) 32% (15160)
vvc., 27% (20174) 27% (26197) 20% (20199) 6% (IY206)
Total V ~ VV 31% (8126) 38% (3r/82) 16% (I Y79) 18% (27/148)
Total VV ~ V 28% (4z/148) 27% (5 r/I86) 20% (361181) 7% (24"'360)
Observations
1. Vowel length is random at stage I, II, and III in all environments. It
seems to be mastered at stage IV. The only exceptions is short vowels
before liquids: liquids are often deleted, but trigger vowel lengthening.
2. Vowel length errors decrease in the course of developments, with the
exception of short vowels followed by sonorants.
(3) Vowel length errors in relation to final C deletion
Target: VCohs, 20% 80% 100/0 9°% 0% 100% 12% 88%
(Vj) (4I'j) (2121) (Iel21) (017) (7/7) (I!8) (7/8)
Target: VN 0% 100% lZo/0 88% 00/0 100% 2j% 7j%
(011) (VI) (v8) (7/8) (014) (41'4) (v4) ()"4)
Target: VL 1000/0 0% 1000/0 00/0 100% 0% 93% 7%
(212) (012) (212) (012) (212) (012) (141'1j) (vIj)
Target: VCson 67% 33%% 3°% 7°% 33% 67% 79% 21%
(213) (v3) ()"IO) (7!IO) (216) (41'6) (I Y19) (41'19)
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Target: VVCob;t 00/0 100% 00/0 100% 13% 88% 18% 82%
(0122) (2z/22) «/2j) (2Y2j) (z/16) (14"16) (z/II) (9"11)
Target: VVN 6% 94% jO/o 95% 0% 100% 0% 100%
(I.!I6) (IYI6) (II20) (19"20) (0110) (10110) (013) (313)
Target: VVL 2j% 75% 17% 83% 20% 80% 10% 9°%
(II4) (314) (II6) (y6) (z/IO) (8IIo) (IIIO) (9"10)
Target: VVC,on 100/0 9°% 8% 92% 100/0 9°% 8% 92%
(z/2O) ( Iil/2O) (z/26) (24"26) (z/2O) (18120) (VI 3) (1z/13)
Observations
1. VCobst' VN, VVCobst and VVN are produced as VCobst> VN, VVCobst or
VVe. VL is produced as either VL or VV; VVL is produced as either VV
or VL.
Examples are given below:
(4) Robin
a. VL --? VV
bal Iball --? [bOl] (1;6.23)
al loll --? [au] (1;11.7)
rol Inll --? [hull (2;1.26)
b. VVL --? VV
stoel Istu:ll --? [ty:] (1;7.13)
beer Ibe:rI --? [pi:] (1;7027)
gitaar Ixi:'ta:rI --? ['ti:ta:] (1;9.10)
daar Ida:rI --? [da:] (1;11.7)
door Ido:rl --? [to:] (1;11.7)
deur Id0:rI --? [toi] (1;11.7)
klaar Ikla:rI --? [tal] (I;II.21)
school Isxo:l1 --? [so:] (1;11.21)
c. VVL --? VL
dier Idi:rl --? [ttl] (1;10.21)
uur Iy:rl --? [ur] (I;II.21)
speel Ispe:ll --? [ptl] (2;0·4)
d. VVN --? VN
trein ItrEinl --? [tan] (1;7.13)
trein ItrEinl --? [tan] (1;7027)
boom Ibo:ml --? [porn] (1;7027)
--? [porn] (1;8·7)
tuin Itcqnl --? [teen] (1;8·7)
speen Ispeml --? [btn] (1;9.10)
pijn IpEinl --? [pen] (1;9.24)
trein ItrEinl --? [tm] (I;II.21)
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e. VVCabst ~ VCabst
thuis Ita:ysl ~ [tees] (1;7.13)
uit I eeyt/ ~ [ret] (1;7.13)
poes Ipu:sl ~ [rns] (1;7.27)
aap la:pl ~ [ap] (1;8·7)
ijs IEisl ~ [ES] (1;8.24)
boek Ibu:kl ~ [b::>k] (1;10·7)
uit I a:ytl ~ [a:t] (1;1 !.7)
ziek Izi:kl ~ [stk] (2;0.4)
thuis Ita:ysl ~ [tees] (2;0.4)
graaf Ixra:fl ~ [faf] (2;1.7)
niet Ini:tl ~ [utt] (2;!.7)
f. VN ~VVN
ton Ibnl ~ [tum] (1;9.24)
in Itnl ~ [e:n] (1;10.21)
man Imanl ~ [ma:n] (1;1 !.7)
boterham I'bo:t;lr,haml ~ ['b::>'ta:m] (I;II.21)
pan Ipanl ~ [palm] (2;0·4)
spin /spin/' ~ [spe:n] (2;!.7)
g. VCabs, ~ VVCabs,
jas Ijasl ~ [se:s] (1;7.27)
bad Ibml ~ [pa:t] (1;8.7)
pop /pop/' ~ [PUlp] (1;8.24)
bus IbHSI ~ [by:s], [py:s] (1;9.10)
trap Itrapl ~ [pa:p] (1;9.24)
sop IS:Jpl ~ [fu:p] (1;10'7)
bos Ib::>sl ~ [burs] (1;10.21)
stuk IStHkl ~ [ty:k], [ti:k] (1;10.21)
bed IbEt! ~ [pi:t] (1;11.21)
pet IpEt! ~ [pi:t] (2;0.4)
3. Tirza
(I) Percentages (and raw scores) if deleted final consonants
Environment
VCabst 3% (zl61) 1% (rl82) 1% (rlI35)
VVCabst 3% (zl62) 5% (61123) 13% (24"191)
VCsan 29% (zl7) 38% (I zip) 13% (0/68)
vvc., 54% (20/54) 35% (4r1117) 26% (54"205)
Where: I = 1;8.5 - 1;11.8, II = 1;II.19 - 2;7.1, III = 2;2.12 - 2;6.12;
Cobs' = Obstruent, Csan = Sonorant, V = Short vowel, and VV = Long vowel.
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Observations
I. Obstruents after long vowels are more prone to deletion at stage III than
at stages I and II; and more prone to deletion than obstruents following
short vowels.
2. Sonorants are more prone to deletion after long vowels than after short
vowels.
(2) Percentagesof vowel length errors in difftrent environments
Environment
VCobst 16% (w'6 I) 15% (Iv82) 4% (61135)
WCobst 5% (y62) 6% (7/123) 8% (161191)
vc., 14% (I17) 38% (12/32) 10% (7/68)
vvc., 28% (IY54) 18% (2 I1II7) 15% (301205)
TotalV~W 16% (III68) 21% (24"114) 6% (I Y203)
TotalW~V 16% (I &III 6) 12% (2&1240) 12% (461396)
Observations
1. Vowel length is more or less mastered at stage III.
(3) Vowel length errors in relation to final C deletion
Target: VCabst 10% 90% 0% IOO% 17% 830/0
(I1IO) (tjIO) (0112) (12/12) (I1G) (yG)
Target: vc., 100% 0% 92% 8% 100% 00/0
(III) (011) (III12) (lin) (7/7) (017)
IOO% 00/0Target: VVCobst 0%
(013)
Target: vvc., 130/0
(2!I 5)
0% 100%
(0116)
1000/0
(16116)
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Observations
I. Vowel length errors in VCobst targets mainly occur in closed syllables;
those in VCson targets mainly occur in open syllables.
2. Vowel length errors in VVCobst and VVCson targets mainly occur in closed
syllables.
Examples are given below:
(4) TiIifJ
a. VCson ~ VV
krokodil I,kro:ko:'dtll ~ [,tceytd,to:] (2;0.5)
wei IVEII ~ [VEU] (2;2.1)
wil I'vtll ~ [vi:] (2;3-27)
bal Iball ~ [boi] (2;3-27)
b. VVCson ~ VV
beer Ibe:rI ~ [bill (1;8.5)
deur Ido:rI ~ [do:] (1;10.22)
stoel Istu:ll ~ [tu:] (1;11.8)
c. VVCson ~ VCson
boom Ibo:ml ~ [mcem] (1;8·5)
aan laml ~ [a!)] (1;8.26)
baan Ibaml ~ [pan] (2;0·5)
rruer Imi:rl ~ [mtr] (2;0·5)
raam Ira:ml ~ Van] (2;0. I 8)
d. VCobst ~ VVCobst
vis Ivtsl ~ [si:s] (1;8.26)
dak Idakl ~ [da:k] (1;9·Il)
giraf ISi:'rafl ~ [larf] (1;10.22)
pad Ipatl ~ [pa:t] (1;10.22)
pop Ip::>pl ~ [purp] (1;11.8)
zak Izakl ~ [salk] (I;Il.8)
e. VVCobst ~ VCobst
muis Imceysl ~ [mas] (1;10.22)
vlieg Ivli:XI ~ [stx] (1;10.22)
neus Ino:sl ~ [nus] (I;Il,19)
race Ire:sl ~ VED (I;Il.19)
buik Ibceykl ~ [bcek] (2;1.17)
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4. Jarmo
(I) Percentages (and raw scores) of deleted final consonants
Environment
VCobst 15% (Y20) 10% (41'4°) 13% (7/54)
vc., 81% (13!I6) 53% (1(}"19) 25% (6124)
VVCobst 10% (6162) 8% (6177) 26% (2&1109)
vvc., 7°% (5Y76) 78% (49"63) 73% (6I!84)
Where: II = 1;6.13 - 1;9.23, III = 1;10.9 - 2;1.8, and IV = 2;1.22 - 2;4.1;
Cobst = Obstruent, Csoo = Sonorant, V = Short vowel, VV = Long vowel.
(2) Percentage of vowel length errors in different environments
Target
VCabst 60% (12120) 25% (10140) 13% (7/54)
VCsan 62% (10116) 47% (0/19) 29% (7124)
vvc..; 27% (17/62) 16% (12177) 9% (0/1°9)
vvc., 37% (28176) 16% (10163) 8% (7/84)
Total V ~ VV 61% (22136) 32% (10/59) 18% (14178)
Total VV ~ V 33% (451138) 16% (221140) 8% (161193)
(3) Vowel length errors in relation to final C deletion
Target: VCabst 17% 83% 20% 80% 29% 71%
(2112) (10112) (2110) (8110) (217) (517)
Target: vc., 9°% 10°10 89% 11°10 71% 29%
(0/10) (rlIO) (819) (rl9) (517) (217)
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Samenvatting in
het N ederlands
Over de verwerving van
prosodische structuur
INDIT PROEFSCHRIFT staat de vraag hoe kinderen lettergreep-structuur en klemtoon verwerven centtaal. Deze vraag heeft zowelbetrekking op het logische probleem van taalverwerving als op het
ontwikkelingsprobleem van taalverwerving. Het logische probleem van
taalverwerving betteft de vraag hoe een grammaticaal systeem geleerd kan
worden op basis van het taalaanbod dat het kind krijgt, aangenomen dat de
Universele Grammatica - de verzameling universele principes en parameters
- is aangeboren. In principe kan het logische probleem van taalverwerving
opgelost worden zonder naar taalverwervingsdata te kijken. Van belang is of
een grammaticale theorie in principe leerbaar is. Het ontwikkelingsprobleem
van taalverwerving betreft de vraag welke stadia het taalverwervende kind
doorloopt. Hiervoor zijn taalverwervingsdata onontbeerlijk. Deze problemen
zijn vaak afzonderlijk onderzocht, maar idealiter worden ze gecombineerd.
Dat is beoogd in dit proefschrift.
In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat zowel de verwerving van
lettergreepstructuur als de verwerving van klemtoon via verschillende stadia
verloopt. De eigenschappen van de stadia worden geanalyseerd inhet kader
van de prosodische fonologie waarbij tevens een verklaring gegeven wordt
voor de transities van het ene stadium naar het volgende. Het doel van het
proefschrift is het opstellen van een theorie over de verwerving van
prosodische structuur.
In hoofdstuk 1 worden de grondbeginselen en assumpties expliciet
gemaakt. Er wordt uitgegaan van een 'principes en parameters' benadering,
waarin aangenomen wordt dat kinderen een aangeboren taalvermogen
hebben. Dit wordt de Universele Grammatica (UG) genoemd. UG bestaat
uit een verzameling universele principes en parameters. De principes gelden
voor aile talen, maar talen kunnen verschillen in de waarden voor de
parameters. Onder de aanname dat iedere parameter een default (ongemar-
keerde) waarde heeft en dat de gemarkeerde waarde alleen gekozen wordt als
daarvoor voldoende evidentie is in het taalaanbod, bestaat het taalverwer-
vingsproces uit het veranderen van default parameterwaarden in de
gemarkeerde waarden voorzover de taal die geleerd wordt de gemarkeerde
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waarden vereist. Deze parameterwaarden vormen de basisgrammatica.
Daarnaast moeten ook taalspecifieke eigenschappen geleerd worden.
De taal van de omgeving is een vorm van input: de zgn. positieve
evidentie. De basisgrammatica wordt uitsluitend geleerd op basis van
positieve evidentie. Daarnaast wordt in deze dissertatie aangetoond dat ook
de output van het kind functioneert als input en dat kinderen tevens
indirecte negatieve evidentie - het systematisch ontbreken van bepaalde data
- gebruiken. Indirecte negatieve evidentie is relevant voor het leren van
taalspecifieke eigenschappen. Aangenomen dat kinderen 'conservatieve'
leerders zijn, d.w.z. dat ze hun grammaticale systeem aileen veranderen als
daar voldoende evidentie voor is, kan worden gesteld dat deze taalspecifieke
eigenschappen laat geleerd worden.
De parameterwaarden bepalen hoe het prosodische templaat - de
fonologische representatie van prosodische eigenschappen - van het kind
eruit ziet. Aanvankelijk hebben aile parameters de default waarde. Voor
lettergreepstructuur betekent dat dat iedere kinderlettergreep uit precies een
medeklinker (C) en een klinker M bestaat: het kind heeft een CV-templaat.
Wanneer parameters de gemarkeerde waarde krijgen, gaat het grammaticale
systeem van het kind meer op dat van de volwassene lijken. In de vroege
stadia is het kindertemplaat erg eenvoudig en kan niet altijd al het segmentele
materiaal van het volwassen woord geIncorporeerd worden. Wanneer het
kind bijvoorbeeld een CV-templaat heeft, wordt de finale /k! in een woord
als dik niet gerealiseerd: de /k/ past niet in het kindertemplaat. Het woord
dik wordt gerealiseerd als [dt]' Het is niet zo dat het kind deletieregels heeft.
Het kind projecteert de reeks segmenten (d, i, k) van het volwassen woord
op zijn eigen woordtemplaat. Alles wat daar niet in past, wordt niet
gerealiseerd. Als het templaat zich uitbreidt tot een CVC-templaat, zal
'deletie' van de /k/ niet meer voorkomen. De vereenvoudiging van het
volwassen woord door het kind is een soort reparatiestrategie. Een andere
strategie is die van selectie. Daarvan is sprake wanneer het kind aileen die
woorden voor zijn productie selecteert die passen op zijn woordtemplaat.
Het onderzoek waarvan in dit proefschrift verslag wordt gedaan is
gebaseerd op spontane taaluitingen van 12 Nederlandse kinderen die bij
aanvang van het onderzoek tussen de 1;0 (1 jaar) en 1;11 (1 jaar en 11
maanden) waren. Van de kinderen zijn een jaar lang om de week opnames
gemaakt. De uitingen zijn fonetisch getranscribeerd en opgenomen in een
databank. Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een uitgebreide beschrijving van de data en de
methode van gegevensverzameling.
Hoofdstuk 3 verschaft de achtergrond voor hoofdstuk 4 en 5. Het geeft
een beschrijving van de twee meest gebruikte theorieen van lettergreep-
structuur: de onset-rijm theorie en de moraische theorie. In dit proefschrift
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worden argumenten gegeven v66r de onset-rijm theorie en tegen de
moraische. In het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk wordt een overzicht
gegeven van de analyses van de Nederlandse lettergreep. De overige hoofd-
stukken hebben voornamelijk betrekking op Nederlandse verwervingsdata.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de verwerving van de onset behanddd. Een
Nederlandse lettergreep kan beginnen met een klinker of met een, twee of
drie medeklinkers (zie (1)). Aangenomen wordt dat de onset uit maximaal
twee medeklinkers kan bestaan, waarvan de eerste een obstruent (een plof-
of wrijfklank) en de tweede een sonorant (een nasaal, liquida of glijder) is.
Aan het woordbegin is een extra medeklinker mogelijk (de extrasyilabische
consonant (ESC)), maar deze maakt geen onderdeel uit van de onset.
(1) Onset structuur
woord
////;:~g<eep
»> ~~
ESC onset (rijm)
J~
X X X
s
s
p
s
k
t
P
(aat)
(ang)
(op)
(at)
(d)
(oom)
(d)
r
I
n
r
t
In de verwerving van onsets kunnen grofweg 5 stadia worden onderscheiden.
In stadium 1 zijn onsets verplicht: aile lettergrepen beginnen met een
medeklinker. Kinderen realiseren aileen plofklanken aan het begin van de
lettergreep. Andere medeklinkers worden vervangen door plofklanken. In dit
stadium zijn aile parameters nag in de default waarde, resulterend in de
basislettergreep Cv. Onsets zijn verplicht aanwezig en bestaan maximaal (en
minimaal) uit een medeklinker. Lettergrepen kunnen nog niet gesloten
(eindigend op een medeklinker) zijn. Woorden zoals auto worden uit-
gesproken als ['to:to:] en woorden als drinken als ['ti:b]. In stadium 2 zijn
onsets optioned: lettergrepen kunnen ook met een klinker beginnen, maar
nag niet met twee medeklinkers. De waarde voor de minimale onset
parameter gaat van de default naar de gemarkeerde waarde (de minimale
waarde voor het aantal medeklinkers in de onset gaat van 1 naar 0). Nu
wordt auto goed uitgesproken. In stadium 3 komen medeklinkers met
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verschillende wijze van articulatie voor: eerst nasalen, en dan fricatieven,
liquidae en glijders. In stadium 4 worden medeklinkerclusters bestaande uit
een obstruent en een sonorant gerealiseerd. De maximale onset parameter
wordt naar de gemarkeerde waarde gezet (de maximale waarde voor het
aantal medeklinkers in de onset gaat van 1 naar 2). Dus bloem wordt
gerealiseerd als [blu:m], maar stadals [tat]. Nu kunnen woorden met nul, een
of twee medeklinkers beginnen. Pas in stadium 5 worden clusters bestaande
uit een lsi en een obstruent (sp-, st-, sch-) toegestaan. Dit geeft aan dat de
extrasyilabiciteitsparameter 'zijn extrasyilabische medeklinkers toegestaan?'
gezet is van de default waarde NEE naar de gemarkeerde waarde JA. Sommige
kinderen hebben eerst stadium 5 en dan stadium 4, wat aangeeft dat de maximale
onset parameter en de extrasyilabiciteitsparameter onafhankelijk van elkaar
zijn. De kinderen die obstruent-sonorant clusters hebben in stadium 4 leren
nu ook clusters van drie medeklinkers, zoals in de woorden spreken en straat.
De verwerving van obstruent-sonorant clusters verloopt ook stapsgewijs:
eerst worden zulke clusters gereduceerd tot de obstruent. Vervolgens is er
een optioned stadium waarin aileen de sonorant gerealiseerd wordt, en
tenslotte wordt het cluster gerealiseerd. Dus een woord als bloem wordt
achtereenvolgens gerealiseerd als [bu:m], Uu:m], en [blu:m].
De verwerving van lsi -obstruent clusters gaat ook stapsgewijs: eerst wordt
aileen de obstruent gerealiseerd, vervolgens aileen de lsi en daarna het
cluster. Dus een woord als stadwordt achtereenvolgens gerealiseerd als [tat],
[sat] en [stat]. Het tweede stadium wordt echter niet bij aile kinderen
aangetroffen en is dus optioned.
Wanneer kinderen de maximale onset parameter naar de gemarkeerde
waarde gezet hebben (en dus obstruent-sonorant clusters toestaan), maar de
extrasyllabiciteits-parameter nog niet, produceren ze ook woorden beginnend
met Isl/- en Ikn/-clusters. In de standaard analyse van het Nederlands
wordt echter aangenomen dat de lsi in Isll-clusters en de Ikl in Ikn/-
clusters extrasyllabisch zijn. In beide gevallen wordt echter het cluster
gerealiseerd door kinderen. Kennelijk analyseert het kind deze clusters als
obstruent-sonorant clusters. Deze kunnen gerealiseerd worden in het kinder-
templaat. Het kind beschikt niet over evidentie voor een andere analyse.
Hoewd kinderen geen positieve evidentie krijgen voor bijvoorbedd Ipw/-
en Itl/-clusters, komen ze in kindertaaldata vee! voor. Het is een taal-
specifieke eigenschap van het Nederlands dat twee medeklinkers in een
onsetcluster niet dezdfde articulatieplaats mogen hebben. Kinderen hebben
juist een voorkeur voor clusters met een articulatieplaats. Op basis van
negatieve evidentie, d.w.z. het ontbreken van Itl/- en Ipw/-clusters in het
taalaanbod, moet het kind leren dat Itl/- en Ipw/-clusters uitgesloten zijn
in het Nederlands.
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Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de patronen die aangetroffen worden in de
verwerving van rijmstructuur. In het algemeen wordt aangenomen dat het
rijm maximaal twee posities kan bevatten: ofwel een lange klinker (een
vertakkende nucleus) ofwel een korte klinker gevolgd door een medeklinker
(een vertakkend rijm). Daarnaast kan er aan het woordeinde nog een extra
consonant (de extra-rijm consonant (ERC» komen (zie (2»:
(2) Rf/mstructuur
woord woord
lettergreep lettergreep
~ ~~
onset rijm onset rijm
i~ -c-, I
nucleus coda nucleus ERe
I /~ I
X X X X X
(st) a d (st) aa n
(kn) 0 p (kn) 00 P
(fl) e s (m) an
(b) er g
(m) el k
In de verwerving van rijmstructuur zijn 4 stadia te onderscheiden, In
stadium 1 eindigen aile lettergrepen op een klinker (CV-lettergreep).
Bovendien maakt het kind geen systematiscb onderscheid tussen lange en korte
klinkers. Het kind heeft nog geen vertakkende nucleus. Een woord als paard
wordt uitgesproken als [po] of [pal] en een woord als stad als [tat] of [ta:t].
In stadium 2 kunnen woorden ook eindigen op obsttuenten, maar
sonoranten worden altijd gedeleerd. Nu heeft het kind de codapositie geleerd,
maar in deze positie kunnen aileen obstruenten (bij voorkeur fricatieven)
gerealiseerd worden. Een woord als paard wordt nu [pars] of [pat], maar een
woord als boom wordt [bo:]. In stadium 3 worden ook sonoranten
geproduceerd: eerst nasalen, en dan liquidae. Maar als een sonorant
gerealiseerd wordt, is de voorafgaande klinker altijd kort. Als de sonorant
gedeleerd wordt, wordt de klinker vaak verlengd. Woorden als bom en boom
worden beide gerealiseerd als [born] of [bo:]. Er bestaat niet een dergelijke
relatie tussen klinkerlengte en de realisatie van finale obstruenten: bad wordt
[bat] of [bart] en kaas wordt [ka:s] of [kas]. Kennelijk zijn sonoranten
onderdeel van de nucleus en obstruenten van de coda. Het kind heeft nu
ook een vertakkende nucleus. De data wijzen verder op het bestaan van een
universeel principe dat zegt dat een rijm maximaal twee posities heeft. Dit
moet wel een universeel principe zijn, gegeven het feit dat de input vele
uitzonderingen kent, maar de output van kinderen geen. Met andere
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woorden, het kind kan deze eigenschap niet geleerd hebben op basis van
positieve evidentie in de input. In stadium 4 wordt de extra-rijm positie
verworven. Nu komen ook finale medeklinker clusters voor, bestaande uit
een sonorant en een obstruent.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft de verschillende stadia in de verwerving van
klemtoon en de relatie tussen klemtoon en deletie van lettergrepen. In de
productie van volwassen tweelettergrepige woorden met finale klemtoon
(zoals ba//on en kongn) wordt de onbeklemtoonde lettergreep veel vaker
gedeleerd dan in die van tweelettergrepige woorden met initiele klemtoon
(zoals auto en robot). Tweelettergrepige woorden met initiele klemtoon
ondergaan geen verandering in de loop van de ontwikkeling, maar in de
verwerving van tweelettergrepige woorden met finale klemtoon zijn vier
stadia te onderscheiden. Een woord als konijn doorloopt achtereenvolgens de
volgende stadia: eerst wordt het uitgesproken als ['ndm] of [riein]; vervolgens
als ['ko:nein], dan als [kor'nein] en tenslotte correct als [koi'nein].
In stadium 1 wordt het segmentele materiaal van de beklemtoonde voet
aan de rechterkant van het volwassen woord gerealiseerd (nijn) en aan het
kindervoettemplaat (een kwantiteits-ongevoelige trocheische voet, dwz een
beklemtoonde lettergreep gevolgd door een onbeklemtoonde) gehecht. Soms
wordt een extra finale lettergreep gerealiseerd, omdat een kwantiteits-
ongevoelige trochee bij voorkeur bestaat uit een beklemtoonde en een
onbeklemtoonde lettergreep. Dus konijn wordt uitgesproken als [nein] of
[neino]. In stadium 2 wordt het segmentele materiaal van de lettergreep aan
de linkerkant van het volwassen woord geselecteerd en geplaatst voor de
segmentele inhoud van stadium 1. Dus ko wordt voor nijn geplaatst. Deze
reeks segmenten wordt gehecht aan het trocheische voettemplaat van het
kind, met als gevolg dat klemtoon op de eerste lettergreep valt: konijn wordt
uitgesproken als ['ko:nein]. In stadium 3 wordt de reeks segmenten van
stadium 2 aan het tweevoetige woordtemplaat van het kind gehecht: elke
lettergreep vormt een voet op zich. Omdat de waarde voor de hoofdklem-
toonparameter nog met vastgesteld is, krijgen beide voeten evenveel
klemtoon: konijn wordt uitgesproken als ['ko:'nein]. In stadium 4 wordt de
waarde voor de hoofdklemtoonparameter bepaald, waardoor de rechter voet
meer klemtoon (hoofdklemtoon) krijgt dan de linker (secundaire klemtoon).
Nu wordt het klemtoonpatroon van konijn correct gerealiseerd.
Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat de ontwikkeling goed beschreven kan worden
met de middelen die de prosodische theorie tot haar beschikking heeft, mits
wordt aangenomen dat het kind voortbouwt op de eigen vorm cit eerdere
stadia. Evidentie voor deze aanname wordt gevonden in reduplicatie- en
metathesis data. De analyse laat tevens zien dat het kind niet noodzakelijker-
wijs het hele volwassen woord als input neemt, maar een gedeelte ervan (de
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linker voet en/of de rechter lettergreep van het woord). De analyse verklaart
het ontbreken van een ontwikkelingspatroon voor tweelettergrepige woorden
met initiele klemtoon en doet de juiste voorspellingen voor het verwervings-
patroon van Iangere woorden, zoals wordt aangetoond in hoofdstuk 6.
Het ontwikkelingspatroon toont verder duidelijk aan dat klemtoon niet
lexicaal geleerd wordt, maar door middel van 'regels' of liever gezegd door
het insteilen van parameterwaarden. Dit is verder uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 7:
daar worden de resultaten van hoofdstuk 6 geincorporeerd in een para-
metrisch leermodel, zoals voorgesteld door Dresher en Kaye (1990).
Onderzocht is of en in hoeverre dit model, dat met succes toegepast is op
machineleerders, oak toegepast kan worden op kindertaalverwerving. In grate
lijnen blijkt het model bruikbaar als verwervingsmodel, maar er wordt in dit
hoofdstuk een aantal veranderingen voorgesteld. Machineleerders doorlopen
niet, zoals kinderen, verschillende ontwikkelingsstadia, maar gaan van het
beginstadium direct naar het eindstadium. Bovendien hebben ze lange
woorden no dig am de juiste parameterwaarden vast te steilen, terwijl
kinderen klemtoon leren op basis van eenvoudige en korte woorden. Er zijn
oak belangrijke verschillen tussen de input van machineleerders en die van
kinderen. De input van machineleerders is voiledig geparseerd, terwijl
kinderen soms maar een deel van het volwassen woord gebruiken als input.
De input van machineleerders is voiledig gesegmentaliseerd en gesyilabi-
ficeerd, terwijl kinderen klemtoon en lettergreepstructuur gelijktijdig leren, De
input van machineleerders is niet aan verandering onderhevig, terwijl die van
kinderen dat wel is, omdat de eigen output een belangrijke vorm van input
is. Die outputvormen veranderen voortdurend. Tenslotte is de input van
machineleerders gecodeerd voor verschillende klemtoonniveau's, terwijl
kinderen aanvankelijk aileen beklemtoonde van onbeklemtoonde lettergrepen
onderscheiden, maar niet hoofdklemtoon van bijklemtoon.
Kart gezegd werkt het voorgestelde model als volgt: de leerder bouwt een
prasodische representatie op een reeks segmenten op basis van de parameter-
waarden van zijn grammatica. De aldus gecreeerde vorm wordt vergeleken
met de inputvorm (het volwassen woord). Als deze vormen niet overeen-
komen gaat de leerder op zoek naar een aanwijzing in de data die leidt tot
het zetten van een parameter naar de gemarkeerde waarde. Wanneer zo'n
aanwijzing gevonden wordt, wordt de bijbehorende parameter in de
gemarkeerde waarde gezet. Daarmee verandert de grammatic a van de leerder.
Deze verandering vindt niet plaats op basis van een vorm, maar de leerder
wacht tot hij voldoende evidentie heeft. Dit verklaart het geleidelijke verloop
van transities. Op basis van de nieuwe parameterwaarden wordt opnieuw een
prasodische representatie gebouwd, die vervolgens vergeleken wordt met de
input. Het praces gaat door totdat de grammatica van de leerder gelijk is aan
die van de volwassene. De transities van het ene stadium naar het volgende
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zijn het resultaat van het zetten van een of meer parameters naar de
gemarkeerde waarde.
Wanneer het kind zijn outputvorm ['nein] van stadium 1 vergelijkt met de
input, dan ontdekt het kind dat klemtoon wel op de goede lettergreep is,
maar dat het aantal lettergrepen verschilt. In het volgende stadium wordt
daarom een extra lettergreep gerealiseerd. Het kind zal echter geen klemtoon-
parameters veranderen, omdat daarvoor geen evidentie bestaat. Aangenomen
dat de ongemarkeerde voet een kwantiteits-ongevoelige trocheische voet is
(d.w.z. lettergreepstructuur speelt geen rol bij klemtoontoekenning), is de
output vorm van het kind ['ko:nein]. Wanneer deze vorm vergeleken wordt
met de inputvorm ontdekt het kind een klemtoonfout. Het kind gaat nu op
zoek naar een aanwijzing in de data am een of meer klemtoonparameters te
veranderen. De parameter die nu gezet wordt, is de kwantiteitsgevoeligheids-
parameter: lettergreep-structuur speelt een rol bij klemtoontoekenning. Het
kind beklemtoont nu aile gesloten lettergrepen. Als gevolg hiervan breidt het
woordtemplaat zich eveneens uit van eenvoetig tot tweevoetig. Het resultaat
is [koi'nein]. Nu treffen we oak klemtoonfouten aan in woorden die
voorheen goed gingen. Het woord robot wordt nu gerealiseerd als ['ho:'p:>t]:
de laatste lettergreep is gesloten en krijgt daarom klemtoon. Dit toont aan
dat de grammatica systematisch verworven wordt. Wanneer tenslotte de
vorm ['ko:'nein] wordt vergeleken met de input, leert het kind dat een van de
voeten meer klemtoon heeft: nu wordt de waarde voor de hoofdklemtoon-
parameter bepaald. Woorden zoals robot moe ten nu geheranalyseerd worden.
Onder de aanname dat, wanneer een parameter eenmaal gezet is naar de
gemarkeerde waarde er geen weg terug is, moeten deze woorden als
uitzonderingen geleerd worden, in tegenstelling tot de standaardanalyse van
Nederlandse klemtoon waarin woorden van het type ballon en gireif als
uitzonderingen beschouwd worden en woorden van het type robot en pinguin
als regelmatig.
In dit proefschrift is aangetoond dat gelijktijdige bestudering van het
logische probleem en het ontwikkelingsprobleem tot vruchtbare resultaten
leidt. Hoewel Chomsky en Haile in 1968 wel inzagen dat het bestuderen van
uitsluitend het logische probleem van taalverwerving een ge'idealiseerd beeld
van taalverwerving oplevert, meenden zij dat een meer realistische be-
nadering, waarbij oak het ontwikkelingsprobleem in beschouwing genomen
wordt, destijds te gecompliceerd was am tot resultaten te komen. In dit
proefschrift is aangetoond dat nu, 25 jaar later, de situatie veel rooskleuriger
is. Ondanks aile variatie - variatie tussen kinderen en binnen de data van
een kind, variatie in taalkundige analyses, etc. - laat nauwkeurige be-
studering van kindertaal oak duidelijke ontwikkelingspatronen zien, die zich
laten beschrijven in het kader van een parametrisch prosodische theorie.
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PAULA FIKKERT
I.
Kinderen leren de grammatica van taal op een systematische wijze, welke
zich goed laat beschrijven door het 'principes en parameters' model.
(dit proefschrift)
II.
Mora's zijn geen sub-syllabische constituenten. (dit proefschrift)
III.
Het bestaan van een goed werkend model voor het leren van klemtoon
door machines betekent niet dat het model ook de verwerving van klemtoon
door kinderen representeert. (dit proefschrift)
IV.
De basisgrammatica wordt uitsluitend op basis van posmeve evidentie
geleerd. Taalspecifieke eigenschappen worden geleerd op basis van indirecte
negatieve evidentie. (dit proefschrift)
V.
In de nieuwe Nederlandse vertaling van Winnie-the-Pooh door Mies
Bouhuys is 'Heffalump' vertaald met 'Klontemiggel'. Bij deze vertaling
hebben semantische aspecten een belangrijke rol gespeeld. Aangezien de
naamgeving in het origineel onmiskenbaar gebaseerd is op fonologische
aspecten, bieden Nederlandse kindertaaldata een aantal betere alternatieven,
zoals 'Honteflang' of 'Hoffalamp'. Enige kennis van kindertaal lijkt dus
onrnisbaar bij het vertalen van kinderboeken.
VI.
Het ontbreken van de mogelijkheid tot perceptie van de eigen output is een
belangrijke factor voor het moeizame proces van het leren van gesproken
taal door dove kinderen.
VII.
Bet feit dat zwaardere sancties worden uitgesproken door de strafcommissie
van de Nederlandse Volleybal Bond wanneer de autoriteit van de scheids-
rechters in weloverwogen bewoordingen ter discussie wordt gesteld, dan
wanneer de scheidsrechter(s) of tegenpartij beledigd wordt door een- of
meerlettergrepige scheldwoorden toont aan dat zij het handhaven van de
machtspositie van scheidsrechters belangrijker acht dan sportief gedrag of
de rechtspositie van de tegenpartij.
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VIII.
Wanneer Noorwegen lid zou worden van de EG zou de gist- en suiker-
consumptie per hoofd van de bevolking drastisch afnemen.
IX.
Bet ontbreken van een goede definitie van 'kunst' mag er niet toe leiden dat
iedere vorm van creativiteit tot kunst verheven wordt.
X.
De migraine-patient bestaat niet.
XI.
Bet verbieden van dankbetuigingen aan mensen die het meest hebben bij-
gedragen aan de totstandkoming van een proefschrift door de Rijksuniversiteit
Leiden getuigt van een calvinistische opvatting: het leveren van goed werk
wordt als vanzelfsprekend beschouwd en dient niet beloond te worden.
XII.
Veel maatregelen van de Nederlandse overheid zijn erop gericht bezuini-
gingen en/of kwaliteitsverbetering teweeg te brengen. De pragmatische
ins telling van de overheid leidt er vaak toe dat bij de formulering van de
maatregelen de controleerbaarheid ervan belangrijker geacht wordt dan de
kwaliteitsverbeterende effecten. Niet zelden leidt de invoering van het
controle-apparaat ertoe dat beoogde bezuinigingen niet verwezenlijkt
worden, terwijl de nadruk op controleerbaarheid dikwijls de beoogde
kwaliteitsverbetering in de weg staat.

